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System & Application Software

In the fast-changing. innovative world
of PC to VAX connectivity. RAF Remote
Access Facility Version 2 has set a new
standard of excellence.
And while the competition struggles to
catch up. RAF Version 2 breaks new
ground. offering options and capabilities
they haven't even dreamed of.
In fact, RAF Version 2 has redefined the
concept of connectivity. enriching it with
new and sophisticated features that go
far beyond the basic file transfer and terminal emulation capabilities of other software systems.

REMARKABLE I TEGRATION TOOLS.
RAF Version 2 offers a total software
integration solution whether communieating asynchronously or over Ethernet. In
addition to RAF's powerful core of capa-

bilities are unique tools such as ...
• PC Advise: Allows y network PC to
access any other P for assistance.
• Dumper: Provides a flexible. convenient
backup and restore utility that may be
used to copy PC files to and from the
remote VAX automatically.
• Update: Allows users to upda es ftware automatically from a remote VAX.
•RAF Menu: Allows a single menu to
serve as a gateway to both PC and VAX
applications.
• RAFSET: Allows the user to remap the
keyboard for terminal emulation including options for 132 column support and
international character support.

COMPLETE ETHERNET SUPPORT.
RAF Version 2 is the fastest and most

Visit us in Booth #2216 at DEXPO West '88

powerful software in existe ee for an
Ethernet environment. supporting 20
maj9r Ethernet Cards. including the newest Micro Channel cards for the IBM PS/Zs.

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL.
See how RAF Version 2 goes beyond
the boundaries of connectivity and allows
users to access all of the VAX resources
seamlessly and transparently. Take advantage of these unique capabilities with a
free 30-day trial.

..;;ATia1L1r!I

1-800-D IAL-DSS

In New York: (212) 807· 7800: in Canada: (613) 938-3333
Databil1ty Software Systems. Inc. 322 Eighth Ave .. NY. NY 10001
All product names are registered trademark.Sot their r('Sp{'(1:rve manufacturers
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Closer to Genius
Introducing PowerHouse PC"~
the most powerful 4GL for
serious application development
on a personal computer.
PowerHouse PC delivers more power than any other
PC application development product. It gives you
OS/ 2™ perlormance and integrated communications.
And it gives you all of this - today.
PowerHouse now lets you prototype and build serious
business applications on your PCin addition to HP,
Digital and DG mid-range computers. The simplicity
of one language across architectures gives you the
flexibility of choosing the production environment
that best suits your needs.
Use PowerHouse PC as a development workstation
to develop applications for your mini, as a host
extension to offload processing, or for stand-alone
applications. Complete with a communications facility,
PowerHouse PC makes the most of your resources by
allowing you to share applications and data between
architectures. What makes PowerHouse PC even
smarter is that it runs under both DOS and 0512.
When you're ready for serious application development
on a personal computer, you're ready for PowerHouse
PC.

Call CognosDirect, 1-800-4-COGNOS
In Canada, 1-800-267-2777

a

OS 2 is a trademark of Internation a l Business Ma chines Corporati on .
The Cognos logo and PowerHouse are registered trademarks of Cognos
Incorporated . PowerHouse PC is a Cog nos trademark .

Cognos Corpo ration , 2 Co rporate Place, 1-95 , Peabody, MA , USA
0 1960, (800) 4-COGNOS . Cognos Inco rpo rated , 3755 Rivers ide Drive,
P.O . Box 9707, Ottawa, O ntario , Ca nada , KlG 324. (613) 738-1440 .
Cognos Limit ed . Weste rl y Point , Market Street. Bracknell. Berkshire
RG12 lQB , Unit ed Kingdom . Na t iona l (0344 ) 486668. Int ernati o nal
+ 44 344 486668 .
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Conquer the
Connectivity Challenge

The Challenge
If you're of the opinion that
networking lots of PCs,
printers, modems and host
computers together has to be
complicated and expensive,
we'd like to change that
op1mon.

Presenting SwitchLAN
SwitchLAN is a simple lowcost network. It provides
"hot-key" File Transfer,
Terminal Emulation and
Printer Sharing at a cost of
about $150 per PC.

Easy Does It
Installing SwitchLAN is a
snap. It uses telephone type
twisted-pair wiring and the
serial COM port already in
your PCs. You don't need to
buy expensive network
servers, install network
boards in every PC, or
struggle with coax cable.
Using SwitchLAN is as easy
as installing it. Extensive
help and pull-down menus
are provided so people don't
have to be network gurus to
use it.
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Challenge Us
Don't take our word for it.
Call for more information or
a free demo disk. With
SwitchLAN you can turn a
Connectivity Challenge into
Child's Play.
Call 1-800-328-2729
In Florida: 305-255-3500
Equinox Systems Inc.
14260 S.W. 119 Avenue
Miami, FL. 33186

EQUINOX
Simply Better Networks
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EinulateThe Best
WithThe Brightest.
There's no denying the availability of some outstanding dedicated terminals to
access Digital~ Hewlett-Packard, and Data General® host systems. Which makes the
task of precisely emulating the performance of those dedicated terminals on an
IBM® PC or compatible a rather significant challenge.
Based on the feedback we've received from SmarTerm® users, our family of
terminal emulation software has met the challenge, passed every test, and surpassed,
in the 9pinion of a host of enthusiastic users, the performance of the host system
terminals being emulated.
The reasons why we shine are fundamental.
Every SmarTerm emulation is precise. So precise, in fact, that a dedicated
terminal's SmarTerm counterpart fully emulates not only advanced performance
features but also unique terminal quirks and bugs.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easytouse. Its one thing to make software do
what hardware does. Its another challenge to minimize software's human wear. The
people designing our products understand the nature of the people using them.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easy to learn. These days, training costs are a hot
topic. Software intended to boost overall system efficiency must recognize the value
ofleaming speed. We have.
Its also easy to learn more about how SmarTerm emulations can help you
shine. Your software dealer can supply all the details. Or you can contact us at
(608) 273-6000 to request complete specifications and a demonstration disk of the
SmarTerm emulation that precisely matches your requirements.
®
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The MV3000 Meets the
Challenge - Highest Density
Memory, First to Market
Take your MicroVAX 3000 to the
max! Clearpoint packs a full 32 mega·
bytes of memory onto the MV3000
boards using state-of-the-art one
megabit DRAMs. Also available in
16 or 8 MB densities, Clearpoint offers
the best pricing for the best package.

The MV2000 Releases the
Full Power of Your
MicroVAX 2000
Order your MVZOOO today and get the
equivalent of MicroVAX II performance at half the cost. The MVZOOO is
available in 8 and 16 MB boards to
upgrade the MicroVAX 2000 to either
10 MB-or to the full 16 MB maximum
of the MicroVAX microprocessor.

The MV2RAM Offers the Full
System Capacity of the
MicroVAX II on One Board
The 16 MB MVZRAM is designed to
run cooler and draw less power for
maximum board life and reliability.
Also available in 8 and 4 MB boards.

Call or write for
specific product
info, the 'BB·'B9
Catalog and our
Memory Pointers
newsletter

CLEARPOINT
Clearpoint Research Corporation

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2811

99 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748

1·800-CLEARPT (253-2778)
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(508) 435-2000

Clcarpoint is a registered trademark of Clcarpoint Research
Corporation. DEC, MicroVAX 3000, MicroVAX 2000,
MicroVAX II arc tradcmarlc.s of Digiral Equipment
Corporation.
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TARGET
AWARDS

Reflection 4 PLUS comes in first with
emulation of the 16-color graphics in VI'340
terminals and background comm uni·
cations. You get powerful productivity
features like PC-to-VAX Backup and
Restore. Keyboard remapping, letting
you map long text strings to any PC key. A
scripting language with 800 variables.
Reflection works in popular networks, and
even maintains multiple I.AT sessions
with WRQ's R-IAT"' or Digital's PCSA'."

Reflection 4 PLUS gives you accurate
VI'241 and 16-color ReGIS graphics emulation for $349~ Reflection 2 PLUS, for $249;
combines VI'220 and Tektronix 4014
emulation. With our 60-day satisfaction
guarantee, there's nothing to lose.
.. Poly·STAR/240 ignores the ReGIS polygon ftll com·
mand used to color the stopwatch.
Test was run on an IBM AT with an EGA and high-resolution color monitor. Screens were timed locally using one data ftle.
Files photographed are identical, except for product names.
Software versions: Reflection 4-3.1; SmaJ'J'erm 240·2.0b
poly-STAR/240-1.1.

•Plus shipping and sales lax where applicable. Aggressive quanlilydiscounls apply.
Reneclion and R-1.AT are registered trademarks of Walker Richer & Quinn. Inc. Smaflerm, poly-STAR. and PCSAare trademarks of theirrespective holders.

~®

SOFTWARE
1-800-8PC-2VAX
1-800-872-2829

·Wilker Richer&Quinn, Inc. el
2825 Eastlake Ave. E., Seattle, WA 98102
206-324-0350 FAX 206-322-8151

Reflection• 4
PLUS

Smar'ferm~

240

VI'241 Terminal Emulation

Yes

Yes

Yf340 ReGIS Graphics

Yes

no

no

16-Color Display

Yes

no

no

Polygon Fill

Yes

Yes

no

Background Multitasking

Yes

no

no

220K

375K

430K

Complete Keyboard Remapping

Yes

no

Yes

Back up PC Files to VAX

Yes

no

no

Variables in Command Language

Yes

no

no

RAM Used
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PUBUSHER
Carl B. Marbach

Proprietary Operating
Systems: Staying Alive

A publication I recently read featured
a graph that showed proprietary
operating systems declining and nonproprietary (read: UNIX) growing.
The two representative lines intersected in the early 1990s.
I don't buy it. On the surface, the data is there, but
underneath, digging deeper, it can't happen.
The Big Three of computing, DEC, IBM and HewlettPackard, make noises about non-proprietary operating
systems. They all talk UNIX out of the sides of their mouths.
HP says that it's spending more on UNIX development than
on its proprietary system, MPE. In HP's case, that's believable;
a major part of its computing machines operate in the technical
arenas, where UNIX has been a major factor for some time.
Rather than build a technical operating system, it has settled
on UNIX as its choice.
But in the commercial arena, MPE is far from dead.
MPE/XL is the new version of MPE for the Spectrum 32-bit
RISC architecture machines, and it sports many new features
to exploit the new architecture. The MPE/XL operating system
is optimized for commercial, transaction processing, which it
does very well. Even HP expects that its HP-UX version of
UNIX won't demonstrate the same performance in commercial situations. HP's position is, simply, that if a customer
wants standards he can have HP-UX, and ifhe wants performance for a commercial system he can have MPE. With
thousands of happy, loyal users, MPE won't roll over and die.
At IBM, "standard" means an IBM standard. The world
has ASCII, IBM has EBCDIC. We communicate asynchronously,
IBM has Bi-Sync. There's X.25 for the rest of us, while IBM
has 3780. When 80-column cards became a standard, IBM gave
us the System 3 and 96-column cards.
Why should we believe that the largest (by far) computer
company is ready to embrace UNIX? Even the newest IBM
series, the AS/400 midrange computers, has no provision or
plan to run UNIX. AIX, IBM's UNIX variant, will run
somewhere, but not on what IBM is betting its future on, the
AS/400 .
DEC has ULTRIX , which, according to our circulation
records, is growing slowly: Although there are UNIX VAXs,
they aren't a threat to the dominance of VMS. DEC seems to
offer ULTRIX in the same way it offers personal computers:
as an accommodation to customers who want a slightly different solution. UNIX seems to have become a workstation
standard, adopted by Apollo, Sun and HP. But strangely,
DEC's thrust on its VAXSTATION is going to be with DECWIN-
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DOWS, not UNIX. UNIX is there if you want it, but you'll have
to ask for it.
UNIX can save smaller computer manufacturers the expense and time of developing an operating system. Freed from
this software albatross, they can concentrate on producing
hardware that differentiates itself from the Big Three. Apollo
and Sun have distinguished themselves in the workstation
market, and other small companies have adopted UNIX. But
these independents are tiny compared with the Big Three,
which have impressive installed bases that provide plenty of
inertia and resistance to change.
It's been said that UNIX is a plot to make hardware
transparent: "If it runs UNIX, who cares what hardware it is."
This "black box" approach will make the larger computer
market as susceptible to clones as the PC market.
The counterargument for UNIX points out that we need
standards, that standards are good for everybody. It's true, for
example, that if we had a standard house, builders could build
it cheaper and more efficiently. But identical houses dotting
our landscape certainly would be boring. What would happen to innovation, to solar designs, to Frank Lloyd Wright
or others who think beyond today?
To some extent, standards stifle new ideas, stagnate
technology and could hamper progress. Some say that each
company still would be free to make its own UNIX, but if they
did, what would happen to the standard?
UNIX has an important place in today's computer scene,
but so does the proprietary operating system. The next year
or so will bring some of the most exciting features VMS has
ever seen, some of which will change the way we think about
DEC computing. While UNIX struggles with standards, VMS
will forge ahead onto new ground for a multiuser operating
system. If VMS could talk, it might say, "The reports of my
death are greatly exaggerated."
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2,000,000 good reasons to add
Today, over two million people use Novell
NetWare®to drive their PC networks. Not
surprisingly, many of them are in companies
which also have one or more DEC VAX
minicomputers. Companies like yours.
Now Novell makes it easy for you to integrate PC users into your VAX network-and
still maintain control of network information
and resources.
PC-to-VAX connectivity. With NetWare
for VMS, PC users can transparently access
data, print services and applications on the
VAX. Yet, because it runs as a single process

within the VAX, NetWare allows you to install,

configure and control the network with standard VMS facilities.
Network security is enhanced by combining NetWare and VMS security features, while
maintaining existing VAX security definitions
set by the VAX system manager. And NetWare
for VMS gives you the power of Advanced
NetWare, plus full DECnet compatibility and
connections to over 30 network topologies,
including Token Ring and Ethernet.
To1al network integra1ion. As more and
more users choose different desktop comput-

© 1988 Novell Inc. , World Heodquorters, 122 Eost 1700 South, Provo, Utah 84601 (801 )379-5900

NetWare for VMS to your VAX.
ing environments, system managers face a
tricky task: integrate all of these diverse computers into a single workable network.
Choosing NetWare for VMS provides a
simple solution. Not only does NetWare let
you link PCs to your VAX, but it also gives you
the freedom to connect to other important
environments. So all of your departmental and
corporate computing resources can work
together as one seamless system.
Add value to your VAX by adding a powerful connection to the more than two million
NetWare users worldwide. Get NetWare for

VMS. See your Novell VMS Certified Reseller,
or call 1-800-LANKIND.
For more information, call from your
modem 1-800-444-4472 (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop
bit) and enter the access code NVVMS22.

For network solutions,
you should be seeing red.
CIRCLE 347 ON READER CARD

Technology Alert
Dave Mallery

I recently saw what I believe to be a major technological breakthrough
in disk subsystem design. It's a breakthrough of massive proportions
with major implications for how we'll run our computers in the '90s.
Take five state-of-the-art 1 GB drives. Arrange them so that data
is recorded in four segments, with the ECC on the fifth drive. Cause the recording to rotate
so that data and ECC information spiral around the drives. You now have an arrangement that
will allow any one drive to fail with no loss of data. In fact, you can replace the failed drive
and recreate all the data on it without taking the system off-line!
Welcome to the world of disk subsystems with six-digit MTBFs. You can run a computer
system for to years without experiencing a catastrophic disk failure. You may lose a drive every
few years, but so what. Here is a system that will be obsolete long before its first failure.
No one is selling these in our market yet, but they will be soon. Will this be the innovation
that finally puts daily backup out to pasture? It will certainly have a profound effect on backup
urgency; we'll still need backup to hedge against human error, but it looks as if we'll be free
at last from the maddening wait for the inevitable that we all live with.
One other goody is an Exabyte jukebox: two drives, a few hundred Smm tape cartridges
and a small robot in a four-hour vault enclosure. If to-year drive subsystems don't banish backup,
we at least should be able to totally automate and isolate it.
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LOG/CRAFT'S
Logicraft, the leader in MS-DOS to
DEC integration, delivers PC applications to VAX users with unique and
cost effective connectivity products.

386Ware, the 1988 DR Target award
winner for best hardware communications product, is an 80386 based DOS
server that brings PC software to VAX
terminals at speeds five times faster
than an AT.
Cardware, the first product to provide
true IBM PC emulation to the DEC

wrlJftll
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TARGET

AWARDS

Winning Team

family of minicomputers, is still the
best solution for Q-Bus and Unibus
based systems.
Dataware makes your expensive VAX
peripherals (printers, hard disks, etc.)
available to PC users. MS-DOS data
files can be stored on the VAX hard
disk ensuring data back up and security.
Logicraft is committed to providing the
best customer service in the industry. In
the last year, we've tripled our service

organization to provide quick answers
to your questions ... if you have any .
Call us today for more information or
a free demonstration of our award winning team of PC emulation products.

/lfbOGICHNFT
22 Cotton Road, Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 880-0300 Fax 603-880-7229
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MORE ON
PC-NETWORK HOOKUP
Replies to the ARISTALK Guly 1988)
query on how to connect a PC to a network with a PS/2 model 60 didn't have
all the bits. I have a PS/2 model 50 with
a 3COM board acting as a boat anchor.
DECNET-DOS won't support it because
it has a 16-bit bus. TCI plans to support
it with CommUnity-DOS, but the software isn't released yet. I use async
DECNET-DOS, which works fairly well,
but not at the speed of my old PC with
an eight-bit bus board.
It should be easy for DEC or TCI to
fix the problem, but there aren't enough
irate PS/2 users out there. Meanwhile,
avoid buying a boat anchor.
Jeffrey V. Sutherland, Ph.D.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SCO MEETS NCAR
Regarding SCO Inc.'s relationship with
the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), I'd like to provide a
clarification.
In the August issue, two readers
wrote a letter about NCAR Graphics
Software, which is comparable to
GRAFkit. NCAR has been a significant
source of graphics development for over
20 years. Thus, it's not surprising that
SCO would want to incorporate the
many years of development at NCAR
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Address letters to the editor to DEC
PROFESSIONAL magazine, P.O.
Box 503, Spring House, PA
19477-0503. Letters should include
the writer's full name, address and
daytime telephone number. Letters
may be edited for purposes of
clarity or space.

into a commercial software package.
We're proud to announce that SCO
has been selected by the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR) Foundation to market NCAR
Graphics under a worldwide agreement
in association with our GRAFkit produ ct. GRAFkit will maintain the
sophisticated algorithms used in 2-D
and 3-D graphics computations
developed at NCAR. Further, it will include the following commercial
benefits:
1. Toll-free telephone support.
2. Program updates and enhancements.
3. Complete commercial-quality
documentation.
4. Complete program debugging.
5. Industry-standard GKS and CGM, as
well as complete conformance to FORTRAN 77 guidelines.
6. System optimization that allows the
software to run transparently on a wide
range of computers from VAX and
UNIX workstations to PCs.
7. Device support for over 100 devices.

8. Expanded color capabilities.
The most important benefit lies in
preparing the graphics package for
future enhancements, which extends
customers' productivity by extending
the life of their tools. Announced later
this year will be a menu-driven user interface; merging with a desktop publishing package to provide complete
desktop presentations; and a PHIGS
standard that optimizes speed and performance on workstations.
As a commercial company, our job
is to enhance products, such as NCAR
Graphics, to commercial quality.
Academic institutions aren't chartered or
funded to support commercial applications, but their work still can be of value
to commercial customers through a
cooperative relationship like the one
between SCO and NCAR.
Rick E. Dakin, Vice President
SCO Inc.
Division of International
Computer Exchange Inc.
Louisville, Colorado

GO OSF
I was interested in Donnalyn Frey's "A
Better UNIX For The PDP-11" Guly
1988) on the USENIX release of2.10BSD
UNIX for the PDP-11. I thought, "Great!
Now I can start exploring the wonder-
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Imagine thousands of scientists, engineers and
financial analysts , using a wide variety of software
graphics packages to prepare one professionallooking composite document in a compressed
period of time.
Sound like a formula for mass confusion?
Not with MASS-II® GP. the most powerful VAX
Graphics Processor.
MASS-II GP lets VAX users input graphics
files from all of the popular graphics formats ~
HPGL. Tektronix, Macintosh PICT. Lotus PIC. MDL,
CGM, DXF* , IGES* , MASS-II Draw and more.
Those graphics can be viewed on DEC
Regis terminals and scaled. rotated , and trimmed .
Then those graphics can go to work.
They can be integrated directly with text in
a MASS-II WP document. Or they can be sent to
MASS- I I Draw, a technical illustrator which runs
on t he IBM PC or DEC VAXStation. for more
extensive editing.
MASS-I I GP files can be printed out
directly on a wide va riety of laser printers, including Postscript, HP Laserjet. OMS Smartwriter,
Talaris (OUIC). DEC LN03+ and others.
Or they can be printed out on the HP plotters, includingthe7440 , 7470 , 7475A, 7580and 7586.
®MASS- II is a registered tradema rk of Microsystems Engineering Corporation.

Graphics can also be sent out to page
makeup systems in Encapsulated Postscript format or HPGL. For professional quality results,
they can be printed out to a phototypesetter like
the Linotronic 300 .
MASS-II GP unites MASS-11Pu11s1tA11Together
in harmony the hardware.
software and printers you
already have. To produce
the illustrated documents
your company will be
proud of.
That's why more
and more Fortune 500
companies are moving to
MASS-I I for group publishing, creativity and productivity. To join them. call
(312) 882-0111 today.
.____ _ _ _ _____.
Microsystems Engineering Corporation,
2400 W. Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
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TM

· VT220 Terminal Emulator
--ONL

$99!

TEworks is an easy-to-use terminal emulation software package. With TEworks, your PC can take the
place of a terminal to connect to many types of
computer systems and networks.
• VTl00/102, ANSI Standard, TTY, & VT220
• Modem, direct-connect, or AT&T ST ARLAN
ASCII non-protocol and XMODEM File Transfer
24 Host and User-Programmable Function Keys
• See-N-Say" Connection Scripting Language

ful world of UNIX on my home
machine (a MICROPDP-11)." Unfortunately, my plans were dashed in short
order; I needed a license from AT&T to
order 2.10BSD. But my cost would be
the standard commercial rate of $65,000.
Having worked with Sun Microsystems platforms, I endorsed the
AT&T/Sun partnership for standardizing
UNIX. However, this predatory practice
by AT&T has opened my eyes. I now
fully support the Open Software Foundation's (OSF) effort to introduce some
competition into this monopolized
market.
Bradley S. Alborn
Vallejo, California

Why pay more for a package that is hard to use?

TEworks provides all the DEC connectivity your PC
needs for only $99! STARLAN version $149.

CJ?fr:\n nfrl ~ Rc:i fr:\ln")/P) 909 Electric Avenue,
LJ~~~LJUCJL)0LJU\:5 Seal Beach, California 90740
Software Corporation

(800) 531-0450 or (213) 598-7746
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How \Ne Canned
the Ball Corporation.
The Situation:
End-users throughout Ball's manufacturing facilities
needed to quickly and easily combine information
on one report or inquiry from a variety of application databases. Many end-users had little
computer experience but all had sophisticated
reporting and data management needs.

The Solution:
Ball Corporation purchased a corporate license
to the User's Data Management System, from
Interactive Software. UDMS is a series of advanced window-based modules for reporting,
querying, exporting and updating.

The Results:
According to Nate Barraco, Manager of Systems
and Programming, "All of us were pleased at how
easily UDMS was installed and how .quickly our
end-users were trained. With ready access to all of
their applications data, they began to immediately
generate more meaningful reports. Naturally, the
report writing burden shifted from the l.S. department to the end-users."
UDMS supports a wide variety of file access protocols
including INGRES, ORACLE, Rdb, RMS, System
1032 and VAX-DBMS for the VAX/VMS environment.
For I FREE Tele-Demonatr1tlon of UOMS

C.11Toll-FrH1-800-962-UDMS or 303-987·1001

INTERACTIVE~SORWARE
7175 West Jefferson Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80235
WGRES .. 11t-ol~~lf'ICORACl..E111~•-olOtldllCotpol-"'°f!MS~-w.JIVlit$_1t_,,ol~f__,.C:O.-_
s,......~-·~·-ot~O.C.~IJOl,IS

.....-,,,_~~5,-lf'IC

TERMINAL RESET
"Hardware Connection Considerations" (Cluster Chronicles, July 1988)
lists a DCL command procedure to run
386WARE. The line following END_
PROC: is EXECUTE RESET. Because EXECUTE isn't a DCL command, I assume
it's a symbol or foreign command.
RESET suggests that this line resets terminal characteristics before the command procedure exits. What does
EXECUTE RESET do and how does it
work? Is the code available?
We use products that change the
terminal characteristics. It would be nice
to have a general-purpose procedure or
program that resets the terminal's characteristics as they were before the product was invoked (not some default state).
Phil Gravel
Naperville, Illinois

john F. McGlinchey, MIS manager: Leaving
the EXECUTE RESET line in the command
procedure was an oversight. I attempted to
make the command procedure generic in content prior to publication. I've replaced the line
with the appropriate DCL code on the file in
the download section in ARIS. It causes a soft
reset on a VT200 series terminal. The code is
ESC{!p and can be found in any VT200 series
terminal manual. The EXECUTE command
was published in the June 1988 issue of VAX
PROFESSIONAL.
•
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Give us abuzz...

Because we have aswarm of mass storage
high capacity subsystems for your DEC*micro.
The faster you call
us the faster you can
have the right mass
storage high capacity
subsystems for your
MicroVAX 11, Micro PDP and LSl-11* systems and all Q-BUS*
computers. For complete information call now, or write.

ENHANCEMENTS, INC.
1372 Valencia Avenue
Tustin, California 92680
(714) 259-9555

We can enhance every advance.
*Registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. CMS Enhancements, Inc. is a public company. NASDAQ symbol: ACMS.

See us at DEXPO West Booth #3027
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EXPERT SHELL FOR VAX

FAX has little trouble communicating
with the U.K. FAX. I'm told our
modems are compatible. Is there a way
to get around the noisy line? Could the
modem be the problem? If anyone is
communicating with a site in the U.K.,
I'd love to hear about it .

QUERY:

Peter Hayes (SIG 45/MESS 284): Does
anyone know of a supplier of a VAX expert shell?
REPLIES:

Joe Disselkamp (SIG 45/MESS 310): I've
been using a shell called LEVELS from
Information Builders Inc., New York.
We've trained over 60 people on it. It
will use DECWINDOWS/workstations by
first quarter 1989. It's a good package
and support is good.
You might know it better by its old
name, Insight 2 + (one of the first PC
shells).
Terry C. Shannon (SIG 45/MESS 326): Insight 2 + (or whatever they're calling it)
is indeed good stuff. It's one of the two
PC-based expert system tools used at
E .l. DuPont de Nemours Inc., which
has several hundred PC-based applications up and running. The DECUS AI
SIG is sponsoring a session on this
product at the Fall Symposium in
Anaheim this month.

If you're a subscriber to DEC PROFES-

you can call up our VAX and
log into ARIS, our Automated Reader
Information Service. In ARIS, you can
download programs from this publication, communicate with our editors, request a change of address, find additional
information about advertisers, order
books and back issues, check the guidelines for submitting articles, take a peek
at our editorial calendar for the year and
communicate with other VAX users.
To log in, you'll need your subscription number from your mailing
label. Set your terminal to seven data bits,
one stop bit and space parity, or eight
data bits, one stop bit and no parity, and
dial (215) 542-9458. Baud rates: 300, 1200
or 2400.
SIONAL,

Recent Changes
As a DEC PROFESSIONAL subscriber,
you can download any of the programs
marked with an ARIS symbol in DEC
PROFESSION AL. VAX PROFESSIONAL

RUMOR HAS IT
DR. R (SIG 23/MESS 133): Coming soon

to a DEC site near you are the new
MICROVAX 3300 and 3400 systems.
Packaged in a bigger and better version
of the much-vaunted BA213 skunk box,
these little beauties will make ideal holiday gifts for the resource-constrained
system managers on your shopping list.

,

U.S. TO U.K. COMMUNIQUE
QUERY:

Robert Hirsch (SIG 27/MESS 206): My
New York company wants to communicate with our 11/780 to our MICROVAX
in the United Kingdom. We are using
a Trailblazer modem from Telebit of
Mountain View, California, and the
U.K. has a CASE 400/24 + modem. I'm
having a problem with noise on the line
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How To Use ARIS

programs are available only to
subscribers of VAX PROFESSIONAL. For
subscription information, contact Karol
Hughes at (215) 542-7008 .
California Alert: The ARIS lines in
Southern California are up. The phone
number is (818) 577-9100.
is available.
KERMIT is available.

XMODEM

SIG Identification
The SIG categories referenced in this
month's AR!Stalk are:
11 .................... Clustering/Networking
23 ................................... MICROVAX
27 .............................Communications
45 .................................. Programming
101 ....... ......................... Miscellaneous
and some modem settings. I connect approximately one in 20 times, but the
noise on the line knocks me off. Our

REPLY:

Phil Anthony (SIG 27/MESS 207) : Check
to see if the modems are compatible.
European standards for the same speeds
aren't the same as U.S. standards; e.g.,
Bell 212A vs. CCITT V.22 both run at 1200
bps but use different protocols. Fortunately, most modems sold in the U.S.
can use both standards, but check with
the manufacturers to see if they switch
automatically or whether you have to
issue a command.

RECOVERING DELETED FILES
QUERY:

Frank B orelli (SIG 101/MESS 375): Is there
any way to recover files that have been
deleted erroneously? One of our users
at a remote site, using a MICROVAX II,
has deleted some critical files (no
backup, of course). Is there a utility or
VAX function that can be used to
recover these files? Anxiously awaiting
responses.
REPLY:

Robert G. Schaffrath (SIG 101/MESS 376):
There's a program called RESTORE
under the VAX87E saveset on the Fall
1987 DECUS symposium tape. The program is written in CORAL-66, but an executable is provided. To recover the files,
no writing activity should have taken
place after the delete, because the blocks
tend to get reused. After you mark the
files for recovery, the program calls
ANALYZE/DISK/REPAIR to dump the files
into [SYSLOST]. Mark the blocks in BITMAP.SYS as allocated. It's sort ofkludgy,
but it works.
Continued on page 22.
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Know-It-All

COMMANDS OVER DECNET
QUERY:

Jay Shah (SIG 11/MESS 263): How can I
execute a command on another VAX
over DECNET without setting host to it?
Ifl'm logged in SYSA and want to queue
a file to a printer on SYSB and give
qualifiers such as PRINT/HEADER, I have
to log in to SYSB. Any ideas?
REPLY:

Richard B. Gilbert (SIG 11/MESS 267):
TELL.COM should allow you to execute
a command over DECNET. It's available
on CompuServe's VAX Forum, GO
VAX.SIG, Library 8.
Be warned that TELL.COM has
some characteristics of a virus, although,
as far as I know, it's benign. But it will
propagate copies of itself to systems that
don't have it.

DATATRIEVE DATE PROBLEM
QUERY:

Scott L. Cochran (SIG 45/MESS 308): We're
using DATATRIEVE to generate several
reports on data entered into a file from
a FORTRAN program. We use
SYS$GETTIM to load the current system
time into the record. When finding a
collection in DATATRIEVE, we can't use
FIND XYZ WITH MYDATE EQ "6/29/88"
because the system date is different for
each record because of the resolution of
the 64-bit word. My solution is FIND
XYZ WITH MYDATE BT "6/29/88" AND
"6/30/88". This works, but I can't use AT
TOP OF MYDATE or AT BOITOM OF
MYDATE because each date is different.
Is there a way to mask the date field
in DATATRIEVE so it only looks at the
most significant part?
Is there a better way to load the date
field so it has fewer significant digits?
REPLIES:

Steven .P, Davis (SIG 45/MESS 309): The
internal date format for VMS and DTR
is a 64-bit integer representing the
tenths of microseconds (sometimes
referred to as KLUNKS) since the base
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date of November 17, 1858. When you
invoke SYS$GETTIM, it returns the current system date/time as this value.
Because the time of day is part of this
value, it prevents DTR from making an
exact date match.
The time of day needs to be
stripped from the binary date/time prior
to storage in a file. To do this:
1. Invoke SYS$GETTIM to get the current system date/time as a 64-bit integer.
2. Invoke SYS$ASCTIM to convert the
binary time to an ASCII string.
3. Strip out the date from the returned
ASCII string.
4. Invoke SYS$BINTIM to convert the
date to the 64-bit binary value.
This leaves the 64-bit date with the
time stripped off.
John Flynn (SIG 45/MESS 312): The goal
seems to be to store today's date with
the time part stripped off However,
what exactly does this mean?
Every VMS 64-bit date must be a
completely specified date and time. The
time part can't be stripped off It can,
however, be set to a standard constant
value, such as midnight (which is
00:00:00.00). If all dates are stored as if
they were midnight, DTR can compare
and sort as desired.
The SYS$GETTIM for getting the
current VMS time isn't needed. If you
call SYS$ASCTIM and leave out the input date/time argument, you have the
current date/time being used (at least this
can be done from BASIC). That saves a
step. Then, the time part can be stripped
from the ASCII version of the date/time,
and SYS$BINTIM can be used to convert
back to VMS 64-bit format. However, if
you just leave off the time part, I think
BINTIM will replace it with the current
time, which defeats the purpose. Strip
off the current time from the result of
the ASCTIM and replace it with 0:0:0.0,
which should force BINTIM to use
midnight.
With DATATRIEVE, if a date has
been stored with a non-midnight time
by an external program, you can mask
off the time part so that you can compare. Define a COMPUTED BY field,
either in the record defiilition itself or

as a variable; i.e., if DATE is a USAGE
DATE field, you can define a variable D
as DEFINE D COMPUTED BY FORMAT
DATE USING NN/DD/YY. That will convert the DATE field to a string using the
NN/DD/YY edit string. You can use the
D field in reports to say things like AT
TOP OF D. This isn't good for sorting
because D, as a string, will sort in ASCII,
not chronologically. You still can use the
DATE field for that.
There's even a way to define a
COMPUTED BY field, which is the VMS
64-bit format version, that you then can
use for sorting. You have to convert the
USAGE DATE field to a string in DDMMM-YYYY format, with the time part
stripped off, append a 0:0:0.0 to it and
use FN$DATE to convert the string back
into VMS binary format in your COMPUTED BY field.

CANCELLING TT
1/0 REQUESTS
QUERY:

Bob Grohovsky (SIG 45/MESS 311): Here
at CTS, we've been trying to develop a
procedure that reads a TT serial port or
timeout if no response is received after
a timeout period of, say, 20 seconds. By
using Request and Reply packets, we're
able to request Reads directly to the TT
driver ($TTADR). By using the
RECEIVE..__ANY procedure, we're able to
timeout, but there seems to be no way
of terminating the pending request at
the TT driver level. Therefore, the next
time a Read is requested, a Reply packet
is sent almost immediately with nothing
in it. Every Read request thereafter is
wrong.
If you've worked with READing
and WRITEing directly to the TT driver,
please send us any hints on how to terminate pending requests.
REPLY:

Jerry

C. Hudgins (SIG 45/MESS 319): It
seems to me that the newest version of
MPP (V2.4) includes a new request to
cancel a previous TT I/O request. You
might check into this.
•
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SATISFY YOUR APPE I II·E
IN GIGABYTE,SIZE CHUNKS.

Configuration flexibility. That's what you get from
benefit
an SMDI VAX storage array from Emulex
.
I----< ... ,
Our subsystems are engineered for flexibi lity. You
.....
can start with 288MB of storage, then gl'ow it to
--.- 10.4 gigabytes of capacity in 1. 74GB r"
~
· ·.. t~
"chunks:' Without eating up any more ~~ 1:-:---mJ
floor space. And without changing ~____, b--« . ·1-1
your SDI protocol. Using any DSA
controller, our SMDI subsystems convert SDI into industry-standard SMD
or ESDI protocols. Result: You get the
·""-""""""'"
~

~

.

~

!S:.

of RA-series emulation, without their inflexi-., ble configurations.
You also get the flexibility to expand.
Mix different drive form factors, varying
capacities, and both fixed and removable drives in one 42" or 60" cabinet.
If you hunger for a solution that satis0
fies your storage appetite today, yet
': expands to meet your needs for tomorI'.
row, investigate SMDI subsystems from
Emulex. We'll let you bite off as much as
you can chew!

~

SMDI VAX Storage Arrays
C all (800) EMULEX-3, or ~
14) 662 5600 · C \"f, .
(7
m a I Orma Emu lex Corporation
3545 Harbor Blvd.
®

C OSta Mesa, CA 92626
See us at DEXPO West Booth #1300

Regi?nal Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1685 Atlanta, GA (404)_587-3610
Burlington, MA (617) 229-8880 Chicago, IL (312) 490-0050 Dublin, CA (415) 829-ll 70
Teaneck, NJ (20!)836-3717 Washington,DC(703)264-0670
International Offices: Bracknell 344-484234 Munich 89-3608020 North Sydney 2-957-1669
Paris 134-65-9191 Tokyo 3-234-8951 Toronto (416) 673-12ll
VAX , DSA and SDI are trademarks of Digiial Equipment Corp.

EMULEX ©1988, Emu lex Corporation
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Neuron Data's Nexpert Object
Simplifies Complexity Of Al
Nexpert Object Features Inference Engine,
Graphical Interface And C Run-Time Library

0

ne product that's helping
to reshape the image of
artificial intelligence as expensive, high-powered hardware running complex ,
hard-to-use LISP-based
systems is Nexpert Object
from Neuron Data of Palo
Alto, California. Nexpert
Object is a powerful object/
rule-based expert system
shell available for a number
of hardware platforms including the VAX and
VAXSTATION.
Nexpert Object features
a powerful inference engine,
an easy-to-use graphical interface and a robust AI runtime library written in C .
" We are going from the
short-lived era of knowledge
engineering into that of
knowledge design. This
change is the result of new,
cognitive AI primitives
associated with most powerful graphic interfaces and a
complete embeddability into
the existing computing en-
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vironment," says Alan Rappaport, president of Neuron
Data.
" Nexpert Object encompasses these components
and allows the actual holders
of the knowledge, the experts, along with the existing
resources of the firm, to
design complex knowledge
applications, changing the
economics of Al in general."
Objects and rules can be
added to the knowledge base
as the designer creates the
application, making Nexpert
Object a flexible system to
use.
Each object possesses an
arbitrary number of properties and can comprise a number of subobjects. Like objects are grouped into classes.
A powerful mechanism
allows an object to inherit
properties from one or more
parents. It also can pass
properties up to the classes of
which they are members.
Objects can be created
in a top-down fashion, starting with the definition of a

class and working down
through subclasses, objects
and properties. A bottom-up
technique that starts with the
definition of a lower-level
structure also is supported.
Another design option permits starting by defining the
system's rules, using various
objects, properties and
classes. Nexpert Object
automatically compiles object structures with their
respective properties.
Nexpert Object rules
take the form of IF-THENDO and are the basic pieces
of knowledge it processes.
Rules act on objects and their
properties to link facts and
observations to actions and
conclusions.
Nexpert Object's inference engine allows symmetric forward and backward chaining. Alternative
hypotheses can be dynamically generated based on
acquired knowledge.
A non-monotonic reasoning ability lets default
assumptions be made if
knowledge is incomplete.
Reasoning can be modified
based on sudden contradictions or interruptions or on

the adjustment of a hypothesis that merits a change in
reasoning. The developer can
control the reasoning process
to perform WHAT-IF analyses
based on modifications made
to the objects and rules under
development.
A number of features
allow the designer to tailor
the application's processing
strategy. A conflict control
technique lets the designer
establish processing control
and priorities. The influx of
new data also can be controlled . Handling uncertainty and incompleteness is
left to the system designer;
Nexpert Object doesn't force
the use of predetermined
methodologies.
Extracting knowledge
from the experts who are
developing the system is a
major task of AI-based tools
and is often the toughest
problem to overcome. A
poor interface to the system
can slow knowledge acquisition. To resolve this, Nexpert
Object gives domain experts
direct access to the system,
with no middlemen.
The transparent interface allows the developer to
create a system based on his
preferred method. Objects,
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A new- cfunension
in data storage
GIGA 1200: 1.2 to 8.4 Gigabyte (4mmJ DAT
Data storage tape subsystem
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rules, classes and properties
can be modified interactively.
As rules are developed, they
can create new objects
dynamically. Only a few
rules and objects are required
to form an initial nucleus of
knowledge from which the
remainder of the knowledge
base is built. This allows the
reasoning process to be built
in the same way the expert
thinks.
Ncxpert Object's powerful graphical interface
simplifies system development. Screen-driven Rule
and Object editors use popup menus to reduce keystrokes and offer a highly
formatted method of providing data to the system.
The Rule Network depicts
the relationships between
concepts, rules and actions.
The Object Network shows
the relationships between
classes,
objects
and
subobjects.
Nexpert Object's open

architecture permits integration into the VMS environment. Bruno Jouhier, research engineer at Neuron
Data, says, "The point to
remember is that Nexpert is
shipped as a VMS shareable
image library, which reduces
link time and optimizes disk
and memory use.
"The inference engine
can be invoked from userwritten programs in any
language, using standard
VMS calling conventions.
"For example, the reasoning module can be part of
a large-scale application such
as CAD/CAM. On the other
hand, the inference engine
can call external modules, for
example, to read data from a
serial port or to trigger some
action when conclusions are
drawn."
Nexpert Object can be
used in conjunction with
database packages. Direct interfaces are available for Rdb,
ORACLE,
INGRES
and

A knowledge expert can check the development of the expert
system by viewing the Rule Network. An overall view of the
network is displayed in the small top window. The bottom
window illustrates how objects are created with Nexpert Object's
Object Editor.
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Sybase. Custom interfaces
can be written for proprietary databases. Nexpert Object can define, query and
update the database at run
time. Multiple databases can
be queried, using information from each to form a
singular structure in Nexpert
Object's knowledge base. Information can be extracted
from one database and used
to update another.
A database application
can have Nexpert Object
modules embedded in it and
can call on them to do

analysis or take action based
on changes made in the
database.
Development versions
ofNexpert Object are available for VAX and VAXSTATIO N s under VMS and
ULTRIX for $8,000. The Runtime Library and Runtime
Screen Builder are available
for $1,500 each.
For more information,
contact Neuron Data, 444
High Street, Palo Alto, CA
94301; (415) 321-4488.
Circle 559 on reader card
-David B. Miller

Getting In The Know With
Rabbit-2 VMS Know-It-All
RAXCO's Package Keeps VAX System
Managers Informed And In Control

W

hat do you know
about your system? Is
throughput acceptable? What
about response time? Who's
using the machine the most?
Could any jobs hoarding
CPU time be moved elsewhere? Would shifting a
queue or two to another
processor make any difference? Do you need more
memory or CPU power?
When you need answers
to these and other system
performance questions, can
you find them easily? If not,
Rabbit-2 VMS Know-It-All
from RAXCO Rabbit Software ofRockville, Maryland,
can help.
Rabbit-2 keeps you informed about your system's
performance because it:
1. Reveals the load on your

system and points out
bottlenecks.
2. Displays resources being
used, what programs are
running and for how long.
3. Produces project allocation reports to help you
determine if resources should
be added or reapportioned.
4. Provides before and after
pictures of your system so
you can determine the impact of changes you make.
5. Produces graphs to identify growth trends.
6. Allows you to create various system load scenarios to
simulate WHJIT-IF situations
so you can make informed
capacity planning and load
balancing decisions.
7. Provides security and
monitors user productivity
by tracking log ins and the
activity that takes place at
each terminal.
Data for analysis is
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GFX-4000 ™from Precision Visu~
Graphics Software Tools for Technical Workstations
The Product GFX-4000 is a high-perfonnance
graphics software tools package for application developers. With functionality drawn extensively from the
proposed PHIGS* standard, GFX-4000 is enhanced
to improve control over functions like windowing and
viewing. Our software is optimized for VAXstations
to get the most from your hardware.
The Performance GFX-4000 is built for speed.
Pictures can be modified quickly using the quick update viewing feature. Graphic information can be sent

directly to the screen using temporary data structures,
rather than accessing central structure storage.
Structures are "posted-t<r.views," saving time by updating views of the same graphics structures independently. Raster operations are also available to store
and manipulate images.
The Integration GFX-4000 will fit your current and
future programming environments. It's tightly integrated with the VWS (also known as UIS) window
manager, giving the application full control over window management. A forthcoming release will provide

data analysis, data display, process modeling or control, molecular modeling, manufacturing simulation,
ME, EE and AEC CAD, and earth sciences.

easy application transition to DEC Wmdows. GFX4000 supports the CGM standard so you can exchange
pictures with the outside world, and you can display
your images on most hardcopy devices.
GFX-4000 supports VAXstations running VMS
(including models 2000, Il, Il/RC, IOOPX, 3200, and
3500). Written in 'C', GFX-4000 allows programmers
to use either 'C' or FORTRAN subroutine interfaces.

The Offer To qualify for a free demonstration copy
of GFX-4000 or to get complete teclmical information, phone Ouis Logan at 303/5~9<XX>. If your

software project requires graphics on a VAXstation,
give us a call!

The Features Hierarchical Structures and Structure
F.diting •Multiple Graphics Wmdows Within a
Single Process • Multiple Views Per Wmdow •
Nameset Filtering for Selective Display/Suppression
of Graphics Elements • Presentation-<juality software
fonts, in addition to support for hardware text •
PHIGS standard graphics primitives plus added
2D/3D planar and 3D shell primitives• Extensive
user support is available through Precision Visuals'
telephone Helpline service and local technical support engineers.

~Precision Visuals®
~

Phone: 303/530-9000
Fax: 303/530-9329

Telex: (RCA) 296428

PVI Precillol'I VIMlllls lnllmlilkM• GnmH
West Gennany
Phone:~666597
Fax: ~ 66 67 38

The Appliattions Software developers use GFX4000 in a variety of graphics applications, such as

'Programmer"s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System

DEC VAX, VAXstation,and GFX-4000 are registered trademarl<s of Digital Equipment Corporation and Precision Visuals respectively
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Precillol'I VIMlllm, Inc.
6260 l..ooklU Road
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA

Telex: 176997150

Precillol'I VIMlllls lnlllmllllol• Lid.
Uritlld Kingdom
Phone: (0895) 35131
Telex: 51826715
Fax: (0895)72299

See us at DEXPO West, Booth #440

chosen in Rabbit-2's Input
Phase. It includes VAX Process and Image Accounting
data, VMS Monitor data and
Rabbit-1 Chargeback System
Accounting data. In addition,
you can play back single or
merged data files from previous Rabbit-2 runs.
Three foundation types
of reports, Rank, Time Interval and Profile, can be
generated in Rabbit-2's
Report Phase. A comprehensive set of commands allows
you to choose the statistics
and entities on which you
wish to report and to control
the report format. You also
can manipulate entities and
create scenarios to investigate
every facet of your system.
A number of features
add to Rabbit-2's capabilities.
For example, split-screen
windows can provide before
and after views of your
system, as well as a simultaneous view of two different performance statistics.
Pseudo or virtual entities can be created with
Rabbit-2's Synthetic Entity
feature. For example, if you
want to investigate the effect
on your system of adding a
programmer, you can create
a pseudo programmer using
process information taken
from other programmers on
the system. Rabbit-2 treats
this nonentity as real, creating reports as if the pseudo
programmer were on the
system. Thus, system managers can determine the impact of changes they plan to
make.
Matt Tornsho, RAXCO's
technical liaison, states,
"Synthetic entities are an excellent capacity planning
tool. You can see how adding additional users will af-
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Screen 1: In
132-column
format,
Rabbit-Z's
reports can

provide
extensive
information on
all facets
of system
performance.

Screen 1:
Rabbit-Z's splitscreen feature
lets you
compare
different views
of the same
statistic or look
at different
statistics.

Cou.wy B'4ir, Inc.

feet performance long before
they actually start."
Rabbit-2's Group feature lets you group and
manipulate entities in any arrangement. For example,
three users can be grouped
together and moved to
another system, so that management can gain a dear picture of system performance
if such a change was made.
To make Rabbit-2 easier
to use, report settings, such
as column width, report type
and entities to include, can be

saved to a disk file with the
command. These settings can be recalled later to
generate subsequent reports.
Two entities, UIC and
Priority, can be used with
any Rabbit-2 option in a
similar fashion to User, Account anJ other Rabbit-2
entities.
Data read in the Input
Phase can be SAVEd and used
in subsequent reporting runs.
SAVEd files from previous
runs can be merged into one
file before playback.
Rabbit-2 is available for
KEEP

all VAX systems. Its reports
can be displayed on a variety
of terminals; no special
graphics capability is needed.
Prices range from $499 to
$4,995,
depending
on
configuration.
For more information,
contact RAXCO Rabbit Software, 2440 Research Blvd.,
Ste. 200, Rockville, MD
20850; (301) 258-2620.
Circle 551 on reader card

-David B. Miller
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Products inspired by innovation,
designed with the user in mind.

Introducing the HVX family of
VAX compatible minisupercomputers.
Now DEC VAX users can have supercomputer
class processing power without migrating to a
radically different computing environment.
UNBOUND's new HVX family of minisupercomputers integrate directly into the VAX
hardware and software architecture, with high
speed shared memory and parallel processing
that works in unison with DEC's VMS operating
systems.
In fact, HVX minisupercomputers are so
compatible and transparent, you'll think you're
running on the fastest VAX anywhere . And
because the HVX expands your VAX's processing
capacity, your current investment in software,
peripherals and training is protected from
obsolescence.
The HVX's unique triple bus architecture and
multiple cluster design assures increasing cumulative processing power and a well defined,
incremental growth path for the future. In addition innovative share memory system provides
optimal interprocessor communications and
program transfers to and from the VAX.
With unequalled compatibility and supercomputer class performance, UNBOUND's HVX
minisupercomputers set a new standard for ease
of use and affordability.
See us at DEXPO West Booth #530
HVX, QUBE and Versa-QUBE are trademarks of
UNBOUND, Inc. DEC, VAX, VMS and Q-Bus are trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
©Copyright 1988 by UNBOUND, Inc.
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UNBOUND is the same company that brought
you the most complete, reliable line of Q-bus
system and subsystem products in the industry.
The desktop QUBE family of MicroVAX and
PDP-11 compatible computers have the dual distinction of offering high capacity and performance
in a compact, low cost transportable package. Our
QUBE systems are sold worldwide, from accountants in West Germany, to medical OEM's in the
U.S., to research scientists in Japan.
UNBOUND's Versa-QUBE family of peripheral
subsystems give you assured availability with a
full range of 5.25 and 8 inch products. These
ESDI, SCSI and SMD based disk and tape
subsystems feature free installation and extended one year onsite warranty by Control Data
Corporation.
Come see UNBOUND's full line of DECcompatible products and the introduction of our
new HVX family of minisupercomputers at
DEXPO West 88. If you are unable to attend,
please call us toll-free at 1-800-862-6863 (1-714895-6205 in Ca.), or fill in the attached coupon for
a DEXPO preview package.

M----------------------------------------------Please send my DEXPO Preview Package with details on:
0 HVX minisupercomputers
0 QUBE MicroVAX and PDP-11 systems
0 Versa-QUBE disk and tape subsystems
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title
Mailing a d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - C i t y - - - - - - - State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Telephone
Mail to:
UNBOUND, Inc.
15235 Springdale St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
or call 1-800-UNBOUND

Software Written In DBL And BASIC
PLUS Runs On UNIX Supermicro
Prime Computer Migrates PDP-11
Applications To UNIX Environment

C

iting approximately
6,000 potential applications in the PDP-11 operating
environment, Prime Computer Inc. of Natick ,
Massachusetts, has created a
migration program that will
move software developed in
the DBL and BASIC PLUS
programming languages into
the UNIX environment. The
revised software is optimized
to run on Prime's EXL series,
a 32-bit, 386-based supermicro that can run MS-DOS
or Pick under UNIX.
Further, Prime has
entered into joint marketing
agreements with Digital Information Systems Corporation (DISC) of Rancho Cordova, California, and
Datavision (U.K.) Ltd. of
Blackpool, England , the
creators of DBL and BASIC
PLUS respectively.
Under the agreements,
Prime will market the
migrated software running
under UNIX V.3 on the EXL.
Prime will be responsible for
the hardware and the operating system, while the two
software companies will
support the software systems. Prime anticipates savings from conversion from
PDP-11s to EXLs through
maintenance costs.
DBL, a superset of
DIBOL, will run all DIBOL
software. DBL is a high-level
business
programming
language portable across a
wide range of operating
systems and hardware.
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DBL Synergy, also
available for the EXL in the
agreement, is an application
development tool from DISC
for DBL developers.
The emulation of BASIC
PLUS on the EXL, called
Universe BASIC, allows users
to translate BASIC PLUS code
into C. It consists of two
systems: Universe Interpreter, which provides a
BASIC user interface; and
Universe Compiler, which
lets users convert completed
software applications into
true native code on the EXL.
"Hundreds of companies relying on BASIC
PLUS applications have been
limited for the past 18 years
to outdated hardware technology," says Brian Ritchie,
director of Prime's entrylevel systems group. "To
upgrade, they would have
had to scrap their applications and sacrifice the
substantial development investments. In addition, they
also would have lost the
trouble-free aspects of using
those applications which
have proved to be bug-free."
The end user is responsible for completing the conversions, but Prime and its
VARs are available for
assistance. Prime can look at
a prospect's PDP-11 BASIC
PLUS code tape, for example,
and determine the amount of
code conversion required.
Certain FIP calls, SYS
functions and MODE options
can't be emulated in the
UNIX environment.

EXL supermicro runs DOS and UNIX concurrently.

The migrations are the
result of examining the
original software code and
comparing system calls
under PDP-11 operating
systems (such as RSTS) to
system calls under UNIX.
The software programs
will be serviced by DISC and
Datavision. For service of
the hardware systems,
customers can deal with the
retail VAR or directly with
Prime. Or, they can service
it themselves.
Computers in the EXL
series, which implements the
Multibus II architecture, have
been measured from 3.2 to 5
mips. Compared with the l
rnips PDP-11, this is a major
transposition. The EXL is
particularly strong in commercial markets.
The high-end EXL 325 is
a multiuser, multitasking
computer with a 387
coprocessor that operates at
25 MHz. Compliant with the

System V Interface Definition, the EXL comes with 16
MB RAM, 64 KB of cache
memory, and 1 GB of disk
storage.
Merge 386 is the proprietary program that allows
an EXL (with at least 4 MB of
memory) to run UNIX and
MS-DOS concurrently. Users
can access any DOS or UNIX
program from the UNIX
dollar prompt.
For more information,
contact Prime Computer
Inc., Prime Park, Natick,
MA 01760; (617) 626-1700.
Circle 498 on reader card
Digital Information Systems
Corporation, 11070 White
Rock Rd., Ste. 210, Rancho
Cordova, CA 95670; (916)
635-7300.
Circle 501 on reader card
Datavision (U.K.) Ltd., 121
Talbot Rd., Blackpool, FY1
3TA England; (0253) 21444.
Circle 574 on reader card

-Evan Birkhead
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Fun With WORD-11
Jane said, "See WORD-11. It is new. It has lots of
features. It is the most complete word processing
package available for VAX/VMS."
"Oh, oh," said Dick. "It is easy. It uses th~ fewest
keystrokes. It has a color coded keyboard. It has
optional menus. It is perfect."
"It is better than perfect." said Jane.
WORD-11, from Data Processing Design,
makes child's play out of even the most
complex documents. For the novice or
expert, WORD-11 is the highest level in
VAX/VMS word processing.
In addition to the features listed above,
WORD-11 includes multiple font support,
automatic spelling correction, Thesaurus,
automatic hyphenation, multiple wrapped
columns, automatic box draw, on-line help,
list processing, and a fully integrated
graphics option. Plus, WORD-11 offers high
performance with low CPU overhead.
Now WORD-11 is available on IBM PC's
See us at DEXPO West Booth #2141

and compatibles with identical document
format as the VAX version.
For more information on WORD-11 or a
demonstration kit call or write.

~

Data Processing Design, Inc.
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807

800-843-131 7
Inside California call 714-970-1515
Inside Canada call 416-225-7788
FAX: 714-779-7468
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Tektronix Offers High-Performance
Networked Graphics Terminal
Device Features Direct LAN Access
here was a time when
you could distinguish a
workstation from a terminal
and a mainframe from a
supercomputer. As technology advances, however,
these distinctions become
blurred, and users begin to
expect more power and
functionality from smaller,
more cost-effective electronic devices.
Tektronix Inc. of Wilsonville, Oregon, trampled
yet another barrier when it
introduced the 4211 Graphics
Netstation. The terminal
allows users to share information directly with workstations and mainframes on
a local area network (LAN).
The 4211 is capable of
connecting with an RS-232C,
a high-speed
TCP/IP-based
Ethernet LAN

T

and a multiple-session coax
connection that allows up to
five IBM 3270 sessions and
one ASCII host session
simultaneously.
It's five times faster than
its predecessor, the 4111, and
features a redraw rate of
40,000 transformed and
clipped 2-D vectors per second. It's compatible with
more than 100,000 software
applications written for the
4111 and 4200 series terminals.
As Jack Morehouse,
general
manager
of
Tektronix's Graphics Terminals Division, said at a
press briefing at SIGGRAPH
in Atlanta, "The 4211 provides a natural growth path
between the 4200 series and
Tek's high-end graphics

workstations. It gives the
sophisticated graphics user
the connectivity and performance of a workstation
with the cost-effectiveness
and simplicity of a terminal."
A fast redraw capability
and high-resolution images
come from a new, dedicated
graphics engine based on
Texas Instruments' 34010 and
three Tek-designed custom
gate arrays. I/O and data
management tasks are
powered by the new 32-bit
386SX microprocessor from
Intel Corporation.
" With its 32-bit design
and 16-bit external data bus,
the 386SX microprocessor
provides 32-bit processing
power at a cost typically
associated with 16-bit
systems," explained Claude
Leglise, marketing manager
for Intel's Santa Clara,
California, Microcomputer
Division. "It's an excellent
choice for systems requiring
the performance
of workstations
in a price range

closer to that of terminals."
The 4211 is well-suited
for the presentation graphics,
engineering and mapping
markets. It runs software applications from Tek's PLOf
10 family, as well as many
third-party software packages.
For hardcopy output,
the 4211 supports Tek's highresolution ink-jet and thermal wax printers, HewlettPackard's LaserJet and
ThinkJet, Epson printers and
other output devices.
The 4211 comes with a
15-inch display with 1024 x
768 resolution, 16 colors
from a palette of 4,096, four
dedicated dialogue planes,
three RS-232C ports, a highs peed Centronics port,
VI200-style keyboard and .75
MB of RAM.
As options, you can upgrade to a 19-inch display,
256 of 16.7 million colors,
Ethernet LAN with TCP/IP, a
coax connection with IBMcompatible keyboard, 2 MB
of additional RAM, a mouse
and thumbwheels.
Priced at $6,495, the 4211
will be available for volume
shipments next month.
According to Morehouse, the company plans to
offer windowing capability
by next year and fiber optic
FDDI by 1990.
For further information,
contact Tektronix Inc.,
Wilsonville Industrial Park,
P.O. Box 1000, Wilsonville,
OR 97070; (800) 225-5434;
(503) 685-3041.
Circle 493 on reader card
Intel Corporation, 3065
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
CA 95051; (408) 765-8080.
Circle 495 on reader card
-Karen Detwiler

The 4211 Graphics Netstation offers connection with workstations and maitiframes on a LAN.
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Chemical Process Simulator
Estimates Performance
Aspen Plus Tests Plant Design
he chemical industry is
becoming a mainstream
applications area for Digital
Equipment Corporation.
DEC has placed itself firmly
in the fray by virtue of its
Cooperative Marketing Program (CMP). One of DEC's
CMP participants is Aspen
Technology of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, designer and
manufacturer of the Aspen
Plus chemical process
simulator.
Aspen Plus primarily is
used as a tool for the
chemical engineer to simulate chemical plants and
processes before the plants
are built. This way, feasibility
of the initial design can be
tested, kinks worked out and
costs estimated or justified.
Process simulation and
economic analysis can be
generated in the same run.
By setting up a series of
case studies, Aspen Plus can
determine detailed heat and
material balances, design
trade-offs and evaluate subprocesses and operations.
The program also can be
used to improve and remodel
plants by simulating such
complex tasks as replacing
reactors. Existing plants can
use Aspen Plus to reduce
operating costs, become
more energy efficient or
increase production.
Each case is understood
by the program to be an
iteration, part of a greater
design whole. Cases eventually interface with other
aspects of the design process,
and Aspen Plus is structured
to accommodate these

T
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relationships.
The program is available
for the VAX and VAX.STATION line, IBM PCs and
compatibles and various
UNIX workstations.
Aspen Plus is used in a
wide range of applications in
the petroleum, cosmetics,
pulp and paper, and food industries. It understands the
properties of solids and electrolytes in addition to liquids
and vapors.
The program also
understands the constraints
of thermodynamics and the
qualities of each chemical,
and with this knowledge sets
up the simulation. If the
model you're developing is
within these predefined
rules, the system lets you
continue. If not, it notifies
you of this when the model
is entered.
Plant operation models
are set up to approximate
models stored in the Aspen

Plus library. Each model can
be configured by adding a
wide range of variables, such
as operating and equipment
·specifications or physical
property peculiarities.
The system also accepts
WHAT-IF statements to help
determine the effect of
variables, e.g., the effect of
summer and winter temperatures on the plant.
Finally, the system
generates a report of performance for the hypothetical plant, detailing
chemicals used, the process
flow, properties of internal
streams and performance of
individual subprocesses. The
final model is actually a
mathematical model of a
process flowsheet.
ModelManager, which
runs interactively on PC
compatibles and VAX
workstations, is a new software tool for Aspen Plus that
allows the user to enter
English language commands
and models, rather than use
the involved Aspen Plus input language.
In general terms,
ModelManager makes it

easier to generate Aspen Plus
models, particularly for the
first-time user. ModelManager acts as a front and
back end to Aspen Plus,
preparing the input language
and sending it to Aspen Plus
to execute the simulation.
ModelManager also
consists of an expert system
that guides the engineer step
by step through the design
phases. In addition to checking and notifying for completeness, ModelManager
finds inconsistent specifications.
Five pieces of information are required (see Screen).
Each requirement is completed with data from the
library. When the last form
is complete, the engineer can
submit a run and generate
reports.
Aspen Plus is expected
to start shipping on
386-based machines this fall.
For more information,
contact Aspen Technology
Inc., 251 Vassar St., Cambridge, MA 02139; (617)
497-9010.
Circle 499 on reader card
-Evan Birkhead

Screen: ModelManager's
expert system
prompts the
user to complete
five required
forms.
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After years of building high-quality monitors and
dealers throughout the U.S. So everything gets
terminals for American users, Samsung has taken
handled on your side of the Pacific. On the other side of
the next logical step. We've developed an American
it is where the Samtron line of 12" and 14" terminals and
product line. Samtron .
monitors is built to American standards. By Samsung.
It's a line with a distinctly American look and Who happens to be Korea's largest terminal manufacfeel. Because it was designed that way by our turer. And the largest maker of monitors in the world .
American engineering team .
All of which means you can buy
And Samtron comes to you through ~~I Samtron PC products with confidence .
They look American . They work
an American corporation . Our own. It's ~'fV'\\.{JI \y.(M
headquartered in Los Angeles . With SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES American . But they only cost Korean .
USA HEADQUARTERS
SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES
AMERICA, INC.
TEL: (213) 802-8425
FAX: (213)802-8820
PARTS & OEM SERVICE
TEL: (714) 522-1282

CUSTOMER SERVICE
EAST
TEL: (BOO) 227-3378
MID-WEST
TEL: (BOO) 2n-3378
WEST
TEL: (BOO) 543-5752

HOMEOFACE
SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES
SEOUL, KOREA
TEL: (02) n2-6688
TELEX : STARNEC K33217
FAX: (02) 772-6679
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Cal/ea
Not just
another
vr1001vr220·
terminal

$995 Colleague Portable Terminal includes:

$1295 Col\ea9ue PWS a\so \nc\ulles:

•

• Full-Featured Internal \Nmd Prncessm
• Oata Capture/Send/Semen-Snap
• Session f\ecord/Pla'lbacl<.
• Print to Serial or \larallel Pon
• 65K of Non-volatile f\f\M Stma~e

20 Auto Connect/Auto Dial Channels
• 20 Programmable Function Keys per channel
• Full 25 Line x BO Column Supertwisr Display
• Internal 30011200 bps Auto Answer/Auto Dial Modem
with Security Callback Modem compatibility
• 150-19.2K bps RS-232 Port & Parallel Printer Port

•

Internal 10-Hour Rechargeable Battery with Recharger
VT-5211001220 7-Bit/220 8-Bit Emulation

•
• Full-Size/Full-Travel Keyboard
• Compact - 7.5 lbs.; 13" x 10" x 25/a"
• Shock Resistant/High-Impact Plastic Case

Also Available:
• E.xtemal Numericl f\pp~1cat10n Ke'ipa\\
• Ink Jet Printer
• Carrying Cases
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How to get
from A to B
without going
through

H.

~~~~· automate

with CorVision.
CorVision is the integrated CASE system that gives
you a nonstop route from application design to production operation. It eliminates unpleasant detours like missed deadlines, unmet user requirements and
budget overruns- that are often unavoidable when
using conventional development methods and programming tools.
CorVision is the fastest, safest, most direct route to
application development success. It automates more
stages of the application software life cycle than any
other development system for Digital VAX computers.
From application design - using entity relationship
diagramming and screen painting tools- to automatic code generation, source documentation, testing
and maintenance, CorVision will increase overall development productivity by as much as 6:1.
If you're looking for the best way to shorten the
distance between Aand B, we urge you to test drive
CorVision. Call or write today for more information.
Cortex Corporation, 138 Technology Drive
Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 894·7000
CIRCLE 173 ON READER CARD

NX780-CTU Benchmark
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Axiom data from 111780 benchmark shows performance increase with Nemonix's NX780-CTU.

Nemonix Upgrades
Accelerate System Throughput
Performance Upgrades Work
With VAX 111750, 780
PU performance upgrades from Nemonix
Inc. of Hopkinton, Massachusetts, significantly accelerate system throughput
for the VAX 11/750 and 11/780.
Tests measuring CPU speeds
for CAD/CAM-optimized
VAX systems were conducted
and the results published by
Axiom Software of San
Francisco.
Tested were Nemonix's
Special Performance Upgrade (SPU-3) for the Intergraph VAX-11/751 and the
Cache and Translation Buffer Upgrade plus Acceleration Board (NX780-CTU) for
the Intergraph VAX-111780.
Intergraph Corporation of
Huntsville, Alabama, is a
reseller and OEM for VAX.based CAD systems. Axiom
offers software for Intergraph users.
The SPU-3 is a set of
four processor boards that

C
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increases main system memory to 15 MB. This is
substantially higher than. the
8 MB on the Intergraph 751,
which often results in slower
performance for even a fouruser configuration. On the
Intergraph, the operating
system and related procedures can occupy about 2
MB, while plotting requires
another 1 MB. Some software packages consume up
to 3 MB.
The four boards include
an NX0008 Synchronized
Clock Accelerator (SCA) to
push system throughput
performance, 12 MB of
memory and a memory controller. Upwardly compatible with existing VAX hardware, the SPU-3 replaces the
boards DEC furnishes with
the 750. The accelerator
board has an on/off switch to
help diagnose and isolate the

sources of system problems.
Axiom claims that the
SPU-3 provides a 20 to 30
percent performance improvement, depending on
your application.
Axiom also claims that
the NX780-CTU increases the
performance power of the
Intergraph 780 by 25 to 30
percent (see Figure 1) . For a
spread of applications,
Axiom found that "the
NX780-CTU comes in just
under the 785."
The CPU cycle time was
measured at 170 ns, compared with 200 ns for the Intergraph 780. This indicates
an mcrease in both data
throughput and response
times.
Like the SPU-3, the
NX780-CTU consists of four
processor boards that are exchanged with the existing
boards. This quadruples the
size of the cache memory
and translation buffer, increased from 8 to 32 KB. In
addition to accelerating
throughput, this reduces the
system memory demand.
The buffer holds 512
word locations, allowing the

NX780-CTU to store four
times the number of
translations.
The NX780 SPU includes
an optional 16 MB of
memory. It's configured
with proprietary micro diagnostics, memory diagnostics
and Nemonix benchmark
software. The system is
designed to deter expensive
migrations to larger VAXs.
Nemonix offers a lifetime warranty, overnight
replacement service and a
trade-in/trade-up policy
with all its upgrade boards.
For more information,
contact Nemonix Inc., 106
South St., Hopkinton, MA
01748; (800) 435-8650; in
MA, (617) 435-9087.
Circle 460 on reader card
Axiom Software, P.O. Box
210655, San Francisco, CA
94118; (415) 751-8304.
Circle 497 on reader card
Intergraph Corp., 1 Madison
Industrial Park, Huntsville,
AL 35807; (205) 772-2000.
Circle 367 on reader card
-Evan Birkhead
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Introducing EASYway™
Your Ethernet LAN is about
to reach new heights. In performance. In flexibility. And in
DECnet compatibility.
Able Computer's new EASY.
way LAN is the first DEC
alternative to use Digital's own
DECnet/Ethernet software.
This means you get permanent
compatibility with DECnet
protocol. And full software support and service under the
Digital umbrella.

The power to manage.
And share.
EASYway brings you greater
flexibility with a modular, 1
building block approach to \ ·
networking. And with ah e4yto-use network control system,
making it possible to allocate\
and control system resources as
you never have before.
In addition to co-axial
.
Ethernet cable; EASYway uses '
economical twisted-pair wiring,
See us at DEXPO West Booth #1454
DEC, LAT, Ethernet and EASYway are·trademarks of Di ·

This may cut connectivity
costs to less than half what
you're paying now. And tighten
network security by eliminating the vulnerability of Ethernet
cabling.
EASYway is a complete,
powerful, low cost networking
solution. A high-performance
product family of DECnet-compatible host servers, terminal
and printer servers, and widearea gateways that will put
your LAN on the road to power.
f you're ready to go places,
ceed directly to EASYway.
or write us today.
In U.S.A.: 2567-A S.E., Main
Street, Irvine, CA 92714. Phone
(714) 553-1188. Tull-free 800654-1223. In Calif.: 800342-8602. In Europe: 287
London Road, Newbury;
Berkshire RG 13 2QJ, England.
Phone: 44-635-32125 • Tulex:
848715 ·FAX: 44-635 -35348
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uipment Corporation, Xerox Corporation and ABLE COMPUTER respectively.
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Keeping Everything In CONTEXT

in the list of successful search
candidates.
Two types of searching,
Content Search and Profile
Search, can be used separately or in conjunction with
each other.
Content Search looks at
each collected document's
"body." Search items consist
of single words, word roots,
literal terms and phrases.
Wildcard support lets you
find patterns such as "a?b ",
which finds all three-letter
words beginning with "a"
and ending with "b". The
asterisk (*) wildcard takes
the place of many characters

LatiCorp's Text Retrieval System
Helps You Find Documents Easily

A

nyone who has searched
for that one special
document, knowing only its
general subject or a phrase or
two it contained, will appreciate CONTEXT from
LatiCorp Inc. of San Francisco, California.
CONTEXT is billed as a
" knowledge access system"
that allows you to build collections of documents and
perform searches and
retrievals based on search
criteria you establish. Target
markets include publishing,
software development, word
processing management, the
legal and medical fields, and
scientific research.
The basic pool of information searched is called a
collection. Files stored in a
collection fall in a variety of
formats, including ASCII, C
source code and OCR scanner input. The C source code
filter lets you search for program text, strings and comments. Files in formats not
supported by CONTEXT are
used if an ASCII file is created
b efore adding the file to the
collection.
A collection holds approximately two billion
documents of 16 million
characters each, and spans
physical devices. Up to three
collections can be searched at
once, although there's no
limit to the number of collections you can create.
Collections are indexed
to create index entries for
every word. Indexing is done
manually or automatically at
times you specify. After collections are created and in-
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dexed, you're ready to search
for documents contained in
them.
A search involves
choosing a thesaurus, a word
proximity factor and the collection to examine. Standard,
Legal and Plurals thesauruses
are provided. The proximity
factor determines how close
two search items must be to
each other, expressed in
number of words, for CONTEXT to include a document

,, .
Search Prori le
-----Co I lee lion Hanes C\nd Docunent Counts - ---DEllO

7

With the CONTEXT knowledge access system, search
information is entered into a Search Profile (Top Screen). The
program then generates a list of all documents that meet your
search criteria (Bottom Screen).

and is useful for searches
such as "inter*", which finds
all words containing the
prefix "inter".
A proximity search
locates documents having
two search items placed
within a certain number of
words apart. Wildcards also
are supported here. For example, the search item
[comput* software] retrieves
documents
contammg
phrases like "computer aided
design software" as well as
"software for statistical
computations''.
A Profile Search lets you
search for documents containing specified information
in their " document profile,"
which consists of a title,
author, subject and date.
All search information is
entered into a Search Profile.
Each Search Profile can be
assigned a number and used
for future searches by
referencing the search
number. This allows you to
combine searches.
Detailed listings of the
documents contained in each
search are available. Documents found by a particular
search can be retrieved,
opened, examined and
printed.
CONTEXT is available
for VAX and MICROVAX
systems running ULTRIX 2.0
or 4.2BSD. It's also available
in PC DOS and XENIX V/286
versions. Prices range from
$495 for the PC version to
$1,495 for the VAXSTATION
2000 and $71 ,995 for the VAX
8800.
For more information,
contact LatiCorp Inc., 185
Berry St., San Francisco, CA
94107; (415) 543-1199.
Circle 496 on reader card
-David B. Miller
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ith packagers of
8mm cartridge backup
systems popping up
right and left, you
might tend to think that one is about
as good as another.
Youli be wrong.

1
2
'

Just how wrong, you can easily
prove to yourself with a few simple
questions. But don't be surprised if
they make most vendors squirm.
Because the fact is, when it
comes to 8mm backup,

HOW MUCH EXPERIENCE DO YOU ijAVE WITH

MegaTape
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there's only one company with all
the right answers, as well as the
right prices.
Anew 8mm cartridge system
could be the best thing that ever
happened to you-or it could be one
long nightmare. So if you're even
thinking about 8mm, call MegaTape
now. You'll discover it costs no more
to deal with the leader.
You can avoid disaster. But you
have to ask a few questions first.
MEGATAPE CORPORATION
1041 Hamilton Road
Duarte, CA 91010-0317
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 510 600 7131
Telefax: (818) 357-2369

~~egaTape
THE GREAT LEAP
FORWARD IN BACKUP
See us at DEXPO West Booth #2631
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ew
wists

For The RDBMS
W1 TH S QL ACCESS

to RDBMSs, 4GLs and other

applicatio ns are more effective.
"IF USERS THOUGHT [DEC's] Rdb was a
good VAX database, there'd have been
no reason for anyone to ~ake another
one."
The person who said that watched
me write it down, then asked for
anonymity. But several people, experts
in relational database management
systems (RDBMSs), said fundamentally
the same thing. A giant, wildly competitive VAX RDBMS industry has
sprouted, and it appears to be growing
like a weed.
Meanwhile, the database has
evolved into the centerpiece of virtually
all large- scale applications and many
smaller ones. It has earned a special role
as the fulcrum of computer transactions
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BY EVAN BIRKHEA D

on Wall Street, in government and
universities, aerospace and engineering,
in fact everywhere. Steadily, vendors of
applications software packages are
realizing that accessing and manipulating information in databases is essential.
This is evident from the number of
systems claiming compatibility or integration or read/write capabilities with
the major databases. Contributing to the
trend and establishing a new area of
technology are vendors of fourth- ·
generation languages (4GLs).
The beginnings of this trend involved standalone applications for Lotus
1-2-3 and others. But the trend is now
developing out of necessity in the networked, multivendor world. Databases

must exchange data with competing
databases, and 4GLs must integrate with
popular RDBMSs.

Partnerships
Underscoring the burgeoning 4GL/
database relationships are various industry partnerships. Among these is a
marketing and development agreement
between Cognos Inc., maker of the
PowerHouse 4GL, and Interbase Software Corporation, maker of the InterBase RDBMS (see "InterBase," August
1987). Ashton-Tate also is involved. The
companies are co-marketing their software products as mutually beneficial
solutions in all types of application
development houses.
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lnterBase itself is compatible with
several third-party databases because it
adheres to DEC's Digital Standard Relational Interface (DSRI) used in
DATPJRIEVE and VAX SQL. lnterBase
talks to Rdb and RMS, and has been extended to DiITiITRIEVE, Powerhouse and
SMARTSTAR from Signal Technology
(see p. 50). lnterBase lets you perform
simultaneous updates to databases on
multivendor CPUs and operating
systems in a network.

A Pivotal Role
At present, the closest thing to an
industry-standard language for accessing relational databases is SQL. In most
applications, it's the keystone for creating, updating and retrieving data from
RDBMS files. But as Don DePalma,

director of technical communications at
lnterbase, points out, "If you say SQL
should be a standard, you're missing the
point about what standards should be."
SQL, which has been assigned a
standard syntax by ANSI, is emerging
on several hardware platforms, and has
earned recognition for its portability. Indeed, SQL is central to integrating a
wide variety of applications with several
leading databases. Databases with SQL
can run an application package on one
vendor's CPU and simultaneously access
data from another.
Besides being independent of the
operating system, SQL uses the same
protocols to access local and remote
databases. Although it provides a standard syntax of language, SQL doesn't
provide a standard interface. No two

dialects of SQL are the same, so applications are never completely portable between SQL environments. Each vendor
adds its own proprietary extension to
make SQL run in its environment.
Sybase, which is based on SQL, has
emerged as a contender almost entirely
because of its close association with SQL.
SQL and a forms system are provided with virtually all major relational
databases, so I/O formatting shouldn't
be a problem. In the application/
database relationship, the application is
the client and the database is the server.
In a network or cluster, a node running
an application accesses the database by
sending an SQL query to the database
node (see Figure 1).
According to Scott Kitayama,
UNIX product manager at Relational

figure 1.
Integrated Application Tools
4th Generation Application Development Environment

J

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~-E_n_d_Us_e_r_D_ec_is_i_on_S_u_p_p_o_rt~~~~~~~~~~~_,)>
~

lu::::-1

Embedded

LJ L:J '--~-er_~_e~__, .___s_a_L__,

Applica-

Visual

t~~r~~Y

~~~~

Visual

G~d:t~~s lnt~~ttive

Query

F!~s

Report

~

Fo~~s ~

Distributed
Database
ING RES/Star
INGRES/Net

Proprietary SOL
INGRES RDBMS

I Query Optimizer I

I Data Dictionary I

Courtesy Relt1tional Technology Inc.

The INGRES networked RDBMS includes extensions to SQL for access from application development environments.
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w H I c H H A s B E E N assigned a
standard syntax by ANSI, is emerging on
several hardware platforms, and has
earned recognition for its portability.
Technology Inc., which produces the
INGRES RDBMS, SQL also could be the
best solution for the integration of data
between ULTRIX and VMS. Kitayama
predicts that the SQL of the future will
be able to access non-relational databases, indexed files, distributed databases
and abstract data types, in addition to
relational databases. This suggests that
SQL,
still
an
underdeveloped
technology, could become the standard
way to access data stored anywhere in
any manner.
SQL has become pervasive in the
DbC and IBM industries. IBM provided
the initial push behind the original SQL

implementations, and SQL is currently
the access protocol for SAA and OS/2.
Lotus, INGRES and ORACLE all use SQL
in some form. Ashton-Tate and Sybase
databases, among others, are SQL
servers. SMARTSTAR VS.O also 'implements an SQL generator. This 4GL interfaces with Britton Lee's database
machine (see "Data Sharing In A VMS/
UNIX Environment," July 1988), and
plans are under way to integrate with
ORACLE.

Mainstream Strategies
Information Builders Inc.'s Focus, a
fourth-generation package for PCs,

UNIX and VMS, is perhaps the industry's foremost example of an application development environment that runs
with various off-the-shelf relational
databases.
Although Focus is furnished with
its own DBMS (and a spreadsheet and
project management package), Information Builders has established either read
or read/write capabilities with dBase III,
ORACLE, INGRES, Sybase and DEC's
Rdb (see Figure 2). Others are expected
to be announced as part of this ongoing strategy.
Focus for SQL accesses IBM's two
SQL-based RDBMSs, DB2 and SQL, and
has tried to make the differences in SQL
dialects transparent to the user. Thus,
applications can be written in one environment, such as VM/CMS, and
delivered in another (e.g., MVS).
Cincom Systems Inc. is among a
handful of 4GL/RDBMS manufacturers
that provide links to VAX databases and
DB2. Oracle Corporation, in a cotechnology agreement with Interlink,

Figure 2.
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Courtesy lriformatio11 Builders Int.

The Focus 4GL accesses a variety of RDBMSs.
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BreakThrough Applications
Bottlenecks\'\1th
INGRES Relational Database.

IC 1988 Relational Technology Inc.
Printed in U.S.A.

To shatter applications development bottlenecks, you need power and flexibility. INGRES
provides a complete development environment combining the necessary Tools, Power, and
Access. In addition, hundreds of ready-to-use INGRES-based business solutions are available.
INGRES offers an unmatched integrated application development environment providing CASE, 4GL, SQL and visual programming methods. These facilitate complex
applications prototyping and deployment while providing independent end-user query and
reporting capabilities. Applications are instantly portable across multiple hardware platforms.
n
The INGRES high performance SQL database engine provides OLTP power
rOWef to support production applications in single or multi-CPU and distributed
environments. A unique AI-based query optimizer maximizes processing efficiency.
Only INGRES integrates existing d~t~ into your applications_through flexible
access tools. Gateways to access ex1stmg data. Networks to tie your systems
together. The most advanced distributed technology to integrate islands of information. Access
to your data wherever it resides.
Find out how your company can break through applications bottlenecks-like thousands of
companies worldwide-with INGRES Development Tools. Attend a free INGRES seminar.
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REIATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Corporate H eadquarters: 1080 Marina Village Parkway, Ala meda, CA 94501, (415) 769 -1400
Intern a ti o nal H eadqu a rt ers: Anchor House, 15-19 Britten Street, London SW3 3TY, UK, + 44 1 351 7722
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See us at DEXPO West Booth #2347
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has developed a seamless way to access
data residing in DB2 from VAXs. Interlink's role is to establish a high-speed
hardware connection (800 KHz) between
the VAX and IBM.
This way, applications users can set
up paths to search wherever they need,
without concern for which hardware or
operating system a database resides on.

Additionally, ORACLE and INGRES support NetWare VMS from Novell Inc.,
allowing networked PCs to store and
access database files on VAXs.
Besides demonstrating overlap between database technology and large
multivendor networks, these patches
show that DEC and IBM take a similar
approach toward SQL as well as access

Figure 3.
Using this model:
Assembly
parent: Assembly
tailNolow: Integer
tailNoHigh: Integer
relKeyNo: integer
Applications can write code such as this:
if (anAssembly.parent.tailNolow > 10
&& anAssembly.parent.tailNoHigh < 50)
then
printf ("This Part Must Be Recalled \ n");
(The application writes standard
property access notation, unaware
of where the data is stored.)
The object type Assembly actually
can get its values from anywhere.
Thus, the implementor of the object
type Assembly can write:
{
y=anAssembly.relKeyNo;

exec-SOL ("Select TailNolow into $x
From Assembly
Where Assembly_id=
Select ParenLid
From Assembly
Where
Assembly_id=$y' ');
return (x);
}
Couf'tLS}'

Ontologic Inc.

Ontologic's C + + based system accesses parts for assembly in an SQL database.
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for networked databases. Oracle
estimates that more than half its installations are VMS-based, and 15 to 20 percent are IBM. Oracle also runs under
Mac A/UX and OS/2.
Recital from Recital Corporation is
a new UNIX and VAXJVMS 4GL that includes a complete implementation of
dBase III Plus. RDBMS features not
found in dBase III Plus also" are included. According to Tony Welsh,
Recital's president, the 4GL was written
first and the dBase was added afterward.
"It's a 4GL that just happens to have
dBase III built inside,'' he explains.
This enables users to move a whole
application from a PC to a VAX without
modifications. The program also has
data sharing capabilities, including access to RMS. Recital is developing access
to ORACLE and INGRES, as well. Interestingly, the program will feature an
import/export facility directly connected
to Access Technology's 20/20 files.
CL/1 from Network Innovations
Corporation, now part of Apple, is an
application development or connectivity
language that accesses databases on a
Mac workstation front-end and permits
manipulation of databases and applications on an executing VAX host. The
link can be completed over Apple'lhlk or
DECNET/Ethernet.
On the VAX side, CL/1, which is
also SQL-based, supports Rdb, ORACLE,
INGRES, Sybase and VAX RMS flat files
generated by COBOL or FORTRAN applications. On the Mac side, CL/1 integrates with Apple's HyperCard, dBase
III and others.

Following The D'end
Access Technology Inc., proprietor of
20/20, a major VAX/VMS spreadsheet, is
evolving its software to let it access and
manipulate data in several RDBMSs. The
20/20 Database Connection includes
Rdb, DATATRIEVE, Informix and
PowerHouse. Release 23 of 20/20 includes the ability to read, write and consolidate 1-2-3 and PC Excel model files
from the 20/20 command line.
In coming years, Access will continue to stress portability and integra-
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Companies Mentioned In This Article
Access Technology Inc.
6 Pleasant St.
S. Natick, MA 01760
(508) 655-9191

Interbase Software Corp.
209 Burlington Rd.
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-3222

Oracle Corp.
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 598-8000
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Ashton-Tate Inc.
2101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501-1319
(213) 329-8000

Interlink Systems Inc.
4189 Bellaire Blvd., Ste. 256
Houston, TX 77025
(713) 664-6861

Recital Corp.
1325 S. Dairy Ashford Rd. Ste. 125
Houston, TX 77077
(713) 558-0514
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Britton Lee Inc.
14600 Winchester Blvd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 378-7000

Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500

Relational Technology Inc.
1080 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-1400
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Cincom Systems Inc.
2300 Montana Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45211
(513) 662-2300

Network Innovations Corp.
20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., Ste. 200
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-6800

Signal Technology Inc.
5951 Encina Rd.
Goleta, CA 93117
(800) 235-5787
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Cognos Inc.
3755 Riverside Dr.
Ottawa, ON K1G 3N3
(613) 738-1440

Neuron Data Inc.
444 High St.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 321-4488

Software AG of North America Inc.
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr.
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 860-5050
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Data Access Corp.
14000 SW 119th Ave.
Miami, FL 33186
(305) 238-0012

Novell Inc.
122 E. 1700 S.
Provo, UT !!4601
(800) 453-1267

SPSS Inc.
444 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-2400
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Information Builders Inc.
1250 Broadway
New York, NY 10001
(212) 736-4433

Ontologic Inc.
47 Manning Rd.
Billerica, MA 01821
(617) 667-2383

Sybase Inc.
64 75 Bristle Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 548-4500
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tion, since 20/20 runs on a wide variety
of platforms. They include systems from
IBM, DEC, Data G eneral, Sun, P rime
and Apollo.
Other applications need to access
and m anipulate information in datab ases
as w ell . SPSS Inc., d esigner and
m anufac turer o f SPSS-X, a VMS
statistical analysis package, is picking up
o n the same strategy. H aving established
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SQL interfaces to ORACLE, INGRES,
DATATRIEVE, Rdb and DB2, SPSS
believes it now has the groundwork to
penetrate 90 percent of the VAX database
market.
SQL has spread even to the Ada
language market. At Grumman Data
Systems' Ada laboratory, an Ada/DBMS
interface to SQL has been developed.
Now being tested in beta sites, the major

benefit, again , should b e in multivendor netw orks. The company's shortterm goal is to allow Ada systems access to m any existi ng relational
datab ases.

Integrating With Objects
O bject-o riented datab ases, an emerging
technology based on a different school
of thought, also are designed to accom-
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modate fourth-generation or CASE application development. Many maintain
that these complex structures are better
suited for it.
Object databases combine modeling abstractions of objects with the
storage properties of databases. For integrating with applications such as
design environments, object experts
claim two advantages over relational and
other databases. They are an open architecture and separation of the model from
the implementation (see Figure 3).
"The best candidate system upon
which to base an integrated system is
one which supports good modeling, an
open architecture and database features,"
says Timothy Andrews, a systems
designer at Ontologic Inc.
" The first problem with individual
tools is that they lack the generality of
a global perspective," explains Andrews.
"Most of the data formats of the individual [DBMS] packages are tailored to

the specific application and are thus incompatible, making integration a difficult task."
Supporters of object-oriented databases maintain that DBMSs have many
other drawbacks with regard to integration. But there's also a drawback to object systems: few are commercially
available.
However, Ontologic's Vbase, written in C + +, is available. It's being used
in several diverse industries to integrate
existing applications and databases into
one application with a common model.
Already solidly established in UNIX (on
Sun Microsystems) and VAX/VMS,
Vbase combines object-oriented C with
a high-performance database.
Neuron Data Inc., which has established joint marketing agreements with
both Relational Technology and Sybase,
has developed database integration for
its C +-based expert system, Nexpert
Object. The program is tied into the

RDBMSs by typing an SQL, and can
interface directly with ORACLE, INGRES
and Sybase.
Partnerships and the increased
development of code generators are
merging all the technologies. One company is taking this idea a step further.
With the release of Natural Architect,
Software AG has developed a CASE tool
that integrates into Natural, its 4GL for
VAX/VMS.
CASE SYSTEMS BEGIN to take on much of
the functionality of 4GLs (many say that
4GL/CASE is becoming a single design
and development tool), object-oriented
databases enter the fray, and all become
more integratable with the RDBMS.
Perhaps we're creating a megatechnology: a powerful database with unlimited
flexibility.
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Don't get us wrong. We think Digital
Equipment Corporation makes some
darn fine terminals. It's just that
C.Itoh's DEC®-compatible terminals
do more.
1\vo in one.
Take, for example, the CIT326. With it,
you can connect to two different host
computers simultaneously, switch
between sessions with a single key, or
display both sessions at once. It's like
having two terminals on your desk
at once.
And speaking of two at once, the
CIT50 + lets you easily switch between
ANSI and ASCII , so you can have
virtually instant compatibility with
DEC. And Wyse~ And Lear Siegler,®

Hazeltine~

ADDS Viewpoint~ and

Televideo~

One on one.
For a low-cost, high-quality alternative
to the VTlOO, look into the CITIOlXL.
It's got all the features you'd expecta four-page video memory, a choice of
three phosphors, a user-selectable data
or terminal status line, a function key
label line, 4K of non-volatile function
key memory, and .. .Well, you get the
idea. Inexpensive, yes. Cheap, no.
Three for all.
The entire line of C.Itoh terminals is
designed to be operator friendly, with
features like 14" non-glare screens, tilt
and swivel bases, low profile keyboards
with 16 programmable function keys,

80/132 column displays and more.
And they're all backed by a one-year
warranty, nationwide service centers,
and C.ltoh's legendary reliability.
We think quality terminals with
more features sounds like good business. If you agree, contact your nearby
C.Itoh reseller today.
Call (800) 227-0315 or (714) 757-4492
Southeastern Regional Office (404) 368-9183
Eastern Regional Office (609) 235-3400
Midwestern Regional Office (312) 860-7770
Western Regional Office (714) 757-4422

We build more in. So you get more out.
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See us at DEXPO West Booth #2226

C. ltoh Electronics, Inc.
2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714
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Development Environment

built the right way.
WHAT'S THE MOST expensive component
of your computer system? Disks? CPU?
Probably not. If your shop is like most,
the most expensive component of your
entire computer operation is the computer support staff, especially the software development staff.
Also, in a typical computer shop,
the software development backlog is
more than one year. That's the time you
have to wait until someone starts working on a new application, and it's more
like two years in most MIS shops. Add
the months required to build a typical
medium-sized application using standard languages, and it's easy to see why
users become impatient and want a PC
so they can do things themselves.
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BY PHILIP A. NAECKER

Application Development Environments (ADEs) provide a means to
leverage your development resources,
reducing both the time required for and
the cost of developing a new application. A good ADE also can provide a
means for users to build and modify
their own applications.
SMARTSTAR from Signal Technology Inc. (STI) of Goleta, California, is an
ADE with a full set of tools for building
all kinds of data management and user
interface applications. Components of
SMARTSTAR can be used to design
databases, load data into the database or
move data between different kinds of
databases, produce reports, build menubased applications and provide user in-

terfaces. It's one of the few VAX products that can match the productivity of
some of the PC-based application
development tools, and it does so without sacrificing the power or flexibility
of the VMS environment.

What SMARmAR Isn't
To understand SMARTSD\R, it's useful to
know what SMARTSTAR isn't.
1. It's not a query language. Although
there is a query component to SMARTSTAR called SMARTQUERY, it doesn't
use a language to specify the data to be
retrieved or modified but uses a queryby-forms approach. However, if you
like- query languages, you can ask
SMARTSTAR to output the SQL form of
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Screen 1:
SMART.STAR

users can
create
multirelation
forms with
scrolling
regions and
totals just by
''painting"
theform on
the screen.

Cou rt~sy

of Signal Technology !tic.

Screen 2:
SMAIITMOVE

converts data
from one
database to
another using
a graphical
interface to
specify the
relationships
between fields.

Co1m~sy
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of Sigt1al Teclrnology Jue.
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USER/DESIGNER

all of its queries, including queries used
to generate formatted reports. You then
can edit the SQL to your heart's content.
2. It's not a forms management system.
Although SMARTSTAR includes ex-

SMARTSTATION

SMARTSTAR

figure 1.

SMARTDESIGN

SMARTQUERY

SMARTREPORT

SMART- Interactive Any other
DECISION
SOL
VAX Tasks

SMARTMOVE

BACKEND DATABASE(S)
The SMARnTAR environment.

figure 2.
L

VAX HOST LANGUAGE

J

/

lJ
7

SMARTCALL
Screen

]/

Windows

J/

Forms

J/

Tables
Fields

v
FORM BUFFER
APPLICATION BUFFER
DATA ACTION ROUTINE (DAR)

I

L

RUN-TIME SOL (RSOL)

v
v
v

jJ

]
L

BACKEND DATABASE(S)
The SMARTI:ALL architecture.
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jJ

knows how to use
several different
relational
databases, but
SMARTSTAR is
not itself a DBMS.
cellent facilities for designing screen
forms and getting information into and
out of those
forms, the forms are used
1
as a para digm for the database, and
there's a strong relationship between the
structure of the forms and the structure
of the database underneath.
3. It's not a database management system. SMARTSTAR knows how to use
several different relational databases (as
well as RMS files), but SMARTSTAR is
not itself a DBMS.
4. It's not a new language. Although
SMARTSThR is one of a class of products
sometimes called fourth-generation
languages (4GLs), there's little similarity between SMARTSTAR and a thirdgeneration language like COBOL or
BASIC, or even other new "nearlanguages" like SQL. Although it includes steps that are analogous to a
language compilation, the resulting runtime file contains virtually all the
semantics that went into the application,
so it's a much more reversible process
than a typical 3GL compilation.
5. It's not a code generator. Although
SMARTSTAR does a good job of creating
usable SQL in a non-procedural fashion,
using that code alone ignores some of
SMARTSTAR's most powerful features.
6. It's not simply a menu system.
Although SMARTSTAR includes a component (called SMARTSTKrION) to create
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The sy:stem accoun ______ .-. . . .
product that stacks the
in your favor.
Get the details on ARSAP today.

With ARSAP you can do it all. Everything
from capacity planning to performance
management to project accounting.
ARSAP was designed to work with VMS,
so you don't need to change your operating procedures to put this comprehensive
system to work for you. And because of its
exclusive options, ARSAP is the most efficient and powerful system accounting
product available today.
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Manage users and control project costs using
ARSAP reports.

Selective Image Accounting reduces
accounting files by as much as 90%.
Only ARSAP allows you to select and report
on the specific applications
you choose, instead
of the familiar "all or
nothing" alternative
offered by other systems. This valuable
option saves thousands of I/O's to
your system disk and
reduces the space
requirements of
accounting files by
as much as 900/o!

ARSAP (version 6.0) is the product of 11
years of system accounting design. No
other software package is better suited
to your DEC system or your system
accounting needs. Only ARSAP offers you
a complete solution. For more information
about how ARSAP can meet your needs
call GF.JAC today.
Analyze historical data to plan system resources
required for future growth.

Disk Management and Global System
Reporting aid long-term capacity planning.
With ARSAP, you can generate easy-toread bar chart capacity reports for any
accounting statistic available from VMS,
including CPU time, memory utilization,
buffered I/ O's, direct I/O's, connect time,
and more. And our disk management
reports identify amount of space allocated
to each user and total amount of free
space remaining.

ARSAP gives you the "evidence" to effectively
allocate limited hardware among users .

1-800-43ARSAP
( 1- 800-432-7727)

'%' g~~!}r!~

Terminal Reporting tracks usage for
control and troubleshooting.
ARSAP's exclusive terminal reporting
feature lets you track usage and locate
the physical terminal on which a particular session took place, even when
access comes through virtual terminals,
Intergraph™
workstations or
DECservers (LATs).

Mail the coupon below·to GEJAC, INC.
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MO. 20707
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Use 'i<\RSAP Intercept"
to automatically select
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Send information on:
D Chargeback
D Project
Accounting
D Resource
Management
D Printer Forms
Tracking

D Performance
Evaluation
D Capacity
Planning
D Software Package
Reporting
DOther

I have these VAX/ VMS systems:
#of systems _ _ _ Model #'s _ _ __

ARSAP is a registered tradcnmrk orGEJAC. ltu:. DEC is n registered trademark or Digital Equipment Corp. Intergraph is a registered lradc mark or Intergraph Corp. L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
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Figure 3.
DESIGNER

Data
Definition
Procedu res
• Datatrieve
•RDO
•SOL

SMARTDESIGN

Dictionaries
•RDBNMS
•COD
•RMS (. DIC)
•IDM

IMPORT
EXPORT
DOCUMENT

ADF Documentation
Listing

CREATE

OptionalDirect Database
Table Creation

Application
Definition
File (ADF)

Create
Transfer
Vectors

PAINT

S MARTSTAR's open architecture allows it to integrate with many other VAX software products.

and manage menu trees of applications
(both applications built using SMARTSTAR and applications built using other
tools), it has the power to do more than
that.
Unlike most other menu systems,
SMARTSTATION not only can invoke applications, it can put multiple applications on the screen at once, and the
menu system can be called from a 3GL
program. Applications built using
SMARTSTAR aren't SPAWNED as subprocesses from the menu system; they're
run from the parent process with all the
performance and resource-sharing advantages that implies.
7. It's not a product to integrate PCs into the VAX environment. Although one
component of SMARTSTAR can generate
PC-compatible spreadsheet files, and the
whole product can be customized to
take advantage of the display or keyboard of a PC, SMARTSTAR doesn't connect applications on different kinds of
hardware.
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ST! believes that data should be
accessible from different environments,
but that's not the same as saying that the
same application must run in different
environments. ST! puts it this . way:
"Data connectivity is important. Application connectivity is not."
What SMARTSTAR does provide is
an integrated environment (tools and
run-time components) for building applications, especially data management
applications. It supplies this capability
via a number of components (see Table
1 and Figure 1), each of which has a
forms- and keypad-based user interface.
Although some of the components are
intended more for developers than for
end users, almost anyone can use the
basic SMARTSTAR components to design
and implement a data management
application.
In the archetypical use of SMARTSTAR, you define a database and its
associated screen forms in a single pass
using a screen painter. If you have multi-

ple relations in your database (multiple
files in an RMS database), SMARTSTAR
allows you to define screens that let you
hook those relations together. Next, it
automatically builds a database from
what you have painted on the screen.
After the database is built, you immediately can start storing data into the
database and performing queries and
reports on that data (see Screen !).
Not limited to simple joins between
the relations, SMARTSTAR can define
various flavors of master- detail joins, including multilevel joins and outer joins.
In other words, it handles just about any
real-world case that you're likely to
encounter.
For example, consider a personnel
database that tracks all employees by
department. Not only does SMARTSTAR
provide a scrolling area for the possibly
large number of employees per department, it also provides access to those
departments that have no employees (the
outer join) and lets you provide search
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Finally.
Affordable lOOo/o DEC Vf330
Compatible Graphics.

DECVT320
$545*

MAX 331

DECVT330
$1,990*

Lanpar Fills The Gap.
Nobody understands DEC better than
Lan par.
In fact, Lanpar has over 10 years
experience as DEC's largest Canadian
distributor. Our overall experience as an
innovative product designer and
manufacturer of DEC compatible
terminals is so well recognized, that other
manufacturers have often come to us to
help them improve and debug their own
DEC compatible terminals.
That's why, in 1985, we quietly began
designing the next generation of video
displays-the MAX family of DEC
compatible terminals.

New Product #1
The new MAX 331 fits neatly into the
gap in DEC's own product line, giving
100% DEC VT330 compatible graphics,
with features such as:

• 800 x 500 resolution
•Full ReGIS, Tektronix 4010/4014, and
SIXEL compatible graphics for
integrating text and graphics
• Flat 14-inch screen.
Plus, we've significantly improved on the
user interface in set-up by featuring:
•User-friendly pop-up option menus
• Easy-to-use function key editor/loader
• Plus, an on-screen status line Time and
Date display.
The MAX 331 is ideal for users who
need truly compatible VT330 graphicsincluding features such as Polygon Fill,
Interactive Mode/Cursor Enhancements,
and National Character Replacement Set
support.
MAX 331 has it all, filling the gap
between DEC's VT320 and VT330. It
gives VT220/320 users an opportunity to
add graphics while maintaining DEC

standards. But without paying the VT330
price.

Quality And Service
Quality is the # 1 priority at our worldclass automated manufacturing facility.
And we stand behind the quality of our
products with a one-year warranty.
Responsive overnight or national on-site
service is always available.
If you're looking for an inexpensive
alternative, with truly compatible VT330
graphics, look to Lanpar to fill the gap
with MAX 331.
Call for more information or a
demonstration today.

1111111111111 LAN PAR
Service For Life. Guaranteed.

Call: 1-800-387-4205 In Canada call: 1-800-387-9759 In Europe call: 44-(0)-703-261424
•Prices arc manufacturers suggested list prices in the US, current at time of publishing. DEC, RcGIS, SIX EL, and VT arc trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Tektronix 4010/4014 is a trademark of Tektronix
Inc. MAX, MAX 331, and Service For Life. Guaranteed arc trademarks ofLanpar Technologies Inc., Markham, Ontario . Lanpa r is a public company listed on the Toronto and Montreal Stock Exchanges. (c) Copyright
1988, Lanpar Technologies Inc.
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Figure 4.
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SMARTSTAR supports a number of backend database types. It also can generatl! SQL files automatically.

criteria to select records both on the
basis of the department and the
employees in that department.
After you've found records that
match these complex criteria based on
employees in the department, you can
"zoom out" to see all other employees
in the department that you've selected.
That's a nifty bit of database access and
one that eludes most database application writers.
"With all that power," you say to
yourself, "it must be slow, right?"
Wrong. Because of its well-thought-out
architecture, SMARTSTAR encounters little or no performance penalty when
compared to a 3GL. In fact, in many
cases, a SMARTSTAR application outperforms those developed using traditional
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techniques. SMARTSTAR makes it easy to
design a!1d use fully normalized databases, and a fully normalized database
is one of the secrets of a well-designed
and well-performing data management
application.

Architecture
Notwithstanding its application development features, what makes
SMARTSTAR a very powerful development environment is the open architecture emphasis of the product design.
Unlike many products, including some
ADE products, SMARTSTAR provides
numerous ways to get into and out of
the SMARTSTAR environment. It also
lets you extend and tailor the environment using either 4GL or 3GL tech-:

niques. Let's see how SMARTSTAR provides this capability.
SMARTSTAR is a VMS-only product. It doesn't run on any other operating system. As a result, the SMARTSTAR
software engineers take full advantage
of the VMS architecture. For example, all
the SMARTSTAP. messages are generated
using the VMS MESSAGE utility.
Therefore, they can be customized easily,
on both a site- and user-dependent
basis. Also, the entire SMARTSTAR
system adheres to the VMS calling standard, so you can call SMARTSTAR from
any VAX language and write extensions
to SMARTSTAR in any VAX language.
Through a callable interface,
SMARTSTAR allows you to call each
component (such as calling SMART-
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QUERY or SMARTMOVE from within an
application program) in a highly supportable and maintainable way. SMARTSTAR is implemented as a number of
shareable images, and your programs
continue to work even when new
releases of SMARTSTAR are installed.
Furthermore, your application programs
automatically take advantage of new
SMARTSTAR features as they become
available, including new support for
new database ·types.
Even more useful than the ability
to call SMARTSTAR is the ability to call
programs written in 3GLs from within
SMARTSTAR components. If you don't
like what SMARTSTAR does, you can
make it do it your way. SMARTSTAR
provides for a number of user-defined
action routines, such as Data Action
Routines, Keyboard Action Routines
and Field Action Routines (see Figure 2).
These routines, written in your favorite
3GL, can perform any arbitrary function, including calls to other SMARTSTAR components.

SMARTSTAR
PLATFORMS: The VAX and Britton Lee
shared database system

PRICE: Prices range from

$8,000 on the
MICROVAX 2000 to $95,000 on the VAX
8978. The optional SMARfDECISION component ranges from $1 ,500 to $18,000 for
these same systems

HEADQUARTERS:
5951 Encina Rd.

Goleta, CA 93117
(800) 235- 5787
(805) 683- 3771

FOUNDED:

1977

PRODUCT LINE: Develops and markets
business, scientific and VAX systems
software
OWNERSHIP: Private
BRANCHES:

13 district sales offices in the
U.S. and one in Canada
CIRCLE 538 ON READER CARD
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For example, an engineering application might need to perform some
complicated calculation involving userinput data, data from the application
database and data from applicationspecific files. Using the various action
routines available in SMARTSTAR, this
calculation could be performed based on
keystrokes, database reads or updates as
a result of the user moving the cursor
into or out of a field, or as the result of
some external event.
After calling a 3GL routine from
SMARTSTAR, the SMARTCALL Run-time

Library provides a range of functions
you can use for typical operations in the
SMARTSTAR environment, including accessing other applications, modifying
the user's environment and data conversion . The documentation on SMARTCALL describes each of the SMARTCALL
routines in an RTL format and provides
complete instructions on linking the
shareable images needed to make your
action routines available to multiple
applications.
In the extreme case, it would be
possible to write a complete set of Data

What To Look For In A Software Product
When I consider a software product to run on my VMS system, I want to know some
things about its engineering and architecture:
1. Is it written for VMS? If it's a port from another operating system, I'm going to
think twice about buying it. The problems of ports are legion, not the least of which
is the "least common denominator" approach that most software houses take to
operating system support. If a function doesn't work on all the operating systems, it
won't be added to any because of the impact on documentation, maintenance, and portability of applications built using the system.
2. Does it use all the power and tools of VMS, taking full advantage of the linker,
shareable image structure, messaging facility, RMS, control-key standards, naming conventions and extended filenames? Can it be installed using standard VMSINSTAL by
a busy system manager who doesn't have time to customize the installation?
3. Are the people who wrote it VMS jocks with long-term VMS experience? If they're
refugees from another operating system, it's likely that they'll bring to the product
the biases and flavor of that operating system. I want VMS products to look, feel and
taste like VMS products, not like HP products or IBM products.
4. Does it adhere to any applicable standards or de facto standards, such as ANSI SQL,
DSRI and PostScript? The more a product adheres to standards, the easier it will be
for me to integrate it with other products and find people who know how to use it.
5. Does it use available DEC or third-party products and tools for common functions,
or does it try to be all things to all people? I am very cautious about products that
advertise, "We include our own powerful relational database." Software products work
better if they're part of the mainline business of a company that's a major player in
a relatively narrow technical area. Simply put, the product should be layered on top
of other quality software, even from other companies if that's what it takes to get quality
software.
6. Is it an open architecture product? If yours is a new VAX shop with limited software development experience, you want a product that meets your needs out of the
box (OOTB). But most shops can't or don't want to limit themselves to the capabilities
of any product OOTB; they want to be able to customize it, tailor it, improve it. An
open architecture product allows tailoring and integration with my applications and
third-party products. A well-engineered product makes it easy.
Perhaps the most important observation about SMARTSTAR is that it meets almost
all the above architectural criteria, missing on only a few minor points. Based on these
criteria, SMARTSTAR is a solidly engineered . product with a very attractive open
architecture.
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Action Routines to access a new type of
database transparently to your existing
or new applications and to the user.
However, the current version of
SMARTSTAR doesn't have the SMARTCALL facilities to let SMARTSTAR define
an application using your new database
access routines.
SMARTSTAR itself takes advantage
of the callable nature of the various
components. SMARTMOVE, for example, is a sophisticated SMARTCALL application. SMARTSTATION calls the other
SMARTSTAR components to avoid
creating unnecessary subprocesses.
Many action routines are provided as a
standard part of the SMARTSTAR en-

vironment for such things as table
lookup, field validation and data
conversion.

SQL Access
Another attribute of the SMARTSTAR
open architecture is that most of the
SMARTSTAR components provide an
output that you can massage.
For example, after years of working with DATATRIEVE and relational
databases, I have specific things that I
want to do when I establish my field and
r ecord definitions . Using SMARTDESIGN, I can build an application
definition and use the /EXPORT qualifier
to build a DATATRIEVE or RDO defini-

Progra1111.
I*

**--------------------------------------------------------------DBDEMO.SQL
**
**
Optional DDL Autogen from SMARTDESIGN
**--------------------------------------------------------------*/

CREATE TABLE EMP (
EMPNO LONGWORD,
NAME CHAR ( 24),
SSNO CHAR ( 11) ,
JOBCLS WORD,
DEPTNO WORD) ;
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX EMP_O ON EMP (
EMPNO);
CREATE INDEX EMP_l ON EMP (
NAME);

CREATE TABLE JOB
JOBCLS WORD,
TITLE CHAR (20),
SALMIN LONGWORD,
SALMAX LONGWORD);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX JOB_O ON JOB
JOBCLS);
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tion of the database in a file that I can
edit (see Figure 3 and Program 1) .
When I've polished the definitions
to my own specifications, I then can
define the database myself, but SMARTDESIGN has saved me much of the
tedium of defining a database and also
has built my human interface. Furthermore, because SMARTDESIGN can output the record definitions for
DATATRIEVE and because DATATRIEVE
can access DSRI d:i.tabases directly,
almost any application I build in
SMARTSTAR can have data available
from DATATRIEVE as well.
Similarly, SMARTREPORT can be
instructed to output the report procedure as an SQL source file. If you need
to customize or further refine the procedure, the SQL code then can be edited
and changed by a technically knowledgeable SQL user. The same technique
can be used with SMARTMOVE. Furthermore, you can extract parts of the
SQL code for use elsewhere in your application or even as a learning exercise
on how to use SQL.
When I first looked at SMARTSTAR
five years ago, there was a choice between DEC's layered product approach
(TDMS or FMS, DATATRIEVE, CDD) and
a vertically integrated (and open architecture) SMARTSTAR application
development environment. At that time,
SMARTSTAR had less functionality (only
SMARIDESIGN and SMAR1QUERY), and
there were fewer SMARTCALL entry
points. Since then, ST! has done a better job of layering software than DEC,
and its product is better integrated.
The advantage of the SMARTSTAR
open architecture is that you can get
there from here. If there's an operation
you need to perform in your application
and you can't do it directly in SMARTSTAR, you can call a 3GL and use the
SMARTCALL interface to perform your
special function.

Definition Files
All the information that describes a
SMARTSTAR application is contained in
an Application Definition File (ADF),
and most of the SMARTSTAR com-
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ponents use the ADF both during
development and at run time. The ADF
is created and maintained by SMARTDESIGN and contains a description of all
the forms, message files, key definitions
and databases used by SMARTSTAR.
SMARTREPORT also has a definition file, called a Report Definition File
(RDF). The RDF contains a complete
description of a report, including a
pointer to the associated ADF and information about selection criteria, control
breaks, sort orders and the like.
SMARTSTATION has a workstation
definition file that describes the entire
menu system and all the applications
(both SMARTSTAR applications and
others) that are run inside the workstation.
Even SMARTMOVE has a definition
file, a Move Definition File (MDF), that
allows you to define a move operation,
such as the monthly upload of one database from another, and invoke that
operation without human intervention.

tional access to the accounting files for
ad hoc query using SMARTQUERY or
for ad hoc or regularly scheduled reporting using SMARTREPORT, and
upload into a SMARTDESIGN spreadsheet. Thus, the construction of a single
SMARTSTAR application might support
a large number of functions (queries,
reports, spreadsheets) to fill the gaps in
the accounting software.
Another valuable advantage of the

Table 1.
Component

Function

SMARTDESIGN

Used interactively by the designer to create the application and
its basic components, including the databases (if they don't
already exist) and screen forms.

SMARTOUERY

An end user tool for retrieving data from a number of database
types. SMARTOUERY can perform retrievals that involve relational
joins, qualify or restrict the data so that only the records of interest are displayed, and handle master-detail type of scrolling
regions. The user communicates with SMARTQUERY using a
query-by-form and keypad-oriented approach.

SMARTREPORT

An end user and technical user tool for generating reports.
SMARTREPORT gives the user control over the format of a report
page, footers and headers, control breaks, aggregates and many
other advanced features. It also can select data using the same
form- and keypad-oriented techniques used in SMARTOUERY.

SMARTMOVE

A facility for moving data between databases, including databases
of different types (see Table 2). SMARTMOVE also knows how
to do mass deletes and modifications to a single database.

SMARTSTATION

A facility for organizing SMARTSTAR and other tasks into a windowing menu structure. SMARTSTATION neatly integrates SMARTSTAR tasks without spawning subprocesses.

SMARTDECISION

A Lotus 1-2-3 look-alike for VMS, SMARTDECISION not only supports graphics on a variety of text and graphics terminals, it has
the capability to import data from any database accessible via
SMARTOUERY.

SMARTCALL

A Run-time Library that provides the 3GL application programmer with all the tools used to build a callable SMARTSTAR application. SMARTCALL is so powerful that it was used to build
SMARTMOVE.

ISOL

Interactive ANSI-standard SOL with many extensions, including
a REPORT statement, an interface to the SMARTREPORT component, SOL procedures with parameter passing and support
for three VAX editors.

Run-Time SOL

Full Dynamic SOL support. Also included is multidatabase access, including support for different types of database backends.

Database Access
SMARTSTAR supports a number of dif-

ferent databases (see Table 2 and Figure
4). Although you can perform virtually
every function that SMARTSTAR provides in an RMS database (a group of
normalized files), SMARfSTAR gives you
essentially identical access to six different databases. There are a number of
reasons why you need this flexibility.
First, many applications need to use
existing files or databases. To use existing files, SMARTDESJGN provides
facilities for reading data definitions
from the VAX Common Data Dictionary or from the database itself.
These data definitions become the basis
of the Application Definition File, and
SMARTDESIGN automatically can
generate forms for each of the relations
in the database and automatically determine the connections between the relations using the field names.
An example of the use of this capability might involve an existing accounting package running on your VAX. Using SMARTDESIGN to read record
definitions from the CDD, you could
develop applications to provide rela-
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support of multiple database types
comes during the development cycle. It's
easy to work with RMS files during
development, because the time required
to open and define them is short compared to that of a full-blown relational
database management system. However,
after an application becomes heavily
used, there are advantages to a DBMS,
including improved locking, rollback
and commit, transaction semantics that

SMARTSTAR components.
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span relations, and excellent journaling
capability.
In SMARTSTAR, the process of
moving an application from RMS to Rdb
is often as simple as changing the database type in the Application Definition
File, building the new database (automatically, of course), and then moving
any existing data using SMARTMOVE
(see Screen 2). The whole process might
take only a few minutes on a small application, and except for the run time of
SMARTMOVE, it might not take much
longer on larger applications.
The support of multiple databases
is attractive even if you currently don't
use a database management system but
are considering one. By using SMARTSTAR with RMS files for your development, you can build applications now
and port them into the database (whichever you choose) later. Plus, RMS is free
with VMS.
SMARTREPORT and SMARTMOVE
generate SQL export files that describe
their operation; how can those SQL files
be used if the database is in RMS? The
solution is the Relational Query Processor (RQP).
RQP understands relational syntax
(in the form of SQL) but implements it
on RMS files. You can use the SMARTSTAR SQL components (ISQL and RSQL)
directly on RMS files if you desire.
Because RMS is a file system and not a
database management system, you don't
have transaction control when you use
RMS, and some of the more complex
features of SQL aren't supported, including the SQL clause GROUP BY.
The SQL documentation in SMARTSTAR includes a complete and accurate
discussion of the trade-offs between
Rdb databases and RMS files in use with
SMARTSTAR SQL. It even addresses the
dreaded reflexive join problem where
some databases have problems when a
join references the same table twice.
Because SMARTSTAR supports so
many different databases, your developers can learn a single development tool
and your users can become familiar with
a single interface style, and that training investment can be preserved as you
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Table 2.
Database

Description

RMS

Both sequential and ISAM files are supported. Selection of data
is not restricted to indexed fields. SMARTSTAR can do relational
joins across multiple RMS files in a W<rf that appears to the user
as if the multiple files were in a relational database system. Using SMARTSTAR SOL, you can access RMS files from SOL.

DSRI

Arri DSRl-compliant relational database is supported (see "DSRI,"
April 1987). This includes RdbNMS, lnterBase and Rdb/ELN.

Britton Lee
Database Machines

ORACLE

SMARTSTAR can retrieve and update data in the BLI Intelligent
Database Machines (IDM) as if the data were located in a local
VAX database or RMS files.
Signal Technology has announced its intent to provide access
to ORACLE databases using the identical SMARTSTAR user
interface and providing access to all the powerful SMARTSTAR
components, such as SMARTREPORT and SMARTDESIGN. DEC
PROFESSIONAL has seen a working prototype of the ORACLE
interface. Using SMARTMOVE or RSOL, data easily can be moved
into or out of an ORACLE database.

Database types supported by SMARTSTAR.
develop and acquire applications m
other database systems.
Of course, every product has its
weaknesses, and SMARTSTAR has a few
quirks and inadequacies that we detected
in the Lab.
I've been spoiled by the DEC installation procedures. I'm used to installing a product that asks me every question it needs to know and assumes that
I'm too lazy to read the installation
guide. Because I didn't read the installation guide, I had several minor problems
installing SMARTSTAR. Although the
CLO definitions for the various SMARTSTAR verbs are provided, they're not applied to the DCLTABLES. This should be
done as part of the installation process.
SMARTSTAR logical names don't all
have the same facility prefix. For example, the SMARTSTAR examples live in a
directory pointed to by the logical SSAPPLEX, the help lives in SS HELP, and the
executables live in SMARTSTAR. I'd
prefer consistent logical names, such as
SS__EXAMPLES, SS_HELP and SS__EXE.

Also, because ST! hasn't registered its
message bases or facilities, there's the
potential for conflict with other products that use the MESSAGE utility.
Unfortunately, for all its good intentions in applying good VMS design
practices, ST! overlooked a few things.
For example, my first test of SMARTDESIGN was to import an already defined database. An error occurred (I
don't know whether it was in the prerelease database management software
or inside SMARTDESIGN), and I was
presented with a singularly unhelpful
error that appeared to have been
generated by BASIC: "ERR52(?Illegal
number) @ 10 in RDB__EDITEXP".
If the problem was inside SMARTDESIGN, it should have generated a proper VMS-format error message, and if
the problem was in a lower-level layered
product, SMARTDESIGN should have
trapped the error and given me some
clues as to what was happening when
the error occurred.
The ST! startup file also does some
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monkey business with LNK$LIBRARY
logicals. Shareable images like those in
SMARTSTAR would seem to belong in
the system image library, IMAGELIB, so
I can think of no good reason for not
installing the SMARTSTAR images there
and avoiding the link library logical name.
Still, these and other similarly
minor blemishes pale in the light of the
open architecture of the product. The
architecture is robust enough that STI
can add new products (like the recently
announced SMARTDECISION) and new
databases (like the upcoming ORACLE
access) without any significant change
in the underlying product. STI will be
able to extend its products to take advantage of DECWINDOWS with little
impact on the user, also because of the
product design.
If you're building an application
that involves databases or human interfaces, or if you appreciate quality software design, you should take a look at
SMARTSTAR for your VAX.
ARTICLE INTEREST QUITTIENT
Circle On Reader Card
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DEVELOPMENT

ANAGING
SOF'l'WARE
DEVELOPMENT
At Shell Oil
Company, we
have a single large software system that supports on-line control and optimization in
various manufacturing locations. The development and maintenance activities centered on
this product can be categorized broadly as:
1. Ongoing maintenance of the current released version of the product.
2. Multiple development activities to produce
the next version.
3. Testing activities relating to both the current and next versions.
Because these three programming activities address the same product at the same
time, the opportunities for mistakes abound.
At one point, the group, during a new
development effort, failed to include a patch
developed by the field support organization.
This allowed a problem to recur in the field.
In another instance, a new feature included late in the development cycle wasn't
tested thoroughly before being released to the
field. Again, a time-consuming diagnosis and
patch procedure ensued. In a third incident, a
patch, perfectly appropriate for the current
production version, was incorporated in the
development version without considering side
effects. It conflicted with a change in specs
being implemented and caused some strange
results.
The cost of such mistakes has prompted

By Donald P. Golden Jr.

The Code
Management System
Package And VMS
Can Handle
The Problem
Efficiently.
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us to scrutinize our software development environment. We've progressed through several
generations of software version control
mechanisms to manage these multiple
development paths:
1. A single individual assigned as a project
librarian.
2. Experimental use of DEC's Code Management System (CMS).
3. Use of multiple CMS libraries for each facet
of development.
4. Advanced use of CMS as the core of a
development environment.
Our current development environment is
based on a single CMS library for all development and maintenance efforts. CMS features
mechanisms for securely maintaining the
source modules that comprise a system. It
allows a single developer to assert ownership
of a module during modification. This can
preclude errors that can creep in when
modifications collide.
It's the classic " last one in, wins" syndrome. All modifications are tracked by CMS,
and previous generations of a given module
can be extracted, allowing you to say, "It
worked two weeks ago; what did you do to
break it?" CMS supports classes that contain
specific generations of various modules. A
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class is the ideal tool for defining a consistent version of a product for testing
or release.
CMS must be applied correctly to
achieve optimal results. With limited
CMS experience, we embarked on a
three-pronged development effort. The
three prongs were diverse and concentrated on different areas of the product.

We took a snapshot of our sources
and created three different CMS libraries,
one for each of these efforts. CMS was
a fine tool for each individual development project, but merging the three
libraries to create a new release was far
more work than we anticipated. This
experience helped to define the first of
our four objectives for our new
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development environment.
1. One CMS Library - It seemed
reasonable that we could exercise fully
CMS's functionality and devise a system
to have one CMS library maintain all our
sources. We had confidence that, by using CMS's ability to support variants of
various modules, we could use the
MERGE facility to keep development
going without losing ·maintenance
updates.
Approximately 1,000 distinct source
modules are required to define our software product. Over a development cycle for a single project, as many as 200
of these change. Given this relatively
small percentage of changed modules,
keeping a complete copy of the master
source for each development effort requires a huge amount of disk space,
most of it devoted to redundant copies
of the same modules. Attempts to limit
the disk space consumed led to our second objective.
2. Abbreviated Project-Specific
Source Directories - Rather than
maintain a plain-text version of the
complete sources in directory structures
for each of the various development
teams, we thought it would be appropriate to have a single master directory
structure and maintain only the changes
from the master in each of the individual
team's structures. A change acceptable
to all teams then would result in a
change only in the master, whereas each
team could maintain its own unique
changes and these changes wouldn't affect other groups.
It's the nature of our product that
a complete build consumes all of a VAX
11/750 for roughly one day. If there's an
error, a day is lost repairing the error
and another rebuilding the product. Defining a strategy to limit the lost productivity because of this build problem
defined our third objective.
3. Minimize Downtime Due to
Failed System Build - We believed
we could design a parallel directory
structure that would allow us to maintain a "version being built" while retaining the "last working version." This
parallel structure would exist for each

75 Union Avenue, Sudbury, MA 01no.9990
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team. All builds would be done in the
"build" portion of the structure.
At the completion of the build, this
new version would be tested. If it was
stable enough to support continued
development and testing, it would be
copied to the "working" portion of the
structure. On the other hand, if the new
version was unsuccessful , the old
"working" portion of the structure still
could be used while the problem correction team worked to resolve the build
problems.
Some of the developers in our
organization work on several assignments at the same time. Often, the
multiple tasks assigned to one of these
developers lie in the domain of different
development teams. Accommodating
this mode of operation became our
fourth objective.
4. Facilitate Individual Effort on
More Than One Assignment at a
Time - We decided that the primary
team membership should be a default
established at log in time and that there
must be an ability to switch to a different team temporarily. It was important that, in switching teams, work
assigned under one group wouldn't
become mixed with that of another.

The Development Environment
The solution that meets these objectives
employs several VMS and CMS features.
Some of the VMS features help meet
more than one of the objectives. We use
seven principles:
1. When in Doubt, Borrow - One
benefit of using VMS is that it's a good
source of examples. We've found many
good. examples of how to do things in
VMS itself Our development environment borrows heavily from the techniques employed by DEC in making
VMS meet a variety of needs
simultaneously.
2. Group and Job Logical Name
Tables - One obvious way to allow
several teams to coexist in a single
development environment is to use the
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VMS group concept. That is, we could
put all developers under a UIC of the
form [DEVELOPER,user] , all members of
the quality team under a UIC of the
form [QTEAM,user] and location
managers under [LOCSUPPORT,user].
This would allow each of these teams
to be separate and to share logical names
in a logical name table.
The problem with doing this for
our organization is twofold . First, the
requirement that a developer have a
primary team assignment as well as the
ability to assist other teams becomes a
hard one to meet. To do this properly,
the developer should change his group
identifier when he changes from one
team to another. This ability requires
CMKRNL privilege, one of the privileges
that opens a Pandora's box of potential
problems. Second, it becomes more difficult to make a secure CMS library if
everyone in the World has access to it.
For these two reasons, we elected
not to use VMS groups to distinguish
our development teams. All developers
are assigned to a single VMS group and
teams are distinguished via a creative use
of logical name assignments.
Our software system relies heavily
on the VMS logical name facility. With
all developers assigned to the same VMS
group, traditional group-qualified

logical names no longer are useful to
differentiate between teams. Group
logical names are used only if they apply
to each of the teams.
With version 4 of VMS, the logical
name facility was expanded to include
tables of logical names with special
characteristics that allow them to act as
logical name directories. (VMS version
5 won't change our operation.) There's
a logical name table called the LNM$
SYSTEM_DIRECTORY that's common
to all of the processes active on a system,
and there's a table per process called the
LNM$PROCESS_DIRECTORY.
In each of these directories, there
are several multivalued logical names
that specify the order of search when
performing certain operations. An important one is the LNM$FILE_DEVICE,
typically found in the system directory
and assigned to the following values:
LNM$PROCESS
LNM$JOB
LNM$GROUP
LNM$SYSTEM
This states that in performing a file
operation, the logical name tables to be
searched are the PROCESS, JOB, GROUP
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and SYSTEM tables, in that order.
In the LNMSPROCESS_DIRECTORY,
these are defined more specifically on a
per process basis as follows:
LNMSPROCESS = LNMSPROCESS_TABLE
LNMSJOB = LNMSJOB_nnnnnnnn
LNMSGROUP = LNMSGROUP_gggggg
LNMSSYSTEM = LNMSSYSTEM_TABLE
where nnnnnnnn is a unique job table
identifier and gggggg is a six-digit
unique group identifier.
These are the "standard" assignments. We found that by redefining
LNMSGROUP in the process logical
name directory, we could use tables
other than the standard group logical
name table and have members of the
same group on the same machine experience different environments.
3. Establishing Multiple Alternative
Group Logical Name Tables - At
boot time, the SYSTARTUP.COM procedure invokes a series of startup procedures for each unique development
effort on the system. These startup procedures construct a pair oflogical name
tables for each class of developers with
a table-naming convention that's unique
to that class. Then, during the log in
procedure, the LNMSGROUP logical
name in the process directory is replaced
with a multivalued logical name of the
form:
LNMSGROUP <special table>,
LNMSGROUP_gggggg

4. Complications Associated with
Unique Group Tables - Our software
system comprises a group of detached
processes that cooperate to perform the
manufacturing support functions. Detached processes don't by nature share
any logical name tables other than the
SYSTEM table and appropriate GROUP
table. Thus, when a developer wants to
define a group logical name to be used
by the running system, he must put that
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logical name into the real group logical
name table, not the special one.
5. Roots - One feature of VMS that appeared in version 3 and was used heavily
in the cluster support offered in version
4 is a root. Some of you certainly will
recognize SYSSSYSROOT as a key logical
name. A rooted directory structure
allows several parallel structures to lie
"side by side" on a disk. Each root looks
like a virtual disk, with a top-level
definition of the form:
SYSSSYSROar = $1SDUAO:[SYS2.]
The key feature of the root definition is that subordinate logical names
can be defined based on the root logical
name. They automatically will point to
other directories if the root logical name
is changed. Thus, a whole logical name
structure can be established with a single
root definition. This structure can be
made to point to any one of a series of
disk structures just by changing the
definition of the root logical name.
DEC uses this root structure to
allow more than one copy of the VMS
operating system to lie on the same disk.
Typically, a system disk will have the
primary operating system in the SYSO
root and standalone backup operating
system in the SYSE root.
6. Roots Within Roots - In our
development environment, we've made
extensive use of the rooted structure to
meet two main objectives. First, each
team has its own rooted structure to
hold a version of the system. Second,
within each individual team's root is a
pair of roots, one for the last working
version of the system and one for the
version being built. For this reason, two
special group logical name tables are
built for each developer class, one to
hold the logical names for the last working version and the other for the one being developed. The Figure illustrates a
root structure for a single team.
The root directory holds only the
directory files for the tops of the remaining tree structures. The CONFIG structure contains the information used to
configure the software for application to

. .. two special
group logical
name tables are
built for each
developer
class ...
a field installation. It's used mainly to
drive a build operation, although it's
modified occasionally when major
changes are made in the live system. A
single copy of this configuration data is
sufficient for both the LIVE and BUILD
parts of the root.
The LIVE and BUILD limbs Oimbs
are branches near the root) are roughly
identical except that the LIVE side contains the latest working copy of the software, whereas the BUILD side contains
the "next" incarnation of the software.
The SOURCE directory contains the
command files and source files that actually make up the software. The
LIBRARY directory contains the object
libraries used during the build as well
as the installable, shareable images.
Finally, the EXE directory contains the
executables generated by the build.
Logical names are the key to seeing (and not seeing) parts of the overall
tree structure. We define two top-level
logical names that provide the entry
points to the traversal of the tree.
P2_DISK points to either the LIVE or
BUILD limbs, while SITE_DISK points
to the configuration information. Their
actual definition is of the form:
P2_DISK = "ddcu:[root.LIVE.]"
or
"ddcu: [root.BUILD]"
SITE_DISK = "ddcu:[root.CONFIG]"
These names, incidentally, are
created with the CONCEALED and TERMINAL attributes in the JOB logical
name table. Note that P2_DISK can acquire either of two definitions depend-
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ing on whether the developer wants to
work on the current working version or
the next version of the software.
This structure also allows a
developer to move from root to root
(i.e. , from team to team) in a straightforward manner. By changing the first part
of the root definition, a developer sees

the root structure for a different team.
For example, the SITE_DISK definition
for the enhancement team might take
the form :
SITE_DISK = "$1$DUA4:
[DEVELOP.CONFIG]"
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whereas, for the quality assurance team,
it would be:
SITE_DISK = "$1$DUA12:
[QTEAM.CONFIG]"
A DCL command included in the
common log in file allows you to enter
the command CHANGEROOT and the
root identifier, and have all appropriate
logical names redefined t0 point to a different structure. Another pair of DCL
commands allows developers to switch
readily between the LIVE and BUILD
sides of the root structure. Each of these
DCL commands manipulates the DCL
prompt, so that developers are made
aware which side of which root is currently their default.
If this were the whole structure,
we'd have solved only two of our four
objectives, namely that a system build
doesn't disrupt the entire team and that
a developer can work for more than one
team at the same time.
7. Multivalued Logical Names Another feature introduced with version
4 of VMS is multivalued logical names.
As the title implies, a logical name can
have more than one assigned value. A
common application of multivalued
logical names is the creation of a search
list. A good example is the definition of
SYS$SYSROOT on a cluster disk:
SYS$SYSROOT = "S1$DUAO:[SYSn.]
"SYS$COMMON"
where
SYSSCOMMON = "$1$DUAO:
[SYSn.SYSCOMMON.]"
This allows the bulk of VMS, which
is common to all of the systems in a
cluster, to reside in the SYSCOMMON
root, while the machine-specific information for each member of the cluster
resides in its specific root.
We've created a similar set oflogical
names to allow one master copy of our
sources to service all teams simultaneously. We maintain both the CMS
library and a plain-text version of the
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A class in CMS is a collection
of specific generations of
elements. This is an ideal
way to define a release
of a product.
source modules in two directories accessed by logical names:
MASTER._SOURCE =
"MASTER_DISK:[PLAIN]"
MASTER._SOURCE_CMS =
"MASTER_DISK:[CMS]"

where:
MASTER_DISK: = "$1$DUA7:[MASTER]"
MASTER._SOURCE contains the
latest release of the software common to
all roots. Typically, this is the major
release of the software that's installed in
field locations. MASTER._SOURCE_CMS
is the logical name by which the CMS
library for all roots is reached.
There is a logical name by which
source modules are accessed in every
root:
SOURCE = "P2_DISK:[SOURCE]"
"MASTER._SOURCE"

In this way, the only modules in the
actual root SOURCE directory are those
different from the ones in the master
directory. Thus, of the 1,000 modules
comprising our software system, all exist in the MASTER._SOURCE directory,
while only a small fraction exist in each
of the individual root SOURCE
directories.
The real strength behind this system is the facilities provided by CMS.
CMS allows many serial generations of
a source module to exist simultaneously.
Each module starts out as generation 1
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and proceeds serially with each RESERVE/
REPLACE operation in CMS.
CMS supports a class feature. A
class in CMS is a collection of specific
generations of elements. This is an ideal
way to define a release of a product. For
example, release 1.0 can comprise
generation 7 of A.FOR, generation 3 of
B.FOR and generation 2 of C.FOR.
Release 2.0 can coexist with release 1.0
in the same CMS library and comprise
generations 8, 3 and 4, respectively, of
the same elements.
In CMS, a class could be called Vl
and hold the information about release
1.0 and a different class could be defined
as V2 with the information about release
2.0.

While CMS classes are ideal for
supporting various releases of a product,
there are other uses also. We use them
to differentiate the generations used by
the various development teams.
At the beginning of a development
cycle, our CMS library is set up in an initial state. A class called MASTER is
defined as the current field release of the
product. The plain-text versions of the
elements in the MASTER class are
fetched into the MASTER__SOURCE
directory. A class is defined for each of
the various development teams and is set
equal to the MASTER class. Typically, we
use three classes:
1. DEV - The class containing " latest
and greatest" software developments
and enhancements. This is the class that
eventually will comprise the next major
release.
2. QI'EAM - This class contains the
software being tested by the quality
assurance team. This is typically "one
back" from the DEV class and is a

working version of the software that has
survived the initial testing by the individual developers.
3. SMT - The location manager's class
contains patches to the latest release
developed to support problems uncovered in the field installations. These
patches are merged into the DEV class
also, so that once a problem is solved,
it remains solved in the next release.
A set of command procedures encapsulates the CMS library to assure that
the plain-text copies of elements in the
various roots are correct. When an element is reserved for modification, the
command procedure checks in which
root the developer currently is working
and makes sure that the copy of the program is in a subdirectory of the same
name as the current root. This allows a
developer to work on the same module
in different roots simultaneously without undue confusion. It also reserves the
module from the CMS library from the
class associated with the developer's
team.
Upon replacement, the command
procedure not only performs the CMS
functions on behalf of the developer, but
also puts a plain-text copy in the BUILD
sources of the current root. In this way,
the "latest and greatest" changes are
always available for the next system
build. Variants caused by simultaneous
modifications in two different teams also
are handled by the command procedures. Finally, the reserve procedure
assures that a developer receives the
generation appropriate to the team he's
assigned to.
We've met all four of our objectives
with this development environment by
applying simple VMS features and the
CMS package. Perhaps you'll be inspired
to apply VMS features to the solution of
your outstanding problems. -Donald P.
Golden Jr. is technical manager for Shell Oil
Company, Houston, Texas.
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SECURITY

YSTEM
SECURITY,
PART1
Editor's note: Because
the subject of system
security is so vast, David W Bynon will cover it in
two parts. In Part 1, he discusses user identification
and access protection.
If there's one topic that affects us all,
system security is it. We all have important information about ourselves, our customers, our
company or our country stored in a computer
system. Some is public knowledge, such as our
name and address, but most is not.
It has become easy to access, sort,
manipulate or destroy stored information.
After all, we have made the computer a powerful tool for performing these types of operations. The easier computers are to access, the
more difficult they are to protect.
System security is a multifaceted problem.
We're faced with issues such as physical security, log in/password protection, identification,
trust, user awareness, object protection and
system manager awareness.

By David W . B ynon

Protecting Against
System Break Ins.

Positive User Identification
Positive identification is the greatest problem
we face in trying to protect our computer systems. Positive personal identification has been
cited in several publications put out by the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The NBS
states that there are three methods by which
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an individual may be identified: by something
unique which is known by that person, by
something unique about that person, and by
something unique that is posses!.ed by that
person.
An example of the first method, and that
used by VAX/VMS, is the user password. The
second method is representative of a biometric
identification, such as your fingerprint or
retinal capillary patterns. The final method is
a basic key, the possession of which grants
access.
The NBS recommends in several publications that no single one of these methods be
considered secure enough for positive identification. However, two of the three methods
can be used in tandem to prove positive identification sufficiently; e.g., a password used
together with a key.

User And System Passwords
VAX/VMS system security is useless without

100 percent password integrity. Passwords are
a VAX/VMS system's first line of defense against
unauthorized system access. For this reason,
strict attention must be paid to the use and
maintenance of all passwords.
A password is associated with each entry
(account) in the system user authorization file
(SYS$SYSTEM:SYSUAF.DAT) unless explicitly
negated. Passwords, which may be one to 31
characters, are stored using a one-way encryp-
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tion algorithm. The encryption transforms each password into a 64-bit
hashed value. Once encrypted, passwords can't, with any publicly known
method, be returned to their original
readable form. For this reason, lost or
forgotten passwords must be changed
by the system manager.

Password Tailoring
Using AUTHORIZE, password protection can be tailored to your needs. For
instance, the authorize qualifier
/PWDMINIMUM defines the minimum
number of characters to which a password may be set. The default value of
six otherwise would apply. If a password is set by the system manager using AUTHORIZE, the password may be
less than the minimum value.
The /PWDEXPIRED authorize
qualifier pre-expires a user's password.
A user whose account password has
been pre-expired must set a new password when he logs in. Use pre-expired
passwords on all new accounts to force
the user to set his password. Set a password's lifetime with another authorize
qualifier, /PWDLIFETIME . By default, a
password 's lifetime is six months. The
lifetime established applies to both primary and secondary passwords. The
first example below establishes a password lifetime of 45 days, while the latter institutes a password with no expiration date:
UAF > MODIFY /PWDEXPIRED = 45
UAF > MODIFY /PWDEXPIRED =NONE

If you work in a high-security environment, you can prevent users from
establishing their own passwords. Most
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organizations that do this have a security
office that assigns passwords to user
accounts on a regular schedule. To lock
user passwords, use the authorize
command:
UAF > MODIFY /FLAGS= LOCKPWD

For more account security, two
passwords can be assigned to an account. In this way, a two-key system can
be employed. This two-key system requires two people to be present to gain
access to an account. Each person knows
one of the passwords to the account but
not both. Using AUTHORIZE, a second
password is established with the
command:
UAF > MODIFY /PASSWORD=

(passwordl, password2)
If you want users to be able to set
their own passwords with assurance that
password guessing won't compromise
the account, the password generator
should be used. The authorize qualifier
/GENERATL..PASSWORD forces the user
to select his password from a generated
list. When the user enters the DCL command SET PASSWORD, five passwords
and a pronunciation table are displayed.
The user must choose a password from
the list. This method of password implementation is easier, and in some ways
more secure, than assigning passwords.

Password Recommendations
Passwords are sensitive mechanisms. In
essence, they're identical to keys or combinations to locks and must be protected
in the same way. Obviously, being careless with passwords can be disastrous;
leaving any information about VAX/VMS
accounts lying around is discouraged .
Passwords should be long, nondescriptive and changed frequently.
Passwords such as a spouse's or child's
name, phone number, car license number or other information about the user
that might be obvious shouldn't be
chosen. I recommend a minimum password length of eight characters. The
greater the length , the less risk you take

of someone guessing or using another
computer to penetrate your system.
Users shouldn't be allowed to share
accounts. When an account is shared by
two or more people, it's impossible to
pinpoint who violated system security.
Accounts without passwords
should be captive, which means that
users of captive accounts shouldn't be
able to access DCL or utilities that
would allow them to get at system
information.

Implementing ASystem Password
In some cases, a terminal connected to
the VAX may need to have added protection. This is often the case with lines
accessed by modem, where it is difficult
to monitor who's trying to use the system. The system password protects
these lines by preventing a log on attempt until the system password is
entered. Also, until the system password
is entered, no information about the
system is provided.
The system password is implemented on a line-by-line basis using the
command:
$ SET TERMINAL/SYSPWD/

PERMANENT TTxn:

Users who log on remotely
(through the SET HOST command) can
be forced to use the system password by
setting bit 19 (hex value 8000) in the
system parameter TTY_DEFCHAR2 .
The system password itself is
created with the command:
$SET PASSWORD/SYSTEM

which prompts for a password and verification . The system password also can
be modified using AUTHORIZE:
UAF > MODIFY/SYSTEM_PASSWORD=

"new _password''
The SECURITY privilege is required
to set or change the system password.
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hen it comes down to it, your company's records and information are
its most valuable assets. If you compromise
that information, you could lose millionsor worse.
Benjamin Franklin said it best when
he said "an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure:' The time to protect
your data is before a loss occurs. Every
year more than a billion dollars are lost to
computer crime. Surprisingly, the majority
of violations come not from external hackers, but from trusted employees. Recent
surveys show that over 85% of computer
crime comes from a company's own employees, with an average loss of over
$90,000.
ClydeSENTRY computer security
software for VAX/VMS systems is a major
deterrent to most assailants. With the
knowledge that the entire system can be
monitored and a detailed audit report
produced pinpointing potential security
problems, users are not likely to misuse
system resources.
Standard VMS access controls are
good, but as many companies and government sites are finding out, they are
not enough. ClydeSENTRY utilizes all
VMS user, password and privilege functions and improves the system with powerful access controls, monitoring and reporting features.

W

ith unique ClydeSENTRY access controls, you get dial-up port protection to thwart the most publicized of
threats-the external hacker and thief.
And to protect the unattended,
logged-in terminal, ClydeSENTRY lets you
lock your keyboard and blank the screen
with a single keystroke. You can run a quick
errand while your process continues undisturbed, safe from passers-by-or the
keyboard can be locked automatically after
a prescribed period of inactivity.

In addition, you get a
powerful multi-level menu
feature that restricts access
to the system by keeping
user activity to the domain
of defined functions.

W

ith authorized users
accounting for the
majority of computer losses,
access controls alone are not
enough. ClydeSENTRY gives
you thorough monitoring
and reporting controls for effective deterrence and accountability.
ClydeSENTRY lets you observe,
document and interact with any terminal
on your system, or any remote operations
over the network. You can use this feature
for real-time monitoring of internal saboteurs or for training, trouble-shooting and
user support.
When you use ClydeSENTRY, you
can maintain a record of all input and
output activity on your system to identify
and prove intentional theft, or to record
program bugs or operator mistakes so
errors can be easily identified and corrected. With complete 1/0 activity documented, a problem can be detailed and a
report generated as to when and how long
events occurred, as well as the extent of
any resulting damage.
You'll find that even when you are
monitoring the entire system, the CPU
burden is less than 3%, and typically, full
implementation is transparent to users
and requires no additional equipment or
personnel.
In the real world, no security system is
perfect. ClydeSENTRY computer security
software comes as close as practically possible. Call Clyde Digital Systems now to
help prevent the attacks on your proprietary information and to keep your private
files private.
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It's stored in a separate record of the
system user authorization file, which
can't be shown, and the system password has no expiration date.

VAX/VMS Log In Protection
A perpetrator has most of his break in
task completed simply by knowing the
type of operating system or computer
you have. Think about it. When you
hear someone say VAXJVMS accounts,
you probably think of SYSTEM, FIELD,
ALL!Nl and some others. The experienced perpetrator has the same
knowledge and immediately tries the
most common passwords, such as
MANAGER, PASSWORD, SERVICE and Al.
Therefore, don't give out information if
it's not necessary.
Obviously, we're not worried
about our fellow workers trying to
break in; they already have accounts and
pose a security threat of another kind.
Rather, this discussion is directed at
what we can't see: the dial-in and
remote access users.

Log In Messages
The first system message that reaches a
VAX/VMS user logging in is the system
announcement message. The translation
of the logical name SYSSANNOUNCE
will display when a log in sequence is
initiated (before the username and password are accepted). Often this message
identifies the VAX, for example:
Welcome to VAXJVMS V4.7 at the U.S.
Savings Bank
Three important pieces of information have been given away here: the
system type, the operating system version and the name of the organization.
SYSSWELCOME, a second logical
name, also can be used to provide information to users logging in. The welcome message is the preferred method
of providing a welcome message or information about the system. The SYSS
WELCOME message isn't displayed un-
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til a . successful log in has been
completed.
If you have captive users or users
who are not to be shown the system
welcome message, the authorize qualifier /FLAGS= DISWELCOME can be
used to disable this feature. In this way,
you have full control of the information
you put out.

Log In Break In Protection
An excellent security feature of
VAXJVMS is its ability to detect someone
trying to hack his way into your system.
VAX/VMS log in break in protection is
controlled by setting up several system
parameters that control the number of
log in retries, break in threshold, break
in source recognition and the action to
be taken when break in detection is
triggered .
The system parameters that control
retries are LGL...RETRY_TMO (LOGIN
RETRY TIMOUT) and LGL...RETRY_LJM
(LOGIN RETRY LIMIT) . These two
parameters are used to control the
number of log in attempts allowed in
succession. This is particularly appropriate for dial-up lines. The default
value allows three retries with a time
limit of20 seconds between tries. Break
in threshold, which is the number oflog
in failures permitted before action is
taken, is established with the system
parameter LGI_BRK_LIM (LOGIN
BREAKIN LIMIT) . Log in failures are invalid username and password combinations. The default value for LGJ_BRK_
LIM is five failed log in attempts.
When break in detection is triggered, VAX/VMS tracks the source of the
break in based on the system parameter
LGI_BRK_TERM (LOGIN BREAKIN
TERMINAL). The value of this parameter
will determine if the username and terminal are to be tracked together or independently. The default value of 1 has
usernames and terminals tracked
together, whereas a value of 0 counts
failures against usernames only. Tracking just the username· is most appropriate for terminal servers, because the terminal line can be changed easily between attempts.

Security Dynamics
2067 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 547-7820
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The duration of break in recognition is set using the system parameter
LGI_BRK_TMO (LOGIN BREAKIN
TIMEOUT). The default is five minutes,
which is sufficient for most situations.
This parameter is used to assign an expiration time to an initial failure on terminal, username or both. The expiration
time is the current system time plus the
value LGI_BRK_TMO. Each additional
failure adds an additional time of
LGJ_BRK_TMO.
The more failures logged against a
username, terminal or both, the greater
the period of time during which failures
count toward the number defined by
LGI_BRK_LJM. After the expiration arrives, without more unsuccessful log ins
occurring, the cumulative failure count
returns to zero. A successful log in
doesn't reset the cumulative failure
count.
When a break in attempt is detected,
the action taken is controlled by the
LGI_BRK_TERM (LOGIN BREAKIN
TERMINAL) parameter. If LGJ_BRK_
TERM is set to one, no log in from the
offending terminal, with the same username, is permitted. In other words, only
the offending user is locked out from
that terminal. If the source is a NETWORK user, the remote user will be
disallowed from logging in. Although
locking out a terminal line might be seen
as desirable, a problem could occur. On
a system using terminal servers, if the
parameters are set in a certain manner,
all terminal lines could be disabled. This
would be only a minor inconvenience
in return for a more secure system.
To make the lockout time variable,
the system parameter LGJ_HID_TIM
contains a value that is multiplied by a
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random number. The random number
falls between the values of 1 to 1.5. This
feature prevents someone from guessing your lockout interval, making the
use of another computer to break in
impractical.
Another system parameter LGI_
BRK_DISUSER

(LOGIN

BREAKIN

DISABLE USER) can be used to set the
DISUSER flag in the system user

authorization file. If a user's account is
locked out from this mechanism, the
system manager must use AUTHORIZE
to change the UAF record. A problem
could result with this technique. Repeated break ins could result in multiple accounts being disabled, perhaps all
accounts if the intruder knows all of the
usernames on the system. If all accounts
were disabled, the SYSTEM account
would be allowed access to the system
from the console terminal.

Hard-Core Authentication
Of ldentification
Sites with special security problems,
such as banks and federal government
agencies, can be thankful that special
security systems now are available. By
employing a secure hardware gateway
and a hand-held device that generates
passwords, two of the three NBS identification methods can be realized. One
system that implements this security
feature is SecurID by Security Dynamics
of Carn.bridge, Massachusetts.
The S<.:curID card is a credit cardsized microprocessor that generates a
new, unpredictable passcode every 60
seconds. The secure hardware gateway
to the system is fulfilled by an Access
Control Module, which is synchronized
permanently with every SecurID card.
To be granted access, enter the number
generated by the SecurID card and a
personal identification number. Once
access is granted, you then must carry
out a normal VAX/VMS log in sequence.
In Part 2, I will discuss the features,
problems and management of VAX/VMS
internal security.
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Report writing just got easier.
DEC'S COD*
in Beta Test
(For Applications
created using the
Oracle Database]

XENTIS®
DICTIONARY

DBSI
Argonaut
Transcomm/GSI
MCBA
Diagonal Data Ross Systems
Applications developed in-house

NCA'S
MAXCIM*
Manufacturing
& Account ing

Software

XENTIS- the premier report generator for DEC VAX/VMS computers- will soon be
able to interface with the Oracle 4th GL. For programmers and nonprogrammers
alike. XENTIS is fast and easy to use.
Proven in more than 500 installations. the Park Software report writer can combine
information across several data bases . . for example, your accounting staff can pull
information from Ross Systems accpunting software and combine it with data from
Argonaut's Human Resources package in one report. And soon you 'll be able to add
data from applications created with the Oracle system .

To learn more about XENTIS and our fully functional evaluation kit,
call (206) 343-0447 today!
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'Whats The Last Tung That
Comes To Mind WhenWe

Say Spreadsheet?

Mention "spreadsheet" to a lot
of people, and you can see the
wheels turn a total of once. For
them, spreadsheet equals PC.
Pity. For as a growing number
of computer professionals have
discovered, the VAX1'Mis an ideal
spreadsheet platform. Especially
when the spreadsheet is 20/20'~.M
Developed by the leading supplier of spreadsheets for multiuser computers, 20/20 is 1-2-3·rn_
like in the way you use it. But it's
more useful. With 20/20, you
and your people can create and
share models of virtually unlimited size. Populated with data
drawn easily and directly from
your company's central database.
20/20 does something few
software products have done-it
actually delivers on the concept
of connectivity From 20/20, even
an inexperienced user can tie
right into DATATRIEVE:·MRDB~·M
Oracle"'M or IngresTM databases.
What's more, 20/20 is the only
· spreadsheet that works-really
works-with ALL-IN-EM And as
for all those Lotus files you presently depend on, not to worry:
20/20 reads and writes them.
Our Evaluation Kit provides a
sure-fire demonstration of the advantages of 20/20. To order one,
call us at 508-655-9191. Or write
Access Technology, 6 Pleasant St. ,
S. Natick, MA 01760.

Access
Technology
20/20
See us at DEXPO West
Booth #227.

© 1988 . A«cc:ss Technol ogy. Inc
The: following a rc: tradc:mark.!t: VAX . DATAT RI EVF. . ROB .
Al.L-IN - 1, Di~ital Equipment Corp : 1-2-.\ . l.OIU.!t Dl·n : lop mc nt
Co rp : Or.u.:k . Or.tdc:C:orp : lnJ.trl·:- . Rt.'1 :11io n :1l l't-c: hno loj.ty. ln l·.
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TUNING

UANTUM PM
Much has been written
about VMS performance management and tuning, but managing
a system's resources remains a challenge.
VMS utilities such as MONITOR and ACCOUNTING used in conjunction with the DCL
SET and SHOW commands help you meet the
challenge. However, using them can be difficult, considering all the available qualifiers
and options. The databases they create aren't
integrated, and it can be difficult to tailor their
use to your situation.
Third-party system monitor and reporting programs gather comprehensive system
statistics and provide reports. In addition, they
attempt to add extra features not provided by
VMS's tools, centr~lize system information in
a common database and reduce the confusion
of using VMS's utilities. We tested one such
package, Quantum PM, from Computer Information Systems Inc. (CIS) of Braintree,
Massachusetts.
Quantum PM provides a highly structured user interface, comprehensive system
statistics collecting capabilities and powerful
reporting functions. It collects and reports on
configuration, CPU, I/O and memory statistics
in single CPU, clustered and networked
environments.

B y David B. Miller

A Solid Package For
System Performance
Monitoring From
Computer
Information
Systems Inc.

Using It
Quantum PM is installed via VMSINSTALL.
During installation, 20,000 free blocks are required on the system disk. Quantum PM also
needs 20,000 free blocks on the disk on which
it will reside permanently. It establishes a
number of logical names, creates a
QUANTUM_ PM username for running the
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program, sets up the node on which it's being installed, and, if you're running in a
clustered environment, gives you the opportunity to set up additional nodes. You needn't
set up all nodes at installation time; Quantum
PM's management functions allow you to set
up nodes later.
Quantum PM is designed to conform to
CIS's Applications Architecture, a clear,
logically designed, user-friendly interface
common to all CIS software. Quantum PM's
interface is menu- and window-driven; screen
handling is well done. Up to 10 commands can
be recalled from a command buffer. Default
values are provided where appropriate. ,
Another facet of the Applications Architecture is extensive help. Context-sensitive and
syntax help is available at all prompts. For
prompts involving a choice from a list, data
help is provided to inform you of all legal
values.
Quantum PM consists of five major subsystems: SYSMGR, SYSOPR, SYSTRN, SYSCOL
and SYSRPT.
1. SYSMGR - Lets you define and manage the
Quantum PM environment. System users'
privileges and security levels are set up
through SYSMGR subfunctions. You also tell
Quantum PM on what nodes to collect data,
what days to treat as holidays, how your
reports are to appear and what statistics can
be grouped together. System parameters, such
as date and time format, sampling interval
length, and resource and privilege requirements, also can be modified. SYSMGR allows
you to reorder and optimize Quantum PM's
files.
2. SYSOPR - Provides control over Quantum
PM processes, l/O, terminals and data files. The
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The leading business, scientific and
engineering graphics solution:
CA-DISSPlA '", the de facto industry standard of FORTRAN graphics subroutine
libraries, is now serving programmers at
more than 3,000 sites '#Orldwide.

Visualizes data for quick,
clear analysis and c:lecision making:
With the most extensive graphics capabilities mailable, CA-DISSPlA can
graphically represent any type of data,
and even integrate all types of graphics
from charts to graphs to drawings.

Graphic forms of any type:
From simple bars, pies, and lines. to complex 3D object rendering. CA-DISSPLA produces an unlimited ~riety of graphics
forms.

Extensive CPU and output support:
CA-DISSPlA operates on supercomputers.
mainframes. mid-range systems and personal '#Orkstations. Supports over 300
graphics devices, CRTs. plotters. printers,
and slide makers, as \Nell as CGM and
Postscript. Computer and device independence, plus programmability, assures
you maximum flexibility and protects your
investment in existing systems.

Easy to learn. Easy to use:
Especially in sophisticated applications,
you'll spend less time programming and
more time analyzing the results.
For more information, write or call Chris
Andrews today.
800·841·3734 (Ext. 1910)
On Calif. 800-468-0725)
Computer Associates
10505 Sorrento \tllley Road
Son Diego, CA 92121-1698

Quantum PM
PLATFORMS: Any VAX system under VMS
PRICE: First CPU license ranges from $1,000
for the MICROVAX 2000 to Sl8,000 for the
VAX 8800 and $54,000 for the VAX 8978

HEADQUARTERS:
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QUANTUM_PM user directory has
USER, BATCH and OUTPUT subdirectories to hold script files, report output,
screen-snapshot files and data collection
files. SYSOPR gives privileged users access to these subdirectories and provides
file management capabilities as well as
batch and print job control.
Terminal characteristics can be adjusted for the duration of a Quantum
PM session. Collection file attributes,
such as protection, initial allocation, extent and bucket size, can be adjusted via
SYSOPR. Individual data files can be optimized from the SYSOPR module;
there's no need to optimize all Quantum
PM files in the SYSMGR function.
You can give users privilege to access some or all of SYSOPR's subfunctions; non-privileged users aren't
presented with the SYSOPR menu choice
after invoking Quantum PM .
3. SYSTRN - Manages raw data files .
It gives you the capability to inspect the
contents of raw data files, merge two or
more, filter out unwanted statistics and
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combine sample collection intervals into
longer ones.
SYSCOL and SYSRPT are used to
collect and report on system statistics.
4. SYSCOL - Can collect more than
400 statistics directly from VMS, including SYSGEN parameters and more
than 150 dynamic statistics related to
nodes, devices, SCS nodes and processes.
The raw data contained in a collection
file then is passed to Quantum PM's
reporting function, which massages the
raw data and produces reporting statistics.
After starting SYSCOL, its DATINI
subfunction initializes and establishes a
collection based on the choices you
make.
Select the statistics you need to collect. A complete list of available statistics
is in the manual, but you'll probably
prefer to type in the names of no more
than two or three of them. So, CIS has
grouped the statistics.
For example, the group G_FAGING
includes individual statistics for total
fault rate, page read rate, hard fault 1/0
rate, modified write rate, modified write
1/0 rate and swap rate. You can select a
number of groups. Some groups overlap, but it's not necessary to generate a
report on all statistics; you can receive
a report on a subset of the collected
statistics.
Choose the "entities" for which
statistics are to be collected. Entities are
nodes, SCS nodes, devices and processes.
Wildcarding is supported, so it's not
necessary to list all entities separately.
Date and time options govern starting and ending dates and times, days of
week and times of day to collect data,
and sample interval length. You can
define work shifts and collect data based
on them.
Other collection options let you include comments in the collection file,
designate the local node to synchronize
the collection process if multiple nodes
are involved, collect data on outswapped
processes and allow read access to the
data file while data is being gathered.
After you've chosen the statistics
you want to collect, on what entities
they are to be collected and for what

time period, you also need to supply the
collection file name and confirm that
everything is ready to go. DATINI initiates the data collection, connects to all
necessary entities and returns control to
SYSCOL. At this point, you can initiate
other data collections, perform other
Quantum PM functions, or exit Quantum PM and do other things while the
collection process chugs along.
At any time during collection, the
collection procedure can be inspected,
paused or stopped with the DATCMD
subfunction of SYSCOL.
We collected system statistics between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Even though
the collection included groups of
statistics for paging, cache, paged and
non-paged pool, SCS stat1st1cs,
DECNET, memory, lock and system
summary information, the data collection files only grew to about 500 blocks
each.
5. SYSRPT - Produces reports through
a SYSRPT subfunction for hardcopy
reports and SYSDSP for a dynamic
display.
Quantum PM doesn't report directly on collection statistics. Rather, it
uses a set of reporting statistics derived
from the raw data. A reporting statistic
can be the same as a piece of raw data,
or it can be the result of a CIS- or userwri tten formula involving other
statistics, arithmetic and logical
operations.
For instance, the formula:
C_DEV_OP _COUNT I C_INTERVAL
where C_DEV_OP_COUNT and
C_INTERVAL are collection statistics
names for operation count and sample
interval length, respectively, computes
an 1/0-per-second rate for a device.
Quantum PM collects this information
for all devices and uses this formula at
reporting time to provide meaningful
statistics. The SYSMGR function allows
you to inspect, add to and change these
formulas to suit your needs. Both
mathematical and relational operations
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Here's What VAX Professionals Are Saying:

Squeeze The Most
Out Of Your VAX

Efficient Watchdog

Because DYNAMIC LOAD
BALANCER frees up memory
and CPU resources, you will be
able to have more interactive
users on your existing hardware.
The more heavily loaded your
VAX is, the greater your results
will be.

The DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER
is like having a VAX system man·
ager monitor and tune your system
on a non-stop basis. By monitoring
system performance and interac·
tively modifying VMS system
parameters, CPU cycles and physi·
cal memory resources are distrib·
uted more evenly and efficiently.

"Using Lhe DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER is like hauing another VAX 780 ."

-INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS
"We were seriously considering replacing our VAX 785 with a larger CPU lo giue
us addilional processing power and better interacliue response lime for Lhe users.
rm happy to reporl that response time is no longer an issue."

-YUMA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
··ouerall response lime has improued forty perr:enl!""

-UNIVERSAL SEWING SUPPLY
"Sy stem performance has improued sufficiently to allow us to defer an emergency
purchase of a 32 mb memory upgrade:·

-UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Ra_diology Department
··1am EXTREMELY pleased . .. congratulations on deueloping an excellent product."

-CITY OF LARGO, FLORIDA

YOO CAN INCREASE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE BY AT LEAST 25% *
.WITHOUT ADDING HARDWARE!
THE ORIGINAL
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LOAD
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Reviewed By

BALANCER'"

Join the hundreds of sites who have already purchased DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER. Licenses are $1,995
for any VAX. Cluster licenses are $4,495. A 30-day evaluation package is available for $69.95 which in·
eludes media and full documentation.

PLEASE CALL: 1-800-525-2527 OR 619-455-7404
30-DAY DE.MO $69.95
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TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
-~.

FAX: (619) 455-7413

DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCER is the registered trademark ol Touch Technologies, Inc.
VAX and VMS are the registered trademarks ol Digital Equipment Corp.
· Results will vary depending on the system -

9990 Mesa Rim Road, Suite 220
San Diego, CA 92121

Heavily saturated system will benefit the most.

See us at DEXPO West Booth #700
Distributor inquiries welcome

are supported. Seventeen built-in functions to compute such things as
averages, maximums, minimums, absolute value and standard deviation can
be included in formulas.
Quantum PM reports have three
dimensions termed rows, columns and
frames. Frames are individual reports
consisting of rows and columns. For example, one report can place time intervals in its rows and statistics in its columns. There is one frame, or complete
report with rows and columns, per entity. A full collection report consists of
a "stack" of frames.
The 3-D reporting provides for six
different report formats. You tell Quantum PM how to arrange the statistics,
entities and times with respect to rows,
columns and frames.
Reporting doesn't have to be
generated on all the data in a collection
file. You choose the statistics, entities
and time intervals you want to see.
Thresholding can be specified to report
on only those items meeting the threshold criteria. Report items can be sorted
in ascending or descending sequence.
Time and entity totals, averages,
minimums and maximums can be
generated. You specify through the
SYSMGR function those statistics for

Screen 1: Quantum PM's dynamic display can play back previously recorded collection
files or report on real-time system data. The data in the last column can be graphed.

which you want totals; this avoids
generating meaningless totals, such as a
total for CPU speed.
Quantum PM formats the report
according to the criteria you specify in
the SYSMGR function. Output can be
sent directly to your screen, spooled to

Screen 2: Each screen of a Quantum PM report is a frame (in this case a sampling
interval) consisting of rows of processes (a type of entity) and columns of statistics.
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a line printer or sent to a file for later
printing.
Another reporting subfunction,
SYSDSP, plays back a collection file on
your terminal, one sample at a time.
Output can be echoed to another terminal or to a file. A report frame is a
time slice for a dynamic display. After
selecting the contents of rows and columns, you can elect to produce a graph
of the data contained in the last column.
Statistics can be displayed in a
number of modes, including current
value, total, average, minimum and
maximum and delta value. Each is
reflected over time according to the
restrictions of the SYSDSP function.
While the playback is running, you
can scroll backward and forward between screens if reports need more than
one screen; invoke help; or interrupt the
display and return to the Quantum PM
dialogue. The format of the report also
can be changed while the collection is
being played back.
Th.ere are, however, problems trying to perform these functions if you're
running over DECNET. We encountered
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CIS provides a number of useful
sample script files to collect, report and
display system statistics. You might
never have to write one from scratch. In
addition to the collection and reporting
statistics supplied by CIS, you also can
define your own user statistics and add
them to the Quantum PM database. This
lets you tailor your collection for your
application. You can include user statistics in formulas for reporting
purposes.
If you're interested in process
statistics, you can collect and report on
processes based on project name. This
feature is not designed to do project accounting; it's intended to help you
determine the impact that processes are
having on your system.

Fasten Your Seat Belt

Screen J: The flight display mode uses dials and indicator lights to report system
performance statistics.

similar problems with XNS and our
Xyplex Host Interface Unit. There are
no such difficulties if your terminal
is connected to a terminal server or
directly to the CPU.
Live collections can be displayed
while they're running; you don't have
to collect the data first and play it back
later. Simply bypass the SYSCOL and
DATINI functions and invoke SYSDSP
directly.
A dynamic display and one report
frame are shown in Screens 1 and 2.

Convenience Features
Quantum PM provides additional
features that make it easier to use.
When Quantum PM is installed and
the QUANTUM_FM username is
automatically set up, you're immediately
directed to the menu system. Quantum
PM also can be invoked directly from
DCL commands issued by users with
privilege or from a batch job, bypass-
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ing the menu system altogether.
To minimize the number of choices
required to complete a typical data collection and reporting cycle, Quantum
PM contains a powerful script file
capability. Script file writing can be invoked any time you're in the Quantum
PM dialogue or for your entire session.
As you work through the menus and
enter information, the script file is
created automatically. You can tell
Quantum PM to include prompts for
information that will change from collection to collection. Script files then can
be edited. They also can be nested.
Script file execution is invoked by
supplying the script's name at the point
in the Quantum PM dialogue where the
script was created originally. Be sure to
start script files at the right place in the
Quantum PM dialogue. If you don't, the
script will be out of sync with the
dialogue, producing interesting results.
To check on the script's progress, you
can echo each step as it's executed, then
abort it if things go awry.

Who says performance management
can't be fun? Screen 3 shows Quantum
PM's flight display mode of operation.
Flight display performs like SYSDSP, but
in a more interesting way.
Each octagonal mounting plate displays numerically based statistics. Rectangular plates display statistics indicating true/false conditions. The
outlines of plates are drawn even if there
are no statistics to fill them.
Numeric plates have a circular dial
with a needle pointing to a value from
0 to 10 . Quantum PM p erforms
automatic rescaling of the incoming
values and displays the scale factor above
the dial.
Each dial contains a gauge used to
track the number of times a condition
occurs for a statistic. User-specified
maximum occurrence counters can be
established, and a user-specified action
can be invoked if the gauge goes above
the maximum.
Indicator lights above the plates of
numeric dials change color when the
dial is being rescaled and when the maximum occurrence counter has been exceeded. Plates for true/false indicators
have a light to indicate a maximum occurrence condition.
Flight display runs on both color
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When The Public Health
Was At Stake,
Hatnilton/Avnet Contputer
Prescribed Digital's
MicroVax 3600

s

N

Marketing researchers at a 1,200-bed
hospital were sick of the computer system
they'd been using for data analysis.
It was too slow, had limited memory and
required intensive care.
Hamilton/ Avnet Computer was called to
the scene.
Because they used this data to suggest
improvements in patient care, we prescribed
a system that could handle the responsibility:
Digital's MicroVAX 3600.
Featuring CMOS microchip technology
and 32 Mbytes of memory, this super micro
processed theirdata quickly and accurately.
To better utilize the processing power of
the MicroVAX 3600, we installed an Ethernet
thinwire network which allowed other departments in the hospital to share and
exchange data and resources.
Our customer was so pleased with the
results, and the ongoing technical support
and services we provide, they mad e
Hamilton/ Avnet Computer their exclusive
computer supplier.
Now, the hospital offers the quality medical care its community really needs.
For Digital computer solutions that'll
bring you healthy results, call Hamilton/
Avnet Computer toll free: 1-800-426-7999.
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and black-and-white workstations. We
also ran the display on a Macintosh II
using a VT240 emulator.
Flight display reports statistics just
as SYSDSP does, only in a different manner. The display is new and still under
development, but CIS is serious about

refining it for general use.
The documentation contained all
the necessary items, but it lacked
organization and a comprehensive index . I found myself flipping through
pages and marking those containing the
information I needed so I could find

Companies Mentioned
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Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
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WHEN SOME
PEOPLE
THINK OF
TRAINING THEY
THINK OF:

Xyplex Inc.
100 Domino Dr.
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 371-1400
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WHENESS
THINKS
OF TRAINING:
COMPREHENSIVE DEC FIELD SERVICE TRAINING
•
•
•
•

Courses tailored to customers individual needs.
In-depth training for maximum problem solving techniques.
Extensive hands on experience for each technician.
Intensive course work to get your technician in the field servicing
equipment in a minimum amount of time.

Training doesn't have to be expensive and take weeks of time. An intensive, tightly organized
course can provide your service personnel with comprehensive learning in the minimum
amount of time.
HARDWARE TRAINING
ESS's maintenance courses are specifically designed to provide your Field Service
Technicians the most intensive and extensive learning experience available. Technicians
will learn to diagnose and solve real system failures, minimizing down time, and maximizing
system up time.
VMS 5.0 TRAINING
VMS Training is available in two forms.
5.0 Differences Course A 2-day course highlighting the difference between older versions and VMS 5.0. It's intended for those individuals already trained in VMS
maintenance.
Features and Usage of VMS for System Maintenance A comprehensive 5-day VMS
course for service engineers, covering VMS 5.0, as well as older versions.
CALL OR WRITE FOR TODAY FOR CATALOG OR REGISTRATION INFORMATION

(414) 255-5418
Remember, training doesn't have to be expensive when courses are designed with your
needs in mind. You can rely on the acknowledged leader in service training to use the
latest technology to streamline your educational requirements.
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Electronic
Service
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N 92, W 14612 Anthony Ave.
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
(414) 255-4634 Fax: (414) 255-5418

EFFECTIVE TRAINING, NEED NOT BE EXPENSIVE.
DEC and VMS arc registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

them again. CIS currently is developing
new documentation to include more
help for new users, more sample screens
and menus and a better division of
information.
going to solve your
system's performance problems, nor will
it provide itemized lists of everything
that might be wrong, complete with
possible solutions. It requires a
knowledgeable system manager who
knows his computer, his user base and
workload to interpret the reports that
Quantum PM provides and to make intelligent, intuitive decisions to solve
system problems.
Quantum PM is a comprehensive
and flexible system statistics monitor
and reporting package. It has an excellent user interface that's easy to use
and that logically ties all of Quantum
PM's modules. The script file feature is
a real timesaver. The number of statistics
and reports you can generate with
Quantum PM will meet any of your
data collection and reporting needs. The
flight display mode will make even the
most mundane performance management tasks interesting.
Quantum PM is an excellent choice
for system managers looking for a solid
package with which to do performance
analysis, system tuning and capacity
planning.
QUANTUM PM ISN'T

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOflENT
Circle On Reader Card
High 526 Medium 527 Low 528
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ISKEEPER is the original and remains
today the only online disk defragmenter that can really deliver free weekends.
Because only DISKEEPER is designed to run
in the background without any operator
intervention whatsoever, with complete
safety,] ust set it and forget it. No more weekends in the shop with backup and restore.
DISKEEPER provides dramatic performance gains in as little as two to five minutes
of CPU time per day. And DISKEEPER
generally pays for itself within the first month
or two of use.

DISKEEPER
Out-Performs All Others
In a recent independent test of all
defragmenters, DISKEEPER outperformed
its nearest two competitors by factors of 20
to 1 and 117 to 1 in the defragmentation of
.files (measured by the number of noncontiguous files remaining on the disk), and
52 to 1 and 385 to 1 in the consolidation of
free space (measured by the number of free
spaces remaining on the disk).

integrity. As a result, DISKEEPER is the
safest defragmenter available.
.... ONLY DISKEEPERcopies files directly
from the original location to the new location without intermediate copies.
.... ONLY DISKEEPER defragments so
safely that no recovery procedure is ever
required. DISKEEPER never places a file
in a vulnerable state during the
defragmentation process. You are
guaranteed of always having your file
intact-period.
.... DISKEEPER is the only defragmentation
software that offers a money back
guarantee of safety.

In California call: (818) 249-4707 ext. 2312

DISKEEPER Is
Thoroughly Tested
DISKEEPER has been thoroughly tested
and proven safe at thousands of sites
worldwide.

2219 Broadview
Glendale, California 91208
Telex: 910 240-9222

Title

Name

Phone(A Must)

Company

DISKEEPER'S design gives the highest
priority to file safety and file

Add ress

City

AWARD WINNING!
dif.'talrWb\
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800-346-4707 ext. 2312

Executive
oft\Vare

DISKEEPER Is The
Safest Defragmenter Available

TARGET
AWARDS

Free Software Offer
Executive Software is making available for a
limited time only to qualified VAX
Managers FREE copies of its Disk Analysis
Utility (available on 9 track mag tape), which
measures and reports to you the state of file
and freespace fragmentation on your disks.
How badly fragmented are your disks? Call
or return the coupon below TODAY!

L

State

Zip

How many VAXStations? _ _ _ How many MicroVAXes? _ __
How many VAX 6XXXs? _ _ _ How many VAX l l/7XXs? _ _
How many VAX 8XXXs? _ _ _ How many users total? _ _ __
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See Us At Booth 220 DEXPO West '88

_ _ _ _ _ _J

RLE DESIGN

FFICIENT
INDEXED
In many instances, VAX
RMS indexed files aren't
designed and maintained with the care
necessary for optimum performance. Frequently this is because the file designer doesn't
understand indexed file structure. A basic
understanding of indexed files will assist the
user in file design and maintenance. The goal
is to reduce the number of 1/0 operations required for file manipulation, thereby increasing perceived CPU speed.

By Richard A. Snyder

Reducing The
Number Of
1/0 Operations
Required For File
Manipulation.

Indexed File Structure

*
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For VAX RMS I/O operations, an indexed file
is logically thought to be a number of buckets
of data. The bucket size is a number of disk
blocks (1-63) specified by the file designer.
Data buckets contain data records sorted
by the primary key of the file. An index record
is created for each data bucket. The index
record contains the key value for the last record
in the data bucket plus control bits and a
pointer to the data bucket. Index records are
stored, sorted by key value, in index buckets.
If all the index records for the data buckets
can't be contained in a single index bucket,
another level of index buckets is created. For
successive index levels, each index record contains the last key value for each bucket in the
lower level. This process of adding index levels

continues until all the index records at a level
can be held in one bucket.
Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of
a single keyed indexed file. The file contains
nine buckets, consisting of three index buckets
and six data buckets. The virtual block number
of the file used to locate each bucket is shown
in italics. The primary key is a two-position
character string, in this instance assuming
values from 01 through 24. The contents of the
data buckets are sorted by the primary key.
You also can see that the largest key value in
each data bucket repeats in an index record in
index buckets located at block numbers 27 and
28 . Because not all index records fit into a
single bucket, another level of indexing is required. This causes the highest level in the index, the root, to be contained in a single bucket"
located at block 13.
If alternate keys are defined for the file,
each additional key causes RMS to create an
additional index tree. The data level for t11,e
alternate index trees isn't the data, though,
because the data in the data bucket is sorted
by the primary key, not the alternate key. The
alternate tree data record is known as a
Secondary Index Data Record (SIDR) . The
SIDRs are sorted by the alternate key and contain pointers to the true data record bucket.
Figure 2 is a simplified diagram of an indexed file with an alternate key. This is the
same sample file used in Figure 1, but a
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A comprehensive sales lfferature program.
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Support when
you develop
demonstration
disks, go to
shows, advertise,
and more.
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When it comes to building your
business, the Xerox VAR program
can help you add more value than
anybody else.
It starts with our products: laser
printers, scanners, monitors, and
software. They help you give your
clients the best possible solutions,
whether you're selling into mainframe, mini, or micro environments.

But the real key is superb support.
We back you up with product
and sales training. With co-op advertising and promotions, and field
sales support. We even help with
trade shows, sales literature, and
direct marketing.
We also help with inventory
financing, drop-ship programs, and
referrals. And since we're Xerox,

XEROX• and the products mentioned herein are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.

you can count on our help for a
long time.
To learn more, call 1-800-222-XVAR
or visit us at COMDEX, booth
#1828. We'll show you the best way
to add value to your products.
And to your business plan.

11JamXerox
We document the world.
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Indexed file structure.
secondary key has been added. This key
is a two-position character string that
assumes values between AL and ZY.
In the lower section of the figure,
an alternate key index tree has been constructed. The data level of this alternate
tree, the SIDRs, doesn't contain the data
records. The SIDRs contain pointers to
the data records.

Record Operations
There are four record operations for indexed files :
1. Keyed read - RMS reads into
memory the root index level of the key
of reference. It then searches the index
records for the first one containing a key
that's greater than the one specified in
the read request. This index record contains the pointer to the bucket on the
next lower level. RMS then reads the
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next lower level bucket into memory. If
the next lower level bucket is an index
bucket, RMS repeats the process until it
reaches a data bucket. Then, RMS
searches all the data records until a key
match is made. It gives you the data
record, or, in the instance of reading by
an alternate key, performs one additional
read to move from the SIDR to the true
data record.
2. Sequential read - RMS returns successive data records with each read starting from the current record context. The
current record context is established by
doing a keyed read that establishes the
key of reference and starting record
position.
3. Writing to the file - When writing
to the file, RMS searches to find the correct data bucket based on the primary
key. When found, RMS inserts the data
record, in sorted sequence, in the data
bucket. If the file has alternate keys

defined, an SIDR must be created and
added to the tree structure for the alternate key.
4. Deleting a record - When a record
is deleted, a control bit is set to indicate
a deleted record. Record deletion doesn't
regain file space.

Memory Considerations
Whenever a bucket is read into memory
from an indexed file, it resides in a
special memory area, called a buffer, that
was set aside at file open time. A buffer
holds one bucket.
By default, RMS allocates two buffers for an indexed file. The limitation
of two buffers often can cause RMS to
juggle the same buckets into and out of
memory during random file access. RMS
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attempts to cache the root level of the
index structure, because the root bucket
is needed for all record operations.

Efficiency Factors
The three factors governing indexed file
performance are:
1. Bucket size - The most important
factor for performance, a small bucket
size conserves memory for buffer space

and reduces record search time; a larger
bucket size can reduce the number of index levels, thereby saving 1/0 operations. Figure 3 shows the same data in
two files that differ only by bucket size.
Note the difference in the number of index levels and the corresponding number of disk operations necessary to
retrieve a record.
A typical 1/0 operation can involve

up to 30 milliseconds to complete. In the
same amount of time, hundreds of
thousands of instructions can be executed by a VAX. To increase perceived
CPU speed, eliminate any 1/0 operation
possible. Using the proper bucket size
can eliminate unnecessary 1/0
operations.
2. Fill factor - If records will be added
to a file after initial creation and loading,

Fiie attributes:
128-byta fixed-length record
29-byta string key
(32-byta Index record)
2048 data records
Fiie 1 - Bucket Size .1 Block (512 bytes)

D
DD

root - level 3
level 2 - 2 buckets
32 Index records

~IDD •• D

level 1 - 32 buckets
512 Index records

~II~_II~_ I D D D D

••

data level o- 512 buckets
This data flle requires 41/0 operations to read a record.
Fiie 2 - Bucket Size. 2 Blocks (1024 bytes)

D
~IDD

._____II._____II._____I D

D

root - level 2
level 1 - 8 buckets
256 Index records

•• D
D D

••
data level o- 256 buckets

This data flle requires 3 1/0 operations to read a record.

Bucket size comparison.
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ONLINE DISK OPTIMIZATION
FOR VMS PROFESSIONALS
Diskit 2000 is engineered for discriminating
VMS professionals, the pros who demand
perfection.

Why Settle for Just Online
Sure, Diskit 2000 delivers convenient,
transparent online operation. Sometimes,
that's just not enough. So, Diskit 2000 also
includes a specially designed offline
program to restructure system files and
create perfect disks.

Fully Automatic or Absolute
Control

The option is yours. Of course Diskit 2000
provides automatic optimization. It'll consolidate free space for faster file creation,
automatically place directories to minimize
head movement and multi-stream data for
faster operation. More important Diskit 2000
provides an interactive graphic display to
monitor disk optimization and all the options
you need to maximize disk performance.

Diskit 2000 will impress you today, but you'll
really appreciate our careful engineering
tomorrow - like our ability to safely handle
hidden file accesses or to erase free space
for complete security.

Get the Complete Story
DEC customers can count on Software
Techniques for quality system software and
solid advice. Call on us now for complete
information on Diskit 2000.

(800) 332-8650
We'll rush you detailed information on Diskit
2000 and our other VAX/ VMS system
management software. From Software
Techniques - where being first is a
tradition.

•UU
.J.U' I
.J.U' I

software Techniques inc.,

6600 Kate/la Avenue, ~.
Cypress ,
California 90630 USA
._.
Telephone (714) 895 1633
Telex 701331
._.

Designed to Meet
Tomorrow's Needs
Diskit 2000's power is impressive and
obvious. A VMS professional will really
appreciate its sophistication and depth.

Full Featured Dual Mode:
•
•

Online Restructuring Transparent lo
All Users
Offline Restructuring for Perfect Disks
including System Files

Maximum Compression
•
•
•

Restructures All Files - even
Multi-Header
Consolidates Free Space
Multiple Disk Operation

Absolute Data Integrity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detects Bad Disk Structures and
Shuts down Automatically
Full Automatic Recovery from System
Interruptions
Data Maintained on Disk al All Times
Checks All File Accesses - Even
NO LOCK
Safe on Clusters
Label Check to Intercept
Operator Error

Maximum Flexibility
•
•
•
•

Automatic or User Defined Directory
Placement
Optional User Defined File Placement
For Faster Access
Automatic or User Defined Free
Space Placement
Adapts to Your Site Environment

Easy Operation
•
•
Distributors of UIS Sohwore in the USA.
VAX. VMS, and Cluster ore trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation. Diskit is a trademark of Software Techniques, Inc.
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•
•

Doesn't Lock Out Users
Suspends and Restarts to Work Within
System Load
Built in Scheduler
Instant Reports
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DON'T
LEAVE YOUR SYSTEM
WITHOUT IT !
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A
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RMSEDT, quickly modifies,
displays or prints any data
within any RMS file,
eliminating the need to write
one-shot programs.
• Instant access to data in
any RMS file.
*INDEXED, RELATIVE and
SEQUENTIAL files.
• Fixed or Variable length
records.
• Automatically determines
all file attributes .
• Fully interactive or
command file driven.

A A A A c c F G
K L R z A 0 L A
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K L

M M N
J

D L y A A I

-- - - - - -- - - - - After • Bucket Extension By Bucket Spllt

• Declare and work with any
variable data type.
• Parse and use variables
directly from your BASIC,
FORTRAN, DIBOL source
code.
• Full screen inquire mode.
RMSEDT is the productivity
tool that no programmer who
works with RMS files should
be without.

®ECK COMPl'TER SYSTEMS
5372 Long Beach Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90805
In Calif: (213) 423-0454
Nation: (800) 245-1233
See us at Dexpo - Booth 117
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Bucket split.

empty space should remain in each data
bucket for the records. Adding a record
to a full data bucket causes a bucket split
(see Figure 4) . When that happens, RMS
allocates another data bucket in the file,
moves half of the data from the original
bucket to the new one, adds the new
record and appends a pointer to the
original bucket that points to the new
bucket. This pointer is called an RRV.
A new data bucket created by a
bucket split isn't indexed in the tree
structure. To get the data in the bucket,
RMS must pass through the original data
bucket to obtain the RRV, thereby incurring an extra 1/0 operation and reducing perceived CPU speed.
Two steps must be taken to reduce
or eliminate bucket splits. First, allow
for a reduced fill factor at file load time;

leave some room for additional records.
Eventually, though, as records are
added, the empty space will be used and
the buckets will be filled. When bucket
splits occur, you must restructure the file
to remove them.
3. Buffer count - Random access to an
indexed file results in fewer 1/0 operations if more memory buffers are allocated. This allows RMS to cache larger
amounts of the index tree structure in
memory. Buffers also can be global in
nature, thereby improving performance
in shared file situations.
Ideally, the entire index tree structure is cached in memory buffers. Although this isn't always feasible, the file
should be designed to make the broadest
use of memory buffers. Do you want to
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Graphics terminal
Today!
The GP-220Z ...
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NDS

Graphics terminals lead a
double life. They must have
fast, flawless graphics capability
as well as all the functionality
of a high quality text terminal.
But NOS terminals don't stop
there. NOS engineers design in
versatility in the form of innovative features.
Features like 75 pages of offscreen memory, selectable text
display modes up to 68 lines, online help, instant pan and zoom,
and much more.
The GP-220Z's new display list
zoom feature adds another
dimension of versatility. It outperforms the competition in
speed, memory size and ease
of use.
The GP-220Z's new flat screen
display and high definition video
circuitry yield the sharpest, I024
by 780 display available.
The more time you spend evaluating graphics terminals, the
more likely you are to buy NOS.
Because when it comes to
providing solutions, nobody does
it better.
Try out the GP-220Z on your own
applications for two weeks. Call
1-800-537-1201 .. .and put us
to the test.

NORTHWEST
DIGITAL
SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 15288
Seattle, WA 98115

(206) 524-0014
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PROGRAM 1.
$
FILE_NAME
'Pl'
$ GET_NAME:
$
IF FILE_NAME .NES. "" THEN GOTO GOT_NAME
$
INQUIRE/NOPUNC FILE_NAME "File spec: "
$
GOTO GET_NAME
$ GOT_NAME:
$
FILE_NAME_ONLY
'F$PARSE(FILE_NAME,, ,"NAME")
$
ANAL YZE/RMS/FDL 'F ILE_NAME'
$
EDIT /FDL/NOINTERACTIVE/ ANALYSIS=' FI LE_NAME_ONL Y' 'FI LE_ NAME_ONLY'
$
CONVERT/NOSORT/CREATE/STAT/FDL='FILE_NAME_ONLY' 'FILE_NAME' 'FILE_NAME'
$
PURGE 'FILE_NAME'
$
DELETE 'FILE_NAME_ONLY' .FDL;O
$
EXIT

buy more memory to support buffering, or would you prefer to buy additional disks to spread the load?

Optimizing A File
When aiming for file efficiency, remember that you never use a high-level
language's defaults to create the file. Instead, use a File Definition Language
(FDL) file.
The FDL editor, provided with
VMS, is a novice's dream for file design.
When told to follow a certain script, the
editor will ask you questions relating to
the file you're trying to design. With the
exception of the fill factor, you can do
a bang-up job by choosing the default
answer to the prompts:
1. Bucket size - The FDL editor suggests a bucket size. However, with each
file design, you should weigh various
factors before taking the default suggestion. To assist you with the alternatives,
the FDL editor suggests three bucket
sizes. With each suggestion, the editor
also shows the resulting number of
levels in the index, the total number of
buckets in the index (desirable to cache),
the total number of memory pages
necessary to cache the index and a
relative figure of merit showing CPU
processing necessary to search the index.
2. Fill factor - The FDL editor
prompts "Key n Load Fill Percent" to
set the fill factor for this key and its data
area. The editor accepts values between

50 and 100 but inserts 100 percent as the

default. Accept this default only with a
static file. Files that have records added
deserve better treatment than a 100 percent fill factor. Your choice depends on
how many records are to be added after
initial load and how often you wish to
restructure the file.
3. Buffer count - The FDL editor
doesn't ask you explicitly to specify the
buffer count. If you want to use the
editor to make this choice, choose the
ADD option at the Main Menu, CONNECT option on the next menu and
MULTIBUFFER COUNT on the Connect
Attribute Menu. However, you also can
set the buffer count at run time with the
DCL command "$ SET RMS_DEFAULT/
INDEXED/BUFFER= n ".

4. Non-static files - If you want an
easy method of file restructuring, use
the "hands off' DCL commands shown
in Program 1 to choose a new bucket
size and clean up bucket splits. This
command file doesn't repair bad fill factor specifications or provide for additional 1/0 buffers. These items must be
specified correctly during initial file
creation. -Richard A. Snyder is manager
of system programming at Texas Gas,
Owensboro, K entucky.
ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT
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High 530 Medium 531 Low 532
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In
u
!perfonnancewavefrontarrayprocessor that can accelerate your current
system to supercomputing capability
for very little cost.
If your application has outgrown your
current system's capability, lnterstate's new
QUEN 16 coprocessor can upgrade it to a
level of performance previously available
only on supercomputers ... and at less than
super prices.
The first in a family of products designed
to operate in conjunction with a host computer, the QUEN 16 is ideally suited for
such applications as signal or image processing, simulation, flight control, and military command, control, and communications
applications. Its unique design combines
an innovative, flexible architecture with ultrahigh-speed performance, and represents the
state of the art in parallel processing.
The QUEN 16 can place you in the
supercomputing realm for less than $700
per MFLOP. Multiple QUEN 16s may be
combined to provide you GFLOPS
throughput. So if you're looking for super
number-crunching capability for just peanuts,
look to Interstate. Contact:
Director of Business Development,
QUEN Products, Interstate
Electronics Corporation,
1001 East Ball Road,
Anaheim, CA 92803.
Telephone (714) 758-0500.

I NTERSTATE
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
A Figgie Internationa l Com pany !ll
QUEN is a trademark of Interstate Electronics Corp.
VAX is a trademark of Digical Equipment Corp.

Copyright © 1988 Interstate Elecrronics Corporation
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See us at
DEXPO West
Booth #332

PROCEDURES

FOR RSX

PNHLP
Under VAXJVMS, there
are provisions for adding user help to the VMS HELP facility. In addition, the Run-time Library routines allow a
software developer to provide this help when
a user requests it.
Although RSX provides a method for adding information to the HELP facility, there are
no provisions for displaying this information
from within a program. Because our environment involves an integrated system of VAXs
and PDP-lls networked via DECNET, I wrote
a procedure to give RSX this functionality.
The first step is to incorporate the information into RSX Help. Instructions for doing
this can be found in the MCR Operations
Manual, Volume 2A of RSX-llM PLUS, pages
3-67 through 3-72. This involves creating a file
called LB:[l,2]xxx.HLP. In this case, I've called
it LB:[l,2]USR.HLP. If the file contains help for

By Leonard Gerstle

A Procedure For
Providing On-Line
Help For RSX
Systems.

item "progrm object subobj,'' you could display the information by typing HELP /USR
PROGRM OBJECT SUBOBJ at an MCR prompt.
Figure 1 shows sample HELP files.
Most of our facilities that prompt the user
use the TPARS facility. Therefore, in SPNHLP
(see Program 1}, I used the standard TPARS
registers as inputs. It works by issuing a spawn
of the appropriate MCR help line. It takes as
input the address of the task name (or main
help parameter), and the address and size of
the secondary help string (if it exists). Program
2 shows an example of SPNHLP's use.
-Leonard Gerstle is a senior systems programmer
with Trecom Business Systems Inc., New l&rk, New
l&rk.

USR.HLP

PROG1.HLP

Help for PROG1

prog3

For more information, type HELP/USR item.
1
@

1

prog1
(1 ,2] prog1
prog2

@ [1,2] prog2

1
@

*
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prog 3
(1,2] prog3

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT
Circle On Reader Card
High 487 M edium 488 Low 489

User Defined Help
The current list of documentation in the USR.HLP
file Is as follows:
prog2

Continued on pages 108 and 109.

Additional help is available for:
errors

switches

2 errors
Error 1 Error 2 Error 3 -

Invalid format
Invalid switch
Invalid parameter

2 switches
/Brief
Brief output format
/Full
Full output format
/Output - Spools output to specified file

Sample HELP files.
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Put us on DEC and

we'll make you

Managerof tbeYe

~

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
1982 Used SPSS data.entry/ analysis system

for customer satisfaction surveys. Led
to 17%. in.crease in customer-retention
rote w1th1n first year.
1984 D~signed sales-lead tracking system
using SPSS data management fociliti~s
and SPSS GrophicsTM charts. Sloshed
overhead costs- and gave more accurate results in half the time.
1986 Chose new office sites, based on SPSS
forernsts from economic and demographic data. Result: New revenues
more than doubled old goals
1988 No med Manager of corporat~-wide
research and strategic planning staff.

Another Story in the S~SS SUCCESS SERIES

Data analysis software from
SPSS®helps you get the most
out of your stats.
The potential for success that your V/>X"
gives you is only part of the game. Knowing how to reach that potential is what
really counts.
Thafs where SPSS-X™ comes in. Its
data analysis talents can take your VIV< to
new levels of productivity. And take your
company along wrth it.
The complete SPSS-X base package
and options let you go from data entry to

high impact graphics, with statistical procedures designed for the end user. Ifs highly
interactive, with commands in plain English.
So your people get hard-hitting answers for
sound business decisions.Which makes
you a better manager.
SPSS-X interfaces with other popular
VMS™ software tools, from All-ln-1™ and
20/20™ to DATATRIEVE:" Rdb:" ORACLE™
and Ingres~ It lets you access files anywhere
on your DECNET. And it works smoothly wrth
your PC environment as well.
You get the speed, accuracy and
versatility that's won repeated awards from

industry publications. Plus the training,
documentation and support thafs made
SPSS a leader in statistical software for over
20years.
Get the full details on what SPSS-X software can do with your VIV< system by calling

1-312-329-3304.
Because, after all, ifs the right decisions
that help you reach the top.

&Sine.
Best in the final analysis.

444 North Michigan Avenue · Chicago, Illinois 60611

SPSS is a registered trademark ol SPSS Inc. SPSS-X and SPSS Graph•cs are trademarks ol SPSS Inc. VAX, VMS, All-In-I. DATATRIEVE and Rdb are trademarks ol Digital Equipment Corporation.
20120 is a trademark of Access Technology. ORACLE 1s a trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a trademark of Relational Technology, Inc.
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PROGRAM 1.
. Title
. !dent

SPNHLP
/03. 000/

;+

f HOM IHI IOP

*** SPNHLP ***
Subroutine to spawn help line to HCR.
Input:
R3 = Size of HELP's secondary parameter string (zero if none).

R4 =Address of HELP's secondary parameter string (zero if none).
RS= Address of task name (in .Asciz format).
(Ma in parameter to HELP.)
R3 & R4 are the registers given to you by TPARS after parsing
the word "HELP".

E.G.
TASK:

.Ase iz

"PROGi"

TRAN$

"HELP". xxx. HELP

HELP:
HOV RS. -(SP)
MDV ITASK, RS
CALL SPNHLP
MDV (SP)+, RS
RETURN

Photo courtesy ol NCAA The National Center for Atmospheric Resarth (NCAR) 11sponsored11,t lhe National Saence Founelation

GRAFkil ™has just been
enhanced to include advanced
routines from the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAA)
under a worldwide agreement with
SCO , Inc. This new relationship
combines: State-of-the-art
graphics developments from
NCAA , and commercial level
enhancements and support from
SCO , Inc., a leader in departmental
and computer graphics. SCO
markets GRAFkit and VMS/Unix
workstations on a domestic and
international basis. GRAFkit performs these high level routines by
using a GKS and CGM foundation:

•

X,Y, Graphs
X, Y,Z Graphs
Contours
Histograms
Scatter Diagrams
Streamlining
Vector Graphs
Cartographic Maps
Map Data Overlays
3-D Solids
3-D Surfaces
In addition to the advantages made
possible by the SCO/NCAR partnership, SCO is now offering an
Upgrade and Support Package for
current users of NCAA graphics.

SCO, Inc.

soo~

740C South Pierce Ave.
Louisville, CO 80027-9989
3031666-5400
Telex: 292682
FAX: 303/666-7054

See us at: The Federal
Computer Conference,
Oct. 26-28 , 1988 in
Washington O.C., Booth
Na. 2222 ANO al OEXPO
West, Oct. 19-21, 1988,
Booth No . 1659.

1-800-222-4239

When PROGi parses the comnand "HELP xxx", (xxx is optional)
the following line will be spawned to MCR:
"HELP /USR PROGi xxx"
.NLIST

BEX

HLPEFN
RSOMCR:

. RadSO

CMOLEN
CMOLI N:
PARLEN
CMOPAR:

= 79 .
"HELP /USR •.
.Asci 1
= <CMOLEN - <.·CMOLIN> >
.Bl kb
PARLEN

1

. Mca 11

"MCR .

SPWN$S. WTSE$S

.Even
SPNHLP::
HOV RO. -(SP)
MDV RI. -(SP)
HOV R3, -(SP)
HOV R4, -(SP)
MDV RS. -(SP)

Blank out parameter section of corrmand 1 ine.
HOV
MDV

IPARLEN, RO
ICMOPAR. RI

200$·
MOVB f<' >, (RI)+
SOB RO, 200$

Slle
Address
Blank it out

Put task name rnto cormiand l 1ne

SCO, Inc. Is a drMion ol lntemational Compul91' &change, Inc
VMSlsaregisteredlradenw11DfOigitalEquipmentCorp

l)lixis1ft015teredtrademaf1lofAT&T

HOV

#CMOPAR, RO

; Adr of variable section
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p R 0 G R A M 1....
300$:
HOVB
BNE
HOVB
TST
BEQ

(RS)+ , (RO)+
300$
I<' >, -l(RO)
R3
SOO$

;
;
:
;
;

w11tim1cd

~®: ·:
When you\ . .
expect the worl·
from your

Move next character
Not finished: loop
Finished: change 'O' to a blank
0 id we get pa rams ?
No : skip

Put paramete r s into conmand line
400$:
HOVB (R4)+, (RO)+
; Hove next character
SOB R3, 400$
; Loop
SOO$:
SPWN$S
#RSOHCR , , , , , IHLPEFN , ,, #CHOUN, #CHOLEN
; Spawn hel p 1 ine

ace soos

expert system.

T

; No errors: good

Add your own error handling here
600$:
WTSE$S

ired of being limited? It's time to discover
GURU - an expert system environment with
comprehensive inference engine and rule
management controls.

Incredible flexibility.
#HLPEFN

HOV (SP)+ ,
HOV (SP)+ ,
HOV (SP)+,
HOV (SP )+ ,
HOV (SP)+,
RETURN
. End

; Wait for help to be displayed

GURU lets you design an expert system that runs
exactly the way you want. By using fuzzy variables,
certainty factors, reasoning rigor, rule selection order,
and numerous environmental and utility variables, you
have virtually unlimited control over the consultation
environment.

RS
R4
R3
RI
RO

Unprecedented development efficiency.
Using GURU's case saving and replay, you can track
the effects that rule changes have on system behavior.
You can also use meta rules to examine or alter other
rules during a consultation. And using GURU's knowledge tree, you can display the relationships and
dependencies between an application's rules, variables,
and goals.

PR 0 GRAM 2.
. Title
. !dent

PROGi
/01.000/

Quick and thorough.

Sample program to use SPNHLP

By mixing forward and backward chaining, goal search

TSKNAH :
.Asciz

!STAT$
STATE $

time can be shortened dramatically. And, using GURU's
multiple rule firing capability you can re-fire rules
as values change. GURU also comes equipped with
seamlessly integrated 4th generation decision support
capabilities such as data base, spreadsheet, and
report generator.

"PROG i "

yyy , zzz

!NIT
TRAN$
TRAN$

"HELP" , $EXIT, FOHELP
'?
$EXIT, FOHELP

FOHELP :
HOV RS, -(SP)
HOV ITSKNAH, RS
CALL SPNHLP
HOV (SP)+, RS
RETURN

. End

;
;
;
;

GURU runs on PC5, LANs,
and VAXs.
To find out how GURUcan
exceed your expectations,
call 1-800/344-5832 or
317 / 463-2581.

; User typed "HEL P"
; User typed"?"

Save RS
Supply our task name
Spawn help line
Restore RS

~

mdbs®
•

P.O. Box 248
Lafayette, IN47902
1-800/344-5832
317/463-2581

Explore the world
of expert systems
with GURU Tutor!
This full-featured development environment allows
you to prototype GURU
applications using rule
sets, data bases, spreadsheets, and more for only
$75. To order, call us at
1-800/ 344-5832 or write.
VISA, MasterCard, and
American Express accepted.
GURU is a regl!lmd lr.ldemark Ii mb, Inc.
V1'/. Ii Digital F.qilpment Co<p.
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PROGRAMMING
FOR RSTS

RESET
Each time I bring up
my RSTS system, I wish
the startup procedure didn't take so long.
Setting terminal characteristics for all the
terminals on the system takes forever.
I have done some work on a special large
system configuration with hundreds of terminals. Setting terminal characteristics for this
system can take to minutes. There had to be
a better way.
I began thinking that if the terminal DDBs
in the monitor SIL file on disk could be patched so that they already were set up properly,
there would be no need to set any terminal
characteristics in the system startup file.

By Michael Mayfield

A Program To
Preset System
Characteristics.

Enter PRESET

*
110

PRESET was developed to provide this
capability. (See Program. The complete Program is available on ARIS.) In fact, it goes one
step further and presets values for the default
date and time format, as well as the magtape
density and label defaults. After using PRESET
and removing the startup file commands for
setting terminal characteristics, the system
startup that once took over to minutes now
takes about 15 seconds.
PRESET creates a command file that can
be used with ONLPAT to patch the currently
installed monitor SIL. After the patches are applied, the terminal characteristics, date and
time formats, magtape density and labeling
format will be preset. These settings will take
effect the next time the system is started. Setting these characteristics in the START.COM file
is no longer needed .
PRESET can be used under BASIC-PLUS or
BASIC-PLUS-II. It supports RSTS V9.0 through

V9.5, but not previous versions.
To use PRESET, ensure that the terminal
characteristics are set properly for all terminals
on the system, that the date and time formats
and magtape density and label format defaults
have been set properly, and that no terminals
other than your own are in use. The easiest and
safest way to do this is to take the system down
and then back up, executing the startup file but
not allowing log ins.
Run PRESET and enter the name of the
patch control file to be created. PRESET will
create the command file and then exit. This
command file should be used with ONLPAT to
install the PRESET patches into the current
monitor SIL.
Next edit the SYO:[O,t]START.COM command file to remove the commands for setting
terminal characteristics and the SET SYSTEM
commands for setting /DATE, fTIME, /LABEL
and /DENSITY. Run SHUTUP to bring the
system down and then bring it back up.
See the Example for the use of PRESET.
The terminal and system characteristics will be
set properly when the system is restarted.
THE PRESET PROGRAM has saved me much time.
It's a simple way to avoid a time-consuming
startup procedure.
-Michael Mayfield, vice president of Northwest
Digital Software Inc., is an authority on RSTSIE and
author of RSTS/E Monitor Internals.
ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT
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EXAMPLE.
$RUN PRESET
PRESET Vl .1 ..,, Preset terminal character isl ics in SIL

Gone as far
as your data bas··
can take you?
MDBS III®
can
take you further.

Output conmand file name <SY : PRESET .CHO>? <LF::o
Ensure that the system is idle. Press RETURN to continue? <CR>
Creating pat c h control file for _S YO :[O,l]RSTS.SIL

Please wait. .
Fln1shed. Now run ONLPAT and use the SY : PRES£T . CHO

conmand file to patch the necessary values into the
_SYD : [O, l]RSTS . SIL monitor SIL file .
$RUN $0NLPAI
Corrmand f 11 e name? PRESET
f'lle to patch? _SYD : (0 . l)RSTS . SIL
f'1le found in account [0.1]
Module name? RSTS

y

ou know the situation. You need to
develop a system that will handle massive
amounts of data and involves complex
data relationships. And not only do you
need it in an unreasonable time, it has to run on a PC
or a mini. And on top of that, your current dbms
simply can't handle the job.

Base address? 047446

Offset address? 1
Base

Offset

047446

000001

Offset address?

Old

New?

001

? 000

·z

Base address? 053716

Offset address? 0
Base

Off set

01 d

New?

053716
053716
053716
053716
053716

000000
000002
000004
000006
000010

177777
177777
000000
001440
177746

? 177777
? 177777
? 000000
? 001440
? -c

Design real world schemas.
MDBS III supports data bases into the hundreds of
megabytes and beyond, yet you
can still retrieve data in
split-seconds.

Patch complete

You can design a data
Rec-n
base to represent
structures as they are in the real world, capturing
many-to-many, one-to-many, many-to-one, one-to-one,
forked and recursive relationships. There's no timewasting, space-hungry dummy records or extra coding.
Every time you modify your data structure, MDBS III
modifies your data base automatically.

I patch ins ta 11 ed

Conmand file name?

·z

$EO!T [O,l]SIART.COH

$RUN $SHUTUP

Develop more efficient applications.
MDBS III offers high performance with flexible datastructures, airtight data integrity, automatic recovery,
password, encryption and read/ write protection, transaction logging, spur-of-the-moment query, report generation, easy schema restructuring, and much, much more.
From PCs to LANs to VAXs, see how far MDBS III can take
you. Call 1-800/ 344-5832 or 317/ 463-2581.

PROGRAM.
1020

PRINT "Ensure that the sys tem is idle.

\

INPUT LINE Z$ &
SILNAH$•FNC.FIND.SIL$(12X)

Press RETURN to continue" ;

&

&

PRINT "Creating patch control f1le for"; SILNAMS: CRS;

&
ZX•FNC.GBLRESX(SILNAH$, 12X) &
TTPARHX, TTRINGX, TTFCNTX=OX &
TTPARHX=CVT$X(SYHTBL$(1X)) IF RIGHT(SYHTBL$(1X),3X)=Hl$
TTRINGX•CVT$X(SYHTBL$(2X)) IF RIGHT(SYHTBL$(2X).3X)=Hl$
TTFCNTX• CVT$X(SY HTBL$( 3X)) IF RIGHT(SYHTBL$(3X) .3X)=HI $
OATCNVX=CVT$X(SYHTBL$(4X)) &
FOR ZX=4X TO CVT$X(SYHTBL$(0X)) &
IF RIGHT(SYHTBL$(ZX).3X)<>Hl$ OR &
CVT$X(SYHTBL$(ZX) )<>OATCNVX+(ZX-4%)'2% THEN &
PRINT CR$; "?Symbo l "; RAD$(CVT$X(SYHTBL$ (ZX))); &
RAD$(CVT$X(RIGHT( SYHTBL$(ZX) ,3%))); &

&

"Please wait ... ";

" not resolved properly . "; CR$;

Technical specifications

&

~

&
&

mdbs

&

"?PRESET w1l l not work w1th th1s version of RSTS. ··

&

GOTO 32767

•

P.O. Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902
1-800/ 344-5832
317 /463-2581

• records/ data base-unlimited
• fields/ record-32,767 •max
db size-4GB •records/ set
(file)-unlimited •fields/ index
- 32, 767 •indexes/ record2,500 •access codes-65,535
• plus performance tuning,
significantly reduced storage
requirements, clustering, multi
user, multiple language l/Fs
MDBS Ill ~ a regislfred trademark of
mdbs, Inc. VI!!. of Digi1al F.q.iipmen1 c.orv.
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ISK
BENCH
To accurately and consistently implement a
performance test for a selection of computers
or their peripheral devices, use a benchmark.
That's a program that implements the same
test for each device or processor it's run
against.
To write a benchmark program, you must
understand what you're trying to test. A CPU
test, for example, is fairly straightforward. You
obtain the algorithms for a handful of commonly used math problems, set up a timer and
run the problem.
Peripheral device tests, however, aren't
quite as easy. The benchmark program presented here (see Program) is for disk devices.
To write it, I had to understand what's important in a disk benchmark and comprehend the
processor/operating system's role in the program's results.
Three pieces of information are important: average access time, data throughput and
the VMS/disk controller overhead. Average
access time tells how fast the drive responds
to seek requests. The data throughput information indicates the realistic bandwidth
capability of the drive/controller/CPU combination. The VMS/controller overhead information is useful when comparing a drive or
drive/controller combination on different
processors.
It's possible to derive other benchmark
information from a disk drive test, such as true
seek time, disk latency and command queue.
However, this information is available from the
manufacturer. The quest isn't to confirm the
manufacturer's data but to discover how a par-

By David W. Bynon

Devising Tests
To Evaluate
Peripherals.

*
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ticular disk or disk/controller combination
performs on the test system.
Average access time is computed by randomly moving the disk heads (seeking) to
various locations on the disk and measuring
the elapsed time. For example, if the VAX
under test can make a drive perform 100 random ~eeks in 335 seconds, the average access
time for that CPU, controller and disk combination is 33.50 milliseconds.
Unless you go to the driver level, it's impossible to make the disk perform only a seek
operation. To seek using QIO, you actually
must execute a READ command. The
minimum number of bytes that can be read using QIO is two. This adds extra overhead to
the total.
The program accomplishes this test by:
1. Creating an integer array 256 elements in
length.
2. Initializing the array with random numbers
between O and the highest logical block
number on the volume.
3. Starting a timer.
4. Reading two bytes from each location in the
array.
5. Stopping the timer.
The timer returns the elapsed time, in
delta time format, used to run the test. This
time then is converted into seconds and
divided by the number of READ operations,
resulting in the average access time.
The random read test measures the
throughput of the CPU, controller and disk
combination. As with the random access
test, this mark uses an array filled with 256
random disk block locations from which to
read. A second array tells the QIO read operation how many bytes of data to read (this is
DEC PROFESSIONAL
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TOUCHE.
The Cipher 3000i TM family. The biggest
thing about them is their compact size.
Compared to standard technology, they
offer space saving benefits that are nothing short of phenomenal.
Using industry standard 3480-type cartridges the 3000i delivers a powerful
backup solution and fills the void in
today's interchange requirements. Each
reliable 3480 cartridge provides a formatted capacity of up to 320 megabytes. In
addition to its unbeatable low cost, the
cartridge's compact size dramatically
reduces storage space requirements. With
the imminent development of increased
capacity this media offers even more storage potential to come.
MSR uses a serial serpentine method
to record data in groups of two or four
tracks. This dual recording capability is
the breakthrough that has allowed Cipher
to meet the performance needs of the
entire range of computer systems. Data
integrity has also been greatly improved
thanks to an advanced Reed-Solomon
Error Correction Code (ECC). The
result? An impressive read error rate
of 1 in 1012 bytes.
Cipher's one and only focus is on
removable data storage systems. No
one offers Cipher's range of internal
and external tape drive systems for
backup and interchange with virtually any computer system. And no
one is better poised to meet the
development and integration needs
of computer OEMs, value added
resellers and end users alike. Now
once again , Cipher sets the standard
- - for tape technology.

INTRODUCING
MSR. THE
NEW DATA
INTERCHANGE
STANDARD
FOR MICRO TO
MAINFRAME.

It has taken more than four years of
development and millions in research.
The collective thinking of the top minds
in storage system design. And an engineering breakthrough from the world
leader in removable data storage technology. But now, Cipher introduces the solution the industry has been waiting for.
And it's revolutionizing the entire concept
of data interchange.
Until now, most new products in the
tape drive market have fallen into "too"
categories. Too much. And too little.
Big, mainframe-compatible tape drives
deliver high performance. But they come
with an equally high price tag.
Low-end tape drives are small and
inexpensive enough. They just don't
pack enough punch to handle the needs
of super micros and midrange systems.
What's been needed is a family of tape
drives offering the performance, price and
form factor required by low-end and midrange systems. Plus an economical means
of interchanging data from low to highend computers.
Cipher says, Touche.

MSR. The Driving Force.
It begins with a new standard
recording format: MSR-Multi-track
Serpentine Recording. Now for the
first time data can be interchanged
from micros to small mainframes
with amazing new levels of performance and economy.
Cipher makes this possible with
an all new family of MSR-compatible half-inch cartridge tape drives.

INTRODUCING
THE CIPHER
3000i FAMILY
THE WORLD'S
FIRST
MSR-COMPATIBLE
HALF-INCH
CARTRIDGE
TAPE DRIVES.

For nearly half a decade Cipher has been
committed to filling the void between too
much and too little.
The Cipher 3000i family is the first costeffective, high performance solution for virtually any system size and configuration.
There are 2 different series with more than 20
models. The series with an 8-inch form factor
is the world's first tape drive system to address
the size and high performance needs of workstations, midrange systems and small mainframes. The SY4-inch form factor series will
complement the economy and performance of
micros and low-end minis.
What about backup speed?
A high performance, GCR open reel drive
takes 22 minutes and 4 reels of tape to
backup a 500 megabyte disk. A Cipher 3000i
drive, using only 2 cartridges, does the same
job in half the time. This increased efficiency
can mean substantial savings, potentially thousands of dollars in reduced system and personnel costs alone.
System integration couldn't be easier with a
selection of interfaces including Cipher/Pertee,
SCSI and IPl-3. A choice of configurations,
too. Horizontal or vertical mounting, plus tabletop and 19-inch rack mount versions. And
standard 9-track reel-to-reel commands ensure
compatibility with existing system software, as .
well as protection of the enormous investment
in software development.
Cipher 3000i drives are also setting
new standards in operator convenience.
Tape loading is automatic, just like a
VCR. Tape path cleaning is quick and
easy using a 3480-type cleaning cartridge. And all models feature powerful
diagnostics that are automatically executed at "power on" and during normal
on-line operations.

World Headquarters

CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS, INC.

CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS GmbH

10101 Old Grove Road

Benzstrasse 30
D-8039 Puchheim/
Munich
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Telephone: (0 89) 8 09 09-0
lelex: 003 5214 094

P.O. Box 85170
San Diego, California
92138 USA
Telephone: 619-578-9100
Telex: 910-335-1251

European Sales
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CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS
(UK) LTD.

CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS A.G.

Cipher I louse,
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RG 11 2PL England
Telephone: 0734-775757
Telex: (851) 846435

Blk. 512, 06-11117
Chai Chee Lane
Bedok Industrial Estate
Singapore 1646
Telephone: 65-448-0654
Telex: RS 37600 CIPHDA

CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS
S.A.R.L.
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De La Cerisaie
Platanes 305
94266 Fresnes Cedex,
France
Telephone: (1) 46-68-87-87
Telex: CIPHER F 203 935
Features and specifications subject to change without prior notice.
3000i is a trademark and Cipher is a registered trademark of Cipher
Data Products, Inc.
©Cipher Data Products, Inc. 1988

Innovation by
Design.
Cipher's advanced
modular design reduces
power and cooling
requirements. Brushless
reel motors and extensive use of CMOS
VLSI circuits dramatically enhance device
reliability. With engineering like this it's no
wonder the 3000i
delivers an impressive
MTBF of 15,000 hours.
Never has such an incredible range of
power, performance and economy been available from a single line of tape drives. And
never has the potential been stronger for the
evolution of new, higher performance products
for future generation systems.
The 3000i family is the latest in a long series
of Cipher innovations. Cipher Yz" reel-to-reel
tape systems have set the standard by which
others are compared. Cipher also leads the way
in 14" streaming cartridge systems and optical
disk drives. Plus new innovations in subsystems and interfaces, including SCSI-2 technology. Supported by the full resources of
an international service and spares network,
the 3000i family is destined to forever change
the concept of data interchange. But then,
would you expect anything less from the
world's leading independent removable
data storage systems company.
Touche.
For more information on MSR and the
3000i Family contact Cipher today.

1-800-4-CIPHER

cipker®
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PR 0 GRAM.
C Stop the t tmer

c

PROGRAM VDBM

S!ATUS • LIBSSTAI !INER( I.ELAPSED I IME I
IF(.MDT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(,VAL(SIA!US))
VDBM •• VAX DISK BENCHMARK Vl.D
Copyr1ght(C). 1988, Bynon & Associates -- All R1ghts Reserved
This progrMI Ny be freely copied and used for non~proflt
purposes. David W. Bynon shall not be responstb1t' for damages or

C Calc:ulate the drives average access t111e (The elapsed time. ln system
C delta time format, lS expressed 1n 100-nanosecond un1ts as a
C negat 1ve value.)

c
SECDllDS • (ABS(ELAPSEO TIHE(l)/IDDODOOO))
AA! • ( (S£CONOS"IDDO)/ZS6)
WAITE(UNIT•'. ERR•999. FMT•' I JX,A23,FS. I ,A5)')
2
'AVERAGE ACCESS TIME IS ',AA!.' msec'

loss of data due to the incorrect use of this software.

IMPllCIT
INTEGER (A· Z)
INCLIJOE
'(SIDDEF)'
'(SSSDEF)'
INCLUDE
'(SDVIOEF)'
INCLUDE
REAL
H!HSRANDOH, SECONDS. KILOBYTES. AAT.
2
DIFF. SECTORS, REV
INTEGER•2
1058(4). STA!US. CHANNEL. OFFSET, lENC
INTEGER••
ElAPSEO_TIHE(2). SEED(2),
LOGICAL BLDCK(2S6). NIJIBER BYTES(2S6).
2
2
8UFFER(l638'). GETDVI, MAXBtDCK. TOTAL_BYTES
CHARACTER.4D DEV ICE
PARAMETER
(MAXAEAD•l63B4)

C······-············-······-·-·····--···--·-----·······-·· ······-······-··
C Begin the Randan Read Test

c--··-·--····--·········--···-···-··-······-········-····--··-··--·--·
C 1n;t1ahze array of random read block sue

c
TOTAL_BYlES•D
DO I • 1.256
NUMllfR_BYTES( I) • (MTHSAANDOM(SEEO)"MAXAEADJ
NUH8ER_BY1ES( l) • (NUMBER_BY!£S( I )'4)
TOTAL_BYTES • TO!AL_BYTES • NUH8ER_BYTES( I)
END DO
KILOBYTES • (!OTAL_BY!ES/ID24)

C S tgn on llll!Hage

c
C Jntt111 ize and start a t tmer

WAITE (•. FMT•'(/A/)') 'VAX Disk llencl«lrk Vl.D'

c
STATUS • LIBSINJT TIMER()
IF(.MDT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSJGNAL(XVAL(STA!US))

C Check connand l 1ne for devtce natne (parameter}

c
STATUS • ll8$GET FOAEIGN(DEVICE)
IF( .MDT. STATUS)-CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(S!ATUS))

C Start the randofll read test (256 lterat Ions}

c
C If the parameter 1s absent then prompt for it

00 I • 1.256
STATUS•SYSSQIOW(.XVAL(CHANNEl).

c
IF(DEVICE .EO. ' ') THEN
WAITE(UNIT•", ERR•999, FH1•'(1X,A7,S)') '_Disk: '
READ( UNIT•", END•999, ERR•999, FM!•' (A40)') DEVICE
END IF

! 01sk 1/0 channel

! Q:O function (read block)
! 1/0 Status block
BUFFER.
! Read buffer (pl)
XVAL(NUMBEA_BYTES(I)),
! Bytes to be read (p2)
XVAL(LOGICAL_BLOCK(I)) ... ) ! Log1cal block I (p3)

Z

lVAL(IOS_READLBLK).
IOSB...

C If the colon was left off the device name add tt

c

IF(.NOT. IOSB(I)) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(IDSB(l)))
IF(.NOT. STATUS) CALL ll8$SIGNAL(XVAL(STAIUS))
END DO

IF(INOEX(OEVICE. ':') .EQ . D)
2 DEVICE(! :4D)•OEVICE(l: lENC(DEVICE) )//':
C Use GETDVI function to get the nl.dber of block.son tliis volume

c

C Stop the t 1mer

c
MAXBLDCK • GETDVl(DEVIC[, OVIS_MAXBLDCK)

STATUS • LIBSSTAT TIHER(l.ELAPSEO TIME)
IF( .MDT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(iVAL(STATUS))

C Get the current t lme to use as a seed for the random number generator

c

C C1lcul11te the dr i ves average throughput rate

c

STATUS • SYSSGETTIH(SEED)
IF(.MDT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(STA!US))

SECONDS• (ABS(ELAPSEO_TIME(l)/IDDODDOD))
WAITE(UNIT•". ERR•999. FMT•'(IX,A24,F7.2,A7)')
2 'AVERAGE TRANSFER RATE IS'.(KILDBYTES/SECONDS).' KB/Sec'

C Joit1al lze disk block random read locations

c
C····--···························--·--········-··-----···---·-····-·--····

DO I • 1,256
LOGICAL_BLDCK( I )•(H!H$AANDOH(SEEO) "HAXBLDCK)
ENO DO

C Be~pn the Control !er/VMS overhead te-st

C······--··················--·····--···························-·--········

C Ass1gn a device channel for use with SQ10

MT • 16 .67

c

OFFSET • I
00 wtl1LE (AAT GT. 9)
! Half revolution access,., 8.33 msec
OFFSET • ~FFSET+I
IF ((OFFSET .GT. B) .ANO. (AAT .GT. 16)) THEN
TYPE •. 'VMS control !er overhead cannot be computed,
REV • (AAT/16.67)
TYPE•, 'The last access was made lo' ,REV, 'd1sk revolutions.·
CALL EXIT
ENO IF

STATUS • SYSSASSIGN(OEVICE. CHANNEL .. )
IF(.MDT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(STATUS))

C···---·······-·--·····-··-···---·····-···-·-········-······-··--····--····
C Start the average access test (256 iterat Ions)

c--------····--------····-··--·····----·--·------------·····-····-····--···

! Otsk revolution time

lnitiallze and start a timer
C lnlttal ize and start

OOl•l.256
STATUS•SYS$QJDW(.XVAL(CHANNEL),
2
%VAL(IOS_READLBLK).
JOSS,,,
BUFFER.

11

ttmer

c

STATUS • LIBSINJ!_TIHER()
IF(.NOT. STATUS) CALL LIB$SIGNAL(XVAL(STATUS))

STATUS • LIBSINJ!_TIHEA()
IF(.NllT. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(SIATUS))
! Disk 1/0 channel

'
I
I
%VAL(Zl.
!
XVAL(LOGICAL_BLDC~(I)) .. )
IF(.NOT. IOSB(I)) CALL LIBSS!GNAL(XVAl(IOSB(I)))
IF( .NO!. STATUS) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(S!A!US))
ENO DO

C Start the offset read loop

QID function (read bloc>)
1/0 Status block
Read buffer (pl)

c

Bytes to be read (p2)
' Log1cal block I (p3)

C Block zero read

DO 1 • l, 128

c
STATUS•SYSSOIOW( ,XVAL(CHANNEL) .XVAL( !DS_AEAOLBLK),
IOSB, • •BUFFER.XVAL(2) .XVAL(O).,.)
IF( NOT. IOSB(l)) CALL ll8$SJGNAL(XVAL(l0SB(I)))
IF(.NDT. STA!US) CALL LIBSSIGNAL(XVAL(STA!US))

Continued.
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ATIONAL·INFORMATION·SYSTE

While Other 4th GLs
Make You Crawl
Through Programming,
ACCENT R®Lets You Fly.
" CCENT R gets your
. nvAXNMS multi-user
production applications off the
ground fast.
The reason: Speed.
ACCENT R is actually
much more than a 4th GL and
RDBMS . It's a Total Applications Development Environment providing complete
control.
For you, this means a product that finally
breaks the language barrier. Simply, you'll never revert
to Cobol, Fortran, or C
again.
You take advantage of
ACCENT R's powerful and
efficient programming
language. One that features "Application
Models"-a unique
framework for

dramatically reducing programming time; a full complement of debugging tools; error
and syntax checking; and
intuitive commands for
prototyping and developing
sophisticated applications .
ACCENT R even delivers
custom reports, data entry and
display forms, and menus; all
without coding.
Still, that's not the only
reason why applications developed in ACCENT R take wing.
ACCENT R generates compiled
code and is optimized for
VAXNMS environments.
So your resulting multi-user
applications can run as much
as forty times faster
than interpretive
systems.

M

Better yet, ACCENT R even
provides upward mobility for
existing applications. That's
because ACCENT R can use
VAX RMS files.
Which means
you can easily expand
without
redesigning
your application or
re-loading your
data.
Fact is, ACCENT R
will keep your applications
flying for years . It's no surprise
that FORTUNE 1000 companies, government agencies, and
universities have chosen
ACCENT R for developing
their full-blown applications .
That's why you should call
National Information Systems
at (408) 985- 7100 for more
information. After all, why
crawl through programming
when you can now fly?

ACCENTR®
408-985-7100
National Information Systems, Inc.
1190 Saratoga Avenue
Sanjose, CA 95129
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See us at DEXPO West
Booth #1364

Most sales order management
mtems promise a great fit.

. If you happen to wear their size.
In sales order management, "great fit" means doing the
job the way you do business - using your unique order
types and your way of processing them. It also means
adapting to your changing needs. And it means doing all
of this without the time or cost of custom program
development.
If you have unique requirements for export orders,
consignment orders - any kind of order - Cardinal
can automate them quickly and easily at a fraction of
the cost of custom software development. No one else

can offer you this combination of exact fit and easy
adaptability.
The secret: the Cardinal Configurator, an exclusive
architecture that lets you specify, in detail, an unlimited
number of order types and how each is processed. As
your needs change, your systems can change with them
-without programming.
So why settle for an inflexible order management
system? Or spend a fortune on custom software development? Call Cardinal. And get the best of both worlds.
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75 Second Avenue, Needham, MA 02194 • (617) 449-0066
Distributors: Los Angeles (714-554-1551) • Sydney (2-436-4022)
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE FOR: ORDER MANAGEMENT • PURCHASING • INVENTORY

• RECEIVABLES • PAYABLES • GENERAL LEDGER

p R 0 G R A M ... co11ti11ued
' (SDCDEF)'
'(SSSDEFI '
' ($0VIOEF)'

lllCLUOE
lllCLUOE
lllCLUOE

C Offnt read

c
STATUS•STSSQIOV(, XVAL (CHANNEL), SVAL( IOS_REAOLBlK).
IOSB •• ,8UFFER . XVAL(2) ,XVAL(OFFSET) •• • )
IF( .llOT . IOSB(I)) CALL LIBSSIGllAL(SVAL(IOSB(I)))
lF( . llOT . STATUS) CALL L18$Sl611Al(1'VAL(STATUS))
END 00

C G£TOVI dlta structures

c
STRUCTURE /ITMLST/
INTE6ER'2
BUFLEN, COOE
BUFAOR. RETLENAOR.ENO_LIST IOI
llTE6ER"4
END STRUCTURE
RECORO/ITMLST/ DVl_LIST
INTEG£R•z
STATUS, COOE
INFO, INFO_LEN
INTEGER 0 4
0
CltAllACTER ( • )
DEY ICE

C Stop the t l•r

c
STATUS • LIBSSTAT _TIMER( I ,ELAPSEO_TIME)
IF( .NOT. STATUS) CALL L18$Sl6NAL(XVAL(STATUS))

C C.lcul1t• the average access tiae

c

DYl _LI S!. COOE •COOE
DVI LIST .8UFLEN•4
DYi-LiST . BUFAOR•XLOC( INFO)
OVl-LIST.RETLENAOR•XLOC(INFO LEN)
STATUS • STS$6ETOVIW( .. DEYICE, OVl_LIST .. ... )
IF( .llOT. STATUS) THEN
CALL LIB$SIGNAL(XVAL( ST ATUS))
ELSE
6ETDVl • INFO
RETURN
END IF
ENO

SECONDS • (ABS(ELAPSEO_TIME(l)/10000000))
AAT • (SECOlfDS•I000)/256
EllO 00
C OFFSET now represents the loweat n.-.r of blocks that llUSt be sk tpped
C to achieve Nlf revolution access thre, t.a., controller/VMS overhead .

c
SECTORS • 6ETOVl(OEYICE,OVIS_SECTORS)
DIFF • OFFSET
llllTE(UlllT••, ERR• 999, FMT• '(IX,A35,FS . I.AS)')
2
'AVERAGE CONTROLLER/VMS OVER Hf AD IS ' ,
((OIFF/SECTORS) • 16 . 67), ' Mee'
999

CALL EXIT
ENO
lNTEG£R fUNC Tl ON LENC(STR ING } !Re t urn the l engt h of a s.tring

IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
CHARACTER•(•) STRING

0

INTEGER 4 FUNCTION GETOVl(OEVICE. CODE)

LEllC • LEN(STRING)
00 WHILE (STRING(LENC:LENC) . EQ . ' ' .AJIO . LENC .GT. I )
LEllC • LENC - I
ENO 00
RETURN
ENO

C Th11 aubrout ine ts used to return tnformat Ion about the dev ice betng
C tested. It llUlt be pos led the dev ic e . - ( .e .g . • O<JAL . DU83 : ... ) and
C the $6ETDVI code (.e .9 . , DYl$_17?1) . Thts r°"t t ne mey only be used 1f

C the CODE requests an integer value .

c

IMPLICIT

INTt:GER(A-Z)

Compu-Share introduces the
accounting package that makes
"accounts receivable" obsolete!

The Receivables Management System

--------------------------For more information ...

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(see it at DEXPO booth

1313)

I want to learn more about Compu-Share, the Receivables Management
System, and your other accounting/distribution applications. Please:
0 send information
0 call me to further explain
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title ________

Company N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Business P h o n e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Annual Revenues (millions) under s1o _ _ s10-100 _ _ $I00-250 _ _ over $250 _ __

5214 68th Street
Lubbock, Texas 79424

1-800-356-6568

random as well).
This test could have used a fixed
read size, such as 32 or 64 KB. Doing so
would have produced the same result
each time the test was run. Using a fixed
read value, however, wouldn't have offered the gauge I sought. I wanted to
know the average performance over a
wide range of access situations.
The program achieves this test by
repeating, almost identically, the random access test. The result is computed
by dividing the total kilobytes of data
read by the number of seconds the test
took to run.

VMS/Controller Overhead Test
Of all the tests, this one was the most
difficult to decipher. To devise a test, I
had to determine some constants. I
found two that were tangible.
First, most high-performance disk
drives can read an entire track of data
in a single disk revolution, but the controller, processor and VMS can't. Second, most disks rotate at 3,600 rpm,

which is about 16.67 milliseconds per
revolution. This information leads to the
induced overhead.
The test is simple after you ask the
question, "How many disk blocks must
be skipped to perform two consecutive
read operations on the same disk revolution with half-revolution access time,
i.e., 8.33 milliseconds?" These skipped
blocks are used to compute the overhead
time.
If a track on a disk has 100 blocks,
and 25 blocks must be skipped between
the first and second read, the overhead
is computed as 4.16 milliseconds. In this
example, a block passes the heads every
0.1667 milliseconds.
The disk benchmark program
should be run when you're the sole user
of the system. There's no problem with
data corruption, as the program is read
only. I've written other versions that
both read and write, but after accidentally specifying the wrong disk, I decided reading was sufficient.
To run VDBM, compile and link it,

Why this publication
and more than 1,200
others kt us go over
their books
once a year.
Some pubhca11ons. we 're sorry 10 say. keep !heir readers
undercover They steadfastly refuse 10 lei BPA (Business Publ1cal1ons Audit of Circula11on. Inc.) or any other independent
nol-for-prof1I organizal1on audit !heir circula11on records
On lheother hand. over 1.200 pubhcat1ons (hke lh1s one) belong 10 BPA Once a year. BPA auditors examine and verify lhe
accuracy of our circula11on records
The aud11 makes sure you are who we say you are The 1nformat1on helps advertisers lo delerm1ne 1f !hey are saying lhe righl
1h1ng 10 lhe right people 1n lhe righl place
II also helps somebody else 1mportanl you Because lhe more
a publication and 11s advertisers know about you, the belier they
can provide you w1lh articles and advertisements thal meel your
1nformat1on needs
APA For readers 11 stands for meaningful 1nformat1on For advertisers 11 stands for meaningful readers Business Pubhca11ons
Audit of Circulation, Inc 360 Park Ave So .. New York, NY 10010.
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$ FOIHlWI YOIM
$ LI llK ¥OllM /llOTRAC£
$ COPY 'IOBM.EXE SYS$SYST!:M :
$ YDBM •• "$VOBll"

VDBM requires one parameter
only, the name of the disk device:
$ VDBll OllAO:

YAX Dllk Benchllork Vl.O
AVERAGE ACCESS TIME IS 28 . 3 msec
AYERA6£ TRANSFER RATE IS 429 . 47 KB/Sec
AVERA6£ COHTROl.LER/VMS OVERHEAD IS 6.9 IASec
$

If the disk/controller combination
you're testing is slow (which will be the
case for floppy and LAVC disks), the
program won't be able to compute the
overhead value.
This benchmark program will help
you evaluate disk devices. Understanding what you want will start you on the
way to getting the facts you need.
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REPAIR/EXCHANGE
• Immediate Shipment From Stock
• All New Improved Media
• Fully Tested Prior To Shipment
• 90 Day Warranty
• 16 or 18 Bit Format
• Units Qualified For Unix & D-Prep

$2,690
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and then set up a symbol to execute it:
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10072 Willow Creek Road
San Diego, CA 92131
(619) 566-3371
FAX: (619) 566-4743

Avoid
Graphic
Jams
If graphics slow your 15 page per
minute laser printer down to 15
minutes per page, you 're in a graphic
jam. But the Tataris 1590 puts you in
the fast lane with 2 to IO times faster
throughput for graphics than any
other 15 page per minute printer.
The 1590 prints simple graphics
and text at the rated speed of the
engine. It prints a 6800-vector plot in
6 seconds flat. And it doesn't run into
bottlenecks in multi -user and multitasking conditions.
It features four interfaces and a
high-speed Ethernet option. And five
emulations including LN03 PLUS~ HP
LaserJet II® and Tektronix 4014
graphics. 43 ROM fonts with ten
special attributes. 500-sheet paper
capacity. Two plug-in cartridges for
easy addition of font libraries and
overlays. And it's compatible with
most word processing and graphics
packages.
So speed to a phone, give us a call,
and let's make dust together.

SYSTEMS INC:"
(619) 587-0787
6059 Cornerstone Court West
P. 0. Box 261580
San Diego, CA 92126

The trademarks and registered trademarks are proprietary to their
respective manufacturers.
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ALGORITHM/CS: THE
SPIRIT OF COMPUTING

If you ask, "What is computer science?"
the response might be, "It's the study
of computers - their architecture,
operating systems, methods of processing and the data structures on which
they act."
Although this definition is valid, it
doesn't satisfactorily address the idea of
computer science. A science is a
discipline, an area of study not dependent on equipment or special conditions.
Chemistry, for example, isn't only the
study of chemicals and compounds. The
concepts of chemicals, compounds and
other materials originate from the study
of chemistry, not the other way around.
Similarly, David Harel's Algorithmics: The Spirit of Computing addresses
a fundamental aspect of computer
science: the study of algorithms and
how to use them. It attempts to help the
reader gain an appreciation of the
discipline and the truly scientific nature
of computing, without discussing

Algorithmics: The Spirit of
Computing by David Harel
addresses the study ofalgorithms and
how to use them.

120

Algorithmics: The Spirit of Computing

David Hare!
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Reading, MA, 1987
425 pages
Price: $24.75, softcover
CIRCLE 516 ON READER CARD

specific hardware or software
components.
In fact , Harel asserts that the study
of algorithms may be hampered by the
physical limitations of computing
'equipment. He also says that the term
computer science may not be the best
description of the discipline, because it
forges a link between physical equipment and a discipline not really dependent on it. Yet Harel also acknowledges
that the study of algorithmics wouldn't
have developed as rapidly or fully without modern computing equipment.
Although much computer science
literature exists, little of it, with the exception of that aimed at advanced computer science students, addresses the
discipline of computing. Harel writes
with science in mind and focuses on an
audience of technically interested persons. Indeed, his book could provide a
sound basis for more specific computer
course work as, for example, a general
biology text might inspire a student to
pursue work in medicine.
The book is divided into four parts.
Part 1 covers the history of algorithms
and important figures associated with

their study, such as Euclid and Jacquard.
It also explains algorithms in general
terms, who uses algorithms and why
they are so important to computing.
Harel describes the fundamental
constructs of algorithm development
and the building blocks necessary to use
them effectively, as well as more
sophisticated tools like subroutines and
recursion. Fundamental data structures,
such as trees and arrays, are discussed in
terms of their nature and use in problem
solving.
Part 2 discusses the methods, correctness and efficiency of algorithm
development. Harel explains algorithmic methods such as "divide and
conquer" and traversals to provide a
general idea of how problem solving
progresses.
Are computing algorithms provable, and if so, how? Harel discusses
testing and debugging, as well as the
more mathematical methods of proof
computer scientists investigate today.
Once proved, general methods
aimed at algorithm efficiency are examined. Linear and binary search methods are used as examples to discuss
recursion efficiency, upper and lower
bounds, average case behavior and
tradeoffs between speed and space requirements. In Part 3, discussion focuses
on unsolvable problems and the approaches being taken to tackle them. In
Part 4, the advantages of parallelism,
concurrence and probabalistic algorithms are examined in light of current
research.
Harel's book thoroughly covers
some of the most fundamental theoretical aspects of algorithm development
and proof, and his writing is a pleasure
to read. Anyone interested in the science
aspect of computer science would do
well to investigate Algorithmics: The Spirit

of Computing.
-Reviewed by David B. Miller
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dsa
leading supplier of
Vi ™accounting
software? .
MCBA has been a stable force in
the Digital world since 1974, when we
created the very first packaged software.
Now, our most functional business
software ever has taken the VAX world by storm.
Sophisticated accounting modules, integrated to
MCB,A(s distribution and manufacturing packages-

all available now.
Designed sp~ially for the VAX user, MCB,A(s VAX
COBOL software offers the highest functionality of any
MCBA software to date.

·Sophisticated Functionality
MCBA software is packed with powerful features
to meet the needs of VAX users large and small. For
example, our accounting software features a flexible
24-character, five-level general ledger account number for
detailed divisional and departmental accounting,
budgeting, and reporting. And it offers multi-company
capabilities with consolidated financials.
MCB,A(s powerful software allows you to take
advantage of the power of the VAX, too. With multikey
RMS ISAM. Full compatibility with, but no requirement
for, DEC-layered products like COD™, Datatrieve™,
DECNd", and Ato-'I".
Source code is available for easy modifications. And
our nationwide network of quality resellers provides you
with excellent, local technical support.

Find Out More About MCBA
Find out how MCB,A(s functional software for the
VAX can help you increase productivity, improve
customer service, and save you time and money. Mail
us the coupon below today, or call the MCBA office
nearest you.
Demo software is available and reseller inquiries
are welcome.
*Source: Computer lncelligence.

I·.

I
I
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Complete
this coupon and mail to:
MCBA, Dept. A, 425 W. Broadway,
Glendale, California 91204-1269
0 Send me more information abo®ut MCBA business software
in 0 VAX COBOL; 0 DIBOI..: .
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Phone (_ _ )

I
I

I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Best time to call _ _ _ _ __

I am an: 0 End user; 0 Software reseller;
0 Consultant (only); 0 Digital employee.
If End User:
Gross annual revenues _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of business _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

0 Please have an MCBA reseller
contact me.

~p= llilJWfi . .

Software I
wra . . ~ Solutions I
that Mean
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Headquarters: 425 W Broadway, Glendale, CA 91204-1269. (818) 242-9600
Branch Office: 120 Wood Ave. S., Suite 300, lselin, NJ 08830-2709. (201) 548-6600
(Serving AL, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, MA, MD, ME, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI,
SC, TN, VA, VT, Caribbean, West Indies, and Europe)
MCBA's COBOL Software for the Digital VAX: Accounting: Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, General Ledger, Fixed Assets and Depreciation, Payroll Distribution: Purchase
Order and Receiving, Customer Order Processing, Inventory Management, Sales History. Manufacturing: Bill of Material Processor, Job Costing, Labor Performance, Master Scheduling,
Material Requirements Planning, Shop Floor Control, Standard Product Costing, Standard Product Routing, Capacity Requirements Planning. DIBOL software for the PDPN·l 1 and
VAX is also available.
Copyright © 1988 by MCBA, Inc. All rights reserved. MCBA is a registered trademark and Software Solutions that Mean Business is a trademark ofMCBA, Inc. DIBOL is a registered trademark and VAX, PDP, CDD,
Dacatrieve, DECNet, and A-to-Z are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
·
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Hands Off

Kevin G. Barkes

When I speak
with people at
such events as
DEXPO and
encourage them to share their DCL procedures with others, many fear their
efforts won't measure up.
One fellow explained at DEC PROFESSIONAL 's booth during the Cincinnati DEXPO, 'Tm afraid of getting
ripped to shreds by the real DCL
hackers. I know there are better ways of
doing some of the things I do, but the
procedures work and they do the job for
me."

Although I've never ripped any
submissions to shreds, I've returned
some to authors for reworking when the
procedures didn't work properly. I'm
also guilty of tweaking a few lines here
and there to help improve performance
or readability.
One reader took me to task for
modifying procedures that appear in this
column. "I thought the idea was to see
what techniques others use in writing
DCL," said my critic. "How is that
possible when you change things to
conform to your concept of proper programming?" It's a good point.
Although most programmers are
guilty of improving another's code
when the opportunity presents itself, I
understand the reader's valid concern.
From this point on, reader- submitted
procedures will appear in their original
form, with comments and suggestions
limited to the text of the column. Your
comments and suggestions are always
welcome.

SUBCOM.COM
The following procedure (see Program)
was sent by Sandy Felton, a systems
analyst in Houston, Texas.
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Although I've never ripped any submissions to
shreds, I've returned some to authors for reworking
when the procedures didn't work properly.

"The idea," explains Sandy, "came
about through two personal needs: the
desire to use batch processing to free up
my terminal for other things, especially
when the task is time-consuming; and
the need to monitor events taking place
on all the nodes of our cluster.
" I was tired of using EDT or
CREATE at DCL to write small files that
I'd submit, having to type in the correct queues and then delete the small file.
"SUBCOM prompts you for commands until you press return. DCL
commands must be prefaced by $, and
answers to program prompts are input
without $. Use double quotes if the
command has quotes in it. SUBCOM
writes these commands to a file called
SUBCOM_HHMMSS.JOB. You're then
prompted for which queues to submit
the job; select one queue or all queues.
"If you have more than three nodes
in your cluster, you can modify SUBCOM to suit your needs. I changed the
names of our nodes to NODE1, NODE2
and NODE3. To determine on which
node the job ran, the nodename is written to the log file as the first command
executed. The invoked submit command
has NOPRINT, DELETE and NOTIFY.
Sandy explains, "After selecting
queues, you're prompted for a time to
submit the job. The default is NOW; input the time exactly as you would in
DCL if you want to schedule the job.
"Because many installations delete

all .LOG files nightly, SUBCOM lets you
save the log -file, with an extension
.SAVLOG, if the file is invoked with any
parameter; e.g., @SUBCOM !. "

The tweaking
Sandy's procedure is useful, and tweakers can have a good time while leaving
the procedure intact.
One drawback of using INQUIRE
and WRITE in such a procedure is the
need to exercise care when using a command line containing quotes :
$ REPLY/BELL "This is a test"
would have to be input as:
$ REPLY/BELL " " "This is a test" " "
because of the way INQUIRE processes
the input line.
You can circumvent this problem
by using READ statements instead ofINQUIREs, or even using COPY to get the
text from SYS$INPUT and direct it to the
appropriate SUBCOM file. Similarly,
COPY or TYPE could replace the six
separate WS commands following the
ASK___QUEUE label.
Sandy's method to trap invalid
responses to the option question is valid,
although it might be more efficient to
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Tl's new TravelMateTM LT220.
It's the closest thing to carrying a VAX™
in your briefcase.
Texas Instruments introduces
the LT220 lap-top terminal-the
next best thing to being there when
you need remote access to your
company\; VAX.
The LT220 provides full VT220
emulation in a 4.8-lb. package, without sacrificing functionality. It features
a 25-line screen thats easy to read. It
even has a full-function keyboard like
the one on a VT220.
The terminal communicates at
1,200or 2,400 bps throt.ghoneof its
optional internal modems. fur hard
copy, just slide the LT220 into one of its
optional cradles to add an ink-jet or
thermal printer.
New credit-card-sized memory cards

one whos ever wished for a VAX in
their briefcase. In short, this may be
the best little terminal in the world.
So go ahead. Take the first step
toward improving your productivity
today. Call Texas Instruments for more
information or to arrange a demonstration of the LT220. Phone toll-free,
1-800-527-3500.
let you create, update and store files.
They're also handy for programming
the LT220 to your specific application.
Like its Silent 700 predecessors, the
LT220 sets new standards for portability, durability and reliability. All of
which makes it the perfect tool for anyA

TEXAS .,,
INSTRUMENTS
36154
«:> 1988 TI
Silenc 700 and TravelMate are trademarks d Texas lnscrumcm
Incorporated.
VAX is a trademazic ci Digital Equipmenc Coiporation.

check OPT for values less than 1 or
greater than 4. Responding with a T or
Y tricks the procedure into thinking a
1 is entered, but any other non-numeric
character is trapped .
Using a one-second delay for
/AFTER circumvents having the qualifier
generate an error if no value is specified,
although 00:00 can be used as well.
Assigning SYS$0UTPUT and SYS$
ERROR to the null device is a valid alter-

native to using the slower SET MESSAGE
commands. It's preferable, however, to
use ASSIGN/USER rather than explicitly
deassigning the logicals.
IF YOU HAVE a useful command file
you'd like to share, send it to me at the
address below. Include your name and
address, and, if possible, send your submission on magnetic media to avoid input errors.

If you're not using the DEC-related
bulletin board systems, you 're missing
a great source of valuable information.
The Professional Press ARIS system, in
addition to containing the source code
of most programs featured in our publications, contains an active message area
where callers can exchange hints and
tips and have questions answered .
David Blanchard, an ARIS user and
regular on my SYS$0UTPUT board,

PROGRAM.
$! SUBCOM.COM
$! (See infonnation at bottan of f11e.)
$
ON CONTROL_ Y THEN GOTO DELETE
$
ON ERROR THEN GOTO DELETE
$
ASK := INQUIRE/NOPUNC
$
WS : = WR !TE SYS$0UTPUT
$!

$
$
$!

$

ws ....

$

$
$!

COUNT • 0

IF DPT .EQS . "3" THEN QUE • "NODE3$8ATCH"
IF OPT .EQS . "4" THEN QUE • "ALL_NOOES"

s

ws ....

S

ASK AFTER "Subm i t after ( NOW) ? "
IF AFTER . EQS. •.•. THEN AFTER = "00 : 01"
IF Pl .EQS . "" THEN LOG_NAME = NAME + " . LOG"
IF Pl .NES. ""' THEN LOG_NAME • NAME + ".SAVLOG"
IF QUE . EQS. " ALL_NODES" THEN GOTO ALL _NOOES
SUSHI T/NOTIFY /NOPRINT 'FILE ' /DELETE/QUE • 'QUE' /AFTER=' AFTER' / LOG•' LOG_NAME'
GOTO RESET _CONT

S

S
$
$

$ ASK_COMMAND:
$
$
$

$

ASK COM "Conmand to execute? "
IF COM . EQS . "" . ANO. COUNT .EQ . 0 THEN EXIT
IF COM .EQS . "" THEN GOTO CLOSE
IF COUNT .GT. 0 THEN GOTO WRITE_COHMANO

$!
$
X = F$TIME ()
$
HOUR
= F$CVTIHE(X .. "HOUR")
$
MINUTE = F$CVTJME(X , . "MINUTE")
$
SECOND • F$CVTJME(X ., " SECOND" )
$
NAME
= "SUBCOH_" + HOUR + MINUTE + SECOND
$
EXT
= " . JOB"
$
FILE
= NAME + EXT
$!
$
OPEN/ WRITE SUB ' FILE'
$
WRITE SUB "$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT F$GETSYl(" " NODENAME " ")"
$!
$ WR ITE_COHMAND:
$
WRITE SUB COM
$
COUNT • COUNT + I
$
GOTO ASK_COMMANO
$!
$ CLOSE:
CLOSE SUB
$
$!
S ASK_QUEUE :
$
WS ""
$
WS "Please select queue : ••
$
WS "I . NODEISBATCH"
$
WS "2 . NODE 2$BATCH"
$
WS "3 . NOOE3$BATCH'"
$
WS "4 . All of t he above"
$
ASK OPT "Opt ion? "'
$!
$
IF OPT . EQS . "" THEN GOTO DEL ETE
$
IF OPT .NES . "J" . AND . OPT .NE S. "2" . AND . OPT .NES. "'3" .ANO . OPT . NES . " 4" THEN GOTO ASK_QUEUE
$!
$
IF OPT . EQS . "!" THEN QUE = " NODE1$BATCH"
$
IF OPT .EQS . "2" THEN QUE = "NODE2$BATCH"
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$!
$ ALL_NOOES :

$

FILE_!
FILE_2
FILE_3
RENAME
COPY
COPY

s
s
$
$
$

= NAME +
= NAME +
• NAME +
'FILE'
'FILE_!'
' FJLE_2'

" .NOOE!"
" . NODE2"
" . NOOE3"
'FILE_!'
' FILE_2'
' FILE_3'

S!

$

IF Pl .NES . "" THEN LOG_NAME = NAME + " _NOOEl.SAVLOG"
SUBMIT/ NOTIFY/NOPRJNT 'FILE_!' / QUEUE • NODE!SBATCH/ AFTER = 'AFTER ' /L OG= ' LOG_NAME'

s
$!

s
s

IF Pl . NES . "" THEN LOG_NAHE = NAME + " _NOOE2. SAVLOG"
SUBMIT/ NOTIFY/NOPRJNT 'i' JLE _z · /QUEUE = NOOE2$BATCH/ AFTER = "AFTER' / LOG= ' LOG_NAME "

$!

$

IF Pl . NES . '"" THEN LOG_NAME = NAME + '"_NOOEl.SAVLOG"
SUBMIT/ NOTIFY/ NOPRJNT "FI LE_! ' /QUEUE = NODE3$BATCH/ AFTER = 'AFTER' / LOG=' LOG_NAME '

s
$!

$ RE SET _CONT :
$
COUNT = 0
$
ws ....

S

GOTO ASK_COMMAND

S!
$ DELETE :

$
$

s
$
$
$
$
$!
$!
$!
$!

ASSIGN NL: SYS$0UTPUT
ASSIGN NL: SYSSERROR
CLOSE SUB
DELETE 'FILE '
DEASSIGN SYS$0UTPUT
DEASSIGN SYSSERROR
EXIT
Sandy Felton, Software Con sultant
The Cha 11 enger Group
4800 Sugar Grove Blvd ., St e . 220
Stafford . TX 77477
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A Classic Approach to Mass Storage!
Optical Disk Jukebox
for VAX/VMS™

Introducing LaserStar™, a complete optical disk jukebox subsystem.
Perceptics' LaserStar brings the
massive storage capacity of
optical disk jukeboxes to the
fingertips of VAXNMS users.
Combining the latest in optical
storage technology with the
classic "jukebox" concept of
disk handling, LaserStar
provides convenient, on-line
storage and retrieval of vast
amounts of data using writeonce optical disks.

include 12-inch double-sided
media and on-site maintenance.
A variety of drive/media
configurations are available to
meet your specific budget and
performance requirements, with
total on-line storage capacities
ranging from tens to hundreds
of gigabytes. Media are fully
compatible with Perceptics'
LaserSystem ™ optical disk
subsystem.

The LaserStar jukebox consists
of a robotic disk handling
mechanism, a media storage
unit, and one or more optical
disk drives. The system also
includes a host adapter,
Perceptics LaserStar software,
and installation. Optional items

LaserStar software provides
automatic, VMS-transparent
access to the jukebox optical
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VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
LaserStar, LaserSystem, and LaserWare are trademarks of Perceptics Corporation.

disk library. Based upon
Perceptics'TMindustry standard
LaserWare software,
LaserStar is completely
compatible with VMS utilities
and applications. Thus, each
optical disk volume in the
jukebox may be accessed with
no changes to your existing
software.

See us at DEXPO West
Booth #2630

Perceptics Corporation
Pellissippi Corporate Center
Knoxville, TN 37933-0991, USA
(615) 966-9200
FAX (615) 966-9330

found a few bugs in the MESSAGE.COM
utility that appeared in the June issue.
"I recently downloaded MESSAGE.COM
from ARIS but was unable to get it to
work," David reports. "I included some
diagnostics in the file and found two
problems.
" When the user doesn't include a
file, the program prompts the user for
a message and creates a file of type .DAT.
The batch program, on the other hand,
is looking for a file of type .TXT. I
solved this by changing:
FN = TMPDIR + RAWFN
to:
FN = TMPDIR + RAWFN + ".TXT"
"When the message file was included as P3 and I attempted to close the
MFILE, the program died. This file is
only opened when the user interactively

enters text, and the problem was solved
by moving:
END_MESSAGE:
CLOSE MFILE
so that it precedes GOT_P3:
"Otherwise," says David, "it works
fine. Thanks for a nice routine."

Undocumented CHECKSUM
Brian DeSantis, another ARIS and
SYS$0UTPUT regular, found an undocumented DCL command that returns
a file's checksum.
"I don't remember where I came
across this," Brian reports. "I may have
seen it in a DECUS publication or while
looking through DCLTABLES.
"The command form is $
CHECKSUM filename. The results arc
placed in the local symbol CHECKSUM$
CHECKSUM."
If anyone has additional informa-

tion regarding this command, please
pass it on.

Philosophy 101
Several FidoNet VAX echo participants
raised a perplexing question. IfDECUS
is pronounced DEEK-US, why isn't DEC
pronounced DEEK?
For a complete list of DEC-related
bulletin board systems in the U.S., send
a stamped, self-addressed, business-size
envelope to: BBS List, Kevin G. Barkes
Consulting Services, 4107 Overlook
Street, Library, PA 15129. The list is also
available on-line at SYS$0UTPUT
(FidoNet 1:129/38), (412) 854-0511.
SYS$0UTPUT now features VAX, RAINBOW and PDP-11 national echomail
conferences.

Kevin C. Barkes is an independent consultant in VAX systems software, management, tuning and training based in Library,
Pennsylvania.

A Marriage of Convenience
T

Through the SWITCHmate interface you also
gain access to:

hey weren·t speaking
because of their differences. but the SWITCHmate
has brought them together
in a marriage that's convenient for everyone.

•a huge library of fonts
• feed selection from
multiple cassettes (letter
and legal size)
• manual feed mode
for odd-sized paper
and envelopes
•and morel

Now you can connect
your .Digital system to the
Hewlett Packard Laser Jet you bought for your
PC. In fact. you can share
one or even two LaserJets
among up to six systems
including PC's. With the
SWITCHmate. you'll get
all the standard printing
functionality of a Digital
printer like:

Call today for more information or a demonstration.

1-800-325-0150
1- 625 - 8518 (in NH)

~

• underlining
• shadow balding
• super and subscripts
• composite characters
•multi-column printing
Otgical

is

Ciold Hey

eLecmon1cs, inc.
"Solutions for the Digital"" environment"'

a crademark of Dlgl1al Equipment Corp

PO Box 186
Goffstown. New Hampshire

LaserJet rs a trademark of Hewlen Packard
Company. SWlTCHmate rs a trademark of Gold
Key EleC[rOOIG

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2650
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provides a formatted disk capacity
of 2.07 Gigabytes on a single connection to UDA, KDA, KDB and
HSCS0/70 DSA controllers. It is RA
compatible and replaces RA type of
drives such as RA60, RA70, RA80,
RA81, RA82 and RA90. This boosts
the access to disk storage of an
HSCSO to 50 Gigabytes and an
HSC70 to nearly 70 Gigabytes.

Users can now increase their storage
limits without increasing their controller connections and the associated costs. Utilizing compact and reliable industry standard 5 1/4 inch
disks, the RACE ARRAY offers
incremental storage from 1 to 4
drives in a 5 1I4 inch high rackmount chassis.

EXSYS Storage Systems, Inc.
1340 Tully Rosd
San Jose, CA 95122
408/ 292-0343

RA, DSA , SDI, UDA , KDA, KDB and l-ISC 11«.• tr1td~marks llf Digit.11 Equipment Corpom tion
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The OLTP
Software Funnel

DIGITAL
WATCH
Evan Birkhead

DEC's strong
new presence
m On-Line
Transaction
Processing (OLTP) is really a new
marketing strategy. Although not a
major player in the potent OLTP industry, DEC has been addressing OLTP
solutions for years. But the approach
was low key, overshadowed by the company's activities in flashier, more visible industries. DEC never had a welldefined plan, leaving OLTP to IBM and
Tandem Computers Inc.
With or without DEC 's involvement, OLTP is, as DEC President Ken
Olsen acknowledges, "the fastestgrowing part of business in the computer world." That little statistic must
have raised somebody's eyebrows in
Maynard. It was clearly a catalyst for
July 's announcement ofDECTP, DEC 's
package for distributed-style transaction
processing. DECTP funnels existing but

''
''

With or without DEC's involvement, OLTP
is, as DEC President Ken Olsen
acknowledges, ''the fastest-growing
part of business in the computer world."

untargeted software systems into OLTP
applications.
That's not to suggest the announcement contained nothing new. The headliner, DECTP's integral software component, called DECINTACT, appears to be
an excellent environment for applications development and TP programming. A CICS-style TP monitor, DECINTACT is offered as an alternative to
ACMS, DEC's 4GL TP development
environment.

DECINTACT is a re-engineered version of Intact from Advanced Systems
Concepts Inc. of Hoboken, New Jersey.
Version 1.0 supports RMS files and accesses Rdb and VAX DBMS databases. It
also contains a Terminal Forms Editor
(TFE) that enables software developers to
create screen forms on a terminal.
DECINTACT's architecture is the
basis for DEC's claim that it increased its
previous TP speeds fivefold.

Quick Transactions

PRODUCT

PRICE

DECINTACT version 1.0
RdbNMS version 3.0 including
VAX SOL version 2.0
VAX COD/Plus version 4.0
VAX RALLY version 2.0
VAX DBMS version 4.0
VAX Data Distributor version 2.0
VAX ACMS version 3.0
VAX TOMS version 1.8
VAXLINK Software
VIDA with IDMS/R
9.7 GB SA600 Storage Array
4.6 GB SA600 Storage Array

$4,457 to $141 ,135
$2,250 to $71 ,250
$340 to $10,810
$620 to $14,940
$3,150 to $99,750
$750 to $23,750
$3,225 to $102,125
$620 to $14,870
$5,000 to $42,000
$2,760 to $87,280
$225,000
$125,000

DECTP was developed to give credibility to DEC's definition of transaction
processing as the ability to transact
business with the consumer quickly and
easily, especially at the moment of transaction. Global securities trading and
other banking applications, retail and
manufacturing are among the industries
DEC hopes to address.
One major selling point of DECTP
is its versatility, although much credit
goes to the VAX architecture itself
DECTP systems run on any size VAX and
can be built from the ground up. Endless
combinations of compatible software
options can coexist, and sites can
develop a system dedicated to OLTP or
integrate it with other activities such as
memos to billing and accounting file

P ricing for DECIP components. The software license prices listed range from
the VAXSTATION 2000 t,o the VAX 8978 clustu.
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No other application development software
is quite this fast.

Sure,youexpectspeed.Butnotthis
much speed. Truth is, anyone who has ever
developed applications is surprised by
PROGRESS. Like the developers who
gave it the highest satisfaction rating
among the 4GL DBMSs surveyed by
DATAPRO~

PROGRESS is a high-performance 4GL
designed specifically for building, modifying, and customizing database applications.
It requires less code than other 4GLs, it's
crash-proof, and it's transparently portable
across UNIX, XENIX, ULTRIX, MS-DOS,
VAXNMS, and CTOS/BTOS, as well as
LANs.
Well, hold your horses.

NOW PROGRESS APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT IS EVEN FASTER
WHENYOUADDPROGRESS
FAST TRACK~
PROGRESS FAST TRACK is a menudriven application builder that allows developers and users to paint screens, create
menus, generate reports and perform
queries. Unlike other application builders,
PROGRESS FAST TRACK provides you
greater flexibility and control by generating
4GLcode.
Foronly $95t, you can test drive a copy of
PROGRESS. And if it's not as fast as we say
it is, we'll refund your money. So call today.
And hang on tight.

1,------------,

I
I
I
I
I

Send $95t for your PROG RESS Test Drive.
Or call: Progress Software Corporation
50akPark
Bedford, MA01730

1-800-FAST4GL
(In Massachusetts,
call 617-275-4500)
FAX: 617-275-4595
Telex: 509965
(In Canada, call
416-620-6766)

I

I
I
I
I
-~ -=- -=- @ I
-= ~ I
--=--===--=-~
I
---~~

PROO ::::::

IL_FASTEST
START
FINISH.
_ _ _FROM
___
_ _TO
__
_ _

_J

Offices in: Atlanta, Boston, NewYork, San Diego, Washington, D. C. , Amsterdam, Brussels, Cologne, Copenhagen, Helsinki, London, Melbourne, Montreal, Munich, Oslo, Paris,
Reykjavik, Stockholm, Sydney, Toronto, Vienna, and Zurich.
•oATAPRO ReportsonSohware. UATAPRO 70 C 1986, 1987, DATA PRO RESEARCH CORroRATION tForin1emationalorderspleasecallforsh1ppingandhandlmgmformation.
PROGRESS and PROGRESS FAST TRACK are registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation, de\'elopersof advanced software technology for business and industry. The following are trademarks or the followmJi: companies: VAX, VMS and ULTRIX of
Digital Equipment Corporal ion; UN IXof AT&T: MS-DOS and XENIX of Microsoft Corp.; CTOSofCon\·erJi:ent TechnoloJi;tes, Inc.: HTOSofUnisysCorporation.
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Oracle Responds To RDBMS OLTP Challenge
After 2 112 years of designing, developing
and rewriting nearly 50 percent of version 5 code, Oracle Corporation of Belmont, California, announced in July a
new entry in the transaction processing
arena.
Traditionally an area for network or
hierarchical databases, ORACLE version
6.0 includes a dedicated Transaction Processing Subsystem to add true On- Line
Transaction Processing (OLTP) capability
to its relational database system. It boasts
a to-fold improvement in transaction
processing rates per second over ORACLE
version 5.0.
Version 6.0 of the ORACLE RDBMS
takes full advantage of multiprocessor environments. Its multiserver architecture

ORACLE Version 6.0
PLATFORMS: A variety of platforms including VAX/VMS, IBM/MVS and
VM/CMS, 30 UNIX platforms, Macintoshes and PCs will be supported

PRICE: $4,000 to $250,000, depending on
configuration

HEADQUARTERS:
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 598-8000

FOUNDED: 1977
PRODUCT LINE: Database management,
application development, decision support and network communications
software
REVENUES: $282.1

million

NET EARNINGS: $42.9 million
OWNERSHIP: Public (NASDAQ: ORCL)
BRANCHES: 21 U.S., 57 international
CIRCLE 568 ON READER CARD
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allows user processes to share an inmemory copy of data as well as read data
from disk. Several background processes
caring for specific database functions run
independently of user processes, thus improving throughput and response time.
On multiprocessor machines, processes
can run in parallel, again improving
performance.
lio optimization is achieved through
a redo log, a technique whereby the
several changes to database rows required
by a single transaction are written to disk
in one physical 110 operation. Only the
row being changed is written back to
disk, rather than entire pages of data.
Multiple transactions can be piggybacked
in the redo log and written out in one
operation, substantially reducing disk 110.
ORACLE's use of a least-recentlyused algorithm for writing back pages to
the database also ensures that pages in
memory get updated as many times as
possible before being written to the
database.
Rather than locking an entire page or
table during a transaction, ORACLE locks
at the row and index level. This ensures
better concurrency and reduces contention among users.
Database rows can be read and updated simultaneously. Queries and ad hoc
reports can be produced without interfering with system performance. Called
Multi-Version Read-Consistency, this
technique reduces the data contention
between those users reading the database
and those updating it.
Fault tolerance and data recovery are
provided. The redo log is used to recover
transactions that weren't written to the
database at the time of system failure. Portions of a database can be backed up and
recovered on-line while users are entering transactions. If a disk should fail on
a multidisk database, users not needing
that data still can run unaffected. Full support of disk shadowing techniques as
found in VMS is provided. In clustered

environments, a failure of one CPU poses
no problems; another processor recovers
all in-process transactions from the failed
CPU and allows work to continue on all
healthy CPUs.
Databases can be spread across
multiple disks. ORACLE's SQL*DBA helps
database administrators control and
monitor databases and system
performance.
PLISQL, included with ORACLE, is a
powerful procedural OLTP extension that
reduces application dev~lopment time.
Throughput is increased by grouping
several SQL statements into one database
request.
ORACLE used the TPl OLTP benchmark to conduct tests. Perfonnance tests
simulating a bank with five million accounts, 500 branches and 5,000 tellers run
on a VAX 6240 using one processor produced 11.0 transactions per second (tps)
on a 500 MB database. Mean response
time was 1.6 seconds. Performance improved proportionately as processors
were added. Using four processors, performance improved to 42.6 tps with a
mean response time of .40 seconds.
Tests simulating a bank with
3,600,000 accounts, 360 branches and 3,600
tellers conducted on a VAX 8820 achieved
a peak rate of 32.8 tps with a mean
response time of .46 seconds. Transaction
processing rates of 48.6 tps and 37.0 tps
were achieved on a four-processor 6240
and an 8820, respectively, on a smallerscale database called the Banking
Benchmark.
ORACLE version 6.0 will be available
starting in mid-October for use on platforms running the benchmark tests,
which includes the VAX under VMS, IBM
and Amdahl machines under MVS, and
Sequent minicomputers running UNIX.
Releases for VM/CMS, Sun, Pyramid,
Hewlett-Packard, Data General, Macintoshes and PCs will be available shortly
thereafter.
-David B. Miller
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ROM is the ONLY application developer designed specifically
to get department software development done. More than
just a database, ROM is a complete application development
system AND full relational database - integrated into one
flexible, table-driven tool.

ROM'• table-driven technology is a generation beyond conventional database development. ROM supplies all the
parameters that shape standard application components. You
add your own custom-designed specifics. ROM eliminates -..-..:...::.:...::...:.::...::.-----....~~
the need to code and recode routine application features.

ROM is nonlanguage, fill-in-the-form application development. With no programming code to analyze, the learning
curve is short and productivity increases. With or without
software development specialists, you create the entire application: data input forms, summaries and reports, command
menus, on-line help files and processes to validate and
manipulate data. You' ll implement even the most procedural
tasks - without procedural language syntax.
After initial software development - your department's
needs will evolve. ROM makes system modification and
maintenance easy. You add new forms and reports - when
you need to. You create new files or change data relationships
- quickly. And without any change or rewrite, ROM applications will transfer and share data across 10 different operating
systems. You save time and money with one software
product for your VAX, PDP..11 and IBM-PC.
Since 1980, ROM has been the choice of more than 2500
departmental application developers. For quick application
development and easy maintenance, for increased productivity
and extended portability, for stand-alone, integrated,
distributed or networked systems .. . there's no better
software solution than RDM .

Find out how your
applications can rise to
the top of the stack.
Call today.
800-362-6203
In Canada, call 800-255-6378
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Interactive Technology, Inc.
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customized to put the power where you
need it: either integrated with a large
database or optimized to do many transactions or complex transactions. Virtually all the DECTP systems can be integrated directly with related systems in
the group.
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IBM
Old Orchard Rd.
Armonk, NY 10504
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The existing software systems that were
funneled into DECTP have undergone
major improvements. For example, the
improvements made in VAX Common
Data Dictionary (CDD)/Plus version 4.0
are significant to customers who have
been sitting in the previous version for
almost three years.
CDD/Plus is a dictionary that's optimized for performance across a
distributed database. The new version
contains a single logical dictionary for
networkwide reference with an improved way to integrate and roll up data
collected by applications across a net-
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users. Suitable DECTP software systems
can be added like building blocks.
In addition, DECTP systems can be

work. Data definitions can be managed
centrally or locally.
Another hot ticket was the debut of
version 3.0 ofRdb/VMS, DEC's maligned
relational database management system.
According to DEC, the new version
demonstrates a 10-fold performance improvement. On its own, Rdb can handle up to 30 transactions per second (tps)
on an 8800. Version 3.0 supports
multifile databases, enabling database
storage areas to be distributed across
multiple disks or files.
The performance of ACMS, claims
DEC, can be increased from six to 30 tps
when used with Rdb.
In addition, Rdb now incorporates
VAX Structured Query Language (SQL)
version 2.0, DEC's implementation of the
ANSI-specified SQL. SQL statements can
be embedded in Ada source files. In fact,
VAX SQL statements can be linked with
any VMS-compatible third-generation
programming language. Rdb now also

The high level applications included in GRAFkit are:
X, Y Graphs
X, Y, Z Graphs
Contours
Histograms
Scatter Diagrams
Streamlines
Vector Graphs
3·D Solids
3·D Surfaces
Cartographic Maps
Map Data Overlays

Contours
Scientific contours are easily drawn with color fill
capabilities to quickly see the relative distribution of
data points . Labeling is accomplished during pro·
gram set-up, allowing all graphs to be drawn
automatically.

X, Y Graphs
Two-function graphs are easily generated even with
large data bases. High quality presentation graphs
are available by using GRAFkit's curve fitting and
color fill capabilities.

For increased technical graphics capabilities on
workstations or larger departmental computers,
GRAFkit is the solution .

EXPANDING THE POWER
OF GKS

GRAFkit '" expands the graphics capability of workstations and departmental computers in VMS , Ultrix ,
and Unix environments . It is an economical solution
that gives the user superior performance and versatility. And GRAFkit has been enhanced to include
advanced graphics routines from the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), a pioneer in
graphics development for twenty years.
JD Surface
The 3D surface application plots a perspective of a
function of two variables with hidden lines removed .

GRAFkit includes a Graphical Kernel System (GKS)
foundation which organizes graphic data in an ANSI/
ISO approved format . The GRAFkit GKS also features
an ANSI /ISO approved Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM) which stores data device-independently.
GRAFkit's applications are completely functional with
any standard conforming GKS software, however,
the GRAFkit GKS provides support for more than
100 devices .

Uttnx and VMS are registered trademar1ts of 01g1tal Equipment Corp Umx rs
a registered trademark ol Sun OS.

SCO. Inc .
740C S. Pierce Ave .
Lou isville. CO 80027-9989
3031666·5400
Telex: 292682
FAX: 3031666·7054

1-800-222-4239,ext. 714
See us al: The Federal Computer Conference, Oct.
26-28, 1988 in Washington O.C., Booth No.2222,
ANO al OEXPO West, Oct. 19-21, 1988, Booth
No .1659 .
SCO. Inc . is a division of International Computer Exchange , Inc.
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Measured Against Masterpiece,
All Other Financial Software
Comes Up Short.
A Total Financial System.
Only Computer Associates' Masterpiece®
offers a complete financial softv.are
system. with add-on capabilities
beyond the reach of any
competitor:
• Graphics that generate
persuasive, executive-quality
presentations and reports.
• Host and PC Project Management
to provide versatile and ac:M:lnced
project management.
• Distribution Management System
with fully integrated. realtime purchasing. inventory control and order
processing.
• Decision Support System for more
sophisticated financial analysis and
business decision making.
Faster, More Informed Decision Making.
Effective corporate financial management
requires more than just the basic accounting
softv..are products. Masterpiece's total solution is
designed to improve your abili1y to manage
and control your financial information for bster.
more informed decision making.
Don't Corne Up Short-Evaluate Mas1elplec:e!
Offered with an unmatched on-site installation
and implementation program. Masterpiece is
native to your Digital Vtv< . We invite your
comparison. Find out how Masterpiece and
Computer Associates offer the best solution for all
your financial needs. Call Chris Andrews today:

800·841·3734 (Ext. 1910)
(In Calif. 800-468-0725)
Computer Associates
10505 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, CA 92121-1698
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supports databases as large as 50 GB . It's
also an integral component of DECTP.
Less dramatic were the new releases
of VAX Rally, a 4GL tool that helps programmers develop database applications,
and VAX DBMS, DEC's CODASYLcompliant network database management system with a high-speed backup
facility for large databases.
VAX ACMS, a strong option, has
been usurped by DECINTACT. Version
3.0 contains some overall performance
improvements, including queuing and
storing/forwarding of transactions and
a new recovery capability. VAX TDMS
version 1.8, a sister product of ACMS, is
tailored specifically to manage ACMS
forms and other data presentation at a
local terminal.

The IBM Look
DECTP is of interest to people who have
b een asking for IBM-style solutions in
a DEC environment. Besides DECIN-
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Besides DECINTACT, which has a CICS
look, VAX SOL is a classic example
of the IBM influence in OLTP.

TACT, which has a CICS look, VAX SQL
is a classic example of the IBM influence
in OLTP.
VIDA with IDMS/R is DECTP's
package for reading IBM/Cullinet
databases, going through an SNA
gateway. In addition to defining, retrieving and updating in Rdb, VAX SQL can
retrieve data in IBM databases using
VIDA with IDMS/R in read-only mode.
Many other IBM database types, including IMS and VSAM, can be accessed
by a software system called VAXLINK.

It's designed for networked applications
that need to draw data from IBM
mainframes.
VAX Data Distributor, now in version 2.0, is a companion system to VIDA
with IDMS/R and VAXLINK, providing
a way to manage relational databases
across multiple processors. It can make
copies of databases or subsets on the
same or remote systems, and create a
single target database. It also can collect
data from several sources. These are all
IBM-style utilities.

Price/performance. Advanced design. Productivity. Flexibility.
Ease-of-use. Quiet operation. Software/hardware compatibility
and connectivity. Aand Bsize. Bright, detailed color. One-second
RGB screen capture time. Now you really can get it all. In one
neat package. To find out more, call us at 1-800-CALCOMP. Or
write CalComp, P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803.
In Canada, call (416) 635-9010.

Get It All With The
©1988 CALCOMP INC. We draw on you r imagination and Color View are trademarks of CalComp Inc.

To learn how to install these programs or teach them to your staff, you
can attend the TP university that DEC
has established for DECTP.

Benchmarks
DEC's media blitz on DECTP was
devoted to comparisons with Tandem
and IBM. The performance of various
VAXs versus IBM mainframes and
Tandem VLXs running different
database configurations of the DebitCredit benchmark were highlighted.
The bottom line of the comparisons
was that on one transaction system (an
8700), you can have up to 3,000 tellers
doing one transaction per minute, 24
hours a day, seven days a week, for half
the cost of the comparable IBM system
and with more functionality than the
comparable Tandem.
DEC also claims to have completed
100 tps on the Debit-Credit benchmark
on an 8974. This is a three-to-one price-

performance increase over IBM and a
two-to-one increase over Tandem.
The performance of the new SA600
Storage Array is· a major reason why
DECTP systems can attain such fast
speeds. The only hardware component
ofDECTP, the SA600 comprises as many
as eight 1.2 GB RA90 disk drives. It stores
up to 9.7 GB with seek times up to 117.5
ms, and a peak transfer rate of 2.8
MB/sec. The SA600 accesses clusters
through the HSCSO or HSC70.
The bulk of the DECTP announcement was delivered by Bob Hughes,
vice president of marketing. Hughes
sees DECTP and its IBM look as leading
to a new concept, the networked
organization.
"You can have the power of a large
VAXCLUSTER behind the glass wall,
should you choose to do centralized
transaction processing," he maintains.
"Or, you can scale down that power and
transform your business into a decen-

DECTP
PLATFORMS:

VAXNMS

PRICE:

DECTP starts at approximately
and ranges to a high-performance
configuration at approximately $3,883,000

$380,000

HEADQUARTERS:
146 Main St.
Maynard, MA 01754
(617) 897-5111
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tralized operating environment if you
choose. You are no longer limited to one
choice from one vendor, and the other
choice from another vendor."
DEC's success in OLTP will rest on
the company's ability to convince the
world of that.
•
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DECNET:
Looking To Phase V

Bill Hancock

To date, the
only DECNET
Phase V implementations announced are for VMS and MS-DOS. This
leaves DECNET users on other operating
systems wondering if there's a future
after Phase IV, or, in some situations,
Phase II and Phase Ill.
Another concern is what Phase V
will do to a relatively functional network. Will it destroy a useful network?
No, they'll remain useful. Will existing
networks cease to function? No, they'll
continue to run.
Phase V has been a long time in
corning; you could say that it's been
planned since Phase II. Let's examine
the phases and the path they blazed to
Phase V.

Roots
Phase I of DECNET was introduced in
1976, a year after its announcement.
Originally implemented on RSX-11M
systems and later on IAS, RSX-11D and
OS/8 (as DECNET-8), Phase I was built
with a set of goals that appeared after
the product was released.
The original goal was to help
leverage hardware sales by allowing
PDP-I I hardware devices to communicate with each other. Phase I allowed a two-machine, point-to-point
(direct connection from one system to
another) network, and it used a rather
bizarre user interface and an even
stranger program interface. Later goals
included program-to-program capabilities, file transfer and, in future releases,
virtual terminal support.
As a customer of Phase I on my
PDP-1 l/70s running IAS, I wasn't happy.
Phase I had problems. The first time I
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fired it up on my 11/70s, DECNET
crashed both machines. I rebooted the
systems, and it happened again. With
many patches and a lot of frustration, I
got a file transferred, only to find that

some of its undocumented features were
helpful. Program-to-program, although
not as trivial as Phase IV transparent
programming on a VMS system, was
easier than on Phase I. Further, when a

''
''

Phase V has been a long time in
coming; you could say that it's
been planned since Phase II.

the node pools on both systems were
fragmented hopelessly after the transfer
was complete, forcing a reboot of the
system to clean things up.
Then, Phase II came along in 1978,
and it worked. Phase II provided the
touted features of Phase I as well as a
few undocumented capabilities.
However, it was a hassle to set up.
A network installation required that
preparatory generation of components
be completed. It also required that the
network installer perform explicit sizing calculations on buffer allocations
and other link/line attributes, a reSYSGEN of the operating system, driver
building procedures and other work. A
typical Phase II NETGEN took about
two working days on an RSX system
after the operating system had been
regenerated to support the network
components being installed. Those who
weren't familiar with the procedure
needed up to one month to get things
configured correctly.
There were, however, some things
to cheer about. Although DECNET
didn't provide the full palette of network
services we're used to today, it worked
well when configured properly, and

link was active, it stayed active in a
predictable fashion.
Using a utility called Network File
Transfer (NFf), a user could move files
from one system to another over a variety of asynchronous and synchronous
communications devices. An unsupported utility, RMT, allowed some virtual terminal support using a specialized
protocol. The protocol worked well except when an occasional escape sequence
would cause the terminal driver to hang.
All in all, Phase II did what Phase I
promised. It also provided the vision of
the future.

Moving Forward
Phase II was the first implementation to
demonstrate the concept of a layered
network architecture. Although only a
four-layer implementation (physical,
data link control, logical link control
and user layers), it successfully
demonstrated the idea of a layered implementation of a network architecture.
Further, one goal of Phase I was the
use of standards in future implementa-
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tions of the DECNET technology, where
reasonable. When Phase II was released,
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
architecture was announced by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as a model for network
architectures. OSI didn't specify specific
technologies at each of its seven layers,

but it did prescribe generic functionality at each layer. Because of the way in
which Phase II was coded, the natural
flow toward a seven-layer OSI network
was founded in Phase II.
Phase II could link more than two
systems via a network topological technique known as a star. All systems were
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Individual twisted pair cables are run from modular patching located in the wiring
closet to an office wall plate. Ideal for prewiring full heightlfixed wall facilnies.

MMJ is the DEC standard
for data polarization.
The unique off-set style
prevents users from plugging data
equipment into a voice outlet. All
MOD-TAP's products are available
with the MMJ polarization.
MOD-TAP offers innovative
solutions for all your communications wiring needs.

Call today for your free DECconnect
Solutions Application Note and our
latest Applications Catalog.
The MOD-TAP Communications
Wiring System is a modular solution
for voice and data building wiring.
MOD-TAP System is not biased
towards any particular manufacturer's equipment or Local Area
Networking design.

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1657
285 Ayer Road
P.O. Box 706
Harvard, MA 01451-0706

(508) 772-5630

MOD-TAP System UK Ltd.
City Commerce Centre

Marsh Lane
Southampton Hants, 501 1EX
England 44 703 212120
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connected in a star topology through
dedicated communications links so that
routing of traffic from one system
wasn't necessary. I had six systems connected at once in Phase II, and as best
I could determine, Phase II supported up
to eight systems linked in a star fashion
with no routing allowed.
Phase II allowed a technique known
as poor man's routing. This let the network user specify which machines to
route a connection through. For instance, if a user on node ALPHA wished
to send a file to node BETA, it could be
done as long as the two were connected
directly. But if a user on node ALPHA
wished to send the message, to node
GAMMA and GAMMA was connected to
BETI\ and not to ALPHA, it was impossible to send the message because technically Phase II didn't support routing.
By using poor man's routing, however, a network user could send a file
from ALPHA to GAMMA through BETA
as follows:

> NFT GAMMA::BETA::(20,10)
BILL.DAT= BILL.DAT
where the destination is on the left of
the = and the source is on the right.
This command instructs the Network
File Transfer utility to send a file,
BILL.DAT, from the current default UIC
to UIC (20,10) on the remote system
GAMMA by routing the message explicitly through node BETA.
The double colons at the end of the
node names are a standard DECNET
node name termination specification.
Eventually, most of the DEC
arsenal of operating systems ran Phase
II DECNET. This included the PDP-11
operating systems, DECSYSTEM 10s and
20s and VMS as an add-on kit in the initial versions of the operating system.

Another Step
Phase III, released in 1980, featured :
1. Adaptive routing - Nodes figured
out on their own how to get from one
system to another. Further, if a link
failed and there was another path to the
same remote system, Phase III
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all-in-one keyboard .
Add PC-like "Express Windows", Virtual Terminal and
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OPUS terminal comes
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earned our entire OPUS family an Industrial Design Excellence
Award, and it's easy to see why OPUS 3n 1 will soon be on the
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UNIX/XENIX®, VMS/ULTRIX®, VPIX, PC-MOS/MULTI -LINK®,
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automatically conformed to the new
path without user or network manager
intervention.
2. New types of hardware for different
types of system bus structures.
3. An increase to 32 nodes and a later
increase to 255 nodes on a single network - Actually, 255 nodes were supported from the beginning of Phase III
but were restricted to ensure that things
were working properly before commitment of support by DEC.
4. An enhanced network management
architecture using Network Information
and Control Exchange (NICE) protocol.
5. Downline system loading - This
allowed host VMS and RSX systems to
load RSX-11S diskless operating system
kernels into remote PDP-11 systems.
6. Loopback testing and network diagnostics that were usable for network
managers.
7. More than six hops on a route for
messages - Every time a message

traverses a system en route to its final
destination, it has taken a hop. By
restricting the calculations on routing
and the associated buffers, the network

''
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Phase IV appeared about the end pf 1982
and provided enhancements directed
at local area networks (LANs) or,
more specifically, Ethernet.

manager restricts the number of hops
allowed for a network message.
8. Support for X.25 and SNA gateways - Although not a direct part of
DECNET, DECNET was required for the
downline systems loading that was
essential to early versions of the two
products.
One problem with Phase III was

accounting,
distribution and
manufacturing
software for the VAX
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the way nodes updated changes in the
network. When a new system was activated or removed from the network,
adjacent nodes (systems that were

PAYROLL
PURCHASING
SALES HJS1DRY

FULL LINE OF
MANUFACTURING
SOFTWARE

For further infonnation

CALL TODAY 1-800-225-4021
within Mass. (617) 821-1400

logically one hop away from each other)
would tell other adjacent nodes of the
network configuration change. This
sounds trivial, but it isn't. Nodes updated each other by sending the entire
routing database from one node to the
adjacent nodes. If there were more than
50 nodes on the network, the size of the
network database.could get quite large.
This caused overall degradation of the
network in situations where nodes were
constantly up and down.

Further Enhancements
Phase IV appeared about the end of 1982
and provided enhancements directed at
local area networks (LANs) or, more
specifically, Ethernet. Further enhancements included routing segment updates. This meant that the routing
system no longer sent the entire database
on a network update but only the
changes to the network. Other features
included a generic virtual terminal protocol called CTERM that provided a
multisystem virtual terminal capability.
Previous implementations of
DECNET allowed like systems to connect in a virtual terminal method, but
connections to other unlike operating
systems weren't supported by DEC. By
providing a generic terminal protocol
compatible on all systems, Phase IV
allowed dissimilar systems to connect
and allowed user virtual terminal access
to previously unsupported systems.
Another important feature of Phase
IV was the introduction of a concept
called an area. Areas refer to a logical
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AT LAST YOU HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE
FOR VAX* PERFORMANCE MONITORING!
• Quantum PM is a VAX software
product for performance analysis,
capacity planning, and system
tuning. It allows you to collect
and report over 400 configuration,
CPU, 1/0, and memory statistics
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segmentation of nodes into a virtual collection. This meant the network manager could assign an area number to
machines in a logical grouping (e.g.,
geographically, or by work function)

Support for non-DECNET systems
also was included in Phase IV. Terminal
servers, which use the Local Area Transport (LA1) protocol, were introduced in
1984 to connect large numbers of ter-

''
''

DECNET is referred to in phases rather
than versions, because different
operating systems run different
versions of themselves and DECNET.

and the machines could be connected to
each other.
To get to machines that weren't in
the originating node's area, a special .
type of network routing function
known as area routing (or Level II
routing) was activated on nodes that
were routers and adjacent to the areas
being connected. The message then was
sent to a .remote destination node in
another area through the area routers.
Area routing allowed connection between large numbers of nodes without
the overhead of keeping track of all node
status on all nodes in the network.
Because Phase IV also introduced 1,023
nodes per area and support for 62 areas,
the number of machines on a collective
DECNET network could exceed 65,000.
Commensurate with the support of
such a large number of systems was the
capability of some nodes to avoid the
network routing overhead entirely.
These nodes, known as end nodes, could
connect and send messages to any other
node in the local or any connected area,
but didn't have a routing database to update or track. In active networks, routing could consume a great deal of CPU
and I/O power, sometimes degrading the
routing system's overall capabilities. By
allowing only certain nodes the ability
to route traffic, network overhead could
be isolated to the required few machines.
Network access capability wasn't degraded for non-full-featured systems
(end nodes) .
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minals to systems in a distributed way.
The original terminal server project,
called CI-Mercury, was conceived to
connect terminals to a VAXCLUSTER
(CI-based) but was deemed too expensive. Because terminal servers require an
operating kernel, and no server systems
provided by DEC had a load device,
support for downline system loading of
the kernels had to be included.
Support for remote connections
from DECNET-based nodes for terminal
server management also was deemed
essential, so DECNET needed some
enhancements to support the new products. The original terminal services
product, called L!J-11, allowed PDP-11
systems with terminal multiplexers, the
proper amount of memory and Ethernet
cards of certain configurations to be
downloaded from selected RSX and VMS
host systems. When the DECSERVER-100
was introduced in 1985, support was extended for loading a non-PDP system
(DECSERVERS use the Motorola 68000
processor).
Phase III and IV weren't implemented on all systems supported by
DEC. Operating systems such as RT-11 ,
IAS, TOPS 10 and 20 and RSTS/E,
although still sold and supported,
weren't upgraded to Phase m and/or
Phase IV. As a result, many previously
supported DECNET systems can run
only early phases of DECNET (e.g., Rf-11

Phase II). This doesn't mean that such
machines can't be on the network; it
simply means that there are restrictions
about which machines can be connected, and the manner in which they
are linked.
DECNET is referred to in phases
rather than versions, because different
operating systems run different versions
of themselves and DECNET. By specifying DECNET functionality in phases,
any system running a particular phase
of DECNET is presumed to have that
level of functionality and support,
regardless of software version. Thus, the
network manager can determine which
systems have what features and which
systems can be connected in appropriate
configurations.

Making Chan!Jes
In late 1987, when DEC announced the
Phase V implementation of DECNET,
many users cringed, fearing network
reconfigurations, functionality changes
and other horrors. Why? Because in
Phase V, DECNET undergoes serious
changes that affect how it works and
what it does. There's no need to be
concerned about the user interface in
Phase V. Network managers, however,
must relearn the DEC style of networking, as Phase V changes the way
DECNET operates.
Phase V introduces the following
major changes from 1987 through 1990:
1. Support for large networks - A
Phase IV node address consisted of 16
bits (two octets). This combination
allowed permutations of more than
65,500 nodes on a single network. In
Phase V, node addresses are 20 octets
(bytes), allowing extremely large networks. Individual nodes will have a
48-bit local address that allows more
than 281,474,976,600,000 combinations.
Add OSI multiarea allowances plus
multidomain network, and the number
of nodes allowed on an interconnected
network is extremely large.
The OSI addressing standard (ISO
std. IS8348 Addendum 2) provides a
global addressing standard to which all
future nodes will need to adhere for
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connection to worldwide networks like
the Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN). Networks of one million or
more nodes will become common in
larger multinational corporate networks
as computing gets closer to the user.
2. Support for Digital Network Architecture (DNA) and the OSI architectures

simultaneously on the same systems By supporting DNA, existing DECNET
network configurations shouldn't break,
and by supporting OSI, connection to
larger and more diverse networks is
supported.
3. Incorporation of OSI prescribed network management protocols and re-
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placement, where appropriate, of existing DNA management protocols -This
allows a DECNET manager to control
not only DNA nodes but also other OSIcompliant nodes.
4. Replacement of certain proprietary
packet formats, such as DNA routing
headers, to ISO-compliant formats: e.g.,
ISO CLNP, ES-IS -This allows not only
support of OSI network;, but support of
new network technologies in connectionoriented and connectionless networks.
5. Support of OSI data link architectures - This means farewell to the
Ethernet V2.0 packet format and hello to
the IEEE 802 .2/802.3 LAN packet formats
for CSMA/CD networks. Another
benefit is that, theoretically, support for
standard OSI data link protocols should
allow support of other currently nonsupported OSI data link protocols, such
as 802.5 (token ring) and 802.4 (token
bus/MAP networks) .
An important issue in this part of
Phase V is the necessity of support of
High-Level Data Link protocol (HDLC).
In this context, support of HDLC
precludes the use of the current DEC
data link protocol, Digital Data Communications Message Protocol
(DDCMP). When the data link protocol
is exchanged for a different mechanism
and protocol, the change is serious.
6. Access to OSI applications - OSI
provides for certain generic mechanisms, such as electronic mail (X.400), virtual terminals (VTP), file transfer (FrAM)
and other applications under consideration and standardization. By providing
such access, non-DEC systems running
OSI-compliant software and hardware
are capable of being accessed
transparently.
7. A more auto-configurable environment - This feature is a boon to those
who don't have time to deal with the
network software. By allowing the network to determine the buffers and sizes
necessary for certain operations, as well
as other types of link negotiation, the
network can determine the best way to
communicate with a remote node.
8. Modification of routing algorithms
from a Phase IV distance-vector (also
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known as Bellman-Ford) to a new routing mechanism known as link-state, also
called the Dijkstra algorithm or shortest
path first (SPF) - The Phase IV
algorithm was attractive, because it was
easy to implement. But it could cause
network looping under certain topological changes, the network routing
converged at the speed of the slowest
link speed, it was difficult to diagnose
network problems and to secure, and
slow nodes slowed the entire network.
With the Phase V algorithm (which
is not yet an OSI standard), nodes sense
their local and connected environment
and then broadcast this information to
the entire network, causing each routing
node to build a topological map of the
entire network. From that information,
each node independently constructs access routes to other nodes using the SPF
technique.
The Phase V SPF algorithm has
disadvantages in that it's difficult to implement, requires specialized management mechanisms, and is non-trivial to
migrate to from Phase IV. However, it
has many advantages: It allows larger
networks and scales well to larger networks. It converges rapidly after the
network changes. It's easier to secure
than the Phase IV algorithm. It rarely
exhibits loops in the network and
destroys those that appear. It's easier to
diagnose, as each router has a complete
topological map of the network. And it
allows speedier mapping of the route
path for routed traffic.
9. End-node systems that allow more
than one network connection, known as
an end-node multilink capability - End
nodes will allow more than one piece of
network hardware to be connected to
the system and to connect to the appropriate networks. Although such

Digital Equipment Corporation
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(617) 897-5111
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node configurations don't route traffic
between the multiple connections, the
multiple connections allow the system
to be configured in high-availability and
redundant topologies. End-node

Event Notification (MEN) will be incorporated in various layers and utilities to
allow network control.
Eventually, the Network Control
Program (NCP) will be replaced by Net-

''
''

In Phase V, DECNET undergoes serious
changes that affect how it works
and what it does.

systems also can work in multiple areas
simultaneously.
10. Network congestion management
modified to allow network congestion
avoidance rather than the Phase IV
method of congestion control - The
network manages network traffic congestion by adjusting buffering and traffic flow before traffic is discarded
because of congestion overflow.
11. Node names that exceed the current
six-byte node name - To accommodate
transition from Phase IV to V, a node
alias database will exist to allow translation from the old format to the new.
12. Required use of the network naming service - The name service provides for address resolution for various
items such as nodes, devices, applications and other objects through global
names on multiple networks. This service makes life easier for applications and
management of the network.
13. Network management changes
from a monolithic model to a modular,
easily modified model - Through use
of an entity model, relationships between differing network objects, nodes,
modules, events, attributes and other
items are defined.
Network management incorporates
emerging network management standards such as Common Management
Information Protocol (CMIP) and Common Management Information Services
(CMIS). Further, subsystems such as
Management Information and Control
Exchange (MICE) and Management

work Command Language (NCL).
Although similar to NCP, NCL is implemented differently and is incompatible with NCP.

Planning Ahead
How can you get ready for Phase v?
1. Check for hard-coded node names in
applications - In Phase V, node names
may be hundreds of characters long, and
this affects such code.
2. Grow the network as needed but
don't get carried away with areas Areas should reflect actual network
needs.
3. Consider using more dedicated
router systems to speed up network
routing, such as the forthcoming
DECROUTER-2000 system.
4. Prepare to change network programs
that make use of the NICE protocol NICE doesn't exist in Phase V.
5. Use the naming service, because it's
required in Phase V.
6. Modify network databases if you
multiarea Ethernets, as Phase V routing
doesn't support multiple areas on an
Ethernet except for migration issues.
The history of DECNET from Phase
I to Phase V shows the path that
DECNET has taken to support new
features. It also shows that DEC will
take precautions to ensure that Phase V,
while complex, will migrate smoothly.
-Bill Hancock is an independent systems and
network consultant in Arlington, Texas.
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LET'S C NOW

Reading And Writing
Declarations, Part 1

Rex Jaeschke

Editor's note: Most of the declarations you
read and write in your C career will be
simple, and you will know how to read and
write them. In these cases, you don't need
to follow any rules, and most C veterans don't even know what the
rules are, possibly because they've never been spelled out. However, if
you can't read and write arbitrary complex declarations, you never will
be able to fully exploit C's type capabilities. This month, RexJaeschke
opens up the inner sanctum of C and takes us where only the high
priests have gone.
After I became reasonably familiar with the basics of the
C language, I began to explore the limits of the types of objects you can construct in C. To my delight, I found there was
no limit to the set of possible types. However, after you get
past the basic- and elementary-derived types, it's no longer
obvious by quick inspection what a given declaration means,
assuming it compiles without error. On the other hand, if you
want to define an object of some type, you must express it
so it will compile and do what you want. If it contains a syntax error, you must be able to determine why, without trying
all the possibilities and looking at the generated code.
Type information is needed in other areas, too. Specifically,
you need to understand declarations so that you can generate
casts, declare functions that have a given return type, use the
typedef capability and use sizeof All four build on the
knowledge you use in generating a declaration. In this twopart series, I will address each of them.

The Base tYpes
The base types in C are: the signed and unsigned versions of
the integral types char, short, int and long; the floating-point
types float, double, and the ANSI C addition, long double;
and structures, unions and enumerated types.
To declare an object of one of these base types is simple.
You write the type and follow it with an identifier.
For the purposes of this discussion, ignore that a declaration can include multiple declarators (as in int i,j, k;) because
this has no impact on the topic. For the most part, ignore also
the trailing semicolon, because it's not part of the declarator.
Some examples of declarations involving base types are:
int i;
double d·
struct tagl s;
enum color my_color;
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Because a derived type is derived from
another type, you can derive a type from
another derived type, ad infinitum.

The void type isn't quite a base type, because you can't
have an object of that type. (However, ANSI C permits a
pointer to void and functions returning void.) By its very
nature, an object exists and can't have type void. But it can
be argued that void is a base type.

Derived tYpes
There are three possible ways to derive a type Tl from another
type T:
1. Tl is an array of objects each having type T.
2. Tl is a function having a return type T.
3. Tl is a pointer to an object or function of type T.
Consider the following declarations:
int i, a[lO]. f(), *pi;
void g(), *pv;

I've declared i as an object having the base type int, a
is an array of int, f is a function that returns an int, and pi
is a pointer to an int. Also, g is a void function (i .e., it has
no return value), and pv is a void pointer.
This ANSI C invention doesn't mean pv is a pointer to
a non-existent object, as the declaration might imply. Rather,
pv points to an object whose type currently isn't known; i.e.,
a void pointer is a generic pointer.
The types of a, f, pi, g and pv are known as derived types
because they're derived from other types, in this case base
types.
Note that the following declarations are illegal:
void v, b[lO];

The simple rule to remember here involves the position
in the declaration of the derived type punctuation. In the case
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of arrays and functions, the [ ] and ( ) are postfix punctuators.
They follow immediately after the declarator to which they
apply. The pointer notation* is a prefix punctuator, so it comes
immediately before the declarator to which it applies.

Deriving From Derived 1Jpes
Because a derived type is derived from another type, you can
derive a type from another derived type, ad infinitum. For
example:

keywords to be an array of to pointers to char or a pointer
to an array of 10 char? Both are possible, so which is it and
how do we write the other?
The three punctuators *, [ ] and ( ) also happen to be
operators and as such have precedence. Consider the followmg program:

main()
{

char *keywords[lO];
char c;

char **ppc, ***pppc;
long table[lOJ[SJ, counts[SJ [4J [6J;

c = *keywords[OJ;
Here, ppc is a pointer to a pointer to a char. It's derived
from the type "pointer to char" which is derived from the
base type char. In fact, all derived types come down to a base
type, because the base types are the only ones for which there
are keywords. Because * is a prefix punctuator, add an extra
* in front of a valid type declarator until you get the desired
level of indirection.
With the arrays, the situation is very similar, except that
[ Jis a postfix punctuator and is added to the end of the type
declarator to be modified. Thus, a multidimensional array is
an array whose elements are arrays. The final dimension array contains either objects of a base type or pointers (to some
level of indirection) to a base type.
In the two declarations above, a type was derived using
the same punctuator only and the ( ) punctuator·was omitted.
This punctuator can't be applied to itself. For example, int
f{ )( ); is illegal because a function can't return another function. It can, however, return a pointer to a function.
The three punctuators can be mixed and matched, giving rise to other possibilities. However, not all such declarations are valid. Two valid ones are:

char *keywords[lO];
double *test();
Other combinations are possible, but require extra punctuation to write them. Permissible combinations of these punctuators are:

pointer array function
pointer to

YES

YES

YES

array of

YES

YES

NO

function returning

YES

NO

NO

To resolve the right-hand side of the assignment expression, go to the operator precedence table. This indicates that
the [ J takes precedence over the unary * indirection operator.
Therefore, keywords is subscripted, giving a pointer to char
which then is dereferenced to give the char to which it points,
and that char is assigned to c.
The order of precedence of operators in the expression
must be identical to that of the same punctuators in the declaration. I prefer to talk about precedence of evaluation of
operators in expressions and precedence of binding of punctuators in declarations. In any event, C's precedence table
resolves both.
Let's reconsider the declaration char *keywords[tO);.
Because [ ] takes precedence over *, keywords is first an array of to elements, each of which is a pointer, and each of
which points to a char. Returning to our earlier example:

char **ppc, ***pppc;
long table [l OJ [5] , counts [SJ [4J [6J ;
The same rules can be applied. In the case of ppc, there
are two punctuators with the same precedence. However, the
precedence table indicates that multiple* operators (and punctuators) associate right to left. In the case of multiple [ ] punctuators, they associate left to right as would a combination
of[ J and().

Forcing Different Punctuator Precedence
Having proved that char *keywords[to); declares keywords
to be an array of to pointers to char, you'll need the same set
of punctuators to declare a pointer to an array of to char. How
is that written? You need some mechanism to change the
default binding of the punctuators.
The way you change the precedence of operators in an
expression is to use grouping parentheses. Now you've iden-

Precedence Of Punctuators
When a declarator contains more than one of these three punctuators, the order in which they apply to the identifier becomes
a concern. For example, does char *keywords(to); declare
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tified the fourth and final punctuator that's permitted in
declarations.
Note that parentheses are used here for two purposes,
representing both function call and grouping. However, it's
unambiguous to the compiler as to which is meant, and you
too should get comfortable with the difference.
char (*pa) [10];

Here, the parentheses force the * to bind closer to pa than
does [ ), causing pa to be a pointer. It's then a pointer to an
array of 10 elements, each of which is a char.
Such a type is rarely used, and we won't discuss its merits
at this stage. However, such things often exist in multidimensional arrays. For example, if ary is declared as int ary(5][10),
ary[i] has type "pointer to array of 10 int", not "pointer to
int" as many people incorrectly believe.
As you can have redundant grouping parentheses in expressions, so too can they exist in declarations. Therefore, some
of the earlier declarations can be rewritten as:
char *(*ppc);
long (table[lO])[S];
char *(keywords[lO]);
double *(test());

In all cases, the grouping parentheses simply document
the default binding. They serve no other purpose, and after
you've mastered the reading of such declarations, you generally
wouldn't use the extra parentheses, because they clutter up the
declaration.
Other redundant uses of parentheses are:
int (i), ((a)[lO]), ((f)()). (*(pi));

Writing A Declaration
Consider the following declaration requirement where fp is
to be a pointer to a function that returns a pointer to an int.
Now the trick in converting these words into the corresponding declaration is to work top down. First and foremost, fp
is a pointer, so let's write that:
(*fp)

Because the pointer notation uses a prefix punctuator,
write the * before the fp.
Note that just like expressions, white space between punctuators and identifiers is ignored, so you could write
( * fp ) instead, although this doesn't add anything. In fact,
it might reduce readability.
Instead, surround *fp with parentheses to ensure that the

* binds tightest, regardless of any other punctuators that may
be added.
Next, tp is a pointer to a function, so add the postfix function punctuator and the binding parentheses, giving:
( (*fp) ())

The function returns a pointer, so add the prefix
another pair of grouping parentheses to produce:

* and

(*((*fp)()))

The function returns a pointer to an int, so add the base
type as a prefix (and the trailing semicolon), giving the syntactically complete declaration:
int (*((*fp)()));

I religiously have added grouping parentheses at every
step just in case they were needed. In this case, one or more
of the pairs is redundant and therefore can be removed. (Of
course, leaving them in causes no harm unless you feel it hurts
readability.)
To determine which sets of parentheses are redundant,
work from the bottom up or, if you like, from the outside in.
Clearly, the outermost pair is redundant, because no other
punctuators are outside them. Also, the next outermost pair
can be removed because ( ) has higher precedence than *· When
these two pairs are erased, you get:
int (*fp) ();

Now there's one pair left. Note that the ( ) aren't grouping parentheses; they represent a function call punctuator. The
remaining pair is meant to ensure that * has precedence over
( ). Because this isn't the case by default, the parentheses are
needed. If they were removed, as in int *fp( );, tp would
become a function that returns a pointer to an int. That's not
the goal, and that's as far as you can go.
You now have sufficient knowledge to write any declaration you want. Of course, if such a declaration is invalid (for
example, a function returning a function), you'll get the corresponding error from your compiler. But if such a declaration would have been valid, you would know how to write
it by following these rules outlined above.
To check your understanding, use the rules outlined to
prove that the declarations shown below actually match their
English descriptions.
Declare funct as a function returning a pointer to a function returning a pointer to an array of 10 structures of type tag:
struct tag (*(*funct() )()) [10];

Declare ptr as a pointer to a pointer to an array of five
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pointers to double:

double *(**ptr)[SJ;
Declare ary as an array of 10 arrays each of five pointers
to functions returning short:

short int (*ary[lOJ [SJ)();

Reading A Declaration
When you understand the rules and can write any declaration,
reading them is easy. You simply apply the rules in reverse.
The only difference is that the declarati~n doesn't contain
redundant grouping parentheses, so you'll have to revert to
the precedence table to determine the order of binding of the
punctuators.
This can be demonstrated by reverse engineering one of
the three declarations you've just written. What does the
following declaration mean?

Q'Text was the best ...
... all round word processing system for your Digital
Equipment computers. It gave nothing to the others
in the number of features and functions it supported
or in user friendliness. It was the only word
processor which worked on a complete range of
DEC processors and operating systems ...

... but no longer
Introducing

TJIBXlril

double *(**ptr)[SJ;
Working inside out, note (**ptr). Because * associates
right to left, ptr is a pointer to a pointer. Then either apply
the * or [ ] , and because [ ] binds tighter, ptr is a pointer to
a pointer to an array of five elements. Finally, each of those
array elements is a pointer to a double. If the declaration contained redundant parentheses as follows, there would be no
need to look at the precedence table:

double *((*(*ptr))[SJ);
As a final test, convince yourself that the following
declarations mean what the narrative says.

QTExrII has all of the features of Q'Text and is upwards compatible with it. In addition QTExrII has a
host of new features including:

Text, Command, Calculator and line
drawing Macros

Q

Support for laser printers including
Postscript

Q

Multiple work files

Q

Activate other tasks from within
QrEXrII

Q

Journal files and Autosave

Q

1ong int (*(*point)()) [SJ ;
Q

declares point as a pointer to a function returning a pointer
to an array of five long ints.

enum color *(*(*(*al[SJ)[3J)())[6J;
declares at as an array of five pointers to an array of three
pointers to functions returning a pointer to an array of six
pointers to enums of type color.

Function Prototypes
With the addition of function prototypes by ANSI C, declarations involving functions now can contain argument information as well. However, this doesn't change any of the rules
for reading and writing declarations. It simply makes the
declarations more complex. For example:

Many other new features

Ask us about our free update policy
for current users of Q'Text

~
Quite simply the best all around word
processing system for your DEC Computer

E{!c;;/f(_]J cSy>iEm> flnc. invit<>
you to vi>it u> at 'Booth

# 4 2 1 at

'DE9(.PD <W...t
ECAP SYSTEMS INC.
69 Ste.·Euphemie. Casselman, Ontario, CANADA KOA 1MO

(613)764-3889

int fl(double, char*);
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declares ft to be a function that takes two arguments (of type
double and char *, respectively) and that returns an int. In
the following more complex case:
double (*f2(void))(double);

f2 is declared as a function that has no arguments and returns
a pointer to a function, taking one double argument and returning a double value.

Classes and Type Qualifiers
Declarations can contain class and type qualifier keywords such
as register, static, extern, auto, const and volatile (and in
the case of MS-DOS implementations, near, far and huge) .
Like prototypes, these keywords have no effect on how you
read or write declarations. When you work out how to write
the required declaration without these keywords, it's a relatively simple task to insert them in the appropriate places. For
example:
static volatile char *canst p;

declares p to be a static const non-volatile pointer to a

ProMod Is ...
The Complete VAX/VMS-Based
Integrated CASE Environment.

''
''

When you understand the rules and
can write any declaration, reading
them is easy. You simply apply
the rules in reverse.

volatile non-const char.
This column has considered the rules and techniques for
reliably reading and writing arbitrary declarations. Part 2 will
focus on how to build on them to generate casts, declare functions that have a given return type, use the typedef capability
and use sizeof
Readers are encouraged to submit any C-related comments and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way,
Reston, VA 22091. -Rex Jaeschke is an independent consultant,
author and lecturer. He is the C language editor of DEC PROFESSIONAL and our representative on the ANSI C Standards Committee.

This is the best VAX terminal
money can buy.

• Requirements Analysis
• Top Level Design • Detailed Design
• Code Development • Code Generation • Code Maintenance

P

roMod . From requirements analysis to code maintenance , ProMod is now being used for software development on all VAX/VMS platforms.
Because ProMod was developed on a VAX/VMS system, it's right
at home on your existing hardware. And if you're also using
PCs, identical packages let you freely transfer all data, text and
graphics between your PCs and VAX.
Completely integrated or used as standalone modules, there's
never a gap in performance with ProMod.
Join the growing family of VAX/VMS-based software developers
worldwide who rely on the power of ProMod state-of-the-art
CASE tools. Call our toll-free numbers now for complete
information.
Outside California:

In California:

1-800-255-2689 1-800-255-4310
-

- -

~~

23685 Birtcher Drive, El Toro, CA 92630
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It's a Macintosh, of course. But using any of White Pine's family
of emulators, it appears to a VAX exactly like a DEC terminal.
White Pine provides other MAC/VAX connectivity software, too.
Like Reggie, which converts Macintosh graphics into DEC formats (ReGIS and SIXEL) for use by VAX applications or output
devices. And VMacS, which allows users to store and manage
A
Macintosh files on the VAX's hard disks and
f .\ tape drives.
~ ~
For more information, call or write:
~~
White Pine Software,
94 Route lOlA, PO Box 1108,
WHITE PINE
Amherst, NH 03031, (603) 886-9050.
SOFTWARE
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Error Rate/Second
Noise simulation tests run with a 30K binary spreadsheet file at
1200 baud between /BM-PC's, using BLAST II, rev. 8. t . Comparable or better results on VAX and other environments.

Most communications software performs well under ideal conditions. But in
the real world of noisy communications
circuits and satellite-routed phone calls,
there's only one consistent performance
leader-BLAST.
The secret is Blocked ASynchronous
Transmission, BLAST's protected-pipelining protocol that won't slow down to a
snail's pace, drop data or disconnect in
adverse conditions. Noisy phone lines . ..
satellites .. . PBX switches . . . X.25
packet network delays-your valuable
data BLASTs through it all.

Link PCs, Macs, Minis & Mainframes
Only BLAST guarantees you fast, 100%
error-free file transfer among micros, minis
and mainframes running under 30 different
operating systems. No matter what systems
you need to connect, BLAST software
links them all. Connect hundreds of sites at
down-to-earth prices-and let BLAST 's
speed cut your phone charges, too.
And the new BLAST II expands upon
this rugged power with a streamlined user
interface, Vf-100/220 emulation, superior
data compression, auto-dialing and all the
other "state-of-the-art" featu res you'd
expect. Plus, you get BlastScript, a
powerful English-like programming
language that lets you quickly create
custom menu-driven applications on
multiple systems. Easily set up remote
polling, data collection, order entry and
other powerful applications.

Any computer with BLAST can talk
to any other computer with BLAST:
IBM .. .. .. .. ... ... . .. VM/CMS or MVSITSO
DEC ... . ........ . . . . VAXNMS;PDP/RSX;RT-11
DATA GENERAL ...... RDOS;AOS;AOSNS
WANG ........... ... VS
PRIME ........... . .. PRIMOS
HEWLETI-PACKARD .. 3000/MPE; 1000/RTE
HARRIS ........ .. . . . VOS
TANDEM . .. . . ....... LXN
UNISYS ...... .. ..... BTOS, CTOS, UNIX
IBM-PC & PS/2 ....... MS-DOS
APPLE .. . .. .. .. .... . MACINTOSH
UNIX/XENIX . . .. .. .... AT&T; Altos; NCR; Sun HP;
VAX & mVAX; 386 PCs.
Many others available; please inquire.

The choice of the FORTUNE 500
When Bankers' Trust, Blue Cross,
Exxon, Nabisco and many other FORTUNE 500 companies chose communications software fo r their financial data
transfer operations, they chose BLAST to
cut through the noise. Shouldn't you
choose BLAST too? Give us a call today.

1·800·24·BLAST
Communications Research Group
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5615 Corporate Boulevard· Baton Rouge. LA 70808 • (504) 923-0888
Crosstalk is a registered 1rademark of D191tal Commumcat1ons Associates. Inc ' Copyright 1988. Communica11ons Research Group. Inc
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The Growing
Self-Maintenance Market

Ron Levine

Today, there's
a rapidly expanding selfma in ten an c e
market in DEC-based systems. TRW's
Customer Service Division in Fairfield,
New Jersey, has taken note of this. At
the Anaheim DEXPO, TRW is scheduled
to announce a comprehensive services
program aimed at dealers' self-servicing
customers.
Designed to attract both dealers and
their customers to the TRW support
services network, it lets customers
choose from a variety of support services and select the level of help they need
to maintain their equipment and systems. TRW is working to become a partner with the self-servicer, providing
underlying technical support, diagnostics, product repair capabilities,
training, reference materials and a host
of other services.
Self-maintenance doesn't mean 100
percent self-sufficiency. It includes relationships with outside dealers who provide support to assist in servicing
endeavors that either can't be handled or
aren't cost-effective in-house. TRW's
Support Services Dealer Program is an
attempt to capture this self-maintenance
market segment.
That the self-maintenance market is
growing is evidenced in a survey conducted by DEC PROFESSIONAL. We
asked subscribers responsible for obtaining service at their companies whose
services they used. The survey revealed
that 78 percent use DEC, 25 percent use
a third-party maintenance company and
nine percent use in-house service.
Nine percent represents a tremendous increase in self-servicers. Not
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Self-maintenance doesn't mean 100 percent
self-sufficiency. It includes relationships with
outside dealers who provide support .

many years ago, only the largest and
most technically oriented firms attempted such an undertaking. Today,
more users opt to do service themselves,
calling on outside help only when
necessary.
Considering that the computer systems field service market is expected to
be valued at $9.5 billion by 1992, there's
substantial business waiting to be captured in the self-maintenance segment.
Although depot repair organizations
have long targeted self-servicers as a
major business source, third-party
maintenance companies largely have ignored them, viewing them as competition rather than as an untapped source
of revenue. But this attitude may be
changing.

Support Services
Offering support services to the selfservicer isn't out of character for TRW.
In 1987, 57 percent of its accounts were
third-party maintenance, while 42 percent were self-maintenance.
At that time, TRW's SupporL 0.:rvices consisted of documentation, diagnostics, depot repair, technical information, supply sales and training classes for
hardware maintenance, software and
operation. In 1988, a Technical Support
Service was added. It's subscriptionbased and provides the user with telephone assistance or fly-in, on-site sup-

port. Remote diagnostics troubleshooting also can be purchased under this
program.
Logistics for VAX and some PDPs
has been expanded and includes depot
repair and spare parts sales for many
currently installed DEC systems. Consultant services, including installation
management, self-maintenance and system management services, also are
among TRW's offerings. TRW plans to
expand the technical documentation
service in early 1989 with an on-line
reference service and a MICROVAX environment system management
program.
The TRW Support Services Dealer
Program provides an array of support
services for current DEC products and
systems. Diagnostic products are available for the VAX 700 series, 86xx series,
and MICROVAX computers and
peripherals. Training classes are held for
PDP-11, VAX and associated peripherals
in hardware maintenance, software, and
operations and management. Customers
and TRW in-house trainees attend the
same classes. Technical Support Services,
including maintenance, consulting and
logistics support (depot repairs and
spare parts) are available for most VAX
systems and some PDP product lines.
Although the Support Services
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FOCUS is the number one fourthgeneration language on mainframes, minis,
and micros.
Why? Because it actually
does what a 4GL is supposed
to do. And 400,000 users agree.
If you're skeptical, make us
prove it.
Just give us a call and we'll
come to your place, install
FOCUS, and create a prototype application that
(and here's the trick)
runs against your production database.
Or, if you prefer,
against FOCUS' own
shared-relational
database manager. Either way, we'll
do it in four hours. At no charge.
What's more, we'll write the
entire application in the FOCUS
language-with no exits to
COBOL, FORTRAN. or C for the
hard parts. FOCUS is such a
complete language you can use it
to write almost any applicationfrom heavy-duty transaction
systems to any type of online
inquiry system.
Moreover, FOCUS can directly
access every major database
system running on every major
hardware platform.

the second machine, access any major database running there.
FOCUS supports IBM 370,
PC and PS/2, VAXNMS, UNIX V.
Wang VS, and others. With, we
might add, full portability. An
application developed in any of
these environments will immediately execute in any other.
That means, for example,
that you can use a
PC as a workbench
for mainframe application development.
SQL compatibility?
However you need it,
FOCUS can do it.
There's more.
Developers' Windows let your
professional programmers use a
windowed interface to create
window-driven applications
quickly and easily. The result is
great-looking software with a
superior user interface.
TableTalk is the FOCUS pointand-pick windowed interface
that lets your end users create
their own inquiries, customized
reports, or even relatively complex
applications-using only the arrow
keys and the enter key.
And FOCUS lets you set the
security ~d access levels you want:

I

We're talking about online access here, not
Sound too good to be true? It's not.
merely batch data extracts. And FOCUS will
But don't believe this ad. Make us prove it.
address multiple databases .---- - - - - - - -- - - - - - ,
Just call 1-212-736-4433,
simultaneously, and perform
Who says we're number one? Ext. 3700, and ask for
outerJ"oins.
"Information Builders' 4GL products were,
details. And if you give the
once again, the only ones to lead in their
We'll take that a step
niche in mainframes, minis, and micros. No
word, one of our techfurther. If two computers
other vendor has duplicated this feat in the
nicians will come out to your
communicate, a FOCUS user
seven-year history of this research effore
place and make it happen.
on one can, via FOCUS on
- Software Magazine 1988 Software Market Survey
Right before your eyes.

(lal] E9~~~!.
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Considering that the computer systems field
service market is expected to be valued at
$9.5 billion by 1992, there's substantial
business waiting to be captured .

package aims at the self-maintenance
market primarily through dealers, TRW
sells directly to end users. A TRW
spokesman admitted that some channel
conflicts exist between TRW direct sales
and dealer sales, but was confident that
these can be resolved. Dealer sales of
support services are bundled with the
hardware sale; TRW direct sales contain
no hardware component.
TRW offers the complete package
of technical assistance, or any part of it,
in a turnkey operation; i.e., a selfmaintenance package comprising onsite backup, consulting, diagnostic support, technical support, system management and technical reference services.
According to Bill · Fredell, TRW
Customer Service Division manager,
"TRW offers a cafe-style menu to choose
just how much maintenance support

you want and how much you want to
pay for. This approach provides enough
backup to offer security for your selfservice program. Knowing that there's
someone to call if you run into something you can't handle is important in
an in-house service environment."

Services Rundown
Diagnostics Sales are aimed at small
companies buying used equipment and
others needing troubleshooting aids and
system exercisers. The MICROVAX
diagnostics is the lead offering in this
category. The dealer sells it with both
the TRW name and dealer logo on the
diagnostics software. It can be bundled
with the dealer's hardware sales.
Training Sales, non-maintenance
and maintenance training courses, can be
purchased under TRW through a par-

D EasyPage Publisher
D Distribution
D Manufacturing
D Job Costing Const.
D Service and Call
Dispatch Management
o Property
Management
o Mailing List
D UNIX Software

TRW Customer Service Division
15 Law Dr.
Fairfield, NJ 07006-2078
(201) 575-7110
CIRCLE 412 ON READER CARD

SOLUTIONS TO THE
SOFTWARE PUZZLE

COLT
SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGIES

D Retail Management
with POS

ticipating dealer and resold to the
dealer's customer.
Maintenance is scheduled i:o begin
later this year. Maintenance services
under the TRW logo can be sold to the
dealer's customer along with the hardware sale.
Support Services can be resold by
a participating dealer to his customers.
Initially, this ,offering will focus on
hardware and later. move into operational system support. When sold
through the dealer, this support package
may be included with the hardware sale.
The dealer benefits because TRW's
name and services are bundled with the
hardware sale. "The customer can buy
his support and maintenance along with
the system and he never has to write
another check," says Carroll Collins, a
TRW marketing manager. "The program
allows the dealer to deliver an alternative
set of services at the time of sale. VMS
and maintenance support and the hardware, software and operations training

EXECUDESK - Executive/Salesman Organizer
Corporate Event Calendar, Personal Calendar/Scheduler,
Equipment Scheduler, Personal Expense Organizer,
Master Appointment Scheduler, Message and Reminder
System, Business Calculator.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING - Control customer

CHARGEBACKS with a comprehensive Accounts
Receivable system. General Ledger operates like a
spreadsheet with flexible user designed reports. The
account number is user defined with up to twelve
characters. Accounts Payable supports five check
formats and includes a bank statement reconciling
capability. And of course, Payroll is available.
Authorized Distributor

DIGITAL B USINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
201-542-7600
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

EXECUDESK allows windowing

to and from all modules.
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The longer you wait, the deeper it gets.
When your computer's down, every minute counts. And costs.
That's why Sorbus ~" the world's leading independent computer service
company, guarantees four-hour response time on DEC equipment. (We're
shooting for two hours, our average on all equipment.)
And our average repair time is only one and one-half hours.
In other words, we average about three and one-half hours from crashed
to crunching.
We cover more than 3,000 different hardware products-mainframes,
minis, micros, peripherals. Including DEC" PDP-ll:XX, MicroVAX I and II , and
VAX ll/7XX. And more IBM~ equipment than anyone but IBM.
Altogether, we maintain more than 400,000 pieces of computer hardware at 60,000 sites nationwide. Chances are, we should be maintaining
yours, too.
So call Sorbus today. While there's still time.
1-800-FOR-INFO.

SorbussM
A Bell AtlanticMCompany
50 E . Swedesford Road
Frazer, PA 19355

Sorbus is a service mark of Sorbus Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corporation .
DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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of his customer. TRW, after qualifying
the dealer organization, doesn't require
a customer qualification. TRW supplies
the dealer with list prices for its services;
the dealer can resell at the listed retail

courses appeal to a wide variety of
customers. And, of course, the dealer
can make extra profits on the sale," adds
Collins.
The dealer retains complete control

SERVICE PROFILE:
DYNSERVICE
NETWORK
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: 1875
Whipple Road, Hayward, CA 94544
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (415) 732-3080
CONTACI: Julie Criscenti
CLASSIFICATION: Independent repair service

price and receive a volume-based dealer
discount, or he can price within his total
sale package; i.e., bundled with the
hardware sale. In either case, the dealer,
not the customer, is invoiced by TRW at
the discount rate.
The Support Services Dealer Program makes it easy for the dealer to sell
the extra services. The invoicing procedure keeps the dealer's bookkeeping
simple and provides the dealer's
customer with a total packaged solution
in support of all his computing needs.
Samuel Work, TRW Technical Training
Center director, says, "We're providing
a single-source solution to the
customer's needs while helping the
dealer sell into the self-maintenance
market."

TYPES OF SERVICES OFFERED: Depot repair, spares, parts exchange

Dealers As Sales Agents

KINDS OF SERVICE AVAILABLE: Carry-in, mail-in, pickup/delivery (some
locations)

TRW recognizes that the most effective
and cost-efficient way to reach the selfmaintenance market is through the
dealer. A four-step procedure brings a
dealer into the program.
1. TRW approaches dealers who have
been targeted as potential agents.
2. Dealers are provided with a TRW
agreement that states terms, conditions
and procedures to be used when selling
TRW services. Licensing requirements
for diagnostics sales are included; a
dealer can sublicense diagnostics use to
customers. If accepted, the dealer signs
the form and returns it to TRW.
3. TRW quotes maintenance service
sales pricing to the dealer based on
system configuration.
4 . All services sold are billed directly to
the dealer at his discount rate, not the
dealer's customers. The dealer retains all
customer contact.
Through this new Support Services
Dealer Program, TRW is attempting to
form an alliance with system integrators
and other resellers. The array of services
offered should help dealers sell into the
self-maintenance market and give TRW
a footing in this potentially strong segment of the service industry.
•

AVERAGE TURNAROUND TIME: Two to five days
STANDARD SERVICE DAY: 8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)

EXTENDED SERVICE DAY AVAILABLE: No
EQUIPMENT SERVICED: DEC, IBM, Control Data, Data General, HewlettPackard, most peripherals, modems, networks and add-on PCBs
WARRANTY: 90 days
MARKETS SERVED: Customers geography - national

OEMs, VARs, dealers, users, system houses;

IN BUSINESS SINCE: 1984 (Dynalectron Service Network as a unit of Dynalectron Corporation)
PRICING: Fixed
PARTS INVENTORY: More than 2,500 different items (average number on hand)
TECHNICIAN TRAINING: OEM and in-house
REMARKS: Five depots; four West Coast, one East Coast. DynService Network, a
unit of DYNCORP, provides depot repairs and spares for all lines of DEC computers,
other brands of computers and most major types of peripherals. More than 2,600 different subassemblies are repaired. An express parts exchange program also is available.
DynService Network has more than 180 employees working in the company's corporate office, five depots and sales offices. More than 4,000 customers are serviced
nationwide. The company claims that it isn't a competitor of manufacturers and independent service providers, but it's a repair and support organization for these firms.
The company maintains a parts inventory of more than 2,500 different items for
products serviced. Parts replacement can be new, used or on an exchange basis. DECwritten diagnostics are used by technicians who are factory and in-house trained.
CIRCLE 369 ON READER CARO
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With the WY-85 at left, Wyse authored
· the best selling alternative to DEC's VT220. Ifs fully compatible with the VT-220,
but loaded with features that make it even
more rompatible with the people who use it.
Like a larger 14" screen. Tilt-and swivel
base. An easier set-up mode.
And while our keyboard is identical to
DEC's in layout, they can't touch our touch.
Our new WY-99GT at right further illustrates Wyse's continuing drive to improve
on a standard. It features the same advantages as the WY-85. Plus graphics, with full
Tektronix 4010/4014 compatibility, and
high resolution characters.

Our dual resolution mode lets you retain
full VT-220 comp'atibility and shift from
DEC resolution to hi res.
And there's a happy ending. The WY-85
is just $499, the WY-99GT $649. Both are
made, serviced, and supported by the world's
leading.independent terminal manufacturer.*
Wyse. When it comes to quality and value
in terminals, we wrote the book. For more
information, call 1-800-GET-WYSE.

WYSE
I

I

I

I

We make it better, or we just don't make it. ·

'l'nl~Owners: Wyi;e, WY-85, WY-99GT/Wyse Tedlllology; DES;; VT-2211/t>igi.i Equipment Corporation; Tektronix, 4010, 4014/ Tektronix. Sc._, image on WY-99GT created using Cognos Power House .
'IDC 1'86115. Terminal Census.
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Cluster Chronicles: Trolls!
The
biggest
problem with an
LAVC. is the locality of the data. Put another way, if
FRODO:: has one big disk containing all
of Editorial and BILBO:: has another
containing all of Circulation, when a
node goes down, you lose half your
operation.
In an environment like ours, with
constant hardware changes that make
installation and removal an ongoing
nightmare, machines go down. Professional Press now has over 100
employees, and even a few minutes of
downtime is very expensive. Just to
prove that he could, FRODO:: partially
fried a power cable to his backplane,
causing two weeks of intermittent
crashes. This led us to consider a more
survivable disk configuration.
Our new 8250, THORIN::, was just
coming on-line. Because he has a
KDB50, the logical complement was a
UDASO on BILBO::. That way, we could
have dual porting available between the
two nodes. If we ensured that all critical
material was available by that path, we
could lose either BILBO:: or THORIN::
and still have all our data available. In
general, if you configure so that any
production disk is available from one of
two nodes, the likelihood of survival
increases.
UDA/KDB combinations are made

Dave Mallery

for dual porting. There are other alterspecific microcode file, but it isn't on any
natives for the rest of our disk farm. The
release tape we can find. If anyone can
9900s on BILBO:: can be dual ported
solve this riddle, please let us know.
with Q-bus hardware from System InWe'll soon report on more conventional
dustries. The new Sabre from Control
disk configurations. Many thanks to
Data Corporation on FRODO:: can be
Beaver College Glenside, Pennsylvania,
dual ported, but only to another 3
which willingly allowed us access to
MB/sec. controller. There's a UNIBUS
their 8250 and provided us with much
version from Emulex that could be used
needed information.
on BILBO::.
These aren't active dual ports, but
Ethernet Update
The network extension to Pasadena
simply connections that lie dormant uncontinues to run flawlessly. ARIS lines
til they're needed. We should have
for Southern California now are in place
several of these working.
and will be announced on ARIS as soon
SAURON::, a VS461 (color: 15 inches,
4 MB), has joined the cluster. No sooner
as they're operable. We're installing
another leased line from our Pasadena
did he appear than he was given four
office to our office in San Bruno. ARIS
batch queues to run. It seems that any
computing resource
on our cluster gets
consumed
within
minutes ofjoining the
quorum.
160 Cluster Chronicles: 'nolb!
THORIN:: is our
BI test bed as well as
162 Datability's RAF Print Server
HSC/KDB-compatible
engine. We tried to
166 Radio Shack's DUOFONE
make it boot over the
Sensor Alert Monitor
cluster as a pure diskless satellite, but were
168 Cipher's M990 GCR
foiled . It kept reCacheDtpe 11tpe Drive
questing a "tertiary
load file" on the boot
170 GrayMatter's DSK.BLD
node that is nowhere
to be found . This is
172 Coda's Integrated Accounting System
probably some 8250-

c

ONTENTS

176 Data Center's QUEMAN
Queue Control Program
160

lines will follow for our readers.
We procured a pair of 16-port
MICOMs for the San Bruno line along
with a pair of 14.4s. This will produce
keyboard response in San Bruno
equivalent to that in Pasadena, without
the expense or added delay of another
Ethernet gateway transition.
Memory is now so expensive that
it's cheaper to buy extra 4-MB VS450s
than to add a reasonable amount of
memory to any one of them. It's so
typical. Just when the state of the art
demands nearly infinite amounts of a
resource, federal bungling and good old
American quarter-to-quarter financial
planning conspire to allow a true chip
cartel to form and prosper. We have only
ourselves to thank.

Companies Mentioned
In This Article
MICOM-lnterlan
155 Swanson Rd.
Boxboro, MA 01719
(617) 263-9929
CIRCLE 547 ON READER CARD

Control Data Corp.
8100 34th Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55425-1640
(612) 851-4131
CIRCLE 548 ON READER CARD

System Industries
560 Cottonwood Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 432-1212

CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 514 ON READER CARD

Emulex Corp.
3545 Harbor Blvd.
P.O. Box 6725
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 662-5600
(800) 854-7112
CIRCLE 406 ON READER CARD
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froni the lab
Datability~

RAF Print
Server
David B. Miiier

Every system manager wants to take
advantage of all computing resources.
Datability Software Systems Inc. of
New York, New York, producer of the
popular Remote Access Facility (RAF),
helps make this possible.
The RAF Print Server (RPS) allows
you to use printers attached to PCs as if
they were connected directly to your
VAX. A.t the same time, your PC can be
used for normal functions. You won't
notice that RPS is active.
We installed RPS on an AST 386 attached to an AST Turbolaser. Our PC is
connected over Ethernet to the VAX using a MICOM NI5010 card. RPS supports
a number of other Ethernet boards, including those manufactured by DEC,
Excelan, 3Com, and Ungermann-Bass.
RPS requires LAT PLUS version 5.1 .
It occupies 8 KB of PC memory if RAF
is installed, and 48 KB if RAF isn't installed. RPS includes a subset of RAF
modules to allow it to run; a full copy
of RAF isn't required.
If RAF is installed on your system,
RPS installation.automatically will update the installed copy of RAF and allow
you to skip a number of installation
steps. Also, you must be connected via
Ethernet; asynchronous connections
aren't supported.
If RAF isn't on your system, you

need to supply some information (see
Screen). Different screens will appear
depending on the type of Ethernet card
installed in your system. Our MICOM
NISOto card required an Ethernet interrupt of five. We accepted all other
default settings.
If you wish to access fewer hosts
than exist on your network, you must
enter the name of each. You must be
judicious about this, because RPS
allocates 400 to 500 bytes of buffer space
for each host.
RPS allows multiple sessioning, and
you need to indicate the number of concurrent sessions you want. RPS allocates
400 to 500 bytes of PC memory for each
session, so you have to choose this
number accurately.
Each PC used as a print server must
get a unique server name during in-

stallation. This name is used to establish
a link between the PC running RPS and
your VAX.
After installation, you need to run
RPS to create a port name that's
associated with a port on your PC. For
example, the command:
C:>RPS/CREATE TURBOPS LPTl :

associates the port name TURBOPS with
the PC's first parallel port. Switches are
available to set up serial ports. Additional RPS ports can be created at any
time. Each definition must indicate a different port name and PC device
specification. To ensure that RPS is
started if the PC is rebooted, the CREATE
command should be placed in the
system's AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
A VAX remote print queue then is

RPS Installation Program
Install

Exit
Ethernet Base Address:
Ethernet Interrupt:
Ethernet OMA:
Number of Hosts:
Names of Hosts:
Name of Preferred Host:
Number of Sessions:
Print Server Name:

300

5
1
4
BILBO,FRODO,GOLLUM,BOMBUR
FRODO
4
GANDALF

The name you enter here will be used to connect your PC with a VAX system queue
and MUST be un!g_ue.

lf1) Abort

IF10] Accept all Values

It

~I

Change Field

Screen: The RPS installation screen. Our PC was equipped with
a MICOM NI5010 Ethernet card.
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Centralized consolidation, control and
executive-quality reporting.
The CA-TEUAPlAN System brings you integrated
micro-to-mainframe project management. Now you
can coordinate your project managers, avoid corporate resource conflicts and bring all your projects in
on time, on budget and on target.

A total corporate solution.
The CA-TEUAPlAN System consists of CA-TEUAPlAN
Expert, a powerful mainframe/mid-range/workstation
component that can handle multiple projects of any
size along with sophisticated consolidation capabilities inherent in a host system. CA-TELLAPlAN
Expert/PC, the microcomputer component provides
for project planning and control at departmental
levels. Together. they're the best way to meet today's
corporate-wide planning needs.
CA-TEUAPIAN System Features:
,.- Menu or Command Driven ,.- Public Resource
,.- PERT/CPM Diagrams
Management
,.- Work Breakdown structure ,.- What-if Simulation
,.- Multiple Gantt Charts
,.- Fol"M'.lrd/Backw:lrd
,.- Cost and Resource Charts
Planning
,.- Presentation Graphics
,.- Milestones/Benchmarks
Management Reports
,.- Flexible Planning Units
,.- Multi-Plan Consolidation
,.- Custom Calendar
,.- Resource Leveling
,.- Priority Scheduling
,.- Micro-to-Mainframe Integration

The CA-TELLAPlAN System operates on
mainframe/mid-range/workstations and PC systems,
requires minimum computer resources, and is
surprisingly affordable. Only Computer Associates
can provide such a cost-effective, one-vendor
solution to all your project management needs.
For more information, call or write Chris Andrews today:
800-841-3734 (Ext. 1910)

(In California 800-468-0725)
Computer Associates
10505 Sorrento \blley Road. San Diego, CA 92121-1698

associated with the print server. The
queue definition is:
$ LATCP :==$LATCP
$ LATCP
CREATE PORT LTAl:
SET PORT
LTAl : /NOOE="GANDALF" /PORT ="TURBOPS"
/QUEUE
S SET TERMINAL LTAl : /PERM/PASTHRU
/LOWERCASE/NDBROAD/NOWRAP /PAR I TY=NONE/
NOECHO/EIGHTBIT /TAB/FORM/AL TYPE/TTSYNC
/HOSTSYNC
$ SET PROT•(S:RWLP ,0,G,W)/DEYICE LTAl:
$ SET DEVICE LTAl:
/SPOOLED=(TURBOPS, SYS$SYSDEYICE:)
$ INIT/QUEUE/START/PROCESSOR=LATSYM
/FORM=DEFAUL T/RETAIN=ERROR/DEFAUL T=
( NOBURST, FLAG•ONE. NOTRAI LER)
/RECORD_BLOCKING TURBOPS/ON=LTAl :
$ EXIT

RAF Print Server
PLATFORMS: IBM PC or compatible connected to a VAX via Ethernet
PRICE:

$495 per PC

'

DATABILITY SOFTWARE
. SYSTEMS INC.
HEADQUARTERS:
Eighth Ave.
New York, NY 10001
(800) 342-5377
(212) 807-7800
322

FOUNDED:

t977

PRODUCT LINE:

Notice that the PC's server and port
names are used for the /NODE and
/PORT names in the VMS SET PORT
command. A print queue specifying the
PC's server and port names must be set
up on your VAX with commands similar
to these.
When the print queue and RPS are
both active, the VMS PRINT/QUEUE
command is used by any VAX user to
print files to the PC's attached printer.
Local printing can be done as long as the
server is halted with the /PAUSE command. After local printing is complete,
the server can be restarted. Printing
locally without pausing the server can
cause VAX and local documents to be

PC to VAX connectivity
and productivity products

OWNERSHIP: Private
CIRCLE 469 ON READER CARD

mixed. On the other hand, pausing RPS
can stall your VAX print queue.
Datability is working on a solution to
let you print anything from anywhere
without interrupting the server.
RPS doesn't require a dedicated PC
to run. Your PC can be used for other
applications while RPS runs in the
background.
Datability's RAF Print Server is an
easy way to help you get the most from
your computing equipment.

Companies Mentioned In This Article

call 918/745-6550

VIKING

SOFTWARE SEP.VICES

AST Research Inc.
2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333

Excelan Inc.
2180 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 434-2300

3Com Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8145
(408) 562-6400

CIRCLI! 479 ON READER CARD

CIRCLI! 472 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 509 ON ltliADER CARD

MICOM-Interlan Division Ungermann-Bass Inc.
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
155 Swanson Rd.
3990 Freedom Circle
Maynard, MA 01754-2571 Boxborough, MA 01719
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(617) 897-5111
(617) 263-9929
(408) 496-0111
CIRCLE 471 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 547 ON READER CARD

CIRCU! 475 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 166 ON READER CARD
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For quality prograrmning,

National Public Radio turns to Software AG.

"With ADABAS and
NATURAL from Software
AG, we'~ deli~red 22
systems in just two years.
That's what I call quality
programming."
John Fredrickson
Da'la Base Administrator
National Public Radio

Millions of listeners tune in to National Public Radio stations
everyday for the best in non-commercial radio programming:
great music, unparalleled journalism, interviews with the
world's newsmakers, and invigorating discussions of the arts.

The foundation provided by this family of integrated software
tools creates a sound basis for future growth- into CASE
technologies; computer-based training systems ; graphics data
processing; and a variety of end user facilities.

And for quality programming that maximizes the power of
their Digital VAX cluster, National Public Radio turns to
Software AG.

So tune in to some great programming: join the worldwide
family of organizations who turn to Software AG for proven
high-performance VAX software solutions.

"To me, a good software product is one that increases productivity, quality, and accountability-while reducing operating
costs," says John Fredrickson, Data Base Administrator for
NPR's Computer Information Services department. "Software
AG fourth generation technology has helped us achieve all this. "

For more information about Software AG
VAX software, call toll-free:
1-800-843-9534

Software AG offers a complete family of more than a dozen
VAX products, in use at more than 500 organizations around
the world. These advanced technologies include:
* ADABAS, our relational data base management system;
* NATURAL, the 4th Generation applications development
technology ;
* PREDICT, an active data dictionary ;
* SUPER NATURAL, for end user applications development;
* NET-WORK, our distributed communications technology
for VAX and VAX-to-IBM environments.

(In Virginia and Canada, call 1-703-860-5050)

CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD
ADABAS, NATURAL, PREDICT, SUPER NATURAL, and NET-WORK are tradem arks of Software AG. VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Check local listings fo r your public radio station , or call NPR at 202· 8 22·2323.
1988 Software AG o f No rth Ameri ca, Inc.

Radio Shack's
DUOFONE

Sensor Alert
Monitor
While browsing
t h roug h t·h e p h one
section of a local Radio Shack, I came
upon a small plain-looking beige box
with a keypad.
The gadget looked interesting,
although I didn't know what it was.
Further investigation revealed a miniature microphone, a speaker, a temperature sensor and a phone cord.
Now my interest was really piqued.
Being the typical techno-gadget freak,
I couldn't resist; I pushed the on button. The box responded with a friendly
"Hello."
OK, now what?
I looked over the flat keyboard,
pondering the interesting labels. I
pressed What Is The Status. Again, the
gadget responded, "This is telephone
number .. . , alert condition OK, the
temperature is 72 degrees, the power is
off, battery condition OK, sound level
OK, no number."
It was a room monitor! I've been
needing one for a long time. Do you
know how hard it is to find a cheap
computer room monitor, especially one
that talks to you? I couldn't resist, so I
shelled out the $99.95 and took home my
new toy.
The Radio Shack DUOFONE Sensor Alert Home/Office Monitor is a
small, inexpensive, telephone-based office/computer room monitor. Nothing
fancy, just the basics. It has turned out

DavId W. Bynon
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The Radio Shack DUOFONE Sensor Alert Home/Office Monitor watches over
power, noise, temperature and an auxiliary sensor.
to be a great deal; perfect for my small
office.
When you take the device out ofits
box, you notice a lack of pieces and
parts. Simplicity is the name of this little talker's game. In a single half-pound
unit, Radio Shack has packaged a telephone dialer, microprocessor, voice synthesizer, keyboard, microphone,
temperature sensor, auxiliary sensor and
a battery backup power supply.
The keyboard, a flat-panel type, is
used to turn the unit on and off, program its functions and request status information. Output is provided by the
voice synthesizer, which is remarkably
clear and understandable.
When you compare this monitor to
others, it appears limited. There are no
fancy attachments, no software and no
computer interaction capability (i.e., it
can't shut your system down for you).
But what it does for the price makes it
a deal.
The Radio Shack room monitor
will watch over power, noise (such as an

alarm or buzzer), temperature and an
auxiliary sensor of your choice. When
a problem arises, such as a hightemperature reading, the monitor automatically dials up to three phone numbers until someone answers and
responds. The monitor informs the person it contacts of its own telephone
number and the room's status: for example, that the temperature is high. It
asks the person who takes the call to
respond by calling back the number
provided.
Sensor Alert also knows how to
answer the phone. This feature is available so that you may call to receive the
current room status. An interesting part
of this feature is the ability to listen in
on a room. You can program the monitor to leave the microphone on for up
to 199 minutes as part of the status check.
The auxiliary sensor is a simple
mechanism, triggered when two contacts on the back of the unit are shorted
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together. While there are many ways to
use this sensor, the easiest way to make
it useful is to connect a relay to it. When
power is supplied to the relay, the relay
contacts close, and the sensor will be
triggered.
I made use of the auxiliary sensor
by building a special Mod-Tap adapter,
normally used to connect terminals to
the system. By wiring pins 20 and 7
(DTR and GROUND) to a five-volt
micro-relay (which fits inside the ModTap adapter) and wiring the relay contacts to the Mod-Tap adapter's RJl 1 jack,
it was possible to trigger the sensor by
program control. When modified, the
adapter and relay simply are connected
to the system as if you were installing
a terminal. A telephone extension cable,
with an RJl l jack on one end, is used to
connect the monitor to the computer.
Note that you can use any RS-232 cable
you might have lying around. I found
the Mod-Tap adapter to be convenient
and easy to use.
After you have the relay cable connected to your system, you need a
method of turning it on and off. On a
VAX or PDP system, the simplest way to
turn the sensor on is to set the MODEM
characteristic on the serial port, which
asserts five volts on pin 20 (sets DTR
high). This can be accomplished under
program control using a $QIO system
service call to the ITDRIVER to modify
the port characteristics or inside a DCL
command procedure with the command

m the office went down. When the
computer room temperature reached 85
degrees, the Radio Shack monitor went
on alert and started to call its assigned
numbers. My house was the first number on the list, but I wasn't home. So,
it called the second number, my friend
Dave Rasor. Dave wasn't happy about
being awakened at 2 a.m. to a synthesized voice: "This is telephone
number. . . . The temperature is
high. . . . " Thanks for saving the office, Dave!
If you need a simple office monitor
to inform you when there's trouble, this
unit is just right. It's easy to use,
reasonably priced and saved my equipment from a meltdown. It's a winner in
my book.

DATA PRODUCTS
M9030
300 CPS
B600
600LPM
81000
1000 LPM
BP1500
1500 LPM
LZR1230 12 PG/MIN

PRINTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
LAZER

EMULEX
UD33

DISK
CONTROLLER XFR
3.0 MB DISK
CONTROLLER XFR
TAPE
CONTROLLER
MICROVAX
3500-3600
ESDI DISK
CONTROLLER

QD33
QTI4

QD21

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
Mod-Tap System
285 Ayer Rd.
P.O. Box 706

Harvard, MA 01451-0706
(508) 772-5630
CIRCLE 517 ON READER CARD

9720-500
9720-850
94166-182
TU80&TU81

2412-STHM
9611-L

DUOFONE Sensor Alert
Home/Office Monitor
PRICE: $99.95

SOOMEG. 8"
850MEG. 8"
WREN lll 182
MEG.5 1/.i"
COMPATIBLE
TAPE DRIVE

ANDERSON/JACOBSON
2412-STH

2400 RA.UD
MODEM
2400B MNP-4
9600 ST INT 4
CHATOM

MAXTOR
RD54
XT-4380E

COMPATIBLE 5114''
380MEG. SW'

HOWTOORDER
To place your order, just call toll free
800-346-2933. In Pennsylvania call
412-745-0200.

$SET TERMINAL ITxx: /MODEM/PERM.

Uses for the auxiliary sensor are
myriad. I used it to monitor system
security by writing a watchdog program
to monitor the operator log. Another
idea was to have the monitor call me
when I receive new mail. The applications seem to be endless.
Already, it's saved me from a potential disaster. One weekend, while I
was out of town, the air conditioning

Best
Sellers!

HEADQUARTERS:
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 878-4852

FOUNDED: 1921
PRODUCT LINE: Electronic audio, video and
computer equipment
REVENUES: $3.45 billion
NET EARNINGS: $242 million
CIRCLE 518 ON READER CARD

,T riLogic's sales representatives
are available to assist you from
8:00 AM until 5:00 PM

FAX# 412-745-5950

a11ammmam
R.D.#2 •BOX 203A •OLD ROUTE 519
CANONSBURG, PA 15317

TOU.FREE

800-346-2933
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Cipher's
M990 CCR
CacheTape
Tape Drive
In t~s era of frontloadmg VCRs and
CD players, you shouldn't have to struggle with hard-to-use tape drives. Further, consider the matter of storing your
valuable data. Are backups a little slow?
Do you have myriad reels hanging on
your tape racks?
The Cipher M990 GCR CacheTape
1h-inch tape drive from Cipher Data
Products Inc. of San Diego, California,
is an easy-to-load, easy-to-use streaming tape drive. It sports a number of
features that reduce the time spent on
backups, the number of tapes required
to do them and the headaches suffered
by operators fighting with archaic hardware. We tested the drive on our PDP-11
RSTS System.
To load a tape, you lower the front
door and insert the reel right-side up.
The drive takes care of the rest.
The front panel contains the usual
load, rewind and on-line buttons. It also
provides intelligible messages, such as
"Load Failure," "Tape Stuck" and "Reel
Upside Down," on its LED alphanumeric display.
There are 29 configurable options
available to determine operational
parameters and interface characteristics.
Your setups can be saved and safeguarded against power loss so that they
can be recalled later.
The M990 can handle tape densities
of 1600, 3200 and 6250 bpi. Its Cipher in-

David B. Miiier
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The Cipher M990 is 14 inches high, 17 inches wide and 22 inches deep.

This t.op view shows the tape
path. The drive automatically
performs the loading.

An inside view of the Cipher M990.
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VAX/VMS

terface is compatible with most systems.
A SCSI-compatible interface is available.
Using dynamic RAM and
emulating start/stop interaction between
the host and tape drive using look-ahead
algorithms, the tape drive's operation
can proceed unhindered. This allows
burst transfer rates of 70 to 632 KB .
Block sizes can range from 1 KB to 64 KB.
An extensive error detection and
correction capability removes responsibility for error correction from the
host.
Running at 6250 bpi, we reduced
our backups on our RSTS system from
four tapes to one and thus significantly
reduced backup time. The tape drive has
a Mean Time Between Failure of 10,000
hours.
With that kind of speed and
reliability, we look forward to many
quick, error-free backups from our
M990 tape drive.

M990 GCR CacheTape
Tape Drive
PLATFORMS: A variety of platforms including PDP and VAX systems
PRICE: $9,ooo

StOD
Struggling
With
New
Releases

DI

ADDliCation
sottware!
Use
S/COMPA~~ ··

And you can easily integrate your changes
with your vendor's enhancements

S/COMPARE-HARMONIZER provides a simple,
reliable method for identifying all changes made to the
package, then integrates your in-house changes
into the vendor's new release.
Over 800 companies now use
Sf COMPARE-HARMONIZER to help them implement
new releases of purchased application software.
S/COMPARE also provides an easy and accurate way
to create an audit trial of ALL program changes.

For more information or a free trial
of SI COMPARE-HARMONIZER, give us a call.
405 14th Street Suite 715 Oakland, CA 94612

HEADQUARTERS:
9715 Business Park Ave.
P.O. Box 85170
San Diego, CA 92138
(619) 578-9100

800/637-5900

FAX

CA only

415/839-2894
Telex
532668 ALDON

415/839-3535
Canada

416/463-5777
CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

FOUNDED: 1968
PRODUCT LINE: Magnetic tape peripherals,
optical disk drives and controllers

OWNERSHIP: Public

(NASDAQ : CIFR)

BRANCHES: Seven domestic, four
international
CIRCLE 555 ON READER CARD
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ATTENTION VENDORS
The DEC PROFESSIONAL magazine will consider DEC-specific
hardware and software products for review. We do not endorse
or guarantee any products reviewed or discussed.
For further informati on contact:
The Editorial Department, Professional Press,
921 Bethlehem Pike, Spring House, PA 19477.
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GrayMatter's
DSKBLD
David 8. Miiier

f?SJ_IBL?, a disk optnruzauon tool from
GrayMatter Software & Consulting of
Seattle, Washington, is designed to provide RSTS/E managers optimum disk
performance with a small amount of effort. Because disk performance can be
as critical to a system as CPU, memory
and communications performance, a
product that keeps disks running efficiently is of interest to any system
manager. We tested version 4.2b.
DSKBLD optimizes a RSTS/E disk
by:
1. Recreating and reorganizing all file
directories.
2. Creating contiguous User File
Directories {UFOs) and placing them in
the center of the occupied part of the
disk, not necessarily the physical center.
3. Placing system files at the center of
the occupied portion of the disk. Optimizing system files is optional.
4. Fitting files into clusters in such a
way as to reduce windowturns.
5. Creating files with special extensions,
such as .BAS, .PAS and .FIN, contiguously.
6. Optionally placing a scratch area in
the center of the occupied disk where
you can place any important, frequently
accessed files.
DSKBLD also includes the following features:
1. DSAT - Starting with DSKBLD version 4.2, the Disk Structure Analysis
Tool (DSAT) was included to provide
graphical data about the disks on your
system. We used DSAT's reports to gain
information about our files' cluster sizes,
distribution of group and user file directories, file fragmentation, and what

170

clusters on the disks were free. Sample
DSAT output is shown in Screens 1, 2
and 3. Before DSAT was included,
managers had to either stick to a more
rigid optimization schedule or wait for
users to complain about disk performance. DSAT allows you to monitor disk
performance at any time. You can take
corrective measures before disk performance degrades.
2. Retention of accounting and last
logged-in data on the output disk.
3. An easy-to-use interface and on-line
help.
4. Directories that can be sorted by
creation date/time, access date, filename/
extension or extension/filename.
5. Support for single disk, fixed disk
and multiple disk environments, thus

accommodating systems of all
configurations.
6. The ability to optimize specific accounts, rather than the entire disk.
Three operating modes are provided. The first, disk-to-disk mode, is
the fastest and most efficient method if
your system has two disks of equal size
and characteristics. Two single disk
modes, "in-place" and "disk-to-tapcback-to-disk," also are provided to accommodate smaller configurations.
In-place mode was introduced in
version 4.2 and can be performed on a
system with only one disk. If a smaller
disk is available in addition to the one
being optimized, it can be used as a
work disk and will make optimization
easier.

Screen 1: This
DSAT screen
reveals fragmented
file clusters on
the disk to be
optimized.

Screen 2: Clustersize Analysis is
another report
provided by
DSKBLD's Disk
Structure
Analysis Tool.
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The second single disk method involves a disk-to-tape-back-to-disk
operation. It was replaced with the inplace mode and is no longer supported
by Gray Matter.
Minimum system requirements include RSTS/E V9.1 or later, the RSX runtime system, 750 blocks of permanent
disk space and 2,500 free blocks during
installation. DSKBLD also must be run
from a privileged account.
Our test system consisted of a
PDP-11/84, one RA81, two RL02s and a
TU80 tape drive. We optimized the RA81
and used it for both the system disk and
data disk. Data on the disk was contained in a few large files with individual
user accounts containing many pointer
and index files related to the data. Sorting, searching and updating frequently
were performed on these data files,
making disk optimization important to us.
Because we had only one large
disk, we chose to run the in-place optimization. DSAT showed us what the
disk looked like. After running the optimization, we ran DSAT again to see
what DSKBLD did. We also kept our
ears open to hear whether the system's
users noticed any difference. We waited
one month and ran the optimization
procedure again.
Installation was simple. It required
running $BUILD and telling DSKBLD

whether we had floating point hardware. After DSKBLD's control files
finished executing, DKBUTL, a utility
command file, was run to enter three
validation codes. DSAT was installed
automatically.
After invoking DSKBLD, the program asked for the input and output
devices and for any work disk. Our
system represented a worst-case
scenario in that the input, output and
work disks were the same unit.
DSKBLD used nearly six hours of
wall time and more than an hour of
CPU time to process 142 accounts and
6,484 files. Informational messages consisting of the account number, the
number of blocks and files processed,
and the time needed to optimize the account were printed on an account-byaccount basis.
DSKBLD cared for improperly
clustered files, leaving none on the disk
after optimization. The directory
analysis revealed no changes. The file
fragmentation report indicated a 15 percent reduction in fragmentation, according to DSAT reports after optimization.
The free pack cluster analysis also
showed some improvement in the location of free pack clusters, with more free
clusters pushed to the end of the disk.
After the second test run a month
later, DSAT reported similar results for

Screen 3: The
locations of Group
File Directories
and User File

Directories are
displayed by the
DSAT Directory
Analysis report.
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DSKBLD Version 4.2b
PLATFORMS: RSTS-based systems running
version 9.1 or higher

RSTS

PRICE: $995 for first license,
subsequent license

$595

for each

HEADQUARTERS:
1300 Dexter Ave. N., Ste. 550
Seattle, WA 98109-3542
(206) 281-8800
FOUNDED:

1983

PRODUCT LINE:
software utilities

RSTS

and

VMS

system

OWNERSHIP: Private
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the cluster size analysis and directory
analysis. However, the file fragmentation report showed virtually no improvement, and some free pack clusters
actually were redistributed toward the
front of the disk rather than being
pushed to the back.
ALTHOUGH WE DIDN'T achieve dramatic
results, we did see an improvement in
file clustering, file fragmentation and
distribution of free clusters on our
system on the first test. We didn't
achieve the same results on the second
run. Remember, however, that our system represented a worst case with only
one disk that was used for input, for
output, and as a work disk. You safely
could expect better results if your system has more than one disk, at least for
use as a temporary work area.
The software is easy to install and
use, and it's safe. Trying it on your
system should present no problems.
Give DSKBLD a try and determine for
yourself the impact it will have on your
particular system .
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Coda's
Integrated
Accounting
System
Evan Birkhead

The Integrated Accounting System (!AS)
from Coda Inc. of Manchester, New
Hampshire, has a look that's markedly
different from that of modular accounting packages. These best-selling packages traditionally use software building
blocks, with hooks between modules
that allow simultaneous, relational updating across the system. !AS violates
this rule in that it combines such things
as general ledger, accounts payable and
accounts receivable into one mountainous database.
Although multifaceted, the database is neither awkward nor difficult to
maintain. It's an efficient means oflogging and reporting transactions that's
well-suited for mid-sized and large
corporations.

New Religion
For many, learning !AS will be like converting to a new religion. The program
is sophisticated, yet logically structured.
Once the complex patterns of screens
and ledgers become familiar, accountants will see that the system, through
the integration of ledgers, emulates the
way they think. IAS's best feature is its
flexibility. Sixteen different document
formats, designed for entering transactions, are provided. Accounts payable
and accounts receivable, with almost
identical layouts, are separate definitions
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applied to ledger documents.
The Coda database is structured
like a three-layer pyramid. The top layer
is the nominals, which are high-level
general ledgers. The middle layer is for
GL subaccounts: for example, departments, contracts and customers. The
lower layer is where elements, the details
of the top two layers, are located. These
can be such things as employee numbers
and invoice numbers.
Period balances exist at all three
levels. When an element is updated, every
related transaction recorded above it on
the pyramid also is updated. For example, a credit in a subaccount will be applied to the corresponding nominal GL.
Ledgers (or books) can be set up for
every type of transaction. Transactions
are kept in intrays before they are input
into the books. Here they can be modified or deleted. Once they're added to
the books, however, they can't be modified or deleted.
The package is tied together by a
Ledger Reporting System (LRS) that acts
as a bookkeeping tool to monitor a
company's big picture; i.e., how small
transactions affect its overall financial
outlook.
For reports, the user simply tells the
LRS which tables are to be reported, and
defines the layout. !AS can read, for example, just books or just intray, or
books and intray. It also accepts Only/
Not statements. Reports can be enhanced with personal comments; you're
provided with almost unlimited space
(up to 65,000 lines) for comments.
The Financial Reporting System
(FRS) reads only period balances and is
used for more general reports. A 2-D
report writer, it's used for operating
statements and balance .sheets.

Ledger Integration
Each of the three layers is tightly woven
with the next, and likewise each
customized ledger sheet can be reached
or created by a succession of menus. The

top menu (Screen 1) and all descending
menus are icons for the keypad on the
right side of your keyboard. You can use
these keys to call up the desired table,
but you also have the option to use
mnemonics, listed on the left side of the
menu.
The latter method becomes much
easier once you're familiar with the
menu hierarchy. Instead of descending
through menu after menu, you can type,
for example, MM NA at the top menu to
bypass the Masters Menu and go directly to the Names and Addresses form.
The Me key lets each user customize the
path usually taken after log in.
Help is available by pressing the
PF2 key; a one-line explanation of what
the system expects you to do is provided. Pressing Help a second time
gives you an in-depth explanation of
your function, sometimes several pages
long. A few Gold keys are offered, such
as Gold-M, which lets you review or
modify an account before completing
your invoice. Gold-T takes you to the
top menu.
Browsers, another facility, is IAS's
method of inquiry and retrieval. It
searches all three levels and lets the user
scroll through screens and toggle between different informational fields for
each document.
For the new company Evanl, I was
able to set up a fully workable set of
transaction documents in a couple of
hours. First, by selecting descending
menu choices for manage, general maintenance, company and add, I got a document that requested address, date, and
so forth. Then I set up a user for my
company (so I could get back in), and
granted Level 9, or full system access,
reserved for consultants. I also configured a second user, with fewer access
capabilities.
I set a base currency, U.S. dollars,
(Screen 2) for the company. To set up a
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Screen 3: Nominals maintenance modification screen.
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Screen 2: Setting up a system and base currency requires
responding to these queries.
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Screen 4: Currency exchange rares can be adjusted daily.
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Charge of Accounts, I selected masters,
ledger and add, and added a vendor
name and address. Customer documents
were similarly set up. Each subsequent
general ledger required its own
nominals and subaccount maintenance
(Screen 3}.

The Features
There are many configuration options
that make IAS fully customizable. Additionally, the software provides some
unusual features:
1. An intercompany transaction courier
that links balances from two companies
over DECNET.
2. A multicurrency facility that
calculates exchange rate differences and
accepts foreign transactions.
3. An expansive security system that
restricts users' access to defined ledgers
or elements.
Intercompany Communications The system is suited perfectly for use
over DECNET. IAS self-balances all
ledgers when two related companies are
located on the same network. At one
end, the user simply enters a code for
the other company involved. This is set
up easily with three utilities:
1. Troll carries transactions and
handles the DECNET communications
protocols.
2. Mercury - the messenger that collects transactions from the intray and
delivers them to Charon (pronounced
Karen).
3. Charon - does the input work for
Mercury, making changes to the books
of the receiving company.
The IASLink interface is a library of
callable routines that can be used to access another program. On DECNET, it's
a standard way that companies transact,
and many use it to define things such as
divisions and branches.
This communication also supports
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transactions among companies that keep
books in different currencies.
Multicurrency - IAS's multicurrency
capability should impress Fortune 500
companies that deal internationally.
There's one rate table that can be set to
show adjustments according to a company's base currency. It also can be used
for intercompany transactions.
Each !AS document can be specified
with a different currency, and any currency can be used because they're all
user-defined. Inside Currency Maintenance (Screen 4}, I established an exchange rate for francs versus U.S. dollars
by telling the system the names of the
currencies and their units, and then setting an exchange rate. If necessary, the
rate can be reset at the beginning of each
workday.
This is ideal for banks, multinational companies with overseas divisions, or any company that frequently
deals with foreign accounts. Each currency and its corresponding exchange
rate can occur in reports with exact
figures tabulated.
Security - Nine levels of password
security are set by the system manager,
preventing users from accessing ledgers
for other departments. A chart specifying user level on the y axis and start- and
end-dates on the x axis is provided.
Choices for menus that users have
no access to are removed from the keypad icon. The security setting can be
modified.

Documentation
Four manuals accompany the program:
1. A user manual for the average user.
2. A reports manual for tailoring
reports, also useful for planning and
budgeting.
3. A management manual that details
accounting procedures and system
security.
4. A technical manual for the system
manager, concerned with installing the
system and the IASLink.

The us e r documentation is
unusually concise; rarely is more than
one page devoted to a particular function. The manual is set up with sections
explaining each keypad function, key by
key. You will need the manuals to set up,
but after that, only on-line help should
be necessary. Coda also offers a threeday user training course and a one-day
manager's course.
Written in VAX COBOL, IAS links
to ALL-IN-1 , and through simple interrupts, accesses VAX mail, calculators, or
scratch pads.
Perhaps an explanation for IAS's
different approach is its British roots.
Unknown in the United States, !AS is
well-recognized in Europe, with more
than 350 customers. Last year, Coda Ltd.
announced its American subsidiary,
Coda Inc. , which has already acquired
several large accounts.

Integrated
Accounting System
PLATFORMS:

VAX, HP 3000

PRICE: $21,600 to $324,000, depending on
VAX size and number of users
;Y ~.,.
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HEADQUARTERS:
1155 Elm St.
Numerica Bldg., 6th FL
Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 647-9600

FOUNDED: 1979
PRODUCT LINE: Integrated accounting software package

REVENUES: $6 million
OWNERSHIP: Private
BRANCHES: Leeds, London, Hong Kong
CIRCLE 556 ON REA.DER CARD
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Data Center's
QUEMAN
Queue Control
Program
David B. Miiier

Managing
your
system's queues can
be a real challenge. Print queue control
also can be difficult. VMS queue commands aren' t always easy to use; the
amount of typing necessary and the
number of qualifiers to remember can
become a bit overwhelming, especially
if you need to act quickly.
Enter QUEMAN from Data Center
Software of Beverly, Massachusetts.
QUEMAN gives you a high level of control over your system's queues. Only a
few keystrokes are required to carry out
QUEMAN's functions, eliminating the
need to type out complex DCL commands. We tested version 2.0.
With QUEMAN, you can:
1. Monitor and manage queues.
2. Merge, pause, reset, start and stop
queues.
3. Assign and deassign output queues.
4. Delete, change destination, change
forms, hold, release or restart individual
jobs.
5. Create, modify and delete forms.
6. Change forms for print jobs.
QUEMAN works in clustered environments as well as on single CPUs.
Full-screen displays provide pictures of
what's happening. Individual queues can
be examined in detail, or all your queues
can be observed at the same time.
You don't use VMSINSTALL for the
installation. Instead, you restore the
distribution and execute a BUILD.COM
command file.
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There are numerous screens of information. Let's look at a few related to
batch queue control.

Three Functions
Three main functions, the Batch Queue
Manager, Output Queue Manager and
Forms Manager, are accessible from the
opening menu. Screen 1 shows The
Batch Queue Manager.
Brief information concerning all
batch queues is displayed. QUEMAN
first displays this screen in Monitor
mode. As queue information changes,
the screen is updated to reflect the
change.
To use the commands that appear
at the bottom of the screen, you must
invoke Command mode by pressing
Return or an arrow key. An arrow appears to the left of the first queue, and
the first command on the command line
is highlighted.
When you choose a queue and press
PF1 , a detail screen is displayed providing information on priority, memory
use, protections, execution status and
flag settings. If you select a Queue
Command, an additional window is
displayed for the selected operation.
Screen 2 is the result of selecting the
MERGE command.
QUEMAN's menu-driven interface
reduces the number of keystrokes required to carry out queue functions.
Windows are clear, understandable and
unobtrusive. When a window is no
longer needed, it disappears from the
screen.
Queue commands MERGE, PAUSE,
RESET, START and STOP are easy to use.
The ZOOM command lets you look at
individual job entries in the selected
queue. Going a step further, a detailed
display of a single job can be generated.
Entries can be DELETEd, moved from
one queue to another (DESTINATION),
put on HOLD, RELEASEd and
RESTARTEd (stopped and restarted from
scratch).

The Output Queue Manager, accessed from the main menu, performs
functions similar to the Batch Queue
Manager. Information about output
queues also includes form and device
names for each entry.
Additional commands for output
queues include ASSIGN and DEASSIGN,
which respectively enable and prevent
output from being sent to queues. The
FORM command allows you to specify
the output form for the selected queue.
Output queues can be MERGEd ,
PAUSEd, RESET, STARTed and STOPped.
You can also ZOOM in on individual
output queue entries to get detailed information as well as to DELETE, HOLD,
RELEASE, RESTART, change DESTINATION or change the FORM for selected
jobs.
The Forms Manager allows you to
create, delete and modify the forms on
your system. Forms characteristics and
descriptive information can be changed
on the Forms Manager screen. The
forms you set up then are available to
any output queue.
Documentation is clear and under-

QUE MAN
PLATFORMS: All VAXs. VMS version 5.0 is
supported
PRICE: Ranges from $245 for the VAXSTATION to $2,995 for the VAX 87XX and 88XX
series

HEADQUARTERS:
70 Herrick St.
Beverly, MA 01915
(508) 922-5500

FOUNDED:

1986

PRODUCT LINE: Development and
marketing of VAX-based utilities
OWNERSHIP: Private
CIRCLE 483 ON READER CARD
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OUR NEW PRINTER
PUTS YOU AT THE
HEAD OF THE CLASS.
MEET THE P3040. The reliable line printer that
outperforms the other members of its class.

Unbeatable Versatility.
Multi-mode printing means you match print
quality and speed to each application. Select Correspondence, Data Processing or High Speed
modes and watch the P3040 respond-at up to
400 lines per minute.
Compressed print puts more data on a page-up
to 17 cpi. So you save paper, mailing and filing
costs.
Character-by-character attributing creates custom looks. Design reports with bold, underlining,
expanded and shadow print, superscripts and
subscripts in all available character sizes.
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Intelligent Graphics Processor (IGP®) Option
adds electronic forms and bar codes, eliminating
the need and cost of stocking pre-printed forms.
Design invoices, sales orders, shipping documents and other forms easily. Then print the
form and data simultaneously.

• . ,• . , .

INUOICE
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The P3040 combines new design features with
Printronix stored energy hammer bank technology for field proven reliability. Easy to maintain,
the P3040 is operator cleanable and features selfdiagnostics for lower service costs.

The Price Performance
Leader.
The P3040 offers more performance, higher reliability and a lower price. So go to the head of the
class. Call us for information on the P3040, or
other members of the Printronix printer family. .

PRll\llRONI~

---------11

The First Line in Printing Solutions.
P.O. Box 19559, Irvine, CA 92713
800-826-3874
For more Information, circle 150. To have a salesman call, circle 152.

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2901

IGP is a registered trademark of Printronix, Inc.

Screen 1: This screen displays a summary list of batch queues. A similar screen can
be generatd for output queues.

Screen 2: Window handling makes QUEMAN easy to use, as can be seen on this
multiwindow display of a queue merge operation.
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standable, and it includes example
screens. The manual I received has no
index, but the detailed table of contents
is an adequate alternative.
QUEMAN is a helpful tool for all
system managers. But it can be particularly useful for managers at sites
with a number of queues to control,
sites employing operations staff members who work various shifts and have
varying degrees of DCL skill, and
multivendor sites where personnel
might need to know various operating
systems and command languages.
Editor's note: Data Center is planning a
number of enhancements to QUEMAN.
The new features, scheduled to be
available this month, will enhance queue
control and allow it to be decentralized.
With these enhancements:
1. Queues can be grouped and user access can be limited to certain groups.
2. Users can be restricted as to the
queue commands they're allowed to
issue. For example, you can assign queue
stop and pause privileges without
allowing merge and reset access.
3. Job commands can be limited. For
instance, certain users could change
forms on a job but not be allowed to
delete jobs.
4. Queue choice can be limited to those
you want to see; you don't have to view
the entire list.
5. Queues can be controlled remotely
via DECNET.
6. ACLs on queues can allow decentralized queue control. An office
manager with two printers and
associated queues could be granted full
privilege for those queues, but not for
any others on the system. Office personnel, in turn, could be granted limited access to the queues to perform essential
tasks such as changing forms but
wouldn't have full privileges.
7. Queues can be created and deleted.
8. Priorities for both print and batch
queue jobs can be changed directly from
the QUEMAN screen.
•
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Put exactly vvhat
you \Vant on screen.
Graphics and
alplianumerics for
LSI, PDP, VAX and

MicroVAX.

PIXEL
ALPHA·
GRAPHICS NUMERICS

Peritek offers the widest range of
display controllers you can find anywhere. Hardware and software for most
applications. Color and monochrome.
Low to high resolution. Software support
for RT!TSX, RSX, VMS, and ULTRIX.
Bit-level subroutines that interface directly
. with high-level languages like Fortran
and C. High-level image processing
software is also available.
Periteks most powerful board
combines an advanced CRT controller
and a 68010-based computer on one
quad-height card. You get:
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics
• 1024 X 1024 X 1 graphics overlay
• 64 X 85 alphanumeric overlay
•hardware pan and zoom
•two channel OMA
• two serial 1/0 ports
•SCSI port.
Price is from $3,495 to $4,485. A complete
package with software and monitor goes
for$6,500.
For your special requirements,
Peritek can supply custom configurations
of our standard products. And we're
ready to quote on custom software and
hardware design projects, too.

MODEL

S;RUS/
BUS*

VCK8

Q&U

1024X 1024

64x85

256

VCK24

Q&U

1024 x 1024

64x85

16 million

VCX8

Q&U

512 x 512

48x80

256

VCX24

Q&U

512 x 512

48x80

16 million

VCH

Q

512 x 512

256

VCG512

Q

512 x 512

16

VCG640

Q

512 x 640

8

YRC

Q&U

J.J.l

VRH

Q

1024 x 1024

64 x 128

~

YRS

Q

512 x 512

48 x80

0

VRG

Q

512 x 512

32 x64

Call or write for free catalog.

VRA

Q&U

24x80
48 x80

Peritek Corporation, 5550 Redwood Rd.,
Oakland, California 94619. Phone
(415) 531-6500. In the east, (516) 798-1919.
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RT, RSX , VMS, ULTRIX, LSI, PDP, VAX and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equip·
ment Corporation. TSX is a trademark of S & H Associates.

See us at:
DEXPO West in Anaheim, Booth #221
The Federal Computer Conference in Washington, Booth #2122

NEW!
dBASE®LANGUAGE
FOR YAX/VMS®
TM

RECITAL,™ a new relational database
management system and fourth generation
language for VAX/VMS®, is totally upwards
compatible with Ashton Tate's dBASE III
PLUS®. Now. your PC applications written
in dBASE can be used on your VAX without reprogramming!

RECITAL lets you upload dBASE applications
and associated data directly from the PC to
the VAX. And. once it's installed on the VAX.
you can maintain and modify it using the
same familiar syntax and commands as on
the PC. Operators trained in dBASE will
understand RECITAL instantly.
The potential is exciting. Not only is the
whole cata log of affordable dBASE
applications yours to use. but you can easily
develop entirely new programs using
RECITAL. And . since there are hundreds of
thousands of programmers already trained in
dBASE. finding skilled people becomes much
easier. Not only that. with RECITAL. end
users can develop and maintain databases.
generate reports . design screen forms . and
much more ... without writing any program
code at all. And. there's more.

RECITAL is also available for a number of
UNIX®SYSTEM V platforms. including Sun
Microsystems® and AT&T® 38 series hardware.
RECITAL is loaded with features.
D Upwards compatible with dBASE Ill
PLUS
• Multi-user relational DBMS
• Concurrent processing
• Transparent access to existing RMS
indexed sequential files on VAX/VMS
D Powerful fourth-generation language
D Complete menu driven interface
D Report formatter
D Free format text based report writer
D Import and export in 20/20®
spreadsheet interface format
D Keyboard macros usable in any form
or menus

Call today for the complete story on the
VAX/VMS oriented product of the year.
Available now.
RECITAL. It performs!
RECITAL CORPORATION
1325 S. Dairy Ashford . Suite 125
Houston. TX 77077
(713) 558-0656
All trademarks are property of their respective manufacturers
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What Can You Say About
A VAX Utility That Recovers
$50 ,000 Worth Of Disk Space
For Under $5,000?
Here's what users are
•
saying.

This. is what the press is
saying.

"In my first ten minutes of running PAKMANAGER, I found over 100,000 blocks of recoverable wasted space. After the first week I was able to
bring up the available free space on my volume set
from an average of 20,000 blocks per disk to about
235,000 blocks each ... PAKMANAGER paid for itself in the first day by allowing me to eliminate a
pending disk purchase"
Steve Simek
Talaris

" ... PAKMANAGER provides a flexible, easy-to-use
and powerful system to help you manage VAX
disks effectively... teamed with a disk compression
and defragmenting utility such as DEMAC's
SQUEEZPAK, the two tools will provide a solid
one-two combination to fight against disk clutter."
David Miller
DEC Professional
June 1988

" ... With PAKMANAGER I recovered almost 15% of
my disk space by being able to easily find expired
files and multiple versions of files left by uncaring
users. "
John Smetona
Topsville
" ... PAKMANAGER really helped .. .This product
very quickly puts on our screen all of the information we need about a particular disk, within a few
seconds."
Tom Stewart
Security Pacific Automation Co.
Digital News, June 13, 1988

"PAKMANAGER is a valuable tool for the system
manager in the day-to-day struggle to optimize disk
storage and performance. It provides a structured
mechanism for displaying disk information .. .This
easy access makes the job of disk management simpler, and provides a means for making a more
timely analysis of disk problems and for taking
corrective actions ... "
Allan Tow!
Digital News
June 13, 1988

It's what we've been saying about PAKMANAGER all along. For more information, call 800-267-1590 (in CA, 800-634-6552). Ask about our free, no-hassle
trial. We're anxious to hear what you have to say when you discover first-hand
how PAKMANAGER saves your company time and money.

..._ ---
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VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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THE MAC
CONNECTION

CommUnity-Mac

Joseph P. Dallatore

Two fundamental questions you must
answer when
establishing a hybrid MadVAX network
are which networking hardware and
which networking protocols to use.
For the physical/electrical connectivity question, there are many possibilities. If you need the throughput of
Ethernet's 10 Mbps, you can install a
combination of ThickWire, ThinWire,
twisted-pair or fiber optic physical links
to each Mac, depending on your site requirements and hardware budget. You
also can connect the Macs using Apple's
low-cost, medium-speed physical networking hardware, LocalTalk, and connect these work group networks to a
backbone Ethernet with an internetwork bridge. If you're on a tight budget
and can sit still for a 9600-baud line, you
can use standard RS-232 connections.
On the question of protocols, the
primary contenders are Appletalk and
DECNET, followed by a myriad of
third-party network systems such as
TCP/IP, TOPS, 3Com and Novell. Many
of these also work with Ethernet or
LocalTalk hardware and cabling.
CommUnity-Mac, from Technology Concepts Inc. (fCI) of Sudbury,
Massachusetts, is a software product
that enables a Mac to function as a
DECNET Phase IV end node. The latest
version, 1.2, which is now in beta test,
has important new features.

used. Version 1.2 includes drivers for the
Kinetics family ofEthernet adapters, the
EtherPort II card for the Mac II, the
EtherPort SE card for the Mac SE and
the Kinetics "Ether SC" SCSI-toEthernet adapter, which can be used
with any Mac equipped with a SCSI
port.
The SCSI-to-Ethernet bridges suffer from lower throughput than the internal cards, but provide upgraded Mac
512s and Mac Pluses with a way to connect directly to Ethernet. Until now,
Mac owners who bought Kinetics hardware were unable to consider CommUnity's DECNET software without the
prospect of also buying another SCSIto-Ethernet box.
Connectivity to the VAXJVMS environment often means terrninal emulation. CommUnity includes a Virtual
Terminal application that uses
DECNET's CTERM protocol to connect
a terminal session running on the Mac
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Latest Developments
Previously, use of Comm Unity-Mac on
a Mac Plus or Mac SE required a Dove
FastNet SCSI-to-Ethernet adapter. For
the Mac II, an Apple EtherTalk card or
a 3Com EtherLink/NB card could be

to a VMS system. Virtual Terminal is a
modified version of the PacerLink
(formerly PCLINK) terminal emulator
for the Mac that's popular among
Mac/VAX users because of its "more
than just terminal emulation" features.
These include script programming
language and the ability to provide a
pushbutton shell for VMS through the
use of on-screen soft keys.
Every Mac/VAX connectivity
package worthy of the title provides the
means to use your VAX/VMS system as
a file server. CommUnity's package
provides a VMS File Server facility that
allows the Mac user, through a Mac
Desk Accessory, to mount a VMS
volume. When the user logs in to a VAX
account through the File Server, the account's log in default directory appears
on the Mac desktop as a virtual disk
drive, and the VMS files within the
directory appear as Mac documents
within the volume.

0

<:J y
1:

OOCMP

[ sm•<i ]
[Quit

!•
11

J

The CommUnity Network Database Editor.
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Screen 2: The Comm Unity folder showing the Pacer Folder, Network Database Editor,
Mail, Remote File Access, Virtual Terminal, and Diagnostics Applications.
We installed a beta test Vl.2 of
CommUnity-Mac on a Mac SE and a
Mac II, both equipped with a Kinetics
EtherPort card connected to our network. Our network includes several
VAXs running VMS 4.7 and other Mac Ils
running TSSNET, distributed by Alisa
Systems.
The CommUnity-Mac package
consists of three Mac 800-KB disks, an
installation disk, an applications disk
and disk of device controllers. A bound
user manual is included, instead of the
traditional stapled LaserWriter pages. We
installed the current Vl.1 on a Mac SE
using a Dove FastNet connected to the
SCSI port. The installation directions are
succinct, and assume previous knowledge of the l'v\ac and the Mac Installer
application.
One quirk ofCommUnity-Mac is
a requirement that the Community
folder, which contains all the necessary
run-time files, reside in the top level of
the system's boot disk. If your habit is
to hide application-specific folders
beneath the system folder, or anywhere
else, CommUnity-Mac will force you
to keep this folder in a place you might
not prefer.
After installing the software, a Desk
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Accessory (DA) labeled CommUnity is
supposed to appear. Invoking the DA
then gives you access to most of the
product features. The first time I installed the software, the CommUnity
DA didn't appear; because I already had
the maximum number (15) of DAs
allowed on a Mac, the installation failed.

DIUE
DIR
RSCEND TYPE
Term

I
0
Term
I
N

•

MRIL
PHONE

When the DA didn't appear, I rummaged around on the product disks and
found an application called CommUnity Diagnostics. I launched it, and it
was a great surprise. Imagine a Mac
software product with a UETP-style
post-installation test, complete with
diagnostic messages more informative
than a traditional Mac bomb with error messages such as ID= 07. The
CommUnity Diagnostics application
told me exactly which init resource was
missing, in plain English. It also told me
that the Dove FastNet wasn't responding at the SCSI address I specified during the installation of the CommUnityMac kit.
After a few checks and a reinstallation, I dialed TCI's support number. I
was sorry to hear that the diagnostics
program was correct: My FastNet was
dead. After a few futile tries to restart
the FastNet, I moved on to the field test
kit of CommUnity V1.2a because it
works with Kinetics hardware, of which
I still had some working samples.
Version 1.2 installs in the same
fashion, except that you must copy the
appropriate controller image for your
hardware configuration into the
CommUnity folder to complete the in-
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Screen 3: The Virtual Terminal with the Con.fig box used to select a VMS node to
Connect to. Note the programmable soft keys at the upper edge of the screen.
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DDCMP driver (NIDRIVER), then switch
the specific terminal line to asynchronous DECNET with a DCL $SET
TERMINAL TTxx: /PROfOCOL =DDCMP
command.
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Screen 4: TCI Mail editor, showing the Mail pull-down menu options.
stallation. If your network link is an
RS-232 line, CommUnity-Mac includes
a DDCMP controller for the Mac's
modem port. This driver supports line
speeds up to 56 KB. However, when

connecting to a VAX via RS-232, the
maximum speed is 9600 baud. To use a
direct terminal connection (not a terminal server port) to a VAX, you first
must run SYSGEN and connect the

To be a DECNET node, the Mac must
have a node name and node address, as
well as an NCP database of the names
and addresses of all other DECNET
nodes it will communicate with. The
CommUnity Network Database Editor
(see Screen 1) provides a series of screens
used to define the Mac's node name and
address, the Mac's DECNET security information (the CommUnity-Mac's software key) and the name and address of
up to 50 other nodes. Version 1.1 doesn't
include support for any DECNET access
control information , such as proxy log
ins or default DECNET account
passwords. Account names and pass-
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WHEN APPLE AND DIGITALWANTED
1bTALK,THEY CAME 1b US.
•

For good reason.
Because we make it simple for
Apple Macintosh and Digital VAX
systems to join the same network.
And open the lines of
communications.
For instance, we utilize
AppleThlk for VMS, the sole published standard platform for networking on the VAX. We're also
the one company that offers complete solutions.
Such as AlisaTalk:M which puts AppleTalk on the
VAX. And includes AlisaShare:M the only 100% AppleShare, VAX/VMS based,
full-function file seiver.
gi:i:iii;;;:::::;;:;a TSSnet:M a package for the Mac that lets it
communicate over DECnet networks as a Phase IV
end node.
And SequeLink:M which allows Macs access to
Digital system host SQL databases.
We can also hook you up with Kinetics FastPath, EtherPort II, EtherPort
SE, EtherSC, and everything in between.
So when you want the right Mac-VAX connections, call or write to
Alisa Systems.
. . The talk of the computer industry.

,...
l
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Alisa S¥Stems3-111nc.
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We, keep everybody talking

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2331

221 East Walnut Street, Suite 175 Pasadena, CA 91101 ( 818 )792-9474

Alisa and Alisalalk, and AlisaShare are trndemarlo;of Alisa 9,>tems, Inc.• Apple, Macintosh, Appk!f\Jk for VMS. and AppleShare are tradema00 of Apple Computer, Inc., DEC, VM, VMS. and DECnet are trndemaOO of
Digital f.quipment Ccrp. Ts.Snet ~ a trademark of Thu~ Software Sjstems. Sequelink ~a trademark of GnOsls. P.i.stPath, Etherfurt II, Etherfurt SE. and ElherSC are trndema00 of Kinetics, Inc.
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Screen 5: A Net Mail Folder, which appears whenever a VMS mail mes.sage i.s reaived
by the Mac SE from any other DECNET node.
words must be provided at the time a
network operation is initiated.
This brings us to one of the big
problems with DECNET on the Mac. If
I have a dozen VAXs in my network, I
can compose a DCL command file that
runs NCP and updates the database with
node names and address for all nodes.
If I add 30 Macs as DECNET nodes, I
have to revise that command file, send
it to each node and execute it to update
the database.
Now I have 42 nodes in my network. Every Mac must have 41 of those
node names and addresses entered by
hand . There's no batch queue to do this
for you. And you can't copy the Network.dat file from one Mac to another,
because the file also defines the Host
name and address and carries the software key for the node's CommUnity
license. So plan extra typing time if
you're adding a new Mac to a big
DECNET network .
Once the local node and the network database are defined, the Mac is
compatible with other DECNET Phase
IV nodes for remote file access, exchanging VMS mail and, for those nodes
that support CTERM, Remote Terminal
Emulation. As you can see in Screen 2,
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CommUnity-Mac includes an application for each of these operations.

Emulation
Virtual Terminal is the modified PacerLink emulator, and provides a choice
of VT100 or VT220 emulation (see

S

File

"PCLINK: Another Great Communicator," September 1987, p. 31A, for
a description of the terminal emulator's
features) . The primary difference from
the standard-PacerLink emulator lies in
the data link protocol used to transport
information to the VAX.
With standard Pacer, Pacer Network Protocol is used. With CommUnity-Mac, DECNET's CTERM protocol
is used instead. By using CTERM, the
emulator can connect directly to any
DECNET node that supports the DCL
$SET HOST command, not only those
VAXJVMS systems that have PacerLink
installed.
Even better, it supports command
line recall using the keyboard arrow
keys. The script feature of the emulator
records user actions to be played back
later with the click of a soft key. Script
programs can be created to enable soft
keys to perform a variety of complex or
repetitious tasks. The CommUnity-Mac
user manual includes a chapter describing each script command and what it
does.
The current emulator settings can
be saved in a configuration file that includes the node name of the particular
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The Remote File Acce.s.s, .showing a Mac document called Te.st Mail Mes.sage,
about to be copied to the VAX a.s TESTFILE.DAT.
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Multi-windows, actually.
be executed with a single chck.
VAX
With PacerLink connectivity softAlong with the pull-down menus ~~-=i Pacerlink connects Macs and IBM PCs
to many hosts, including DEC VAX (VMS
ware, Mac users can manage multiple
and windows, these softkeys ex& ULTRIX) and several UNIX systems.
VAX jobs by viewing multiple concurtend the Mac interface to the VAX.
rent terminal emulation sessions.
Equally important, Pacersolutions. Add PacerShare,
Enter data in one window and your
Link integrates its terminal
and you gain a VAXNMS
VAX host updates all others continemulation with file transfe~
~~ AppleShare-compatible
uously, even under MultiFinder.
virtual disk and print services Mac
IBM PC file server that's completely
Using Mac techniques, you can
to give you full functionahty with
transparent. Add PacerPrint, and users
adjust PacerLink windows as you
on either side of the network can acone product. It connects IBM PCs
(and compatibles) as well as Macs to
please. Enlarge, miniaturize, stack or
cess PostScript printers. With PacerVAX(VMS
just stick. them in a [ ;l fie Hit Cenf1g tre••fer Spe<lal 111111...,•
Graph, you extend graphic emulation
and
ULTRIX)
capabihties
to the VT240NT241
converuent corner • - i 11r .i - 1UT l.-r•J..•••·ur-J.. '!I!..
1-I-I ~ ·I
I
I - •irr1oI
tO keep an eye on.
standards.
and several
To make the User-programmable "sofrkey" macros allow long VAX
For more information on how
UNIX systems.*
VTlOO and VT
command streams to be executed with a single click.
you can plug your Mac users into
220
terminal emulator even more useful,
PacerLink is the core
VAX powe~ call
wive built in programmable asoftkeys" of a powerful family of
(508) 898-3300 or
that allow comphcated interactions to
integrated micro to mini
B D FT WA R E
(619) 454-0565.
PACER SOFTWARE, 7911 Herschel Ave., Suite 402, la Jolla, CA 92037 (619) 454-0565 I 1900 Wlst Park Drive, Suite 280, Wlstborough, MA 01581 (508) 898-3300
•Physical connection between the Mac/IBM PC and host can be RS-232, Ethernet (Ether Talk or TCP/IP) or Apple LocalTalk bridged toEthernet using Kinetics FastPath or
Cayman Gatorbox. All product names subject to trademark claims.
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VAX to connect to (see Screen 3). By

s

double clicking on a configuration file
instead of the Virtual Terminal icon, you
can avoid the startup dialog boxes to
select a configuration file and a VMS
node. Unfortunately, these files must remain in the Pacer folder within the
CommUnity folder to function properly.
TC! Mail provides a point-andclick version of the usual VMS Mail
utility functions, including the REPLY
command. Screen 4 shows the pulldown menu of mail functions. Multiple
recipients are supported, and an address
book utility makes it possible to point
and click to specify the node::username
for your regular correspondents. When
mail is received from other nodes, a Net
Mail folder appears on the desktop (see
Screen 5).
Double clicking on the folder activates the same TC! Mail utility, display-
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Screen 7: The SYS$MANAGER directory as it appears when
mounted as a TFAS VMS volume.

What can you do if you want a Macintosh desktop environment
and you are standardized on DEC's ALL-IN-1 Office Automation Software?
Telos has the answer ... MacNOW™
With MacNOW, you have a choice:
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We are currently shipping MacNOW version 1.0. To receive your Special Introductory Price, please call 213-450-2424
by October 31, 1988, and place your order for MacNOW.

· See us at DEXPO West Booth #2332
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Confused?
No wonder.

Macintosh®-V AX/VMSTM Networking
means a dizzying array of connectivity
products, network architectures,
and hardware options.
Why not join us at our office in Marlton, NJ
(20 minutes from Philly, two hours from New York)
to get your hands dirty and your head straight:
September 7-9,
October 10-12 & 24-26
November 9-11 & 28-30
December 7-9 & 14-16

1988
1988
1988
1988

•
•
•
•

The Macintosh/VAX Networking Lab
Course length - 3 days

Topics Covered:

Tuition - $950

Network Architectures •
DECnet, AppleTalk:

Training Objectives:
Network Hardware •
Ethernet
LocalTalk
Bridges
Gateways

• Find out how to connect your Macintosh and
IBM PC-compatible workstations through a VAX
• Understand AppleTalk and DECnet network
architectures.

Network Management •
• Learn how to install and use various
AppleTalk: network hardware products.

Terminal Emulators •
VTlOO, VT220,VT240
Tektronix

• Learn how to install and manage various DECnet
and AppleTalk: based Mac/VAX networking products.

VAX/VMS File Servers •
AlisaTalk:, PacerShare

• Learn how to use and evaluate Macintosh terminal
emulators.

Networked Databases •
•Learn how to develop VAX-based macintosh database
applications

Apple - DEC Development
Efforts •

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION
525 ROUTE 73 SOUTH • SUITE 300 • MARL TON, NJ 08053
CONSUL TING • TRAINING • SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
PHONE

(609) 596-4360

FAX

(609) 596-4362

Macintosh and AppleTalk are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
VAX and VT are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.
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ing a list of mail messages in the "in"
folder. There were a few problems here,
mostly in the formatting of the text
within mail messages. TCI Mail doesn't
support the Stream LF files from VAX
nodes and can't handle a mail message
larger than 32 KB.
Further, the release notes warn
against a Mac DECNET node sending
mail to itself. Because the Mac (even
under MultiFinder) isn't a true multiprocessing environment, a deadlock occurs. The Mac can't respond to its own
attempts to send mail because the mail
sender code (client) has the mail receiver
code (server) blocked out. The result is
that the Mac hangs. Perhaps future versions ofCommUnity-Mac will feature
a way to prevent this situation.

Front End
The Remote File Access (RFA) application provides a Mac-like front end to the
DECNET copy operation. One of the
disadvantages of making the Mac a
DECNET node is that the Mac user must
understand how to form fully qualified
VMS file specifications of the style:
Nodename''username password''::disk:
[dir.subdirl ]filename.dat; 1]
But things can be very complicated
when one of these DECNET nodes is actually a Mac node. What does the
"DECNET" file spec for the Mac file in
a Mac folder look like? The Mac allows
spaces in document and folder names,
and Mac files don't have version numbers. VAX file specifications can be over
200 characters long; the Mac is limited
to about 35.
Remote File Access provides a series ofbuttons to perform most forms of
node-to-node file copying, including a
copy from one remote node directly to
another, and copying files from the Mac
to a VAX and vice versa. Files can be
moved as TEXT (data converted to
ASCII), MacBinary (all Mac file structures are preserved) or Verbatim (every
byte, as is, sent to the VAX in 512-byte
fixed-length records). VMS wildcard
copies are supported . Unfortunately,
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Apple And DEC:
Allies On The March
The promise of MadVAX networking stirred lots of enthusiasm at the Apple/Digital
Developers' Conference, held in Boston, August 7-9. The conference, open to selected
customers as well as Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), focused on various Mac/vAX
network tools and opportunities and offered a few surprises as-well. In our world of
often vague cooperative partnerships between companies, the Apple/Digital Conference
was refreshingly specific.

lro•lc Allnouncements
One surprise of the conference came when DEC revealed the specifications of its
VAX/VMS-based file and printer services. Expected to be available by September 1989,
DEC's file server for the Mac will be compatible with Apple's AppleShare network
file server and similar to offerings such as PacerShare from Pacer Software of
Westborough. Massachusetts, and AlisaShare from Alisa Systems of Pasadena, California.
The unnamed (DECShare?) Macintosh File Server will, like its counterparts from
Alisa and Pacer, allow Mac users to access VAXNMS files from their electronic desktops,
viewing the VMS file system through the Mac's unique icon-oriented user interface.
The product will take its place alongside DEC's currently available VMS Services for
MS-DOS file server software, rounding out DEC's Personal Computer Systems Architecture (PCSA) family.
Likewise, DEC's planned Macintosh printer services will offer Mac and VAXNMS
users access to laser printers from both Apple and DEC, similar to functions performed
today by Alisa's Alisa Print Services and Pacer's PacerPrint.
DEC's product announcements took on ironic significance, however, as representatives from Alisa and Pacer were in attendance. How can DEC encourage developers
to build MadVAX networking products while it announces competitive products?
At the concluding press conference, Apple and DEC were quick to point out that
DEC's file and print services products won't be available for at least a year, and that
customers who need such services now should buy now. And, because Alisa's, DEC's
and Pacer's file servers will all be based on Apple's AppleShare file server architecture,
cooperation between and file migration across these products will be simple.

Real Tools
The real business of the Apple-DEC Technical Alliance is standards, and the
brightest news at the Developers' Conference was the emergence of"real" developers'
tools with consistent interfaces.
Apple announced version 2 of its AppleTalk for VMS developers' tool, which is
a full implementation of AppleTalk networking protocols under the VMS operating
system. AppleTalk for VMS V2 will include all the features of the current Vt.6, adapted
for use under VMS version 5.
Currently in use under products such as the Helix VMX database product from
Odesta of Northbrook, Illinois, the V2 announcements represent a strong endorsement by both DEC and Apple of AppleTalk for VMS, and will boost its acceptance by
software developers. AppleTalk for VMS V2 should be available this fall.
Apple also stated that further ApplCfalk for VMS development will focus on performance improvements by rewriting some ofits packet-routing "overhead" functions
as a VMS UO driver, and in some cases by completely eliminating the need for routing.
No timetable was presented for these developments, presumably scheduled for version 3 of the software.
For use with AppleTalk, DEC announced plans to implement VAXNMS-based Ap-
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pleTalk/DECNET Transport Gateway software. This tool would provide end-to-end
connections for software using Apple's AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol on Apple's
products and DEC's Network Services Protocol in DECNET. With this facility in place,
a Mac-based software package will be able to establish a network dialog with a program running on a VAX using task-to-task DECNET facilities.
By building such bridges between their networks, DEC and Apple are encouraging the involvement of both families of developers. Apple- and DEC-oriented software engineers, following Apple's and DEC's respective networking guidelines, will
be able to interconnect their products into distributed applications without having to
immerse themselves for months in the other's foreign technologies.

Distributed Appllcatlons
Apple demonstrated a prototype of its x11 x Windows server software for the
Macintosh Operating System, promising delivery ofX11 DECW!NDOWS from host VAX
computers as soon as DECWINDOWS becomes available. For developers seeking more
intimate host control of the Mac's user interface, Apple showed its MacWorkStation
developers' tool. MacWorkStation offers control of almost every aspect of the Mac
user interface to a host VAX application over a simple asynchronous line as well as
over a network.
Programmers looking to write Mac front ends for host-based database products
got a look at Apple's CUI and DEC's SQL Services. Both products provide a transaction interface between software such as HyperCard on the Mac and ORACLE on the
VAX. CU! supports database products such as lNGRES and lnformix as well as ORACLE,
while DEC's SQL Services is written specifically for DEC's RdblvMS relational database
product.
LONG A PROBLEM in our industry, Apple and DEC announced their joint intention to
simplify the interchange of compound (text and graphics) documents by adhering to
DEC's Digital Document Interchange Format (DDIF). To be found in the " Save as ... "
options of future word processors and document converters from both companies,
DDIF is rich enough to faithfully handle complex presentation formats.
Worries that DEC and Apple might build everything themselves and leave
developers out in the cold dissipated quickly as the two companies discussed their plans
for business communications applications, such as electronic mail and conferencing.
In these application areas, it was obvious that the major players would be content to
provide the rails and ties and leave the real railroading to the ISVs.
In addition to document interchange tools like DDIF, Apple and DEC announced
their joint support for X.400 electronic mail standards. DEC's present and future X.400
mailbus architecture products provide promising development platforms, and companies like Microsoft and Alisa already have announced plans to jump on.
Many Apple/DEC developers' tools discussed at the conference, including Apple'Tulk for VMS and MacWorkStation, are available today. Also, developers looking to
write cooperative database applications shouldn't overlook the possibilities presented
by currently available tools from third-party vendors, such as Helix VMX.
Programmers looking to write Macintosh front-end software for VAX host
database systems must wait for Apple's CL/1 , due later this year. DEC's SQL Services
will require ApplClhlk-DECNET Gateway, which probably won't be released until
mid-1989.
Customers can expect to see a Microsoft-Mail-to-VAXMAIL gateway from
Alisa/Microsoft by the end of 1988, new AppleShare-compatible file servers from companies like Novell by early 1989, and a host of network product introductions
throughout the next 12 months. MadVAXNMS networking has been with us for more
than two years, and with the commitment Apple and DEC showed at the Developers'
Conference, you can bet it's here to stay.
- Al Cini
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Community-Mac V1.2
PLATFORMS: Ethernet and systems that
support DDCMP

PRICE: CommUnity-Mac license, $225 $350, depending on quantity; CommUnityMac license including media documentation,
$495
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HEADQUARTERS:
40 Tall Pine Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776
(508) 443-7311
(800) 777- 2323

FOUNDED: 1981
PRODUCT LINE: Developer of networking/communications software. Provider of
custom software, development services and
consulting services
OWNERSHIP: Public; a Bell Atlantic
Company
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due to differences between the two
systems' file naming conventions, indiscriminate wildcard copies can fail or
produce unexpected results.
Screen 6 shows a copy command to
move a TCI Mail file on the Mac to my
log in directory on CMCVX3. The
Remote Submit, Execute and Print buttons allow a Mac user to transfer command files and print files prepared on
the Mac to the VAX for processing in a
single step.
The Remote File Access utility's
Verbatim mode is put to excellent use
in installing the VAX-hosted CommUnity File Server. The CommUnityMac disks contain a VMS executable image and a command procedure that you
copy to any VMS node with RFA.
TFAS.EXE implements a VAX-based network file server for CommUnity nodes.
The TFAS server is a DECNET object and
is accessed using DECNET task-to-task
communications. It provides a view of
a user's VMS log in directory as if it
were an external Mac disk drive. The
Mac user first mounts the disk drive us-
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ing the CommUnity DA, and can
choose to see all VMS files, or only those
VMS files that were created by the Mac
during previous sessions.
Files created by VMS applications
appear as generic documents (see Screen
7). Whether the document can be used
from the Mac depends on whether you
have a Mac application that understands
the file organization and contents. For
example, Microsoft Word can load
ASCII text files, so a user can edit command files, mail messages and EDTbased files using MS-Word and the TFAS
server. While this isn't interoperability,
it's better than KERMIT or even the best
terminal emulator's transfer file facility.
The CommUnity DA also can connect the Mac to a VAX running DEC's
PCFS file servers (although PCFS V2.0
isn't yet supported), so sites using PCSA
can share files among Macs, VAXMATEs

Fiie

Edit

Beud

Settings

Phone

Emuletlon

and the VAX. If you don't have PCSA,
but have MS-DOS machines, CommUnity-DOS allows PCs equipped with
an appropriate Ethernet board to connect to any TFAS server. Either way, you
get Mac, DOS and VMS users sharing
access to the exact same files, and not
copies, as long as the files are stored in
a format supported by an application in
all three environments. Right now, this
usually means ASCII text files, but eventually someone will market a word
processor/spreadsheet/database/whathave-you that runs well with all three
operating systems; then things will start
to get really interoper-esting!

The Manual
The strongest point of CommUnityMac is the more than 130 pages of the
product manual dedicated to the tools
and techniques the product provides for

Commends

Mac
to
VAX
Terminal
Emulation/
Communications
Software
for the
Macintosh""
Example 20/20""
session using
Tektronix 4105
emulation.
• Accen TechnologiH

VersaTerm™

Verslon 3.20
Price: $ 99.00
DEC VTl00/102, DG D200, Tek 4014 emulation.
Kermit, XModem and YModem protocols.

VersaTerm-PRO™

Version 2.20
Price: $ 295.00
Vector-oriented, Tektronix 4105 color graphics
emulation ..• In addition to all the features of
standard VersaTerm 3.2.

KaleidaGraph™
Version 1.00
Price: $ 179.00
A Data Analysis and Graphics Application
for Business, Engineering and Science.

TekPrint™

Verslon 2.00
Price: $ 79.00
Utility that supports Hewlett Packard
7470 and 7475 Pen Plotters.
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task-to-task communication over
DECNET. The documentation, intended
for the Mac programmer/application
developer, is well-written and extensive,
and includes an appendix of source code
and example programs. The CommUnity applications disk includes a
folder, appropriately titled "For
Developers Only," which also contains
the source code of a program module
written in C, showing CommUnityMac's task-to-task interface in use.
At the lower levels, the task-to-task
communications is patterned after the
UNIX file 1/0 services, and provides five
calls to open, read, write, close, or pass
1/0 control information to the program.
Two methods of access are provided. A
series of callable subroutines, called the
DLIB, can be used by any programmer
for direct access to the data structures
and services necessary for task-to-task
communications.
Programmers who prefer to program at a higher level can code calls to
the Mac's Device Manager (which in
turn calls device driver routines) and
gain access to the same data structures
and functions. Up to five simultaneous
links to remote systems can be managed
by CommUnity-Mac using Kinetics
hardware, and eight links when using
the FastNet controller.
COMMUNITY-MAC IS a well-designed,
well-packaged implementation of
DECNET for the Mac. Many of the
restrictions involved in implementing a
Mac-based DECNET end node are inherent Mac or DECNET restrictions, and
not a matter of design lapses. I'm not
convinced, however, that I want or need
my Mac to be a DECNET node. If you're
trying to support a fairly non-technical
user base, DECNET is complicated compared to Appletalk's "plug it in and turn
it on" approach to networking. But if
your users must have it, and are at least
amateur DECNET node managers,
CommUnity-Mac definitely deserves a
place on your short list of products to
consider. -Joseph P Dallatore is a senior
software engineer with Computer Methods
Corporation, Mar/ton, New jersey.
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It's the Same.

It's Different.

It's FastPath, the standard in Macintosh-to-Ethernet
networking, with thousands installed and years of success.

It's FastPath, but now it's even more. The new FastPath 4
is easy to install and more powerful.

Connect LocalTalk to Ethernet

Plug and Play

FastPath connects a network of Macintoshes, LaserWriters,
and other LocalTalk devices to Ethernet at the lowest cost
per connection.

FastPath's AppleTalk-bridging automatically self-configures
right out of the box. Or you can use optional IP network
management tools from either the Ethernet or LocalTalk
side.

Access Diverse Systems
FastPath ties together multiple computers in multiple
environments, including VAXes, UNIX systems, PCs, and
Macintoshes. In fact, it is the key building block in Mac-DEC
connectivity.

Use Multiple Applications and Multiple
Protocols
FastPath supports TCP/IP, allowing all Macintoshes to
participate in multivendor networking systems. FastPath is
the standard internetwork connection for scores of
networking applications from mail to databases to printing
to file transfer to terminal emulation to ... evetything.

Use Sophisticated IP Networking
FastPath's new K-STAR routing makes TCP/IP configuration
and operation as easy as AppleTalk. (The FastPath 4
provides simultaneous AppleTalk bridging and TCP/IP
routing.)

Expand Your Options
With a 5-fold increase in memory, you can run sophisticated
networking software through the FastPath 4 on the busiest
networks. You can observe and diagnose network activity.
You can connect to either thin-wire or standard Ethernet
from the same unit. With Kinetics EtherPort direct Mac-toEthernet cards, you have mix-and-match flexibility in
network configuration.
More power, more connections, more choices.

The Best-Connected Macintosh Begins Here.
For more information on connecting your Macintoshes to
Ethernet, call Kinetics at 800-433-4608 outside California,
415-947-0998 in California.
Kinetics, Inc.

2540 Camino Diablo

Walnut Creek

California 94596

Kinetics is a registered trademark; Fast Path , EthcrPon and K·STAR arc trademarks of Kinetics. Inc. DEC is a registered trademark; VAX Is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. ApplcTalk. Macintosh and
LascrWritcr arc registered trademarks; LocalTalk is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. UNIX Is a registered tradcm:r.rk of AT&T Bell L:tboratorlcs. Copyright C Kinetics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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QTEXT II Supports
POSTSCRIPT Printers

Diskeeper V2.1
Includes Graphic Display

ECAP Systems Inc. has announced that it has
been granted development and marketing
rights to the Q'Text word processing system.
Q'Text covers a full range of DEC computers
and operating systems.
The first release of Q'Text, called
QTEXT II, will contain a number of improvements to older versions of the system.
QTEXT II will support POSTSCRIPT
printers; it also allows multiple simultaneous
work files with the ability to move and copy
blocks from one to another.
ECAP will provide QTEXT II free of
charge to any current user of Q'Text who
wishes to enter into a service contract.
For further information, contact Eric Covington, ECAP Systems Inc., 69 SteEuphemie St., Casselman, ON KOA lMO;
(613) 764-3889. Stop by Booth No. 421.

Executive Software Inc. has announced V2.1
of its on- line disk defragmenter for
VAX/VMS. The product offers various new
features including graphic display designed
to give VAX managers a clear picture of the
state of file and space fragmentation on their
disk; VS.O VMS support, including SMP
support, making it compatible with Digital's
Calypso line of computers and the 8800
series of VAX computers; and a softwaredriven data-checking feature.
Diskeeper V2.1 allows VAX managers to
stagger the start-up ofDiskeeper on multiple drives. Split I/O and window tum counts
have been added to the Disk Analysis Utility. With this feature, VAX managers can
calculate the specific effect of fragmentation
on system performance.
Diskeeper V2.1 prices range from $249
for VAXSTATIONS to $4,500 for the VAX
8840.
For more complete information, contact
Leland Thoburn, Executive Software Inc.,
3131 Foothill Blvd., Ste. F, La Crescenta,
CA 91214-2699; (800) 346-4707; in CA,
(818) 249-4707. Stop by Booth No. 220.

Circle 554 on reader card

LP-6 Suited For
CAD/CAM Environment
Codonics Inc. has introduced the LP-6 laser
printer, a personal-size laser printer suited for
graphic applications in the engineering and
CAD/CAM environments.
By combining a high-speed parallel
communications link and Codonics' vector
mode, the LP-6 can produce fast laser
graphics. With the standard HP Laserjet

Many companies appearing in Products
this month are DEXPO exhibitors. Their
booth numbers are indicated, so stop by
and visit.

Series II emulation and a full MB of memory,
the LP-6 is supported by all major software
packages. In addition, the LP-6 is equipped
with a complete HPCL 7475A plotter emulation that facilitates high-resolution, full-page,
300-dpi graphics hardcopy from any
graphics software.
The LP-6 delivers full-page, highresolution graphics and text at 6 pages per
minute. With 31 standard type fonts and optional cartridge fonts, the printer is flexible
in document design.
Obtain additional information by contacting
Codonics Inc., 18001 Englewood Dr., Middleburg Hts. , OH 44130; (216) 243-1198.
Stop by Booth No. 416.

Circle 433 on reader card
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MS-DOS V3.10 Features
Improved Capabilities
Suitable Solutions Inc. announces the availability of MS-DOS V3.10 for the Rainbow.
The product features support for hard disk
partitions up to 32 MB, improved BACKUP
and RESTORE capabilities and several new
commands, including APPEND, ASSIGN,
ATTRIB and FDISK.
MS-DOS software, a user guide and 30
days of telephone support an: available for
$99.
For additional information, contact Suitable
Solutions Inc., 1700 Wyatt Dr., Ste. 12, Santa
Clara, CA 95054; (408) 727-9090. Stop by
Booth No. 516.
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IMSL Libraries For VAX
Under BSD UNIX 4.2

Codonics Inc.'s LP-6 laser printer.
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IMSL Inc. has released the IMSL Libraries
for VAX 86xx/87xx/88xx computer systems
under the BSD UNIX 4.2 running the FORTRAN 77 compiler. The IMSL Libraries
consist of three problem-solving products :
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MATH/LIBRARY, STAT/LIBRARY and
SFUN/LIBRARY.
The IMSL Libraries feature standard
calling sequences, sophisticated error
handling, consistent documentation and extensive use of BLAS to assure uniformity and
stability in vector/matrix operations.
The annual fee for the Libraries ranges
from 2,200 to $3,500 for the first year, and
from $1,200 to $2,500 for renewal support,
depending on library product.
For more information, contact IMSL Inc.,
2500 ParkWest Tower One, 2500 CityWest
Blvd ., Houston, TX 77042-3020; (800)
222-JMSL; in TX, (713) 782- 6060. Stop by
Boo th No. 1460.
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BEAGLE Tests And
Proposes Hypotheses
VRS Consulting Inc. has introduced
BEAGLE, a rule-finder system that tests hypotheses like a conventional statistics package
and proposes hypotheses to be tested. It uses
an evolutionary induction strategy to devise
new discrimination rules for testing, and then
generates code for the logic rules discovered.
Uses of BEAGLE include weather prediction, medical diagnosis, forensic identific ation, risk management and market
analysis.
The MicroVAX 2000 version starts at
S25,000 for purchase and $125 for monthly
rental. The 780 VAX version starts at $7,750
for purchase and $400 for monthly rental.
To learn more, contact VRS Consulting Inc.,
4676 Admiralty Way, Ste. 206, Marina Del
Ray, CA 90290; (213) 827-7890. Visit Booth
No. 325.

DEXPO West 88
This month, California has DEXPO and DEXPO has the real world of DEC computing.
DEC users can expect a three-day buying spree, with more than 15,000 products from 350
exhibitors. Exhibitors can expect to benefit from an estimated 15,000 attendees. The aisles
will be streaming with DEC-specific solutions and hands-on demonstrations.
New this year is DEXPO's West Coast Apple-DEC Connection exhibit. This special
display area will feature more than 50 Mac-to-VAX exhibits demonstrating communications and applications. If you' re an IBM PC user, you 'll find a diversity of MS-DOS connectivity and software products.
At DEXPO, you'll be able to compare VAX, MICROVAX and PDP-11 enhancements. You
also can see DEC's MICROVAX 3000 and the VAX 8850 mainframe.
The 14th National DEC-Compatible Exposition will be held at the Disneyland Hotel
in Anaheim, October 18-20. Show times are Tuesday and Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The focus is Integration.
DECUS Symposium attendees can attend DEXPO free of charge. DECUS will be held
at the Anaheim Convention Center. Shuttle buses will run continuously each day from
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. between the Convention Center and the Disneyland Hotel. A complete schedule, including pickup and drop-off locations, will be posted at both convention sites.
The Professional Press exhibition booth number is 1260. Plan to see us there.
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V1.3 Adds Interface To
Multiware RENDER
Multiware Inc. announced a new, interactive
version of a presentation graphics software
package. Version 1.3 adds an interactive
human interface to RENDER, a Multiware
product that runs on DEC computers.
Version 13 makes presentation graphics
affordable and accessible to non-technical
users of DEC computers. The interface with
RENDER provides an on-line question-andanswer interface, the ability to extract data
automatically from files written by other
programs, and the ability to incorporate
automatic graphic reporting as part of an office or plant automation project.
Learn more by contacting Michael Brown,
Multiware Inc., 2121 Second St., Bldg. B, Ste.
107, Davis, CA 95616; (916) 756-3291. Visit
Booth No. 2025.

DEXPO West 88, to be held in Anaheim, California, is the multivendor show

that covers every aspect of DEC users' computing needs.
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VS ORT
VS
ELECT
The fastest way to sort and
AND

extract records on a VAX.

If you spend too much time sorting with the VAXNMS sort utility,
spend less - up to 75% less - with VSORT from Evans Griffiths
& Hart, Inc. Compare the following elapsed and CPU times for
VSORT (V03.07) and the VAXNMS (V4.2) sort utility running on
a VAX 111780.
VSORT VERSUS VAXNMS SORT
Time (minutes)
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VSORT
VAX/VMS sort
1,000,000 16-byte records

I

VSORT
VAX/VMS sort

500,000 32-byte records

20/20 Release 2.3 Is
Portable To VAXs
Release 2.3 of20/20 from Access Technology
Inc. is being shipped. Initial 20/20 release 2.3
shipments are portable to VAX computers.
Enhancements include a fully integrated
spreadsheet auditor and the ability to read,
write and consolidate Lotus 1-2-3 and PC
Excel model files directly from the 20/20
command line.
Other enhancements included with
20120 are 21 string, data and special functions,
a macro debugging capability, faster and improved screen handling, graphic enhancements including scatter plots, support for
DIF format data and calculation options.
20120 supports optional interfaces to
database management and packages, as well
as ALL-IN-1 OA system.
Prices range from $3,400 for the
MicroVAX II to $35,000 for the VAX 8978.
For more information, contact Geoff
Spillane, Access Technology Inc., 6 Pleasant
St., S. Natick, MA 01760; (617) 655-9191.
Stop by Booth No. 227.
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VSORT
VAXNMSsort

125,000 128-byte records
ELAPSED TIME
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Quantum PT Is
Definable System Tuner

CPU TIME •

VSELECT, the fast sequential record extractor.

VSELECT is also fast and efficient. Running stand-alone on a
VAX 11/780, VSELECT often exceeds scan rates of 1,000 blocks
per second. It can select and reformat records from an indexed
file much faster than the VAXNMS CONVERT utility can unload

the same file - often three or four times faster.
For RSTSIE, use FSORT3 and SELECT.

If you run RSTS/E on the PDP-11, we invite you to join the hundreds of users and OEMs who, for the past ten years, have relied
on FSORT3 and SELECT for the fastest possible record processing.
Other software products for VAX/VMS and RSTS/E
•ROSS/Va RSTS/E operating system simulator under VAXNMS.
• KDSS a multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system.

• TAM an efficient screen formatter for transaction

Computer Information Systems Inc. has
introduced Quantum PT, a flexible, resource
efficient VAX/VMS system tuner with entrylevel performance monitoring capabilities.
Quantum PT is a user-controllable and
definable system tuner that allows optional
changes to the VMS scheduling algorithm,
makes dynamic VMS SYSGEN parameter
adjustments and performs dynamic process
memory reallocation.
The Quantum PT performance monitoring subsystem provides a real-time display
of system and process statistics, as well as an
hourly statistical reporting capability.
For further information, contact Steve Lilly,
Computer Information Systems Inc., 165
Bay State Dr., Braintree, MA 02184; (800)
232-5215; in MA, (617) 848-7515. Stop by
Booth No. 1813.

Circle 463 on reader card

processing applications.
• DIALUP a data communications package that
links VAXNMS and RSTS/E systems to
remote computers.
• BSCIDVa device driver for DEC's DV11.

Oracle Announces OLTP
Version Of RDBMS
Oracle Corporation announced the new online transaction processing (OLTP) version
of its Oracle relational DBMS. The new
Oracle software also offers low cost per
transaction on each environment ranging
from small minicomputers to the largest IBM
mainframes.
Oracle's performance is notabl_e on
multiprocessor OLTP platforms because of
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For more information, call
(617)861-0670 or write:
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.
55 Waltham Street
Lexington, MA 02173
TWX: 710-326-0103
DEC . VAX. VMS. RSTS and POP are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation .
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Oracle's multiserver process architecture that
takes advantage of all CPU processors.
Oracle automatically locks exclusively at the
row level and uses fast-commits, deferred
writes and multiblock I/O, and an efficient
read-consistency model for maximum
throughput. It provides complete system
fault tolerance for continuous availability including automatic recovery from CPU
failure, on-line backup and recovery for disk
failure recovery and on-line reconfigurability.
To learn more, contact Catherine Monaco,
Oracle Corp., 20 Davis Dr., Belmont, CA
94002; (415) 598-8219. Visit Booth No.
2530.
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TURBO DISK Enhances
Processor Performance
EEC Systems has announced TD V30, which
is compatible with VAXJVMS V5.0. TURBO DISK enhances performance in dual and
parallel processors. Added features are multiple TURBO DISKs - up to 99 separate
RAM disks; automatic setup of correct
parameters for the number and physical size
of TURBO DISK; and simplified system
management from a central, integrated menu.
After TURBO DISK is installed, file I/O

recording can be run without modification
of the system AUTOGEN/SYSGEN options
or rebooting the system.
No-charge demos are available for
qualified prospects.
To find out more, contact EEC Systems,
327/E Boston Post Rd., Sudbury, MA 01776;
(508) 443-5106. Stop by Booth No. 1516.
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The Wollongong Group Inc. introduced
EUNICE BSD 4.3, an enhanced operating
system environment that provides a UNIX
BSD 4.3 environment on VMS systems.
With EUNICE BSD, VAX users can access
any of three operational environments: VMS,
UNIX or integrated VMS/UNIX. Both local
and networked UNIX users can operate efficiently in a VMS environment with no
change to VMS.
EUNICE BSD automatically translates
VMS files into the UNIX format for UNIX
users and software. VMS capabilities, such
as DECnet, VAXcluster and symmetrical
multiprocessors, are usable by EUNICE
BSD. Special device drivers and configuration changes aren't required .

The De Rex S-3000 II: A heavy duty page printer without peers.
Fast, quiet, reliable and cost
effective, the S-3000 has been
designed specifically as a highvolume printer. And it is
thoroughly backed by the
expertise, technical support
and nationwide service of
De Rex.
• 30 pgs. per min./ Up to
150,000 per month
• Less than 55 OBA
• Vector and Raster Graphics
• High resolution : 300x300 DPI

•Bar codes
• Dual input feeders/High
capacity (2500 sheet)
• Remote or local attachment
• Compatible with IBM
(including channel attach)
DEC, H-P, Prime, UNISYS
and most other popular
computers
• Forms overlay-up to six
forms
• Versatile output: up to 32
character sets
For heavier output, the S-600011 is another De Rex fieldproven, high speed, reliable
printer. At 75 pages per minute,
with both portrait and
landscape orientations, it
provides great versatility of
output at higher speeds.
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ERi Training Offers
Three Programs

Wollongong Offers
Enhanced Environment

WORKHORSE.

EUNICE BSD 4.3 is $5,000 for fouruser MicroVAX and $17,200 for 16-user
VAX 8800.
For additional information, contact Norman
Lombino, The Wollongong Group Inc., 1129
San Antonio Rd ., Palo Alto, CA 94303; (415)
962-7100. Stop by Booth 2031.

ERi Training presents DEC hardware and
software training in three flavors: 1.
Videos - New for 1988 are " Ethernet Concepts and Planning" and "Using ALL-IN-1"
video training tapes. Also available are "Using VAX/VMS" and " VAX/VMS for Programmers" courses. 2. On-site, customtailored courses - Software Education from
Operating System through Networks and
Clusters, plus hardware training on site. 3.
Seminars at its New York training facilities Attend DECUS presentations by Bob
Branchek and DEC PROFESSIONAI.:s networking editor, Bill Hancock.
For more information, contact ERI Training,
462 Broadway, New York, New York 10013;
(212) 334-1240. Visit Booth No. 1638.
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Unlock
Programmer
Proauctivity

With System 1032
Application Facility
System 1032/AF automatically generates most of
your application code from menu selections. Yet
you can add custom procedures wherever you
need something special.

CDmpuServe
ELECTAONK: PRINTER SPECIALISTS

n16 Wiles Road
Coral Springs, Florida 33067
305/753-0840. 800/245-7282

Data Technologies
Tel: (617) 661-9440

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1236
CIRCLE 117 ON READER CARD
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Take advantage of the wealth of knowledge
available from your Government. The U.S.
Government Printing Office has produced a
new catalog. It tells about the most popular
books sold by the Government-nearly
1,000 in all. Books on agriculture, business,
children, diet, energy, health, history,
space, and much more. For a free
copy of this new catalog, write-

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

EDIX POWER EDITING
"EDIX is better than EDT or Emacs. This
program combines ease-of-use with
advanced features."
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EDIX is faster than EDT or Emacs
Uses less disk space and memory than EDT or Emacs
VMS/ULTRIX/DOS compatible
Broadcast message capture
Multiple windows/multiple buffers
Any window can operate as a virtual terminal
Subprocess execution with standard output capture
Customizable
Multiple keyboard definitions
On-line help and tutorials
Free technical support, no maintenance fees

Call for pricing and free demo. Ask about our special University and
Corporate discount programs.

•

EmF-161116
TECHNOLOGY

Emerging Technology
3405 Penrose Place
Boulder. CO 8030 I
303-447-9495
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FAX 303-447-924 I

With System 1032
Application Facility
One keystroke builds a standard application
from any System 1032 database you indicate.
You then extend this prototype into a fullfledged system by filling in specification menus.

C.OmpuServe
Data Technologies
Tel: (617) 661-9440

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1236
CIRCLE 112 ON READER CARD

for PCs. Reflection users can connect their
PCs to a VAX over Ethernet using RLAT on
their PCs and the LAT support provided
with VMS.
RLKf works with all PC versions of
Reflection that support LAT. RLAT requires
an Ethernet cable to the VAX, VMS V4.4 or
later on the VAX, and a supported Ethernet
card on the PC.
Single copies of RLAT are $99.
Contact Wendy Sue Williams, Walker Richer
& Quinn Inc., 2825 Eastlake Ave. E., Seattle, WA 98102; (206) 324-0350. Stop by
Booth No. 301.
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Dilog's DQ153 tape coupler.

DILOG's DQ153
Provides Flexibility
DILOG has introduced a half-inch tape drive
coupler that provides DEC systems integrators with performance and flexibility for
configuring archival and data backup subsystems in MicroVAX, MicroPDP-11 and
LSI-11 systems. The DQ153 tape coupler can
interface up to four industry-standard halfinch start/stop, streamer or cached streamer
tape drives per board. It can handle multiple recording densities, including 800 bpi
NRZ, 1600 bpi PE and 6250 bpi GCR formats, and multiple tape speeds, from 12.5 to
200 inches per second.
The DQ153 supports standard 22-bit
Q-bus addressing and is block mode memory compatible. It's transparent to the TU
software driver contained in RT11,
RSX11M+ , RSTS, MicroVMS, ULTRIX
and DSM operating software. All functionality is contained on a single dual-height
module that plugs into one dual slot in the
Q-bus backplane.
The DQ153 coupler is priced at $1,200.
For further information, contact Judie Dutton, DILOG, 1555 S. Sinclair St., Anaheim,
CA 92806; (714) 937-5700. Stop by Booth
No. 1400.
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V3.40 Of INFO-DB+ Runs
On VAX/VMS Computers
Henco Software Inc. has released an international version 3.40 of INFO-DB+ . The
integration of INFO-DB+ with MASS-11
lets users work with this package without
leaving INFO-DB+ or performing document conversions. The new HELP command
lets users retrieve on-line explanations about
INFO-DB+ commands as part of the command session. The new HELP function key
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lets users retrieve context-sensitive explanations while using INFO-DB+ tools. INFODB +, which runs on all VAX/VMS computers, includes a full-text retrieval system,
a relational database management system and
an application development 4GL.
INFO-DB+ users have use of VAX
networking capabilities and integration with
ALL-IN-1. Through shared memory,
INFO-DB+ can work across clusters in
every situation.
For more information, contact Gail Spencer,
Henco Software Inc., 100 Fifth Ave.,
Waltham, MA 02154-7527; (617) 890-8670.
Visit Booth No. 1536.
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Quad Pac Design
Minimizes Footprint
System Industries Inc. announced the Quad
Pac family of fixed 5 1/4 -inch drives that provide formatted data storage capacities ranging from 2.2 GB to 8.9 GB. They can be interfaced to any DSA controller. Quad Pac
products feature a modular design that
minimizes footprint and optimizes ease of use
and maintenance.
Prices range from approximately
$50,000 to $250,000, depending on capacity, host connections and quantity.
To learn more, contact Anne Gitlow, System
Industries Inc., 560 Cottonwood Dr.,
Milpitas, CA 95035; (408) 432-1212. Stop
by Booth No. 1312.
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RLAT LAT Driver For
Reflection Users
Walker Richer & Quinn lnc.'s new software
product, RLAT, is to be used with the company's Reflection series of terminal emulation software. RLAT is a LAT protocol driver

Software AG Offerings
Compatible With VMS 5.0
Software AG of North America Inc.'s entire
VAX software product line, including
ADABAS NATURAL, can run under VMS
V5.0.
Software AG's products also will take
advantage of DEC's symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) capability, which is offered
with VMS 5.0. Existing applications can run
unaltered, and users will see enhanced performance throughput and balanced performance across applications.
Software AG is committed to working
in tandem with DEC on current and future
VMS versions.
For more information, contact Lois Paul,
Software AG of North America Inc., 11800
Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, VA 22091; (703)
860-5050. Visit Booth No. 2810.
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PROGRESS 4GL DBMS
Will Support SOL
Progress Software Corporation has announced that its PROGRESS 4GL and
DBMS will include SQL support.
Progress Software has structured its
4GL to accept both SQL statements and
PROGRESS statements in the same procedure. Developers can use pure SQL syntax, regular PROGRESS syntax, or mix and
match both types of syntax in a single procedure. Users also can edit and change SQL
statements using the built-in PROGRESS
4GL editor.
The PROGRESS 4GL DBMS runs on
over 140 hardware platforms and is
transparently portable across MS-DOS,
UNIX, XENIX, ULTRIX, VAX/VMS and
CTOS/BTOS operating systems, as well as
LANs.
For more information, contact John H. Ricciardone, Progress Software Corp., 5 Oak
Park, Bedford, MA 01730; (617) 275-4500.
Stop by Booth No. 517.
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Handy Holder For Light
Pens From PERCON
Bar code readers and light pen or digitizing
wand users now have a safe place to keep
wands between uses with PERCON's new
universal wand holder.
The holder is molded from high-quality
engineering-grade ABS plastic. The interior
is tapered with an 0-ring at the bottom to
cushion the tip and another 0-ring at the top
to prevent the rattling that wands undergo
when slid into wand holders.
The wand holder costs $4 and is included with each PERCON E-Z-READER
bar code reader and wand.
For more information, contact Palmer Parker,
PERCON, 2190 West 11th Ave., Eugene, OR
97402; (503) 344-1189. Visit Booth No. 637.

for DEC products.
High professional standards are a prerequisite for membership, and the association
monitors complaints against all resellers of
DEC equipment.
Meetings are held twice each year with
programs geared to advance members' professional skills and business practices. A
newsletter, DDA NEWS, is published
quarterly.
Information regarding the association and
applications for membership can be obtained by contacting Digital Dealers Association
headquarters, 107 S. Main St., Ste. 202,
Chelsea, Ml 48118; (313) 4 75-8333. Visit
Booth No. 413.
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ODA Demands High
Professional Standards
Dealers in used DEC products should visit
Digital Dealers Association's (DDA) booth.
DDA is beginning its sixth year as a trade
association and is a force in the establishment
of an orderly growth in the secondary market
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Emulex Modems
Reduce Space Needs

IIDEAL FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
•
•
•
•
•
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Emulex Corporation has introduced 14.4
Kbps V.33 and 9.6 Kbps V.29 full duplex rack
mount modems and a modern card cage
capable of holding up to 16 modems. The
new Performance 1000 Rackmount modems
and Performance 1000 Modem Rack provide
a space-efficient method for concentrating
large numbers of leased-line modems. The

MODULA-2
Based on proven Oregon Software technology
Compact, fast object code
Simplifies large program development
Sophisticated error checking and reporting
Backed by responsive engineers

Performance 1000 Modem Rack is 5 t/4
inches high plus power supply and holds
16 modems.
Each Performance 1000 Rackmount
modem has a row of eight front-panel LED
indicators and four configuration switches
for diagnostics and monitoring. The 14.4
Kbps Performance 1000 modem is compatible with the CCITT V.33 and V.29 standards
and uses Trellis coding for improved performance over conditioned and unconditioned
voice grade leased lines.
The Performance 1000/14.4 Rackmount
modem is priced at $1,695; the Performance
1000/9.6 lists for $1,095. The Performance
1000 Modem Rack is priced at $795.
For more information, contact Brian Edwards, Emulex Corp., 3545 Harbor Blvd.,
P.O. Box 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626; (714)
662- 5600. Stop by Booth No. 1300.

Buffered Interface
Provides High 1/0 Rates
Numerix Corporation has an upgrade/modification for the NMX-432 series of Attached
Vector Processors (AVP). This upgrade/
modification of the NMX-432 series and

Unlock
VAX

Resources

ADVANCED TEACHING LANGUAGE
• Based on Programming in Modula-2 (3rd
edition) by Niklaus Wirth , with extensions
• Easily learned ; builds on Pascal
• Available for Sun-3 ; VAX and 386 in Fall 1988

YES t I I want top perform~nce

,/

,Y

VI~-----·~. at an affordable price

To order, or for more information, call 1-B00-874-8501
6915 SW MACADAM . SUITE 200 , PORTLAND , OR 97219

OREGON~

SOFlWARE

Professional Products for Software Development
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With System 1032
Application Facility
System 1032/AF integrates everything on your
VAX: VMS services, 4GL, existing 3GL modules.
Integrate at the menu level or invisibly weave
everything together inside an application.

CompuServe
Data Technologies
Tel: (617) 661-9440

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1236
CIRCLE 113 ON READER CARD
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HAP(-3 host interface to HAPI-5 host interface consists of new internal/external
cables, ECOs on all boards to current revisions, a complete system test and a new software driver.
The higher-performance host interface
upgrade/modification provides a migration
path for existing systems, higher 1/0 speeds
for existing systems and compatibility with
VAXBI systems. The higher performance
gives a 190 percent increase for the Q - bus,
30 percent increase for the UNIBUS, and
185 percent for UNIBUS/APTEC system,
without changes to existing application
programs.
For additional information, contact Larry
Zagorsky, Numerix Corp., 20 Ossipee Rd .,
Newton, MA 02164; (617) 964-2500. Stop
by Booth No. 2026.

data in a standard NEMA 19- inch rack .
The GigaTape JBL 125 can be configured
in many capacities ranging from 125 GB occupying a seven-inch panel of a 19-inch rack
mount to multiple terabytes. It's available
with host adapters that are compatible with
Q-bus, UNIBUS and BI architectures, VME
and Multibus.
List price for the GigaTapeJBL 125 subsystem, including the GigaTape Librarian, is
$38,000.
For further information, contact Dave
Meitzen, Summus Computer Systems, P.O.
Box 820549, Houston, TX 77282-0549;
(713) 589-9772. Stop by Booth No. 705.
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HOS Terminals Feature
Graphics And Windows
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Human Designed Systems will display its
new HDS3200 Image Leader terminal series
at DEXPO West. The terminals include full
DEC compatibility, integrated text and
graphics with SIXEL and Tektronix 4014
graphics memory, a 15-inch monitor, multiple pages of scrollable text memory, 38.4K
baud communication speed, HDS windows,
a pop-up calculator and more.

Summus Releases
GigaTape JBL 125
The GigaTape JBL 125 from Summus Computer Systems is a mass storage subsystem
combining 8mm helical scan recording
technology with an auto- load feature that
allows random access to 125 GB of digital

SHIFT YOUR MICROVAX
INTO
HIGH GEAR
WITH
MSCP RAM DISK
Available in
16MB, 48MB ,

ELIMINATES ROTATIONAL LATENCY
and SEEK TIMES
BATIE RY BACKUP
OPTION AVAILABLE

SEE FIRST TECHNOLOGY INC.
3255-7 Scott Blvd. Suite 103
Telephone (408) 748-7717
Santa Clara CA 95054-3013
Facsim ile (408) 748-7621
•VAX. MSCP arc trade marks or DIGITAL EQU IPMENT CORPORATION

ENTER 157 ON READER CARD
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ZSTEM 340 Performs
VT340 Emulation
KEA Systems Ltd. announces ZSTEM 340,
a software package that performs VT340
graphics terminal emulation on IBM PC
XT/AT and PS/2 computers. Highlights include VT340 resolution and 16-color
capability, block transmission, programmable UDKs, mouse support and multiple
sessions. ZSTEM 340 and the PowerStation
340 allow XTs, ATs, PS/2s and compatibles
to connect to PDP-tls and VAXs. The
PowerStation 340 bundle contains a VT300
layout keyboard for connection to IBM PCs,
XTs, ATs and PS/2s in addition to ZSTEM
340 emulation software.
ZSTEM 340 has integrated network
support available at no extra cost to the end

SnailorCrawl
Calf?
Hate to wait?

applications.

~
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~
Had it with VAX® response
~ times that take forever? Get Mail

or BOMB for
all DEC Q-Bus
computers.
Ideal for disk
intensive

See us at DEXPO West Booth #522

The entry-level Model 10 is $699. The
Model 20, which has a SO-line text display
mode, is priced at $999. The flagship Model
30 costs $1,299.
To learn more, contact Michael Kantrowitz,
Human Designed Systems, 3440 Market St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 382-5000. Stop
by Booth No. 507.

Call, the fal'tcorporate E-Mail
"front-end" software for ALL-IN-1 ®systems. PC subscribers
love it. That's because they work off-line 95% of the time,
connecting only for pick-up and delivery. And with Mail
Call, you don't pay as you grow; add as many PC subscribers
as you like at no additional cost. So - if you're tired of
the waiting game, don't pla~. ™
instead, call 1-soo-2-MAfL.22 JUl~E
~
==
today to learn mor:e about f:Al~
the fast one ... Mail Call.

l:ifiJ/

Corporate Software to extend your
VAXALL-IN-1 system

Cappcomm Software, Inc.
26 journal Square, Suite 1003 • jersey City, NJ 07306
1-800-2-MAll..22 • In NJ call 1-201-795-1500 • Tulex 467632
CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD
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us<.::r. This incl udcs all networks that use
INT14 rndire tion: Bridge PCS/1, Sytek and
oth ers. ZSTEM 340 also supports
Ungc:rmann-Bass Net/One, ZLAN and
DEC 's multiscssion LAT.
ZSTEM 340 emul ation software is
priced at $350.
To find out more, contact Danielle Galbraith,
KEA ystcms Ltd., 2150 W. Broadway, Ste.
412, Vancouve r, BC V6K 4L9; (604)
732 -7411 . Stop by Booth No. 437.
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TARGET-> HOTLINE Is A
VMS User Support System
Turget Systems Corporation has shipped version 1.0 of TARGET-> HOTLINE, user support software for VAX/VMS systems. This
easy-to-install and use app lication provides
time- saving results for small, medium and
large MIS groups by automating the logging,
tracking and repo rting of on-line user problems or questions.
TARGET->HOTLINE provides full
DECnet support for fast, efficient and secure
DECnet use. Complete VAXcluster and
LAVC support is included . TARGET> HOTLINE has a variety of applications

such as MIS user support, plant engineering, facilities management, hotline help desks
or DECnet management for one to 10,000
nodes.
TARGET-> HOTLINE sells for $395 to
$795 per CPU.
To find out more, contact James Murphy,
Target Systems Corp., 33 Boston Post Road
West, Marlboro, MA 01752; (617) 460-9206.
Visit Booth No. 321.
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EDITool Increases
Editing Productivity
Software Partners/32 Inc. has released a new
editor for VAX/VMS. EDITool, The
VAX/VMS Editor's Productivity Workbench, is a full-featured editor that increases
editing productivity.
Built on the EDT Keypad Emulator,
ED!Tool can by used by EDT users without
any retraining. EDITool features split-screen
editing, wildcard editing, cut-and-paste
capabilities and intelligent command line.
License prices range from $395 for a
MicroVAX to $6,495 for a site license.
For further information, contact Software
Partners/32 Inc., 447 Old Boston Rd ., Suite

DON6TBUY

A VAX SPREADSHEET
Without trying GRAPHIC OUTLOOK from
Stone Mountain Computing.
If you are looking for LOTUS-like capability on the
VAX, try GRAPHIC OUTLOOK. It's powerful. It's
useable. And it's affordable.
GRAPHIC OUTLOOK provides
A LOTUS command mode that makes it as easy
to operate as 1-2-3.
Automatic transfer of worksheets to and from
1-2-3 (versions 1A and 2) and Symphony.
High-quality business graphics on most popular
graphics terminals, plotters, and laser printers.
2-user, 6-user licenses, a lease plan and right-tocopy discounts for clustered VAXes.
Probably more capability than you 've ever seen in
a spreadsheet program.
Call about our demonstration package. GRAPHIC
OUTLOOK. Tomorrow's VAX spreadsheet program
that's available now.

~

Stone Mountain Computing
P.O. Box 1369
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 968-3838

See us at
DEXPO West
B 0 th #1708

°

VAX IS a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
LOTUS aod 1·2·3 i re reaistercd tradc:m1rk1 of Lotua Development Corporation
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8, Topsfield, MA 01983; (508) 887-6409.
Stop by Booth No. 711.
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Codar Develops Three
New Products
Codar Technology Inc. has introduced three
new products: a removable disk subsystem,
a tape drive subsystem and a dual MicroVAX
computer.
The Model 925 RD Removable Disk
Subsystem has up to 2.5 GB of removable
disk storage and is packaged in a 19-inch
rack-mountable subsystem.
The Model 809 M'I is a ruggedized,
TEMPEST-compliant 9-track magnetic tape
transport that can read and write data in
9-track, NRZI and phase-encoded IBMcompatible formats.
The 600MD Dual MicroVAX Computer System provides two fully independent
MicroVAX CPUs inside a single rackmountable chassis.
For further information, contact Barbara
Evans, Codar Technology Inc., 1500 Kansas
Ave., Longmont , CO 80501; (303)
776-0472. Stop by Booth No. 316.
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Application
Development
Seminars
Raleigh, NC
Sept. 7
Sept. 9
Washington, DC
Buffalo, NY
SL'f.1t. I>
Rochester, NY
Oct. -l
Syracuse, NY
Oct. 6
Nov. 16 San Francisco, CA
Nov. 18
San Jose, CA
Boston, MA
Nov. 29
()

9 a.m. to Noon
See our 4GL-based application
development environment in
action at a free morning seminar.
Call our Seminar Coordinator to
reserve your spot.

C.OmpuServe
Data Technologies
Tel: (617) 661 -9440

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1236
CIRCLE 286 ON READER CARD
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Best FERRUPS Offers
Compatibility
Complete hardware and software plug compatibility is provided for virtually all computers by Best Power Technology Inc. across
its line of FERRUPS UPSs. The new additions include versions for the IBM System
/34, /36 and the Data G~neral Eclipse machines. PowerWatch software from Best is
also available for IBM PC XT/AT and compatibles, other computers using UNIX/
XENIX operating systems, AT&T 3B series
and VAX/VMS.
FERRUPS units provide two key functions for electronic and electrical devices:
1. Instant continuous computer-grade
power in case of blackouts or deep, protracted brownouts.
2. Complete line conditioning and
filtering, protecting against virtually all other
line power problems including minor
brownouts, sags, spikes, surges, noise and
frequency variation.
For more information, contact Best Power
Technology Inc., P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI
54646; (800) 356-5794; in WI, (608)
565-7200. Visit Booth No. 311.
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ror detection and correction.
The CI-MIV3-EDC module uses either
1-MB dynamic RAMs or 4-MB dynamic
RAMs. The power requirement at + 5V is
2.5 amps. Configurations of8, 16, 32 and 64
MB are available.
The CI-MIV3-EDC is hardware and
software compatible with the MicroVAX
3000 series computers. Word size is 32 bits.
For more information, contact Christine L.
Seese, Chrislin Industries Caribe Inc., RD
188, KM 08, Industrial San Isidro, P.O. Box
1657, Canovanas, Puerto Rico 00629-1657;
(800) 468-0736. Visit Booth No. 1210.
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Timeline V4.1
For VMS
Timeline Inc. has announced version 4.1 of
the Timeline Purchase Order and Accounts
Payable Systems. They're fully integrated
components of the Timeline Financial Accounting System designed exclusively for
VMS.
New Purchase Order can be integrated
with accounts payable for vouchering and
control, so purchase orders aren't overpaid;
with the Tirneline Inventory System for pur-

the Purchase Order and Accounts Payable
Systems, are priced from $10,000 to $32,500
depending on CPU size.
To find out more, contact Lawson Abinanti,
Timeline Inc., 3055 112th Ave. N .E., Ste. 106,
Bellevue, WA 98004; (206) 822-3140. Visit
Booth No. 1566.
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AIS To Display BURCOM
And EasyEntry
Applied Information Systems Inc. (AIS) will
display the BURCOM Digital/Burroughs
communications system and the EasyEntry
data entry applications generator.
BURCOM allows any VAX, PDP-11 or
Professional series computer to communicate
with most Burroughs machines using standard Burroughs protocols. BURCOM supports file transfer, task-task communications,
and emulation of Burroughs MT983, TD830
and ET1100 terminals using standard DEC
terminals.
EasyEntry is a data entry applications
generator for the VAX, PDP-11, Professional, Rainbow and IBM PC. It supports
heavy data validation, rekey verification, file
searches, math computations, windowing
and color. It can be used as a standalone applications generator or can be integrated with
other software packages.
For more information, contact Applied Information Systems Inc., 500 Eastowne Dr.,
Ste. 207, Chapel Hill, NC 27514; (800)
334-5510. Stop by Booth No. 1451.
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INTOUCH Produces
Fast Code

Best Power Technology Inc.'s UPSs from 250VA to 15KVA.

Cl-MIV3-EDC Compatible
With MicroVAX Ill
Chrislin Industries Caribe Inc. has announced the new CI-MIV3-EDC board
with up to 64 MB of memory on a single
card for the MicroVAX 3xxx. The CIMIV3-EDC offers added reliability with er-
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chase receipts; and with the Timeline Fund
Accounting System for commitment checking and reporting. New Accounts Payable
features include automatic generation of discounts at check-writing time and immediate
check printing directly from the journal
entry file.
Timeline subsidiary packages, including

Touch Technologies Inc. has announced the
latest release of INTOUCH, a software development environment that runs under
VAX/VMS. The product provides an environment in which the software professional
can design, run and test software under direct
control through the use of a CRT/KB. INTOUCH produces fast code and allows easy
testing of applications.
INTOUCH provides a sophisticated
development environment and debugging
system, quick response, extensive database
management facilities and the advantage of
a powerful, logical language. Enhancements
include Guided Screen Builder (GSB),
Guided Query Language (GQL), Interactive
Screen Builder (!SB) and an easy-to-use End
User Statistics (EUS) application.
For additional information, contact Touch
Technologies Inc. , 9990 Mesa Rim Rd.,
Ste. 220, San Diego, CA 92121; (800)
325-2527; in CA, (619) 455-7404. Stop by
Booth No. 700.
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FastPath 4 Extends
Functionality
Kinetics Inc. introduced the newest generation of its Ethernet-LocalTalk gateway.
FastPath 4 automatically can start and configure itself on AppleTalk LANs, and includes
software that automates communication between Macintoshes and the TCP/JP hosts
commonly found in UNIX environments.
The new FastPath Manager, configuration
software included with the FastPath, can be
operated from any Macintosh connected to
LocalTalk or Ethernet.
FastPath 4 supports multiple network
protocols, enabling Macintoshes to share
printers, electronic mail services, file servers
and other peripheral devices.
The price of the FastPath 4 is $2,495.
For additional information, contact Tom
Cromelin, Kinetics Inc., 2540 Camino
Diablo, Walnut Creek, CA 94596; (415)
947-0998. Stop by Booth No. 2526.

SQUEEZPAK is an on-line software
system that enhances overall system performance by making fragmented files contiguous
and consolidating free space, thereby reducing physical disk access involved in file
reading and writing in the system.
PAKMANAGER, a system software
product, allows VAX managers to obtain
valuable disk information to properly

manage disk resources.
SECUREPAK, a security control and
audit utility for VAX/VMS systems will be
announced formally at DEXPO.
For more information, contact DEMAC
Software, 1260 Old Innes Rd., Ottawa, ON
K1B 3V3; (800) 267-3862 in the U.S.; (613)
748-0209 worldwide. Visit Booth No. 427.
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SWITCHmate II Makes
LaserJet DEC Compatible
Gold Key Electronics Inc. announced the
SWITCHmate II Intelligent Printer Switch
that makes HP LaserJet printers compatible
with DEC systems. DEC printer emulation
is activated automatically whenever required
by any attached system. DEC systems can be
integrated freely to share the LaserJet with
other computers, like IBM PCs, that drive
the LaserJet directly.
The SWITCHmate II also includes a
LaserJet control interface that gives all sharing systems access to LaserJet features such
as font selection, paper tray selection, paper
size selection and manual feed mode
selection.
DEC printer emulation supports all
DEC text applications including DECmate
Word Processing, ALL-IN-1 and WPS-Plus
VMS. The SWITCHmate II, model SW6HP2, costs $1,295.
To learri more, contact Deirdre Branch, Gold
Key Electronics Inc., 11 Cote Ave., P.O . Box
186, Goffstown, NH 03045; (603) 625-8518.
Stop by Booth No. 2650.

Circle 428 on reader card

DEMAC System Software
Offers Complete Control
DEMAC Software will exhibit its entire Disk
Management Software Series for VAXJVMS.
Included are SQUEEZPAK, a defragmentation and optimization system; PAKMANAGER, a disk analysis and space
management system; and DEMAC's newest
enhancement, System Security software
for VMS.
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DEC REPAIRS?
At DSN, Qualitv is Guaranteed:
ONE YEAR WARRANTY..
RANTY on all parts repaired or replaced by
DSN during the repair of your DEC modules
(Printed Circuit Boards).
This means that we are so confident in our
repair work, we back it up all the way. And
it means you can rely on DSN's competitive
pricing and full support to help with your assets management for a healthier bottom line.

For DEPOT repairs and spares in the DEC
marketplace, just one phone call will prove
DynService Network offers the most comprehensive service with responsive turnaround.
But, how can DSN prove to you our exceptional quality workmanship?
Very easily. Now, DynService Network
guarantees quality with a ONE YEAR WAR-

Far DEC Reoairs, Call: (4151 732-3080

DEC SPARES?

Fullv Tested and Guaranteed lnventarv.

DSN has a substantial inventory of spares
for your immediate needs. We also offer
a 24-hour Exchange Program on various
spares in our inventory. You can rely on our

professional staff, creative resources and
15 years of experience. DSN is committed to
full service, competitive pricing and fast turnaround. Call today.

Far DEC Soares, Call: (4081 432-6100
• DSN One Year Warranty offered on those parts DSN repairs or replaces.
··DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

I
DynService
Network
National Depots for Repairs and Spares

®

Meet the technology
leaders in

-at the Invitational Computer
Conference near where you live
and work.
Every group has its meeting place. In your area, the
meeting place for the major manufacturers of OEM peripherals-and the decision-makers that specify and select these
products-is the Invitational Computer Conference (ICC).
This year there are 12 ICCs dedicated exclusively to the
OEM peripheral market in the United States and Canada,
and six in Europe. One will be convenient for you.
These one-day, seminar/displays are so popular because
they give you just what you need to know without wasting
your time or money. You don't travel, there's no admission
fee, the seminars and table-top displays from major manufacturers are all targeted to your interests (no searching through
aisles), and the atmosphere is informative and hands-on, but
congenial, with refreshments served. In a few hours you'll
have the latest story on the newest and best in disk and tape
drives, controllers, terminals, printers, test equipment, etc.
Invitations to the ICC in your area are available from one
of the many exhibitors or the ICC management. Request
yours today.

1988/89
OEM Peripheral Series
U.S./Canada Locations
Newton, MA
Herndon
(Tysons Corner), VA
Minneapolis, MN
Westlake Village, CA
Dallas, TX
Irvine, CA
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Seattle, WA
San Jose, CA
Raleigh, NC
Toronto, Canada
Nashua, NH

Sept. 8, 1988
Sept. 20, 1988
Oct. 20, 1988
Oct. 25, 1988
Dec. 8, 1988
Jan.5,1989
Jan. 24, 1989
Feb. 21, 1989
Mar. 16, 1989
Mar. 28, 1989
Apr. 18, 1989
Apr. 24, 1989

European Locations
ICC Omference Management:
B. J Johnson & Associates, Inc.
3151 Airway Avenue, C-2
OJsta Mesa, California 92626
Telephone: (714) 957-0171
FAX: (714) 957-0903
Telex: 51010021.89 BJ JOHN

European Liaison Office:
C. J Nicholl & Associates Ltd.
37 Brompton Road
London SW31DE, England
Telephone: 01-5812326/9
FAX: 1-589 0893
Telex: 888068 CJNAD G
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Frankfurt, W. Germany Sept. 15, 1988
Stockholm, Sweden
Sept. 20, 1988
London, England
Sept. 27, 1988
Munich, W. Germany
Jan. 19, 1989
Milan, Italy
Jan. 26, 1989
Paris, France
Jan. 31, 1989

GP-220Z Features
True Zoom
Northwest Digital Systems Inc. announced
the new GP-220Z terminal, which features
true zoom capability in addition to emulation of the VT220 and Tektronix 4014 terminals. Using the True Zoom feature, the
GP-220Z's display becomes a 1024 x 780
window into a virtual 8192 x 8192 resolution image. With 290 KB of display list
memory, images can be zoomed to show
complete detail using smooth lines. The
GP-220Z also outputs alphanumeric and
vector commands to hardcopy devices, such
as HP plotters and LN03 Plus or QMS
Lasergrafix laser printers.
The GP-220Z is priced at $1,795.
For further information, contact Northwest
Digital Systems Inc., P.O. Box 15288, Seattle, WA 98115; (800) 537-1201. Visit Booth
No. 215.

Circle 432 on reader card

POI Signs CMP
With DEC
Phoenix Data Inc. (PD!) has signed a CMP
with DEC to provide a wide range of solutions for the high-speed real-time data acquisition and control market.
Phoenix Data also has announced a
variety of hardware and software products.
The !DAS subsystems now can be connected
to BI-bus systems through the DBR32E
parallel interface using RTCS-compliant software drivers. RTCS drivers are now available
for Q-bus systems using the DRVll-WA
parallel interface.
Phoenix Data has purchased the Test
Management System product line from
Honeywell. PD! has an interface to VAX.
For more information, contact Phoenix Data
Inc., 3384 W. Osborn Rd., Phoenix, AR
85017; (602) 278-8528. Stop by Booth No.
1644.

Circle 434 on reader card

LINK V2.1 Offers
PDPclustering
The LINK V2.1 from Northwest Digital
Software Inc. offers PDPclustering with full
bidirectional disk access. The LINK requires
no application program changes. PDPclustering provides full file protection and
privilege enforcement, record locking, RMS
support and data caching as well as all other
RSTS/E functions. The LINK allows totally
transparent access to all shared disks. Up to
63 users can be added with each new node
of the PDPcluster.
The LINK software package price
begins at $10,000.
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Northwest Digital Systems Inc.'s GP-220Z terminal.
For further information , contact Joel
Jacobsen, Northwest Digital Software Inc.,
P.O. Box 1797, W. 405 Walnut, Newport,
WA 99156-1797; (509) 447-5631. Stop by
Booth No. 620.

Circle 429 on reader card

DDS Showcases
PDP-11/70 Enhancements
Digital Data Systems Inc. (DDS) and SETASI
Research and Development will be showcasing their latest enhancement products for
the PDP-11/70. The combination of the
PEP-70 and the new HC-70 allows the
PDP-11/70 to run with 4 MB of cache
memory at a 100 percent hit rate.
A free videotape describing PDP-11/70,
UNIBUS and MASSBUS architecture will
be available to qualified requesters. The tape
presents a tutorial on why many years of productive life are left in the PDP-11 family of
computers.
To obtain additional information, contact
Digital Data Systems Inc., 1551 N .W. 65th
Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313; (305)
792-3290. Visit Booth No. 2030.

Circle 431 on reader card

TPC 115-C/MTD -120v
Helps Power Systems
By sequencing the input ac on in four-second
intervals, the new Pulizzi model TPC
115-C/MTD -120v ac power distribution
and control system provides filtering, transient protection and helps UPSs by limiting

the peak current required when equipment
is turned on.
The TPC 115-10C/MTD -120v has 10
outlets, a 15-foot power cord and fits a standard 19-inch-wide !EC STD rack that's Pl•
inches high, 8 inches deep and 14 pounds in
weight.
The single quantity price is $526.
For complete information, contact Mike
Pulizzi, Pulizzi Engineering Inc., 3260 S.
Susan St., Santa Ana, CA 92704- 6865; (714)
540-4229. Stop by Booth No. 1562.

Circle 435 on reader card

Microterm 5510
Emulates VT320
Microterm Inc. has introduced the 5510, a
fully VT320-compatible text terminal with
many additional features not found on the
VT320. The Microterm 5510 text terminal
features a VT320 emulation on a fully overscanned reverse video, soft white monitor.
This product offers a 14-inch display,
with 24 lines of either 80 or 132 characters
and a 25th status line. The 5510 uses a 15 x
12-character cell in 80-column mode and a
9 x 12-character cell in 132-column mode.
Two pages of memory in 80- or 132-column
mode are standard on the 5510, as well as
DEC downloadable character set support.
The 5510 costs $499.
For additional information, contact Pam
Kamal, Microterm Inc., 3630 S. Geyer, Ste.
300, St. Louis, MO 63127; (314) 822-4111.
Stop by Booth No. 1470.

Circle 437 on reader card
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Menu-Driven Turnkey
Provides Information
Softool Corporation has expanded its application platforms by adapting user turnkeys
to its Change and Configuration Control
(CCC) . A CCC/DM (development and
maintenance) turnkey for VAX will be demonstrated at DEXPO West.
The menu-driven turnkey provides a
centralized source of information and reports,
including configuration and project management, development, testing, quality assurance, release control and emergency
maintenance.
CCC/DM is available for the VAX,
MicroVAX and VAXstation systems and
ranges from $4,500 to $57,000.
For more information, contact Softool Corp.,
340 S. Kellogg Ave., Goleta, CA 93117; (805)
683-5777. Stop by Booth No. 1455.

Circle 438 on reader card

Compugraphic Offers
Proportional Typefaces
Compugraphic Corporation has 78 new proportional typefaces for the LNOl and LN03
laser printers, bringing its total number of
proportional typefaces for the LN03 printer
to 117. Compugraphic offers the Courier,
Elite and Modern typefaces at larger point

sizes to accommodate headline and display
applications.
Most of the Compugraphic library is
available in sizes ranging from six to 36 point,
in a choice of character sets to suit specific
applications. In addition to proportional
typefaces, Compugraphic offers 26 monospaced designs, including OCR-A and
OCR-B.
Learn more by contacting Font Technologies,
Compugraphic Corp., 90 Industrial Way,
Wilmington, MA 01887; (508) 658-0200.
Stop by Booth No. 2016.

Circle 440 on reader card

Cortex Enhances
CorVision CASE Product
Cortex Corporation will exhibit an enhanced
version of CorVision, an integrated CASE
product that improves software development
productivity. The new product automatically
generates an application's code directly from
design diagrams using a process called Picture Programming. It links application design
tools on an IBM PC/AT or VT series terminal
with an application generator on a VAX.
Developers can build production
applications that share data with other
VAX/VMS-based applications. Applications
developed with CorVision use RMS and Rdb

relational database. They also support VAXclusters and standard VMS data types.
For further information, contact Tom Woods,
Cortex Corp., 138 Technology Dr. ,
Waltham, MA 02154; (617) 894-7000. Visit
Booth No. 2635.

Circle 443 on reader card

WORD-11 V4.2
Standardizes Font Style
Data Processing Design lnc.'s V4.2 of its
word processing program WO RD-11 allows
a site to print a document in an identical proportional font, regardless of the laser printer
used. If a printer goes down, the WORD-11
document can be switched to another laser
printer, yet retain identical font style. Companies wishing to standardize font styles can
do so regardless of the laser printer.
To learn more, contact Data Processing
Design Inc., 1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim,
CA 92807; (714) 970-1515. Visit Booth
No. 2141.

Circle 436 on reader card

PC Add-In Card Ability
Extends Functionality
Virtual Microsystems Inc. has a DECnetbased, MS-DOS application server that lets

FINALLY! VAX™FILE MANAGEMENT
WITHOUT THE DRUDGERY
Introducing V_DIR
The first VMS®ullllty that lets you
•
•
•
•
•

Easily Organize Directories
Copy, Move or Delete Multiple Files
Edit or View Selected Files
See Files in Multiple Directories
Execute DCL Commands

Do all of this WimOUT1YPING a file
name or directory name.
Only S395
Credit cards accepted.

TO ORDER
CALL: 1-800-343-4300
ext. 21

VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation.
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The Tape Tool Kil

Edison Software Offers Two Comprehensive, Powerful, Easy-to-use Tools
Now you can save time and
money in your magnetic tape
· area with our Tape Tool Kit
featuring our CONVERT and
IMAGE utilities. Processing of
foreign tapes is not only time
consuming, but very costly if
you have to send them out to
be processed or copied.

CONVERT™ offers you:
.,.. Process or create IBM
standard labeled OS/DOS
tapes
.,.. Translate data from ASCII to
EBCDIC or EBCDIC to ASCII
.,.. Handles packed and
binary data
.,.. Multi-reel support
.,.. process data with a single
command
.,.. Ability for operator free
processing
.,.. Complete documentation
and support provided.

IMAGE™ offers you:
.,.. Copy any tape from one
reel to another
.,.. Merge data from multiple
reels to a single tape
.,.. Ability to handle parity
errors when copying VMS
backup tapes
.,.. Print selected blocks or files
from a tape
.,.. Position tape for print or
copy using a FIND
command
.,.. Perform all of the above
with only ONE tape drive
.,.. Ability for operator free
processing
.,.. Complete documentation
and support provided .

Coming Soon:
Tape Management
Edison Software Systems will be
announcing its new tape
management system at DEXPO
West 88. Plans include the
ability to manage all tapes,
whether DEC, IBM or foreign.

See us at DEXPO West 88
You will find us at booth 435
ready and willing to answer all
your tape handling questions.
Bring this ad with you and be
eligible for a 10% discount on
any of our products purchased
prior to January 1989.
Convert and Image ore trademarks of Edison
Software Systems. DEC and VM ore registered
trademarks of Dlg ltol Equipment Corp. IBM Is a
reg istered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp. All rights reserved .

0EDISON
SOFTWARE S'YSTEMS
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P.O. Box 211
Metuchen, N.J. 08840
201-906-1321

multiple VAX terminals and VAXstation
users run PC applications that support IBM
PC/AT-compatible add-in cards. Called VServer/Plus, this new PC application server
for the VAX is a standalone hardware and
software system using an IBM PC/AT-compatible backplane, proprietary to Virtual,
which can be configured for several standard
implementations.
The V-Server/Plus backplane is divided
into two sections, one static and one configurable. The configurable section offers
eight PC/AT standard add-in slots.
The option price is $500 for the single
add-in slot configuration and $2,000 for the
four add-in slot configuration. A baseline VServer starts at $12,000 for a four-user
system.
To find out more, contact Bill Thomasmeyer,
Virtual Microsystems Inc., 1825 S. Grant St.,
Ste. 700, San Mateo, CA 94402; (415)
573-9596. Stop by Booth No. 1270.

Circle 439 on reader card

MTC Supports VT220
Terminal Emulation
StarSoft Technologies Inc. has introduced the
Multi Term Card (MTC), a terminal emula-

MEGAM~-VX
MEGAM~-VX
MEGAM~-VX
MEGAM~-VX
MEGAM~-VX
MEGAM~-VX

tion board for the IBM PC or compatible
that supports full VT220 terminal emulation.
The MTC and its accompanying software
provide the flexibility of using DOS applications and terminal applications in one PC
at one desk.
MTC is compatible with IBM PC/XT
or AT clones, allows both DOS applications
and full terminal emulation in the PC, and
transfers files between PCs and mainframes.
The board unit is priced at $495. Additional software terminal emulation packages
are priced at $200.
To find out more, contact Dave Marsh, StarSoft Technologies Inc., 14884 Berry Way, San
Jose, CA 95124; (408) 727-7074. Visit Booth
No. 2647.

layered, user-adjustable window system.
Qwiknet Professional schedules up to
250 projects, 16,000 activities and 16,000
resources. It runs on the full range of VAX
computers and supports VT220/320/330 terminals and takes full advantage of color
graphics of VT340 terminals.
For more information, contact Lois Tilles,
Project Software & Development Inc., 20
University Rd., Cambridge, MA 02138;
(617) 661-1444. Visit Booth No. 3125.

Circle 441 on reader card

Trimarchi Inc. has a BA40A-AA clone, an expansion adaptor that incorporates the functions of DEC's expansion adaptor and offers multiple configurations. Also included
in the design are two special function
connectors.
The BA40A-AA clone offers more than
a dozen combinations of internal or external peripheral configurations for the
MicroVAX 2000 and the VAXstation 2000.
Internal configurations include support of an
RX33, or an RD54, RD53 or RD32 disk

BA40A-AA Clone Offers
Multiple Configurations

Qwiknet Professional
Runs On VAX
Project Software & Development Inc. will
demonstrate its new VAX-based Qwiknet
Professional project management software at
DEXPO West. The mouse-driven Qwiknet
Professional, VAX version, is VAX-based
project management software with a multi-
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The MegaRam-VX is an MSCP compatible,
solid-state disk for VAX and MicroVAX Systems.
With access times in the microseconds,
the MegaRam-VX lets you add more users
and applications while simultaneously
improving perform'ance. Increased performance results in better system utilization
and productivity.
The MegaRam-VX is particularly wellsuited for frequently accessed data, such as
index/database files, scratch files and
CAD/CAM, as well as for disk based operating systems. Or, use it as a high speed
swapping and paging disk.

Circle 442 on reader card
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• Fully software compatible
• Easy to install; low maintenance
• Multi-ported
• Capacities from 8 to 512 Mbytes
• Both battery and magnetic backup
• Field expandable
When attached to a system containing a
Unibus or Q-bus interface, the MegaRam-VX
appears to the processor as a UDASO or KDASO
controller, with an RA80 series disk drive ...
and, the MegaRam-VX is available now!
Request our new free brochure today!
VAX, Micro\'AX, Q-bus and Unibus art Kegisltffd T'rJ~maris of Digitil Equipment Corp.

'

With the MegaRam,
the only thing
going up is your
productivity.

IMPERIAL
~I

Imperial Technology, Inc.

!-.,, A Subsidiary of System Industries, Inc.

831S. Douglas Street · El Segundo, CA 90245
lelephone: (213) 536-0018
Tulex: 664469 · Fax: (213) 536-0124
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drive. External configurations support an
RX33, up to two RD54, RD53 or RD32 disk
drives, and a TK50, all in one chassis.
The BA40A-AA clone costs $600.
For more details, contact Thomas]. Trimarchi, Ph.D., Trimarchi Inc., P.O. Box 560,
State College, PA 16804; (814) 234-5659.
Stop by Booth No. 2610.
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HASP + Exchanges Files
Between VAX And AS/400

11111111111111111111

Datanex Inc.'s new version of HASP+ software running on VAX, MicroVAX and
PDP-11 systems offers an efficient exchange
of files and jobs with IBM AS/400. The DEC
system requires Datanex HASP+ software
and a standard DEC communications board,
i.e., DMB32, DMF32, DPVl 1. The AS/400
requires standard communications subsystem
hardware and the RJEF software to complete
the link.
Datanex offers czSNAIRJE SNA and
HASP+ Bisync RJE file transfer solutions
for DEC to minis (IBM Sys/36, /38, HP,
Prime and more) and mainframes (IBM
SNA, IBM Bisync, CDC and Unisys).
Prices for HASP+ on the MicroVAX
start at $3,500, on the VAX at $5,500.
For further information, contact Datanex
Inc., P.O. Box 1728, Eugene, OR 97440;
(503) 687-2520. Stop by Booth No. 233.

Circle 448 on reader card

Executive Edge Provides
Timely Information
Execucom Systems Corporation has a new
Executive Support System (ESS) product,
Executive Edge. The product provides senior
executives with timely and relevant information, graphics and powerful analytical
capabilities in a flexible and easy-to-use form.
Executive Edge is priced from $35,000
to $150,000 depending on hardware requirements and availability of IFPS/Plus
modeling software. The data management
and DSS component can run on IBM MVS
or VM, VAX, Prime Primos, Sun or Apollo.
To find out more, contact Rich Tuttle, Execucom Systems Corp., 9442 Capital ofTexas
Highway N ., Arboretum Plaza One, Austin,
TX 78759; (512) 346-4980.

Circle 451 on reader card

Benchmark Maximizes
Wall Outlet Capacity
VITEQ Corporation has announced the
Benchmark UPS Model 15A, an uninterruptible power supply rated for 12 amp service. It doesn't require the installation of a
dedicated line supplying increased utility
service capacity of20 amps or more in order
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to the customer site. End users access the data
and perform analyses from their terminals
and PCs.
MarketPlus is available on both the IBM
VM/CMS and VAX/VMS computer systems.
Prices range from $75,000 per year to
over $400,000 per year, depending on product configuration.
For further information, contact Interactive
Data, 95 Hayden Ave., Lexington, MA
02173-9144; (617) 863-8100.
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Circle 450 on reader card

GIGA 1200 Uses Helical
Scan Technology

VITEQ Corporation's Benchmark
UPS

Model

15A.

to serve a load of 12 amps, the maximum
continuous current output available from the
standard wall outlet.
The on-line UPS can be used on any
DEC computer and will protect any
minicomputer or other type of equipment
load rated 12 amps or lower from all types
of line disturbances. Using circuitry incorporating a static bypass switch, the Benchmark UPS series provides a virtually unlimited inrush surge capacity. Input voltage
fluctuating from 90 to 140 volts is accommodated.
Prices range from $1,795 to $3,395.
Obtain more information by contacting Annette Arbel, VITEQ Corp., 10000 Aerospace
Rd., Lanham, MD 20706; (301) 731-0400.

Circle 449 on reader card

MarketPlus Meets
Information Needs
Interactive Data has a turnkey service for
managing global securities data, MarketPlus.
MarketPlus meets the information needs of
institutions that demand in-house access to
global markets information for investment
analysis and decision making.
On the IBM or DEC mainframe computer, Interactive installs historical securities
databases, along with software for data
management and analysis. As new data
becomes available from international exchanges and third-party data suppliers, Interactive transmits data updates automatically

GigaTrend Inc. has introduced the GIGA
1200 tape system. The GIGA 1200 is a data
storage system that uses helical scan technology to digitally record data onto 4mm
DAT cassettes.
The GIGA 1200 can store 1.2 GB of
data on a cassette the size of a credit card,
with a high reliability factor. Primary applications are for disk backup, data distribution, archiving and image storage and
retrieval.
For additional information, contact Roxanne
Hoffert, GigaTrend Inc., 5650 El Camino
Real, Carlsbad, CA 92008; (619) 931-9122.

Circle 461 on reader card

MCBA Will Demonstrate
MRP II System
MCBA Inc. will demonstrate its comprehensive Manufacturing Resource Planning
(MRP) II system for the VAX (the final
package in the 18-module system, Capacity
Requirements Planning).
Capacity Requirements Planning is a
shop-floor management tool, allowing comparison of each work center's projected load
to its available capacity. By having advance
knowledge of potential bottlenecks, the
manufacturer can make adjustments to the
production plan. What-if analyses permit the
manufacturer to test alternative schedules.
For additional information, contact Dennis
Freeman at MCBA Inc., 425 W. Broadway,
Glendale, CA 91204-1269; (818) 242-9600.
Visit Booth No. 1247.

Circle 44 7 on reader card

WIZ KITS Perform
Complex Functions
Six utility and OA software packages for
VMS have been released by Scherers Wizard
Software, a division of Scherers. The utility
software features a standard format, single
screen windowing and cursor selection. WIZ
KITS perform complex functions, bypassing
DCL syntax.
Terminal Server Wiz allows new ter-
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minal server users to set up ports quickly and
easily. Calendar WIZ is a complete time
management system for VMS. Menu WIZ
is a comprehensive OA utility for implementing applications menus on VMS. Copy
W IZ lets users make image copies of tapes.
Process WIZ and Queue WIZ allow users to
manage processes and queues.
Single-copy prices range from $295 for
Terminal Server WIZ, Copy WIZ, Queue
WIZ and Process WIZ; $395 for Calendar
WIZ; and $495 for Menu WIZ.
For additional information, contact Scherers
Wizard Software, 1308 Bardstown Rd.,
Louisville, KY 40204; (502) 456-4898.

Circle 452 on reader card

changes. It reconstructs any revision of a
module and defines a version as a specific set
of revisions of various modules. It supports
multiple lines of development from a common ancestor. PVCS revision archive files
(Logfiles) are directly transportable between
MS-DOS, VAX/VMS and the Macintosh.
Personal PVCS for MPW is priced at
$149, corporate PVCS for MPW is $395. A
five-user license for Corporate PVCS for
MPW is $995.
For more information, contact Lisa Colling,
POLYTRON Corp., 1700 N .W. 167th Place,
Beaverton, OR 97006; (503) 645-1150.

Circle 445 on reader card

Datamedia Enhances
COLORSCAN/2 Workstation

PVCS Bridges PC,
Mac, VAX Gap
POLYTRON Corporation, developers of the
POLYTRON Version Control System
(PVCS) for MS-DOS and VAX/VMS systems, has announced a Macintosh Programmers Workbench (MPW).
PVCS for MPW is a source code and
revision management system. PVCS stores
the revision history of source files and maintains chronological, historical records of

Datamedia Corporation has increased the
networking capabilities of and added several
new features to its multifunction COLORSCAN/2 graphics workstation.
The COLORSCAN/2 now provides a
full 640 KB MS-DOS session while simultaneously running a ROM-based VT220 terminal session. Users simply hot key between
sessions and transfer information between
VAX/VMS and MS-DOS applications. Un-

like third-party packages, the COLORSCAN/2 VT220 terminal emulator is ROMbased and doesn't use any of the MS-DOS
640-KB memory.
For additional information, contact M. Clare
Moulton, Datamedia Corp., 11 Trafalgar Sq.,
Nashua, NH 03063; (603) 886-1570.

Circle 446 on reader card

FX/BOT Meets Demands
Of Classified Environment
Alliant Computer Systems Corporation has
introduced the Alliant FX/80T TEMPEST
system for classified defense, intelligence and
commercial environments. The FX/80T
meets the National Communications Security Information Memorandum (NACSIM)
5100A specifications. It's field-upgradeable
from two to eight high-performance vector
processors. The FX/80T provides 188.8 peak
MFLOPs and 118 Whetstone of computational throughput.
The base configuration includes two
vector processors, two VME- based interactive functions, 32 MB of memory (expandable to 256 MB), a 16- line multiplexer, 1.1
GB of disk storage (fixed or removable) and
a tridensity magnetic tape drive. The system

ZOLTECH DELIVERS CUSTOM OR STANDARD
Complete Systems
Empty Chassis

Zoltech's modular design allows literally thousands of
configurations to be built with its V-series family of
system chassi s. Zoltech will deliver anything from empty
metal shell s to completely tested turnkey systems: You
decide what you want to do and Zoltech will do the
rest. Q-Bus and VME systems are our spec ialty, but we
also do custom designs.

See us at DEXPO West Booth #412

VMETOO

702 3 Valjean Avenue, Van Nuys, California 91406 USA
(818) 780-1800
Telex 755451

• • •
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includes Ethernet support, TEMPEST console terminal and printer, a 16-user Concentrix operating system license and FX/
FORTRAN.
The FX/80T is priced at $449,000.
To learn more, contact Paul Rubin, Alliant
Computer Systems Corp., One Monarch
Dr., Littleton, MA 01460; (617) 486-4950.

Circle 405 on reader card

Extra Security From
TRW For MicroVAX II
TRW Information Systems Group has
developed a security program for MicroVAX
II users who work with highly sensitive data.
TRW DECLASS is included as an enhancement to TRW's M:T.P. on-line system exerciser currently available to MicroVAX II
system managers and maintainers. The program will be offered as a separate module.
The TRW DECLASS program gives
system managers increased data security by
providing them with the ability to repeatedly
overwrite the system's main memory on
command.
For more information, contact Larry Feld,
TRW Information Systems Group, 15 Law
Dr., Fairfield, NJ 07006; (201) 575-7110.

Circle 412 on reader card

TERM Provides Emulation
Of Many Systems
Century Software announced its TERM
Communications Software Package. TERM
provides exact VTl00/102/52, Televideo
925/912, Wyse50, ANSI 3.64 and TTY emulation on every terminal attached to a
computer.
The proprietary TERM Cyclical Redundancy Check (TERMCRC) protocol allows
file transfers up to 38.4 KB and supports
XMODEM, KERMIT, MODEM7, ASCII,
Binary, Xon/Xoff, Etx/Ack and line-by-line
send protocols.
Prices for TERM begin at $195 for a
single-user version and $350 for a multiuser
version.
Find out more from Greg Haerr, Century
Software, 5284 S. 320 W., Ste. C294, Salt
Lake City, UT 84107; (801) 268-3088.

Circle 413 on reader card

Chipcom Expands
Ethermodem Series
Chipcom Corporation has expanded its
Ethermodem III/18 series with products
compatible with DECOM Broadband
Ethernet Transceiver and DEFTR Broadband

Ethernet Frequency Translator for singlecable networks.
The DECOM-compatible additions,
which use the 54-to-72-MHz frequency
channel, will interoperate with DECOM.
The products use DEFTER frequency translator at the headend of the network to convert broadband Ethernet signals from its
transmit to receive frequencies.
The units are priced at $3,650 for oneport models, $3,950 for two-port models,
$5,150 for eight-port models and $1 ,975 for
replacement modules for installed Ethermodem III/18 units.
To learn more, contact Debra Costa, Chipcom Corp., 195 Bear Hill Rd., Waltham, MA
02154; (617) 890-6844.

Circle 414 on reader card

Telcor Announces 38.4K
bps Accelerator Modem
Telcor Systems Corporation's 38.4K bps
2938 Accelerator modem provides error-free
file transfer rates up to 9600 bps in interactive
mode.
Telcor's patented 4 to 1 data compression delivers savings in phone line costs and
gains in worker productivity because on-line
time is reduced dramatically. The Accelerator

Back-up you can tum
your back on.
Reliable, unattended back-up is
here! With TII's high-capacity, hands-off
tape subsystem you can walk away from
tape swapping forever. The reason? Our
remarkable CTS-8 uses advanced helical
scan recording to store up to 2.3
gtpbytes on a standard 8mm cassette.
Aacftbis inexpensive, reusable media is so
compact that it fits in a shirt pocket.
m's complete turnkey subsystems
,k DEC UNIBUS and Q-BUS VAX systems
full VMS compatibility for a perfect
with your present software.
• no mystery why rn is the tnterJn ~capacity tape
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subsystems for DEC. Turn to us today for
the best answers in unattended back-up.
Call or write Transitional Technology,
Inc., 1411 N. Batavia, Ste. 203,
Orange, CA 92667; telephone
'
(714) 744-1030.
Al
~~ ~
Fax (714) 744-2497
~
See ua at DEXPO
Weal Booth #3008

..,..,.
Ill

'D'an81tlonal
Technology, Inc.

CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD
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Network DEC to UNIX?

2938 provides password/ca llback security,
DES encryption, centralized control of rackmount and remote modems, and a complete
audit trail of network events.
To learn more, contact Bo Sullivan at Telcor
Systems Corp. , 12 Michigan Dr., N atick,
MA 01760; (617) 653-3995.

Circle 415 on reader card

RMC Featured With
CONTROL: Manufacturing
Cincom Systems Inc. announced the availability of Repetitive M anufactu ring Control
(RMC) with th e 6.2 release of CONTROL:Manufacturing. The products are
ava ilable on the full line of VAX computers,
including the new 6200 and 8800 product
families, and VMS V5.0.
RMC is an optional advanced module
of CONTROL:Manufacturing, Cincom's
manufacturing management information system. RMC supports repetitive manufacturing management techniques throughout
CONTROL:Manufacturing. The major facilities ofRMC are products/process definition. production schedule management,
material pull support and simplified production reporting.
CONTROL:Manufacturing release 6.2
is priced from $100,000 to $600,000 depending on hardware platform and configuration.
To ob tain further information, contact
Ronald R. Hank, Cincom Systems Inc., 2300
Montana Ave. ,.Cincinnati, OH 45211-3899;
(513) 662- 2300.

(JJW!Joa 1J«BUl</tO(J/--(J)tli llelp!Joa!
!CP/IP ~.g~···

Did you know that most UNIX computers already support industry-standard TCP/IP
networking protocols? And that Process Software Corporation gives you TCP/IP networking solutions for more DEC operating systems than anybody?

"Fo-i VM.Q R~X, RT-I!, IA~, Ad /.gt;t-PIDJ...
Network to UNIX usingjust our TCP/IP software and your standard DEC Ethernet
hardware on the UNIBUS. Q-bus. VAXBI. or the new MicroVAX 2000. And run concurrently with DECnet. LAT. or LAVC.

1Je11f_ui 7i B~!Joa...
Say goodbye to special hardware. messy installation. and unneeded layers of software. Our TCP/IP products are modular. efficient. and designed for the operating
system they run on. You benefit from ease of use. simple installation and virtually
no maintenance.

tH.E~ App~...
And we support the full range of popular TCP/IP applications. including FTP (File
Transfer). TELNET (Virtual Terminal). TCP. IP. and UDP programming interfaces.
and others.
You won't find a better lower-cost way to connect DEC to UNIX anywhere!

JiJiAot;4?

PROCES~~

Electronic Service Specialists Ltd . (ESS) has
added depot repair to its spa re parts services
fo r DEC's LN03 laser printer, with an
average repair turnaround rate of three to five
days. A one-year warranty is offered on all
new and refurbished parts.
ESS services include a 24- hour
emergency repair on standard items, complete systems testing and burn in, module
swap program and sale, and rent or lease of
repair parts kits.
To obtain more information , contact Keith
Patterson at Electronic Service Specialists
Ltd. , N 92 W14612 Anthony Ave. ,
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051; (414)
255-4634.

Circle 481 on reader card

CHARM/Ulink Improves
Performance At Run Time
WorldWide Data Corporation announced
CHARM/ULink, a front-end application
development tool for the leadi ng DBMSs.

35 Montague Road • PO Box 7 46 • Amherst. Massachusetts O1004

CIRCLE 153 ON READER CARD

SAM2010

ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY SYSTEM
INTELLIGENT I POWERFUL I SENSITIVE
MONITORS computer room environment and PROTECTS your computers
(DEC-VAX, microVAX, PDP/II, DG-MV Series, IBM 370, 4300 and others) from
environmental hazards. ABLE to monitor multiple stations, alert users,
telephone key people and conduct orderly system software and power shutdowns if nobody responds to alarms.

PROTECTS Your Computer, Programs, and Data Against:
• Air-Conditioning Failure
• Excess Temperature, Humidity
• Smoke I Fire I Water I Assault
• A.C. Power Irregularities
BETTER THAN AN INSURANCE POLICY,
SAM-2010 AVERTS DISASTER BEFORE COSTLY DAMAGE OCCURS
Only the SAM2010 system does all the above, AUTOMATICALLY when measured
values exceed pre-set limits. 24 hours a day. No coffee breaks. No vacations.

THE COST -

1•

LE$$ THAN YOU THINK

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SAM2010 SYSTEM , WRITE OR CALL -

N T R ~

c O M P u I

OCTOBER 1988

413-549-6994

DEC. IAS. RSX. RT· I I. UNIBUS. VAX. and VMS are Digital Equipment Corporation trademarks. Unix is an AT&T
trademark. Ethernet is a Xerox Corporation trademark. TSX-Plus 1s a S&H Computers trademark.

Circle 417 on reader card

LN03 Laser Printer
Repairs Offered By ESS

Call Process Software Corporation today.

E

R

1 N C

875 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS , NEW YORK 10001
CIRCLE 129 ON READER CARD

(212) 947-5533

CHARM/ULink offers application designers
the ability to create complete applications in
C source code for UNIFY's DBMS.
CHARM/ULink offers the designer maximum flexibility, improved performance at
run time and true machine portability.
CHARM Vl.60 can convert UNIFY
DBMS files to CHARM's native rf database
files. CHARM 's rf high-performance database requires no run time or user fees.
CHARM/ULink is priced at $2,500 for
entry-level UNIX platforms like 80286
through high-end UNIX environments like
VAX. Prices for CHARM Vl.60 vary from
$1,495 to $70,000, depending on the
machine.
For more information, contact Bill Hirst,
WorldWide Data Corp., 17 Battery Pl., New
York, NY 10004; (212) 422-4100.

Circle 421 o n reader card

PDPclustering NOW!
ince its introduction, the PDP-11 has
• Requires no application program
been one of the most reliable systems for
modification .
data processing departments world-wide. • Enforces full file protection and record
Until now, the CPU power of even the
locking
largest PDP-11 couldn't handle the growing
needs of today's organizations. Now there's The Link includes:
The Link, the solution to CPU bound PDP-11 's
• Communication interface hardware
running RSTS/E.
• Link system software
• Complete documentation
PDPclustering with The Link allows your
• 90 day warranty
system virtually unlimited growth. You can
• Extended support available
add up to 63 users on each node of your
PDPcluster.
Free 30 day trial.

S

The Link:
• Offers unlimited CPU power
• Allows totally transparent access to
shared disks
• Uses standard DEC hardware

···---

For more information on The Link call:
Northwest Digital Software, Inc.
West 405 Walnut, P.O. Box 1797
Newport, WA 99156
Phone: 509-447-5631

Long live the PDP-11!

Established 1979

ENTER 143 ON READER CARD

The following are trademar>< of Digital Equipment Corporation :

A-to-Z

DECnet
DECsystem-10
DECSYSTEM-20
DECfTest
DEC US
DELNI
DIBOL
DNA
Eve
FMS
GIGI

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
MS-DOS is a trademark or Microsoft.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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IAS
IVIS
LAN Bridge

LASO
LA100
LQP02
LSl-11
MASSBUS
MicroPDP-11
MicroPower/Pascal
MicroVAX

BYERS Engineering Company has a communications software package that allows the
PC to connect directly to the VAX. If you
have Intergraph's Ethernet (Communications
Processor), the only hardware needed for the
PC and the VAX is an Ethernet card on the
PC. Standard ThinWire or ThickWire Ethernet cabling is used, allowing the PC to connect to the VAX like an lnterpro 32C.
BYERS PC/XNS File Transfer Program
provides high-speed transfer of IGDS files
with minimum system overhead. Because it
can execute VAX commands from a command Line, it can be run within MicroStation
to transfer files and submit plots.
The license fee for BYERS PC/XNS File
Transfer Program is $350 per PC. One-time
license for each VAX is $600.
To learn more, contact Barbara L. Stafford,
BYERS Engineering Co., 6285 Barfield Rd.,
Atlanta, GA 30328; (404) 843-1000.

Circle 419 on reader card

See us at DEXPO West, Booth #620
NORTHWEST DIGllRl SOFIWARE, INC.

ALL·IN·1
COD
DATATRIEVE
DDCMP
DEC
DECalc
DECconnect
DECgraph
DEC mail
DEC mate

BYERS PC/XNS Connects
PC To VAX

PDP

PDT
P/OS
Q-bus
Rainbow
RALLY
Rdb/VMS
RSTS/E

RSX
RT-11
TEAM DATA
TOPS
ULTRIX
UNIBUS

VAX
VAXBI
VAXcluster
VAX DIBOL
VAXELN
VAXFMS
VAX lab
VAX LISP
VAX SCAN
VAXstation
VMS

VT
Work Processor
WPS

AUTOBAX Uses
Simple Prompting
CRT has released an automated DCL command procedure, AUTOBAX, that runs on
any VAX/VMS system. AUTOBAX submits
either full or incremental disk-to-tape backups in batch through the use of simple, interactive prompting.
Little or no knowledge of the backup
utility is required. Backup listings are created
for easy verification. Operator intervention
is minimal.
AUTOBAX costs $25.
Obtain additional information by contacting
CRT, P.O. Box 271, Belmont, CA 94002;
(415) 595-5595.

Circle 420 on reader card
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DEC* DEPOT REPAIR • DEC* SERVICE TRAINING
DEC* SPARE PARTS

Many buyers look at used
equipment first because they
know that performance is
the real issue. In DEC PRO's
Used Equipment classifieds,
you'll reap the benefits of a
rapidly changing DEC
marketplace by getting the
proven power and performance you want NOW at the price you want to pay
NOW!

DEC PRO's

used
Equipment
c1ass111eds
give YOU

~e-il - 1-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL EQUIPMENT SALES & REPAIRS- 'Ir..,._
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Don't be a victim of vaporware. Go for the goods with
a proven track record. Go
for them in DEC PRO's Used
Equipment classifieds!

more value
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• 11 YEARS IN THE DEC· BUSINESS
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• 5 DAY STANDARD TURNAROUND ON REPAIRS
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• PDP 8 TO VAX, AND PERIPHERALS COVERAGE

• OPTIONAL 24 HR. EMERGENCY REPAIR
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Be sure to look for us in
DEC PROFESSIONAL, and
online in our ARIS electronic
bulletin board (215) 542-9458.

equipment
dollar.

a

• ADVANCE SWAP/ EXCHANGE PROGRAM
• LEASING OR RENTALS
• FLAT RATE REPAIR PRICESNOLUME DISCOUNTS
• UPGRADES AND ECOs AT NO ADDITIONAL COST
• TRAINING, AT YOUR FACILITY OR ESS's
• AN INVENTORY IN EXCESS OF 100,000 ITEMS
• SAME DAY SHIPMENTS ON PURCHASES
• OPTIONAL 24/7 COVERAGE
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE/COMPETITIVE PRICES

\'le.ii - CDCt DEPOT REPAIR & SPARES - "'""'
CALL US FOR QUOTES

******

REPAIRS...BUYING 'SELLING/
RENTINGITRAINlNG LEASING

PHONE: 414-255-4634

Mvertisers:
If you want to reach
the largest number of
computer professionals
working in the DEC
environment, call:

FAX: 414-255-5418
TELEX: 260183
ESS LTD MEFS

Mary Browarek
(215) 542-7008

is
Your Answer for DEC* Repairs & Spares

PUBLIC NOTICE!!

BOSTON BOARDS & SYSTEMS, INC.
55 Rear Main Street, Kingston, MA 02364

Boston Boards
&
Systems

617-585-7777
Our Guarantee Is Our Reputation!!

SPECIAL
VEGETARIAN PLATTER
W/BEVERAGE
$3.75

Boston Boards
&
Systems

8000
SERIES
Systems

MICROVAX II
Systems & Peripherals

&
Peripherials

WE AI.SO BUY NEW & USED
EXCESS•DECINVENTORY
FAX: 617-585-6211
TELEX #920-038BBS

EMC

2

•
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Digital is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

KENNEDY

FWl'l'SV

~T.M.

NalioNI

SernicxJncllcD'

NEW

BUY

DECTMUSED

SELL

SYSTEMS
MODULES
PERIPHERALS
VAX@Q-BUS@UNIBUS

EUROPE

NEEDS YOUR
DEC EQUIPMENT tlJW

ICEX, Inc. has more than 10 years experience
selling DEC hardware in Europe. We pay CASH
for DEC peripherals and systems to sell to our
European customers. Take advantage of the low
U.S. dollar and call

1-800-222-4239.

CALL TODAY
617-547-4005 • 800-892-9230
TELEX 374-8460 FAX (617) 354-1417
DEC

COMPETITIVE PRICING

ck:.Jof~~~10N

LET US QUOTE YOU ON ALL YOUR DEC NEEDS
*DEC A TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
DEC is a registe red trad emark
of Digit al Equipment Co rp.

"Hi! I'm Maggie Connelly,
a purchasing manager at
Midwest Systems. Please
accept my 'invitation ' to call us
about purchasing your used or
new DEC Equipment.

International Computer
Exchange, Inc .
740C South Pierce Ave.
Louisville , Colorado 80027·9989
303/666-5400
Telex: 292682
FAX: 303/666-7054

"We'll
pay you
CASH for
your unneeded
DEC equipment"

I think you 'll be glad you
called us, and for two very
good reasons. The first, is that
we are active buyers ... not shoppers. We buy well over 5,000 DEC products every month and are rated as
the nation 's largest purchaser of DEC equipment. The second reason is simple. We buy both individual DEC
products and complete systems .. . and make immediate cash ;xryment.
During the nine years that I've been at Midwest, we've helped thousands of people and companies who
were faced with the task of selling their unneeded DEC equipment. I'm sure that you 'll also enjoy working
with us and our 16 very courteous and helpful buyers."

.AlMIDWEST
ll'&SYSTEMS
INCORPORATED

2800 Southcross Drive West, Burnsvi ll e, MN 55337
• DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Please accept our invitation ... CaH us today on
our toll-free number: 1-800-328-1000, ext. 9930.
(In Minnesota, call 1-612-894-4020).

'.1/.£1

We look forward to talking with you~M .#'f
Thanks!
~ VV ' _ _ _

7

INFORMATION
Rates: 1 time: $600
3 times: $550
6 times: $500
12 times: $450
Size: 1/g page - 23 /1e"x2%"
Camera ready mechanical
required.
Typesetting and composition
available.
For more information call
Mary Browarek at
(215) 542-7008.

Look
for
the
logo ...

The DIGITAL
DEALERS ASSOCIA·
TION was fanned in
1982 as a trade assoc ia·
tion to promote ethical
dealings in the used
DEC' marketplace.

ddo

OtGITAL
DEALERS
ASSOCIATION

Buy or sell with confidence
from a dda dealer.I

For membership
& 01her
infonnation:

313/475-8333

•
•
•
•
•

785, 780 Computers
Rates from $6.00/Hour
Timeshared or Dedicated
Tymnet access available
Disaster Recovery Services

/I)
/TI

AMERICAN DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES
Costa Mesa California

555 Sparkman Drive, Suite 652
Huntsville, AL35816
(205) 837-7710

LEX USERS
• Have you been waiting for
version 9b?

800-328-6145
10120 West 76th Street
Eden Prairie. MN 55344
612-944-2452

37 High Street
Danvers, MA 01923

We need to buy your excess
DEC equipment
now!

VAX & PDP-11
Turn your unwanted
computer equipment
into cash!
v Large ·inventory
v Immediate availability
v Super Prices

CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD

VAX~ RENTALS
MICROVAX II
VAX 700 SERIES
VAX 8000 SERIES

Systems & Peripherals
• Add-On Flexibil ity
• Purchase Options

800 DEC-OLER

CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD
OCTOBER 1988

RA81 . . ...... $13
RA60 .... . . . . $13
MICROVAX ... $13
SA482 ....... $13

VAX11/750 .. $18
VAX 11 /780 .. $18
PDP 11/23 ... . $13
PDP 11f73 .... $13

1 -S00;1~!-s~g~!.~uite 200
"

Pontiac, Ml 48053

tNC .

313-332-7997

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

VAX CAREERS SOUTHEAST
Being in the right place at the right time is the best way
to take advantage of a career opportunity' Making you
aware of the right place and presenting your creden tials at the right time is what I do best'
Numerous opportunities for all levels of VAX professionals. Skills in the following areas are highly valued :
• FORTRAN
• Any ROBMS
• COBOL
• INFORMIX
•C
• MANUFACTURING
• ORACLE
• R& 0
• ADABA.5
• SCIENTIFIC
• ULTRA/SUPRA
• VMS
CALL or WRITE
BRENDA CAREY, C.P.C.
DIGITAL SPECIALIST
When you want to be in the right place
at the right time!

(919·222·0231)
AMOS & ASSOCIATES

508-777-4666
FAX-508-777-8433

Protective Covers tor
Digital Equipment

For more information call Saturn Systems,
the exclusive distributor for LEX products.

(800) 669-7070
(714) 957-8440

\.

SWITCH COVERS

• Are you interested in adding
spreadsheet, graphics or
database software?

SATURNI

MEADOWLARK
ENTERPRISES

CIRCLE 213 ON READER CARD

• Do you need support or training?

CONTACT:

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD

VT APE Connection is the only
complete hardware/software solution
for 9-track magnetic tape exchange
with VAX Systems that allows you to
handle VAX BACKUP and COPY
tapes. VT APE Connection includes
9-track Ministreamer tape drive,
controller, cables, software, and
documentation. Available for MAC or
PC at 1600/3200 or 1600/6250 BPI.
Prices start at $4,255.

Decision Graphics, Inc.

CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD

VAX TIME

Read VAX BACKUP
Tapes Directly to Your
MAC or PC

633B Chapel Hilt Road Burlington . NC 27215
CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD
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DEC CONVERSIONS

Industrial Solutions
VAXStation 2000, 4 Mb,
15" Monitor, Thinwire Ethernet,
VMS, LAVC, DECnet, mouse,
keyboard,. ...... ... ,..,.,.$ 5,230.00

We CONVERT informntion to nnd
from DEC Hnd other systems _
• Word Processing
• Dntnbnse
• Sprendsheel

I>

Reduce Disk Utilization
!Up

1>
1>

10

ZO" .. I

Reduce CPU Overhead
!U p

10

10".,)

TEL TRADE BY CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENTS

Improve Performance
t R.11< h .ind lnll'r.ic fl\l'I

~

•Disks, Tnpes or Hnrdpncks

I>

~~L Generol lnformotion

I>

•

Services, Inc _
2300 Wolnut Street
Philodelphio, PA 19103

800-USA-GIS8 or 215-557 - 1950

Speed Up FOL Changes

Fujitsu Clearpoint Megatape
Emulex Exabyte Maxtor
CDC
Tektronix TOPS

Improve End User Response
Time
I> Optimize Files to Your
Environment

SOLID
COMPUTER

Continuum Consulting, Limit ed
(206) 485-HELP (4 357)
!800) 999-4VAX (-1 829)

g,a CONTINUUM·
\

V.

\ \

II I \

~.

1 II '

I

100 Galleria Parkway, Suite 400, Atlanta, Georgia 30339
PH (404)984-2003, FAX (404)9840596, TLX 154184

H II I' ti N \ I I ti '

oec. YAX.DECnet. VMS.LAVC•.. Ttm.m11t1.1 afh Olgllll EcJ.ilptNmCorp.
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SATURN SOFTWARE
Priced below current dealer prices.
Software for operating systems.
P/OS • RT11 • TSX-PLUS • RSX-11 M
RSTS • MICRO-VMS • VMS
Programs available for Data Base
Management, Electronic Spreadsheet,
Integrated Business Graphics, and Word
List processing. For all your computer
room needs call:

Data Supplies, Inc.
11300 Lakefield Dr.
Duluth, GA 30136
1-404-476-4455
CIRCLE 360 ON READER CARD
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This
publication
is available in
microform
from University
Microfilms
International.

SUPERVISORY COMPUTER
SPECIALIST
(REGIONAL INFORMATION
SYSTEMS OFFICER)
GM-334-13

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION
Box 043-550 W. Fort St.
Boise, Idaho 83724

0 Please send information about these titles:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Companynnstitution - - - -Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

208-334-1221

State--

- - - Zip, _ __ __

Phone!,___,__ __ __

CL 0 SES 10-2-88

_ __

Call toll-free 800-52t-J044 . Or mail inquiry to:
University Microfilms International. 300 North
l.eeb Road. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106.
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Promote Your Products
With Reprints

Reprints help sell your products in media
kits, sales presentations and on sales calls.

C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by noted DEC PROFESSIONAL
columnist. Also other languages and packages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and MS-DOS,
including DBMS and DECnet. Applications
experience includes real-time, process control,
engineering, scientific and commercial
systems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091 .

To Order:

REMTEC FUJITSU 2284. 168Mb, Disc Drive,
$600. Fully guaranteed. (415) 463-3511.

Order reprints of your product review, lab
review or article in DEC Professional.

• Call Sue Ann Rainey - (215) 542-7008
• Provide issue date, article (page)
and quantity needed
• Reprints produced on #70 gloss stock
• Each request quoted separately
• 4-6 week turnaround
DEC Professional
P.O. Box 503, Spring House, PA 19477
(215) 542-7008, FAX (215) 628-2845

-::..

SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS
•
•
•
•

REMTEC FUJITSU 2294K. 336MB, $2,000.
(415) 463-3511.

CPUs • MEMORIES
DISC & TAPE DRIVES
CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS
INTERFACES Etc.

•PRO 350/380 MEMORY BOARDS
•DISK DRIVES - BIG & FAST FOR PRO

mDIGITM
COMPUTER

• RAM - DISK Softwore for
Micro/RSX,* I t M ( +) & P/OS *

Call 415-420-9579
Proto Systems
1238 Jo sephine St , Berkeley , CA 94703

EXCHl>..NGE INC
27773 lndustnat Blvd . Hayward , CA 94545

-··

CALL-(415) 887-3100

c::k::k:::h:.:" - FAX (415) 887·5590 TLX 709536

Wl.xaccess
and PC applications.
Hmmm!

l
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WHY BUY JUST A TERMINAL SERVER
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A MAXserver.
There's a big difference in VAX" terminal servers. Which is why it pays to
compare before you buy.
Just look at the chart below. The
MAXserver"' from Xyplex"' offers superior connectivity, with TCP/IP support
and integrated LAN/WAN capability.
The DECserver"' doesn't.
The MAXserver offers more throughput. Up to 120 ports from one compact
unit. Hot-swap capability so you can
add cards without any downtime.
Redundant power supplies and multiple network interfaces for non-stop
performance. All features you won't
find with the DECserver.

FEATURE
TCP/IP Sl!!Port
Integrated LAN/WAN
Hot-Swap Cards
Processi~ Power
Redundant Power Sl!!PlY
Warran..!}'._

Yet the MAXserver actually costs less!

The support of a
communications leader.
Xyplex specializes in VAX servers, and
has for years. So we can offer you
advantages that Digital simply can't
match. It's why we're now installed in
each of the top 15 VAX accounts around
the world.
And we back the MAXserver family
with full service and support. Each
MAXserver is covered by an unprecedented three-year warranty that
includes all parts and labor. Digital
gives you one year.

DECserver

MAX.server

No
No
No
1 MIPS
No
1 Year

Yes
Yes
Yes
15 MIPS
Yes
3 Years

Copyright © 1988. All rights reserved. Xyplex, Inc. Xyplex and MAXserver are trademarks ofXyplex, Inc.
VAX, DECserver, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
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Free Report and Case
History File.
We've prepared a
Case History File
that will let you
read first-hand
what actual
users have to
say about our
product. We'll
also send
you a 12-page
in-depth report comparing the DECserver and the
MAXserver.
Shouldn't you compare before
you buy? Call or write today for
your free report and Case History
File. Once you know the facts,
you won't settle for just any terminal server.
Call 1-800-338-5316

-----------------

Xyplex,Inc.

---------------- ---

100 Domino Drive
Concord, MA 01742

XYPLEX
See us at DEXPO West Booth #2731

BACK END
John C. Dvorak

Japanese Technology
Marches On

I was in Canada when I
saw the latest
in
gasoline
pumps. With a touch-sensitive fullcolor display, the Delta 5000 used by
Petro-Canada was fabulous. By pushing
on the large screen, you tell it how much
gasoline you want to buy. Then you insert cash or a card; change is handled by
a nearby kiosk.
A videotape display then shows
you how to insert the hose into your car.
There is no on/off lever, like that found
on American pumps. Instead, an automatic switch activates the mechanism.
As you pump the gasoline, another
video shows the ocean, a music video
and scenes from a baseball game. Meanwhile, a window overlay gives information about liters pumped and dollar
amount.
When you reach the end, a voice
says "Thank you," and you see a video
of how to replace the hose in the holder.
A new screen appears, asking if you
want a receipt. If you do, the machine
dutifully grinds one out with its builtin dot-matrix printer.
Finally, the president of PetroCanada comes on the screen and thanks
you for using his gasoline and "the latest
in Japanese pump technology." I shoved
the receipt in my pocket and drove away,
shaking my head.
You know what's going to happen,
of course. American gasoline pump
manufacturers, who must have seen this
thing by now, will downplay it as a
hokey gimmick. " People want to buy
some gas and get out. They don't want
to watch TV while at the pump." Within
a few years, we'll be using Japanese
gasoline pumps, and the Japanese will
have taken over another market segment
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The arrogance of American
businessmen is killing us.

for one simple reason: they give the
customer something nifty.
The arrogance of American businessmen is killing us. These guys go
from one extreme to the other; they
make major decisions either off the top
of their head ("Nobody wants to watch
TV when they pump gas") or by relying on expensive market surveys without watchdogging their direction. Such
was the case when Coca-Cola changed
its formula. Thank goodness the
Japanese don't make a Coke clone.
The pump industry soon will be
taken over by the Japanese, just as they
took over the consumer electronics
market. The Japanese make products,
such as VCRs, that American firms can't
- make because of lack of commitment.
So, too, with machine tools and, soon,
lawn mowers, kitchen appliances and
who knows what else.
The irony is that the Japanese still
know nothing about marketing. Oh,
they understand some dirty tricks on
how to lowball the competition and effectively distribute in ways to burn gray
marketers. It amounts to price fixing,
which seems to be an unspoken goal.
But they still can't market.
For example, Sony couldn't market
its Beta recorders, even with a head start,
superior quality and an incredible U.S.
presence. Now, it can't move its Smm
technology.
A few years ago, Sony was the first

to introduce the super high-fidelity
stereo recording signal that all high-end
VCRs now employ. But it was unwilling to explain it to the public. Sony also
made a mistake in naming the new technology hi-fi. As one consumer electronics maven told me, "The American
public thinks ofhi-fi as something from
the late 1950s. It has the wrong connotations."
Soon JVC and the horde of VHS
makers followed suit with VHS hi-fi.
The Japanese didn't listen, and now only
a few connoisseurs know anything
about the stereo tracks on movies or
Dolby Surround Sound encoding.
Who's to blame? Japanese marketers.
So, the Japanese have a weakness
that easily could be exploited by
American firms . That's assuming we
have a good product with which to
counterattack. One firm that avoided a
massacre at the hands of the Japanese
was Tektronix. It laid in wait with hightech oscilloscopes as the Japanese
entered that arena. Tektronix blew the
Japanese out of the water with lower
prices, super equipment and better
marketing.
Although weak in marketing,
Japanese strengths include an innate
ability to continuously improve a product beyond recognition, and a rapid acceptance of what's new. They're suckers
for change. They love gimmicks and
nifty technological gimcracks.
Americans have a fascination with
new things, to a point. As we get older,
we lose this fascination with the new
and different. So what happens? The big
businesses become peopled by codgers
who resist change and develop a cynicism peculiar to American businesses.
Result: look for the Delta 5000 soon.
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bar codes and OCR output.
You get a straight
paper path for smooth farms
handling.Andthepowerto
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lft~ printmultipartformsuptosix
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Datasouth's 100°/o duty cycle,
24 hours a day. So you don't
DEC is known for power- DEC system. So the VAX
get any more emergency
ful systems.
thinks you've got an LA
visits from the repairman.
Data south is known for 120 printer.
If you've got a DEC
powerful printers.
But what you've really
system, and need a better
And now, your DEC and got is pure Datasouth.
printer, better get one that's
Datasouth's OS 400 make
Draft text at 400 cps, memo on the same wavelength.
a powerful pair. Because
quality at 180 cps, and near Call 800-222-4528 to find
the OS 400 is 100°/o code
letter quality at 60 cps. Plus
your nearest Datasouth
compatible with your
dot-addressable graphics,
distributor.
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If you've been banging
your head against the wall
trying to find a low-cost, reliable way to store your large
on-line database, EMC has
the solution.
Because now, there's
Archeion Database System.
A rock-solid alternative to expensive magnetic disk storage.
This system, the newest
addition to EMC's Archeion
family of optical storage products, gives you the benefits of optical technology with the flexibility of a magnetic disk.
Benefits like unlimited user accessibility. Direct access capabilities. Unmatched durability, performance,
and capacity.
Archeion Database System is ideal for both your relational database and archiving applications.
It works in conjunction with any DBMS
package you're currently using, so
when you choose Archeion, you're
not caught between a rock and a
hard place when it comes to
software compatibility.

Archeion will support up to 56 optical drives. Each
drive provides one gigabyte on-line storage. Wha(s
more, Archeion has removable media. One drive can
service many gigabytes of data.
Because it utilizes WORM technology, Archeion's
media has a useful life of 30 years or more. And it's
virtually indestructible. Data is actually burned into
the disk so it's as safe as if carved in stone. This means
data integrity like you've never known.
All this, for a fraction of the cost of magnetic disk
storage.
The end result is simple: if you want a low-cost, reliable way to store your valuable on-line database, buy
EMC's Archeion Database System.
Or get your chisel ready.
For more information on EMC's Archeion family of
optical subsystems, call

1-800-222-EMC2

(in Massachusetts, 617-435-1000).

EMC
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The System Enhancement Company.
EMC Corporation, 171 South Street,
Hopkinton, MA 01748-9103
VAX is registered tradem ark of Digi tal
Equipment Corporation. Archcion is a rcgis·
tered trademark of EMC Corporation.
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